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The Constant Paradox:  






This dissertation interrogates writers’ references to “constancy” during the English civil wars, 
reading the debate surrounding this vexed and multifarious term as indicative of a broader 
examination of constancy as a concept. Through generic case studies of the emblem book, prose 
romance, epic, and country house poem, I show how writers used constancy’s semantic and 
contextual slippage to participate in key debates of the civil wars; Hester Pulter, Percy Herbert, 
John Milton, Thomas Carew, Mildmay Fane, and Andrew Marvell deploy constancy as they 
intervene in civil war polemic surrounding kingship, property ownership, liturgy, and England’s 
relationship with the wider world. These cases, I argue, show the interaction between writers’ 
reevaluation of constancy and their reevaluation of inherited literary traditions. In interrogating 
constancy, writers articulate and even inspire innovation in literary genre, thereby demonstrating 
not the destruction of literary form during the civil wars, but writers’ ability to accommodate 
established literary tradition to dynamic religiopolitical circumstances.   
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Discussion of the word “constancy” pervades the literature of the English civil wars. Of 
course, the virtue existed, and was debated, long before the seventeenth century. During the 
1640s and 1650s, however, the number of printed publications with variations of “constancy” in 
their titles surged (see fig. 1).1 Pro-Parliament pamphlets attempted to define The Constant 
Man’s Character (1649); Charles I’s defenders termed him “the most constant of martyrs”; 
supporters of the New Model Army declared themselves “faithfull and constant to the Good Old 
Cause” despite the imminent Restoration.2 When Eikon Basilike (1649), the hagiographic 
political apology attributed to Charles I, asserted the king’s “constancy to [his] Wife, the Lawes, 
and Religion,” opponents shot back, terming “the late Kings constancy” an “abuse of the word.”3 
On June 24, 1659, the English House of Commons asserted its claim to the virtue, voting to add 
the phrase “and constant” to its loyalty oath.4  
The ubiquity of “constancy” during the civil wars testifies to a broad, cross-factional 
contest over the meaning of the word itself, with “constancy” acting as a lexical flashpoint in 
                                                      
1 A sampling of printed publications referencing “constancy” and “constant” in the text itself shows a similar trend. 
The graph does not represent these “constancy” titles relative to the overall growth in publication (documented in 
Corns, “Publication and Politics, 1640-1661”) although it is suggestive that the number of “constancy” titles 
declines after the Restoration.    
2 S.W., The Constant man’s Character; An Elegie on the meekest of men, the most glorious of princes, the most 
constant of martyrs, Charles the I (1649); William Prynne, Remonstrance of the noble-men...who desire to shew 
themselves faithfull and constant to the Good Old Cause (1659). 
3 Eikon Alethine (1649), 91. 
4 Thereafter, Parliament declared, judges, justices of the peace, and other ministers must swear to “be true, faithful, 
and constant to this Commonwealth; without a single Person, Kingship, or House of Peers” (emphasis added). 
House of Commons Journal, 7:692-693. This oath derives from the Oath of Engagement required of all members of 
the Rump, which was extended to all adult males in January 1650. “January 1650: An Act For Subscribing the 
Engagement,” in Firth and Rait, Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum, 2:325-329; Worden, Rump Parliament, 
2:219-220, 227. “The engagement was imposed on the nation chiefly out of panic,” Worden notes, as Parliament 
feared Charles II’s alliance with the Scots. Rump Parliament, 227. 
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debates ranging from the legitimacy of monarchy to proper ecclesiastical worship to the 
relationship between England and Scotland—in short, every major ideological contest of the 
civil wars. Many words functioned as similar lexical flashpoints, such as “innovation” and 
“liberty.”5 Yet the word “constancy” is unique, not only in the irony of its use—appearing with 
greatest frequency during the most inconstant time in English history—but also because the very 
presence of such debate turns the virtue into a self-defeating paradox: as various interlocutors 
compete for the right to define and claim “constancy” for their own political or confessional 
ends, they rely upon and enact the virtue’s semantic and contextual inconstancy.  
In 1643, for example, a subtitle of the Solemn League and Covenant adjured “all good 
Christians to the constant keeping of [the Covenant],” citing the virtue no less than three times in 
its short text. Even as the Covenant allied the Scots with the English Parliament against the king, 
it swore to “preserve the Rights and Priviledges of the Parliaments, and the Liberties of the 
Kingdoms, and to preserve and defend the Kings Majesties Person and authority” with 
“sincerity, reallity [sic] and constancy”; it similarly promised to uphold the Presbyterian Church 
of Scotland “sincerely, really and constantly.”6 The Covenant thus invokes constancy as denoting 
its swearers’ fidelity, declaring their faithful adherence to the British alliance against the power 
of the king and the Church of England.7  
                                                      
5 “Innovation” was universally deplored in religiopolitical polemic of the period, unlike the positively nuanced 
“reformation.” A pro-Church of England petition from Kent, for example, pleaded for Parliament “both in the 
Church Government and in our present Liturgie, to give us a severe Reformation, not an absolute Innovation.” Qtd. 
in Maltby, Prayer Book and People, 110. Parliament similarly used “innovation” derogatively in delivering The 
orders from the House of Commons for the Abolishing of Superstition and Innovation, in the Regulating of Church 
Affaires. For “liberty,” see Chapter 3 of Patterson, Milton’s Words. 
6 Solemn League and Covenant. This subtitle—not included in all editions—states, “Together with a Preamble, 
made by a worthy Member of the House of COMMONS, to invite all good Christians to the constant keeping of it.” 
7 See OED “constancy,” n. 2, which defines the word as fidelity, faithfulness to an external cause. 
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Only a few years later, however, this same king would invoke the same virtue in his own 
defense. In Eikon Basilike, the recently executed king contrasts the inward constancy of his soul 
to the outward assault by his subjects, declaring that though he lacks “outward strength,” “I have 
a Soul invincible through God’s grace enabling Me; here I am sure to be Conqueror, if God will 
give Me such a measure of Constancy, as to fear him more than man: and to love the inward 
peace of My Conscience, before any outward tranquility.”8 Such divinely inspired constancy 
draws upon the paradigms of neostoicism, the primary context in which scholars have hitherto 
examined constancy.9 Justus Lipsius, in his foundational neostoic treatise, De Constantia, 
defines constancy as “a right and immovable strength of the mind, neither lifted up nor pressed 
down with external or casual accidents,” that is, internal steadfastness despite external assault.10 
This is precisely the sort of constancy we find in the passage from Eikon above, which celebrates 
interior fortitude over outward circumstances in order to sacralize a thoroughly defeated and 
deposed king.  
Yet in S.W.’s The Constant Man’s Character, published the same year as Eikon Basilike 
by a self-proclaimed “Gentleman in the Country,” constancy is a much more active endeavor. 
Addressed to “A Gentleman his esteemed Friend and Countryman, A Member of the House of 
Commons,” The Constant Man’s Character disaligns constancy from oath-taking; constancy 
does not consist in swearing fidelity to oaths like the Solemn League and Covenant, S.W. 
                                                      
8 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 81, emphasis added. Hereafter all references to Eikon cite this edition 
parenthetically within the text.  
9 See Lagrée, “Constancy and Coherence”; Miles, Shakespeare and the Constant Romans; and McCrae, Constant 
Minds, which all examine constancy per se. Miles does acknowledge multiple denotations (and therefore contexts) 
of constancy. Nonetheless, he pointedly confines his study to neostoic steadfastness and uniformity or consistency 
(opposed to variety). See also discussions of constancy in Barbour, English Epicures and Stoics; Brooke, 
Philosophic Pride; Crawford, Mediatrix, 30-85; Monsarrat, Light from the Porch; Shifflett, Stoicism, Politics, and 
Literature in the Age of Milton.  
10 Lipsius, On Constancy, 37. See OED “constancy,” n. 1a. 
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insists.11 Instead, constancy is found in maintaining one’s commitment to “the supreamest Law, 
the Peoples safety.”12 Since Parliament, not the king, ensures such safety, constancy requires 
active, even armed support of Parliament’s cause. “Your active and constant Industry cannot 
degenerate into a revolting now,” S.W. insists, reminding the MP of his previous military, even 
vigilante efforts on Parliament’s behalf; doing anything less constitutes “a Defection in part, or 
abatement of constancy.”13 Such a vision of constancy opposes Eikon Basilike both ideologically 
and dispositionally; where Charles evokes constancy from a position of patient inactivity and 
defeat, The Constant Man’s Character urges an “active,” “industr[ious]” virtue, in which actions 
speak louder than sworn words.   
Yet mid-seventeenth-century constancy is not solely the purview of pamphlets and 
proclamations. In a sonnet sequence affixed to Regale Lectum Miseriae (1649), a series of 
elegiac poems commemorating the execution of Charles I, John Quarles personifies England 
herself, who wails, 
Envie is grown tryumphant, and it sings 
The joyfull downfall of the best of Kings; 
The earth’s invested in a Scarlet gowne; 
Upstart Rebellion, knockes obedience downe; 
All things admit of change, the hearts devotion 
                                                      
11 The pamphlet’s characterization of the addressee as an MP for Bristol following the city’s recapture by Parliament 
in 1645 suggests he may be Richard Aldworth, Bristol’s former sheriff and mayor who served in Parliament from 
1646-1653 (see W. Williams, Parliamentary History of the County of Gloucester, 115). S.W. alludes to a pamphlet 
written by the MP, Remonstrance, published in 1647, but I cannot identify the work.   
12 S.W., Constant Mans Character, 22.  
13 Ibid., 76. S.W. describes the MP halting travelers on their way to Oxford lest they join the king’s cause, 
headquartered there. 
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Is constant in nothing, but unconstant motion.14 
The sentiment of the final couplet—that nothing is constancy but inconstancy—is a paradox so 
common as to be cliché; John Donne famously exploited the paradox poetically in “Woman’s 
Constancy,” for instance, as did Quarles’ contemporary Thomas Stanley in “Chang’d, Yet 
Constant.”15 Yet here Quarles speaks not of lovers’ hearts, but of the change in the English 
populace, whom he lambasts for preferring “Upstart Rebellion” over “obedience.” Constancy 
denotes for Quarles a resistance to change, and in “joyfull[y]” enacting the “downfall of the best 
of Kings,” Charles’ “rebellio[us]” subjects prove the impossibility of such constancy on earth.16    
 Such self-conscious debate over the meaning, context, and implications of the word 
“constancy” signals civil war writers’ broader concern with constancy as a concept. Raymond 
Williams and Annabel Patterson have investigated early modern language per se, showing the 
connection between the use of particular words and, in Patterson’s case, Milton’s personal and 
political dispositions.17 Yet I go beyond such philological investigations to connect writers’ use 
of “constancy” as a word to larger issues surrounding literary form, arguing that writers’ use of 
the word affects their treatment of inherited literary traditions. The surge in citations of 
“constancy” in the middle decades of the seventeenth century—no doubt encouraged by the 
                                                      
14 J. Quarles, Regale Lectum Miseriae, Ibid., 96. These lines are from Sonnet 5. It appears that most editions of 
Regale—at least three different ones were printed in 1649 alone—do not have the section titled “Englands Sonnets 
of her beloved King.” I examined the copy held by the Folger Shakespeare Library, which notes the inclusion on the 
title-page. This Quarles is the son of the more famous emblem writer Francis Quarles (see Chapter 1). 
15 Donne, Complete English Poems, 51; Stanley, Poems and Translations, 7-9. “Chang’d, Yet Constant” appeared in 
the 1651 edition of Stanley’s Poems. Donne’s Juvenilia: Or Certaine Paradoxes, and Problemes also contains “A 
Defence of Womens Inconstancy,” although Helen Peters doubts Donne’s authorship of this particular paradox. See 
Peters, ed., John Donne: Paradoxes and Problems, xlv-xlvi; Crowley, “Donne’s Dubia.”  
See discussion of Marvell’s incorporation of this cliché in the country house poem in Chapter 4. 
16 See OED “constancy,” n. 3a, which inaccurately blends the word’s denotation of “unchangingness” with 
“uniformity” (discussed below).  
17 See Patterson, Milton’s Words; R. Williams, Keywords. R. Williams’ work focuses on how “some important 
social and historical processes occur within language, in ways which indicate how integral the problems of meanings 
and of relationships really are.” Keywords, 22 (emphasis original). 
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word’s consideration in prominent works like Eikon Basilike—evidences writers’ critical 
examination of this inconstant term. In Chapters 1-3 of this dissertation, I document this 
examination, noting writers’ idiosyncratic uses of “constancy” in the face of competing versions 
of the term; sometimes, in the case of Hester Pulter and Sir Percy Herbert, writers even supply 
competing versions themselves. Yet such use of “constancy” is not accidental. In Pulter’s case, 
her manuscript juxtaposes competing versions of “constancy” side-by-side, while Herbert uses 
explicitly corrective language to override his initial presentation of “constancy.” Similarly, John 
Milton’s rehearsal of imagery from Eikon Basilike and his anti-episcopal tracts in Paradise 
Regained invites us to compare the “constancy” in these earlier works to that of his later poem. 
Such authorial strategies testify to writers’ self-consciousness in using “constancy,” and their 
recognition of the term’s denotative and connotative ambiguity. 
Yet examining self-consciously deployed instances of “constancy” reveals how writers’ 
use of this word is embedded with their reconsideration of conceptual constancy; the term 
expresses writers’ recognition and evocation of literary tradition, even as they prove themselves 
inconstant to the generic paradigms inherited from that tradition. In each case examined in the 
first three chapters, writers employ “constancy” in light of earlier representations of the term. 
Generic predecessors or polemical forebears supply literary paradigms that Pulter, Herbert, and 
Milton openly confront in their own treatments of “constancy.” In each case, however, these 
writers resist adherence to those paradigms: Pulter disrupts the emblem book convention of 
presenting an ideologically coherent version of the virtue; Herbert replaces romance’s 
conventionally neostoic “constancy” with a “constancy” indicative of Catholicism; Milton takes 
the issue of liturgical “constancy” out of the world of polemical prose and into the genre of epic, 
in which “constancy” was hitherto anathema to heroism. Writers’ reconsideration of 
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“constancy,” therefore, is inextricable from their reconsideration of their own attitudes toward 
the specific literary traditions invoked by their use of “constancy”; such a link between lexical 
“constancy” and its conceptual counterpart suggest a synchronicity between the two. Chapters 1-
3 thus reveal “constancy” as the language through which writers articulate their departure from 
paradigms established by their literary predecessors. 
Chapter 4 builds upon this connection between lexical and conceptual constancy to show 
how the English civil wars inspired such reevaluation of literary tradition. Examining constancy 
as a concept (though “constancy” does emerge at times), this chapter takes a local approach, to 
show how material conditions at a time of conflict could challenge literary tradition, including 
the tradition of constancy itself. Constancy is not just a word to be evaluated, this chapter shows, 
but a conceptual paradigm integrally connected to the real world in which these writers lived.  
 This closing section of the dissertation thus renders transparent the larger project’s 
implications for studies of literary form and the English civil wars. As Nigel Smith notes, 
Genres and forms are crucially bound up with those great themes of the Civil War 
and the Commonwealth—liberty, freedom, authority, tyranny, salvation, 
deliverance—because they gave them shape and intelligibility, and, therefore, an 
inevitable role in the social process. In doing so, genres, with their capacity for 
transformation as well as representation, define the parameters of public debate, 
the nature of change, and the means for comprehending that change.18 
Literary form, in other words, affects and is affected by great historical events like the civil wars.  
                                                      
18 Smith, Literature and Revolution, 4. Cf. Dubrow, Genre, 4: “[M]uch like a firmly rooted institution, a well-
established genre transmits certain cultural attitudes, attitudes which it is shaped by and in turn helps to shape.” 
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Yet Smith reads these wars as a story of “disruptions”: “Genres fell to bits in the 1640s,” 
he writes; “they failed to achieve their aims, and circumstances prevented individual works being 
completed,” forcing writers to perform subsequent “reconstructions.”19 Yet my exploration of 
constancy shows how writers accommodated profound religious and political change without 
abandoning or destroying the genres they invoke. While I show how writers departed from 
literary paradigms within their respective genres, my project ultimately evidences the survival of 
these genres themselves, preserving larger literary forms while renegotiating smaller paradigms. 
The inherent inconstancy of “constancy,” I suggest, offered writers a way to accommodate 
literary conventions to dynamic religiopolitical circumstances, invoking literary precedent while 
allowing writers to innovate. Thus, where Elizabeth Skerpan-Wheeler sees writers as confined by 
their ideology to a particular literary form, my dissertation suggests that civil war writers had 
more control over their treatment of inherited literary tradition than she implies, and less 
factional differentiation.20 Writers of all religiopolitical factions during the English civil wars 
deploy the language and concept of constancy, not because they needed to, but because they 
wanted to.21 In so doing, they use constancy to reevaluate their own relationship to their literary 
predecessors, consciously departing from those predecessors in interaction with the 
developments of the English civil wars. 
                                                      
19 Smith, Literature and Revolution, 3. 
20 Skerpan-Wheeler argues that writers “proved less flexible than seventeenth-century rhetoric enabled them to be” 
because they were constricted by their ideology to the use of particular genres. Skerpan-Wheeler, Rhetoric of 
Politics in the English Revolution, 31. She examines genre in a primarily rhetorical sense, using the Aristotelian-
derived categories of the deliberative, forensic, and epideictic genres. 
21 This dissertation thus shirks a particularly republican or royalist lens, following instead the cross-factional 
approach taken by, e.g., Blair Worden in Literature and Politics in Cromwellian England, Steven Zwicker in Lines 
of Authority, and Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth in their edited volume, English Civil Wars in the 
Literary Imagination. 
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In keeping with the diversity of its subject matter, the chapters that follow constitute a 
series of case studies employing multiple approaches, designed to reveal distinct facets of 
writers’ evocations of constancy during the civil wars. Chapter 1 explores constancy as most 
people today, perhaps, would conceive of it: a desirable moral virtue meant to be emulated by 
those who observe it. Constancy, understood this way, can be seen most vividly in the emblem 
book, a now-defunct genre which flourished in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and 
which specifically aimed to cultivate readers’ virtue.  An inherently didactic genre long 
dismissed or minimized in early modern studies, the emblem book is composed of three-part 
poems which expose error and instruct the reader in better moral conduct.  Tracing Hester 
Pulter’s use of competing versions of “constancy” in her Emblems, however, reveals her 
transformation of the emblem book from a didactic genre focused on the reader to a self-
reflective one displaying her own ideological ambivalence. Embodying the diversity of attitudes 
toward to the Commonwealth that were available to royalists in the 1650s, Pulter’s Emblems 
embraces antithetical understandings of constancy: one, represented by the turtledove, focuses on 
heaven and transcends earthly struggles via pious devotion. The other, represented by the pig and 
the elephant, obsesses over events on earth, fixating on Oliver Cromwell, Parliament, and those 
who abandoned Charles I in his time of need. These opposing emblems of constancy reflect 
Pulter’s refusal to reconcile her own contradictory attitudes towards the monarchy’s 
deposition—even if the result is a confusing depiction of virtue, ill-designed for readerly 
emulation.  
 Readerly emulation, though, is precisely what Sir Percy Herbert wants in his prose 
romance, Princess Cloria.  In Chapter 2, I explore how Herbert engages with constancy as part 
of an inherited generic vocabulary, and finds in that word a way to structure romance’s narrative 
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paradigms and its depiction of political governance. In the first volume of his five-part prose 
romance, printed in 1653, Herbert follows the model of Sir Philip Sidney’s The Countess of 
Pembroke’s Arcadia (1593), which lauds “constancy” as neostoic steadfastness; accordingly, 
Herbert’s paradigm of constancy is the recently executed Charles I, who refuses to succumb to 
pressure exerted by his inconstant subjects. Princess Cloria’s last volume, however, printed in 
1661, terms Charles “obstina[te], [rather] then constan[t].” This reevaluation is concomitant with 
the romance’s redefinition of “constancy,” now denoting a religious and monarchical fidelity 
associated with Catholicism, designed to convert the reader to an internationalist foreign policy 
following the Restoration. Herbert’s transformation of “constancy” across the eight years of 
Princess Cloria’s publication thus tracks the period’s political and religious dynamism, even as it 
exposes fault lines within different factions of “royalism”: in aligning “constancy” with 
Catholicism, Herbert distinguishes himself from Charles II’s prominent Protestant supporters. 
Herbert crafts this internationalist, Catholic argument, moreover, by reimagining prose 
romance’s characteristic form, turning romance’s opposition between constancy and inconstancy 
and its narrative multiplicity into an argument for England’s increasing association with Catholic 
powers. Whereas Chapter 1 highlighted constancy in terms of authorial self-examination, this 
chapter thus highlights the effect of constancy on the reader, as Herbert uses romance’s generic 
vocabulary to articulate his vision of mid-seventeenth-century England as part of greater Europe.  
 Continuing this dissertation’s expanding trajectory, Chapter 3 considers the combative 
interplay between writers, finding “constancy” at the center of the heated debate over the use of 
liturgy in the English church. Steven Zwicker has argued for the “polemicization of culture” in 
response to the civil wars; writers deployed “constancy,” this chapter shows, as a key term in  
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that religiopolitical polemic.22 Objecting to the abolition of the Church of England’s liturgy in 
1645, Eikon Basilike extols “constancy” as uniformity, ordained by God and manifested through 
the set forms framed in the Book of Common Prayer.23 John Milton objects to this conception in 
Eikonoklastes (1649), however, terming such “constancy” no more inspired than the instinctual 
warblings of the cuckoo. Milton revives this debate, I argue, in his brief epic, Paradise Regained 
(1671), in which the Son exemplifies an internally focused, neostoic “constancy.” This 
conception of constancy not only repudiates external forms of worship like liturgy, but redefines 
the epic hero: Milton’s Son is no longer the bellicose champion of Paradise Lost (1667), built on 
Homeric and Virgilian models, but the exemplar of an immobile, even “unactive” constancy, 
paradoxically rewriting a generic paradigm by regressing to the language and ideas of the 1640s.  
 Each of the chapters described thus far examines writers’ evocations of “constancy” in 
relation to particular literary paradigms within particular genres. In Chapter 4, I examine 
constancy as a conceptual generic paradigm, expressive of writers’ common concerns 
surrounding land (in)security and property ownership in the country house poem; by examining 
constancy as both a word and concept, this chapter renders transparent the connection between 
conflict and writers’ reevaluation of literary tradition, showing how the civil wars directly 
provoked reevaluations of the country house poem’s long-standing paradigms surrounding 
constancy. From the genre’s origins in English with Aemilia Lanyer and Ben Jonson in the early 
seventeenth century, the country house poem has always rested on a dialectical presentation of 
                                                      
22 Zwicker, Lines of Authority, 10. “In such a world, polemic was a condition of writing, and not only for those who 
were willing to acknowledge the drives of partisanship; polemic engulfed the literary and tempered all the idioms of 
culture.” Ibid., 7.  
I use “religiopolitical” to note the intersection of religion and politics in the conflict of this era. At times, though, I 
use “political” to indicate a primary interest in governmental systems per se, absent (but not disconnected) from 
doctrinal or theological considerations. See OED “political,” adj. A.1a, 5. 
23 See OED, “constancy,” n. 3a. 
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the estate, alternating between depicting its vulnerability to natural and human threats, and 
asserting its ability to withstand these threats.  In this chapter, I reframe this dialectic in terms of 
constancy and inconstancy; furthermore, I show that country house poets of the civil war period 
locate this dialectic within the estate itself. Examining the representation of water in the country 
house poems of Thomas Carew, Mildmay Fane, Hester Pulter, and Andrew Marvell, I argue that 
we see these poets incorporating national issues into their representations of the local estate, 
thereby shirking critical narratives of local exceptionalism. Their explicit admission of 
inconstancy within the estate’s borders responds to the civil wars’ exposure of the real threats 
country houses faced, and accommodates the constancy/inconstancy dialectic to changing 
political circumstances. In so doing, this chapter reiterates the story narrated implicitly 
throughout the dissertation: a story not the destruction of literary tradition, but of its 






  1 
Chapter 1 
Carnival of the Animals: The Competing Constancies of 
Lady Hester Pulter’s Emblems 
It is a strange fact of English literary history that no moralizing emblem books were printed 
between the outbreak of the civil wars and the Restoration.1 After achieving an “almost 
inconceivable” popularity in the sixteenth century, the genre mysteriously died out after 1635, 
only reemerging in 1673, and in a much-diminished form.2 Of course, the moralizing emblem 
book—composed of three-part poems consisting of verse, illustration, and epigraph—would not 
be the only genre to suffer due to civil war. The closure of the theatres in 1642, after all, forced 
theatre to go underground or remain on the page.3 Yet until now, this lacuna in emblem book 
publication has passed both unnoticed and unexplained. Why such a gap in the history of this 
formerly best-selling genre?  
 Answering this question requires turning to the state of the English emblem book before 
the civil wars. Over the course of the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries, I argue, the moralizing 
emblem book had become a mouthpiece for the English monarchy. Emerging from the “mirror 
for princes” tradition, early English emblem books in the sixteenth century presented themselves 
as advice-books for the nobility, providing visual and versified models of morality for the 
                                                      
1 I follow Michael Bath in distinguishing “moralizing” emblem books from “spiritual” emblem books. This chapter, 
unless otherwise noted, deals with the former. These categorizations, and the conventions of the genre more 
generally, are discussed further below.  
2 Freeman, English Emblem Books, 42. No moralizing English emblem books are published between George 
Wither’s A Collection of Emblems (1635) and Anon., Emblems Divine, Moral, Natural and Historical (1673), which 
is itself a merging of the “moralizing” and “spiritual” emblematic modes (as evidenced in its title). See the 
bibliographies in Freeman, English Emblem Books, 229–38; Bath, Speaking Pictures, 282–5. Emblem books 
persisted in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as children’s literature. Freeman, English Emblem Books, 227-
228. For further discussion of the emblem book’s origins and spread, see below.  
3 See Randall, Winter Fruit: English Drama 1642-1660; Wiseman, Drama and Politics in the English Civil War. A 
contrary example of generic flourishing amidst civil war is prose romance (see Chapter 2).  
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reader’s subsequent cultivation. As Henri Estienne paradigmatically wrote in The Art of Making 
Devices (1646), “The chiefe aime of the embleme is, to instruct us, by subjecting the figure to 
our view, and the sense to our understanding.”4 Yet by the publication of George Wither’s A 
Collection of Emblems (1635), noble readers, and royalty specifically, had become the 
instructors, rather than the instructees. The exploitation of emblem books’ ability to speak for the 
monarchy helped turn them into royal agents—an identification that inspired an existential crisis 
with the deposition of the monarchy during the civil wars. After all, how does a genre survive 
when its figurehead is dead? Evidently, based on the publication gap, it does not.  
But we do know of one unprinted emblem book from this period: Hester Pulter’s mid-
seventeenth century manuscript emblem book is the sole known example of an Interregnum 
moralizing emblem book, and the only known English emblem book written by a woman. Yet it 
is also noteworthy for its abandoning of the genre’s fundamental premise of didacticism. Rather 
than presenting a coherent picture of constancy for the reader, and thereby encouraging 
emulation, Pulter’s Emblems experiments with competing responses to contemporary instability. 
Shirking generic convention, Pulter presents conflicting conceptions of constancy, juxtaposing 
hope and transcendence with indignation and anger; these visions align, moreover, with different 
poetic modes, hopeful constancy embodying impulses toward devotional lyric, and indignant 
constancy toward open religiopolitical diatribe. Constructing oppositions between and sometimes 
even within individual poems, Pulter thus produces a poetics of ambivalence regarding both 
constancy and the genre itself.  
                                                      
4Estienne, Art of Making Devices, 7. Cf. Harms, “Authority of the Emblem,” 17: “Emblematists of high 
standing...had created in their emblems structures of enigmas that made possible the intellectual development of 
their readers in the act of contemplation, reading and original thought.”  
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Such ambivalence represents not an ill-conceived poetic vision, I argue, but Pulter’s 
response to contemporary religious and political turmoil. Pulter’s multiple constancies, and the 
distinct modes they represent, express disparate poetic reactions to the Interregnum royalist 
plight, at a time when the monarchy’s supporters were not sure whether to keep fighting or 
abandon hope altogether. Her willingness to embrace such ambivalence, and reimagine the 
emblem book as something other than a didactic genre, is what makes her work unique, and what 
enables her Emblems’ anomalous status in an otherwise emblem-less period.  
 
Pulter and Her Precedents 
Pulter’s 162-folio manuscript has experienced a surge of critical interest in recent years, 
following its 1996 rediscovery in the archives of the University of Leeds Brotherton Library.5 
Hadassahs Chast Fancies, as the entire manuscript is titled, appeared in its first modern edition 
in 2014, and contains three delineated, independently titled sections: Poems, consisting of 
occasional and devotional lyrics; Emblems, a fifty-three poem emblem book; and The 
Unfortunate Florinda, a prose romance in two parts.6  
There is no evidence for the manuscript’s circulation outside of the author’s immediate 
family, yet numerous critics have demonstrated Pulter’s acute awareness of literary trends and 
political ideas circulating in the middle decades of the seventeenth century.7 Indeed, her 
                                                      
5 Brotherton Library MS Lt q 32 was acquired by the University in 1975, but was not assigned its own shelfmark.  
6 There are fifty-two numbered emblems, but there is no Emblem 18. Furthermore, two poems in the scribal hand 
following the emblems merit inclusion in the emblem book; as Eardley notes, these poems have “structural and 
thematic similarities” to the other emblems and were likely added after the initial transcription. Eardley, “Edition,” 
86. I cite from Eardley’s edition of Pulter’s complete works, Poems, Emblems, and The Unfortunate Florinda. I 
reference emblem poems by line number and by their order in the emblem sequence (e.g., 20.15 for the fifteenth line 
of the twentieth emblem). 
7 Peter Davidson has argued for affinities between Pulter’s elegy “Upon the Death of my deare and lovely Daughter 
J.[ane] P.[ulter]” and Marvell’s ‘The Nymph Complaining of the Death of her Fawn.” Ross and Eardley are 
skeptical of Marvell’s direct influence on Pulter, however; the connections between the poets,” Eardley argues, 
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occasional verse constitutes a virtual chronicle of the English civil wars, commemorating key 
moments such as the deaths of Sir George Lisle and Sir Charles Lucas, Charles I’s imprisonment 
at Holmby, and the king’s eventual execution in 1649.8 Such awareness is not surprising, given 
Pulter’s social connections. Though she characterizes herself as confined in a “country grange,” 
and appears to have withdrawn with her husband (a former county sheriff) to a quiet 
Hertfordshire estate, Pulter was the daughter of Sir James Ley, privy counselor under James I 
and the first Earl of Marlborough.9 She also made trips to the London home of her sister 
Margaret—a friend of John Milton’s and the dedicatee of one of his sonnets.10 Unlike Margaret, 
though, Hester Pulter was a bold, unapologetic royalist, as her manuscript testifies; indeed, 
Elizabeth Clarke terms Pulter’s royalism one of the “two preoccupations of the volume” (along 
with Pulter’s children).11 Pulter’s poetry and prose has, accordingly, been studied primarily in 
terms of its royalism.  Her emblems, however, have languished in critical near-oblivion; only one 
article (my own) currently addresses these works. In this chapter I will further suggest that 
                                                      
“point to a much broader literary tradition within which [Pulter] was writing.” Davidson, “Green Thoughts,” 14-5; 
Eardley, “Edition,” 104-107 (105); Ross, “Tears, Bezoars and Blazing Comets,” 3. 
8See “The Invitation into the Country” (48-56); “The Complaint of Thames, 1647” (58-65); “On Those Two 
Unparalleled Friends, Sir G.[eorge] Lisle and Sir C.[harles] Lucas” (73-7); “On that Unparalleled Prince Charles the 
First, His Horrid Murder” (77-9); “Upon the Imprisonment of His Sacred Majesty” (105-6); “On the Horrid Murder 
of That Incomparable Prince, King Charles the First” (106); “On the Same [2]” (107-9).   
9 “Why must I thus forever be confined,” l. 18, in Pulter, Poems, 166-169. For more on Pulter’s biography, see 
Eardley, “Edition,” 25-80. 
10 The diary of John Harington of Kelston, the husband of Pulter’s sister Dionysia, records a lengthy visit in 1652 
upon the death of her other sister Margaret Hobson. Hobson and her husband, Lieutenant-Colonel James Hobson, 
were neighbors and friends of Milton, who praised Sir James Ley in Sonnet 10, addressed to the “Daughter to that 
good Earl.” Line 1 in J. Milton, Paradise Regained, Samson Agonistes, and the Complete Shorter Poems, 146-7. 
Evidence for numerous London family and social connections lead Eardley to conclude that “Pulter was in contact 
with those living in London and that it was not unusual for her to visit them in the city. Eardley, “Edition,” 65-78 
(65). 
11 Introduction to Pulter’s poems in Millman and Wright, eds., Early Modern Women’s Manuscript Poetry, 111. 
Eardley hypothesizes that the manuscript’s lack of circulation is due to Pulter’s association with those of opposing 
political views in her family. “Edition,” 76. 
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Pulter’s emblems reward our attention, revealing a complex negotiation of both generic and 
political loyalty, centered on the virtue of “constancy.”12  
The Emblem Book: Definition and Background 
An analysis of Pulter’s Emblems requires a brief survey of the emblem book genre—one 
particularly self-conscious of its predecessors. Its conceptual bases may have existed long before, 
and critics argue about whether the genre is primarily visual or textual;13 nonetheless, the origin 
of the emblem book per se is remarkably defined. Andrea Alciato’s Emblematum Liber (1531) 
was the first to combine images (pictura), Latin epigraphs (inscriptio), and several lines of 
explanatory verse (subscriptio) into a single work (see fig. 2).14 Alciato and his contemporaries 
immediately recognized this book as something new, and the emblem book soon became a 
continent-wide craze, inspiring further works in Latin as well as in the vernacular.15 From that 
point, the emblem book had an expected form, as Rosemary Freeman describes in her 
foundational monograph on the genre: a “collection of moral symbols” containing or implying 
images, with an interpretative motto or sententia embellishing each picture, along with “an 
explanatory poem or passage of prose in which the picture and motto are interpreted and a moral 
                                                      
12 To my knowledge, I am the only person to publish on Pulter’s Emblems: Dunn [Zhang], “Breaking a Tradition” 
(alphabetized under “Zhang” in the bibliography). For criticism of Pulter’s work in a civil war context, see, for 
example, Ross, “Tears, Bezoars, and Blazing Comets: Gender and Politics in Hester Pulter’s Civil War Lyrics.”  
13 Moseley notes that the emblem “is built on assumptions about life, art and language that both precede the 
Renaissance and are current through it,” such as obsession with hieroglyphs, classical epigrams, and the blurring of 
distinctions between visual and literary art. Century of Emblems, 3-16 (3). On debate over emblems’ origins, see 
Fowler, “Emblems as a Literary Genre.”  
14 Fowler notes that “the separate elements of the emblem were ubiquitous, in poetry and masque, painting and 
graphic art, city signboards and house names, ecclesiastical murals and alchemical treatises. Novelty lay solely in 
their assembly into a multimedia genre combining epigraph, pictural device, and epigram.” Occasionally, writers 
might add commentary or quotation. “Emblem as a Literary Genre,” 12, 6. Unfortunately, space does not allow 
sufficient discussion of the Continental emblem, which continued in England even after the rise of a native tradition. 
See Praz, Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery, as well as Daly, English Emblem and the Continental Tradition.  
15 Fowler notes that “it is striking that early theorists were so certain about the emblem’s being new. The emblem 
label identified, clearly, what was felt to be a distinct novelty.” “Emblem as a Literary Genre,” 6.  
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or religious lesson is drawn.”16 Such poems are inherently didactic, word and image working 
together to exhort the reader towards virtue.17  
Michael Bath further divides emblem books into two distinct didactic subgroups. The 
first, spiritual emblem books, feature a strong Christian meditative emphasis and draw their 
inspiration from primarily biblical material.18 Francis Quarles’ Emblemes (1635), for example—
often cited as the century’s most popular book of verse—is of this type, and uses biblical verse 
instead of a traditional Latin motto as a superscript.19 Yet moralizing emblem books, following 
Alciato’s humanist influence, also enjoyed widespread popularity in the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries. These drew from various “Historicall, Naturall, & Morall” sources, in the 
words of Geoffey Whitney, the first printed English emblematist, and provided the precedent for 
Pulter’s own emblem book.20  
                                                      
16Freeman, English Emblem Books, 238-9. Much debate (modern and early modern) centers on differentiating 
emblems from other literary devices. Cf. the fine categorical distinctions in the title of Henri Estienne’s The Art of 
Making Devises, Treating of Hieroglyphicks, Symboles, Emblemes, Enigma’s, Sentences, Parables, Reverses of 
Medalls, Armes, Blazons, Cimiers, Cyphres and Rembus (trans. and pub. in English in 1646). For extended 
examination of definition and similar questions, see critical summary in Daly, Literature, 2-9, as well as Bath, 
“Inserts and Suppressions,” 1-14; Daly, “George Wither’s Use of Emblem Terminology,” 27-38; and Moseley, 
Century of Emblems, 1-28 (esp. 3-16) 
17 See Estienne’s quote above. Wither (discussed below) similarly argues that emblems “doe tende vnto discipline, 
and morall preceptes of liuing.” Whitney, Choice of Emblemes, “To the Reader.” 
18 Bath, Speaking Pictures, 2. Moseley describes Georgette de Montenay’s Emblemes ou Devises Chrestiennes 
(1571) as the first emblem book “wholly devoted to discussion of elements of the Christian life.” Century of 
Emblems, 18. Some emblem books claim the “spiritual” designation for themselves, e.g. Andrew Willet’s Sacrorum 
Emblematum Centuria Una (1592) and Thomas Jenner’s The Soules Solace, or Thirtie and One Spiritual EMBLEMS 
(1626), which addresses the “Loving and Christian Reader” (A2r).  Bath argues these emblem books spring from the 
resurgence of Christian meditation, terming them “ ‘religious’, ‘spiritual’, ‘devotional’ or ‘meditative’ emblems.” 
Freeman, however, delineates a third type of emblem book represented by Philip Ayres’ Cupids Addresse to the 
Ladies (1683), a book which lacked “the seriousness and the vitality which mark the two previous types.” Bath, 
Speaking Pictures, 2; Freeman, English Emblem Books, 32. 
19 Quarles also follows each original verse with relevant commentary from saintly theologians such as Augustine, 
Gregory, and Bonaventure. For further discussion of Quarles and his work, see Höltgen, Francis Quarles, 1592-
1644. Freeman characterizes Quarles’ emblems as the beginning of a more “specifically literary” emblem tradition, 
but such a statement wrongfully discounts moralizing emblem books. Freeman, English Emblem Books, 114. 
20 Whitney, Choice of Emblemes, “To the Reader.” Though not published in England, this work is accepted as the 
first printed emblem book written in English by an Englishman (distinct from the Dutch Jean Van der Noot’s A 
Theatre for Worldlings (1569)). Whitney himself notes that “none to my knowledge, hath assayed the same before” 
(sig. **3r).  
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Emblem books work in a generally derivative mode, frequently culling material from 
commonplaces, older emblem books, and other sources. As Bath notes, emblems assume “the 
reader’s knowledge of a cultural donné,” wherein the epigram “resolves the enigmatic relation 
between motto and picture by appealing to received meanings which its images have in 
established iconographic systems of Western culture.”21 So widespread are these common 
meanings and symbols that critics have even developed dictionaries of specific symbols, and 
“many symbolic combinations of elements into picture, and the understanding of that picture, 
remain largely constant over a very long time.”22 Images are even recycled from earlier emblem 
books; Whitney’s A Choice of Emblemes (1586), for example, reuses woodcuts from Christopher 
Plantin’s edition of Adrianus Junius’ Medici Emblemata (1565) and from Claude Paradin’s 
Devises Heröiques (1557), while George Wither’s A Collection of Emblemes (1635) borrows the 
newly imported Dutch copperplates of Gabriel Rollenhagen’s Nucleus Emblematum 
Selectissimorum (1611-1613), carved by the celebrated van de Passe engravers.23 Such 
borrowing even occurred in manuscript works: Sir Thomas Palmer’s Two Hundred Poosees (c. 
1564) is the first known English emblem book; several of its emblems feature printed material 
pasted into the volume.24  
                                                      
21 Bath, Speaking Pictures, 71, 73, 74. This understanding underpins emblem books’ frequent relegation to the status 
of literary recycling centers, “repositories for the iconographic commonplaces of Western art” that “preserve the 
accumulated stock of iconographic topoi.” Ibid., 74. This view is implicit in Freeman’s description of English 
emblem writers’ method as a failed attempt to reconstitute symbols deriving from the medieval allegorical way of 
thinking. See Freeman, English Emblem Books, 20-33. 
22 Moseley, Century of Emblems, 12.  
23 Moseley, Century of Emblems, 21-22; Bath, Introduction, 3. Moseley speculates such borrowing may have been 
necessitated by the “difficulty of getting adequate illustrative material” from English sources. Century of Emblems, 
21. For an example of such borrowing, compare Paradin, Devises Heröiques, 72 and Whitney, Choice, 1. 
24 See British Library Sloane MS 3794. Manning has edited a modern edition, Emblems of Thomas Palmer. 
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Yet Palmer’s Two Hundred Poosees also features what are known as “naked” or “nude” 
emblems—that is, emblem poems lacking literal images.25 Such naked emblem books—of which 
Pulter’s Emblems is an example—are not uncommon; in fact, the 1548 edition of Alciato’s 
Emblematum Liber lacked illustrations.26 Such lack of images demonstrates even more fully 
emblem books’ reliance upon a “cultural donné.” Without physical images to examine, 
emblematists rely upon readers’ imaginations to supply the visual corollary to their text. Thus, in 
Pulter’s manuscript, she is continually asking her readers to “Behold,” “Mark,” and “View,” 
verbs asking readers to call upon the repository of shared cultural imagery they keep within their 
minds.    
Not surprisingly, then, this genre of common sourcing often approaches readers in “a 
generalised sort of way,” in the words of Charles Moseley, presenting morals that are easily 
applicable across the popular spectrum and lacking topical specificity. But, Moseley adds, 
“Frequently...individual emblem books are designed to do quite specific jobs, and sometimes, in 
so doing, abandon the ambiguity that early emblematists deliberately cultivated.”27 Sometimes, 
in other words, emblem books’ generalized moralizing gives way to topical allusion, as writers 
use the form to make specific ideological statements. He points to Whitney as a prime example, 
his Choice being “a serious and systematic discussion of the political and moral issues raised by 
England’s campaign in the Netherlands.”28  
                                                      
25 While several images, as noted, are pasted into Palmer’s manuscript, his emblems are on the whole image-less. 
26 Fowler, “Emblem as a Literary Genre,” 3-4.  
27 Century of Emblems, 16. The performance of such “specific jobs” relates to what Harms describes as “applied 
emblems.” See Harms, “Authority of the Emblem,” 14.  
28 Moseley, Century of Emblems, 22. Bath makes a similar point: “[T]he book was not simply an anthology but 
designed,...for a specific political end and a particular historical moment—the Earl of Leicester’s campaign in the 
Netherlands. Some of its features are only intelligible when viewed in this context, and others make much better 
sense.” Speaking Pictures, 69.  
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Nonetheless, emblem books are rarely read for their occasionality. After long neglect—
derided as a “fad,” a “secondary cultural phenomenon,” and “[o]ne of allegory’s ‘bastard 
children’”29—this once-beloved genre has seen more favorable reception in recent decades, due 
to the work of critics including Michael Bath and John Manning.30 Yet criticism remains largely 
centered on emblem theory, the relationship between word and image, and the prominence of 
Continental emblems in early modern England.31 Little critical attention has been paid to native 
English emblem books or to their specific political resonances; Moseley’s discussion of 
Whitney’s treatment of the Netherlands campaign—less than two pages—is one of the longest 
examples of such critical attention.32  
Moralizing Emblems and Monarchy in the Seventeenth Century 
In seventeenth-century England, however, emblem books often did “specific jobs,” exhibiting 
what Wolfgang Harms terms “persuasive competence” with reference to particular political or 
religious debates.33 Henry Goodere’s A Mirrour of Majestie (1618), for instance, 
                                                      
29Dieckmann, Hieroglyphics, 45; Mazzeo, “Critique,” 93; Daly, Literature, 3, quoting Hayes, “Symbol and 
Allegory,” 283. Cf. the summary of contempt for emblem books in Daly, Literature, 3. Even the author of one of 
emblem criticism’s foundational texts characterizes emblematists as “poor poets” practicing a “weak” technique, 
producing “arbitrary product[s] of a fanciful rather than an imaginative experience.” Freeman, English Emblem 
Books, 31, 29. 
30 The genre, which exploded in the sixteenth century, died out in the next, except as pieces of childish literary 
trivia. See English Emblem Books, 227-228. This narrative of decline is not uncontested, however; see Fowler, 
“Emblem as a Literary Genre,” 2. 
31 See particularly Bath, Speaking Pictures; Praz, Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery; Daly, English Emblem 
and the Continental Tradition. Not even Freeman’s monumental study of English Emblem Books, now over fifty 
years old, examines the specific political resonances of English emblem books.  
32 The rare exceptions to this critical trend are Farnsworth, “George Wither’s A Collection of Emblemes” (cited 
below), Chardin, “Emblem and Authenticity,” (which applies Greenblatt’s New Historicist principles to Peacham’s 
Minerva Britanna), and Young, “Jacobean Authority and Peacham’s Manuscript Emblems” (cited below). 
33 Describing his use of the modern “Kompetenz,” Harms writes, “An emblem has persuasive competence as part of 
its authority when it manages to make itself understandable to a clearly defined observer in a specific situation and 
can persuade him to act in a certain way.” “Authority of the Emblem,” 11.  
Moralizing emblem books (indeed, all emblem books) are few in number, likely because of the expense of printing 
such heavily illustrated volumes. The following discussion recognizes every moralizing emblem book preceding 
Pulter’s manuscript. 
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unapologetically emblematizes members of the English nobility and royal family to argue for 
military action against Catholics at the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War.34 In a manner much 
more explicit than Whitney, Goodere calls upon these nobles to take up the Protestant cause.  
Goodere’s volume is noteworthy not only for the brazenness of its appeal; it also signals a shift 
in emblem books’ position relative to the English monarchy. Sixteenth-century English emblem 
books are united in being directed toward the nobility and monarchy, part of the “mirrors for 
princes” tradition.35 Andrew Willet’s emblem addressed to the children of the houses of Rutland 
and Bedford in Sacrorum Emblematum Centuria Una (1592), for example, presents his poem as 
an offering, from which the noble reader can and should profit by imitating the virtues displayed 
therein: “This Embleme noble youth by right / Is yours, your part then take... / To follow then 
now make your choice / Your auncestours vertuous race.”36 These emblem books actively seek 
the participation and emulation of their noble readers; they speak to them, even to people as 
eminent as the Earl of Leicester (Two Hundred Poosees, Choice) and Elizabeth I (Choice).37  
By contrast, Goodere emblematizes virtues already present (purportedly) within its 
readers. His illustrations literally figure the English nobility; in expounding upon these 
illustrations, therefore, the poems’ verses expound upon the qualities of the nobility themselves: 
Goodere “unlocke[s] the value of this prizeless Jem” of virtue for others, as he states in his 
                                                      
34 In his emblem to Ludovic Stuart, Duke of Lennox, Goodere depicts a lion (identified with King James) devouring 
“that insatiate Wolfe of Rome” as an act of “Justice, to preserve the common race of harmlesse beasts.” “Common-
weales,” he writes to the king, must be “under-propt...by the mutuall hand of King and Priest,” and Majestie’s 
emblems repeatedly call down God’s justice upon Catholics and others in need of “the sinne-subduing Sword.” 
Goodere, Mirrour, 19; 2; 42. 
35 Praz discusses emblems’ didacticism relative to princes in Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery, 191-2. 
36 This poem is a spiritual emblem book, rather than a moralizing one, but the authorial position relative to the 
reader is the same. 
37 See Whitney’s first emblem, and Manning’s introduction to Palmer, Emblems of Thomas Palmer.  
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dedicatory emblem to James I.38 Some poems even use the first-person, as in Emblem 2, which 
images the king, thereby creating the effect that the king himself is speaking directly to the 
reader (fig. 3). Thus while Mirrour of Majestie still speaks to the king and the nobility, it also 
claims to speak for them, marking a distinctly different author/speaker position from Whitney’s 
or Palmer’s emblem book.  
Other seventeenth-century emblem books suggest that the genre’s capacity to speak for 
people—and the monarchy in particular—did not pass unnoticed. James I was actively interested 
in the genre, as his library evinces, and evidently composed some emblems himself.39 But his 
emblematic apex came at the turn of the century, when Henry Peacham used the king’s Basilikon 
Doron (1599) as the basis for at least three emblem book manuscripts.40 These manuscripts, 
written in Latin, appear to have been private, limited-circulation gifts to the king and prince, and 
they closely follow the king’s treatise; at least two of these follow Basilikon’s order and three-
part structure precisely, citing a particular passage from James’ work as the basis for nearly 
every poem.41 Basilikon is a classic mirror for princes work, dispensing Jacobean policy in the 
guise of a king talking to his son. Thus in reading Peacham’s emblem books, as Alan Young 
notes, “The assumption that the reader inevitably accepts is that the royal voice is that of the 
teacher who possesses those things that the pupil (Prince Henry) is asked to emulate.”42 Peacham 
                                                      
38 Mirrour of Majestie, sig. Br.  
39 A manuscript from James’ tutor records the king’s library contained emblem books by Alciato, Giovio, Montenay, 
and several copies of Paradin. Warner, Library of James VI. 1573-1583; cited in Young, “Jacobean Authority,” 37. 
40 Peacham composed three Latin emblem manuscripts:  Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson Poetry 146 (1603 to 
1604); British Library MS Harleian 6855, Art 13 (1604-5); and British Library Royal MS 12A LXVI (1610). 
Chardin, “Emblem and Authenticity,” 639n8. See Young and Verstraete, “Henry Peacham’s Manuscript Emblem 
Books,” in Daly, English Emblem Tradition.  
41 I have examined BL Royal MS 12A LXVI, which is elaborately illuminated and written in a beautiful script. For 
BL MS Harleian 6855, see Young, “Jacobean Authority and Peacham’s Manuscript Emblems.”  
42 Young, “Jacobean Authority and Peacham’s Manuscript Emblems,” 49.  
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may have turned the king’s voice into emblems, but the matter is the king’s, thereby investing 
Choice “with the authority already possessed by James as author and kingly voice.”43  
When Peacham developed these works into the printed (and Englished) Minerva 
Britanna (1612), however, the king’s voice took on new significance. Peacham writes to Prince 
Henry in his dedication, “Howsoever the world shall esteeme [my emblems] in regard of their 
rude and homely attire,” “for the most part they are Roially discended, and repaire into your 
owne bosome…for their protection. For in truth they are of right your owne, and no other than 
the substance of those Divine Instructions, his Majestie your Royall Father praescribed unto 
you….”44 The substance is not his own, but the king’s, Peacham insists; his emblems are 
“Roially descended.”45 Yet Prince Henry is no longer the primary reader. With the move from 
manuscript to print, James’ voice now speaks to the reading public at large. Consequently, 
Minerva Britanna becomes a vehicle for dispensing a very specific and royally sanctioned 
conception of monarchy. Young notes that Peacham’s 1604 manuscript echoes the official 
imagery of the triumphal arches celebrating James’ accession, supporting the themes of British 
unity, divinely ordained rule, and the rule of law.46 Minerva Britanna, in turn, propagates the 
particularly Jacobean conception of paternalistic kingship; citing a passage from Basilikon 
Doron at the bottom of the page, Peacham writes, “We doe adore by nature, Princes good, / And 
                                                      
43 Ibid., 51.  
44 Peacham, Minerva Britanna, A2r. 
45 However, Peacham did add and modify emblems significantly in the transformation from manuscript to print 
(based on my comparison of Minerva Britanna with Royal MS 12A LXVI). Hence his statement that they are only 
“for the most part” descended from James. Sixty-two of the ninety-five emblems in these manuscripts appear in 
Minerva Britanna, which contains 204 emblems. Bath, Speaking Pictures, 3-4; Horden, “Peacham, Henry (b. 1578, 
d. in or after 1644),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed April 7, 2018. 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-21667. 
46 Young, “Jacobean Authority and Peacham’s Manuscript Emblems,” passim. 
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gladly as our Parents, them obey.”47 Such paternalistic rhetoric rehearses that adopted by James 
in works like The True Lawe of Free Monarchies (1598), which notes that “as fathers the good 
Princes, & magistrates of the people of God acknowledge themselves to their subjects.”48 
Minerva Britanna echoes this paternalism, ascribing to the king all the filial obedience and 
responsibility a commonwealth owes to its father. 
So prominent is James’ voice in Minerva Britanna, in fact, that at times it supersedes that 
of Prince Henry, the book’s dedicatee and purported reader. Henry is, Elkin Wilson suggests, the 
primary royal figure in the book.49 Yet while King James receives four specifically dedicated 
emblems, including the first one of the volume, Prince Henry receives only one (the 
seventeenth).50 Moreover, Henry’s politics pale before Minerva Britanna’s privileging of 
Jacobean policy. For example, militant Protestants, for whom Prince Henry served as a 
figurehead, decried closer ties with Spain.51 Yet even as it lauds the prince’s valor above that of 
“TURKE, SPAINE, FRAUNCE, or ITALIE,” Minerva Britanna adopts a distinctly un-hawkish 
attitude towards Spain. The emblem dedicated to Philip II of Spain, for instance, reminds readers 
of Spain’s historical role in defending Christian Europe from the Moors, using the emblem of a 
                                                      
47 Peacham, Minerva Britanna,144. The citation of Basilikon Doron (identified in the margin) reads, “Sponte pios 
Reges reveremur, et arte Tyrannos, / Arte regunt itidem, funere et arte cadunt; / Vellicat extinctum cum turba togata 
NERONEM, / Muscula et illudit, DOMITIANE tibi.” Minerva Britanna terms monarchs “Countrie Parents” of the 
common-wealth; these “Patres Patriae,” Peacham notes in the margin, govern their country with the same “love and 
care” that parents would provide to their own children. Peacham further writes that James will become a saint 
“When envious Fates, shall robbe the Common weale, / Of such a Father” Ibid., 162, 145. 
48 True Lawe, sig. 3r.  
49 See E. Wilson, Prince Henry and English Literature, 113-4.  
50 Emblems 1, 11, 45, and 145 are dedicated to James. Henry’s emblem follows those dedicated to John King, 
Bishop of London, Queen Anne, Princess Elizabeth, Louis XIII of France, and King Philip III of Spain.  
51 See Strong, Henry, Prince of Wales, and E. Wilson, Prince Henry and English Literature. Wilson notes the 
“design he appears to have nourished—encouraged by many zealous Protestants—to make himself the head of an 
active anti-Catholic party in Europe” (100).   
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fruit tree to signal “the fruite that springes / By Peace and concord of all Christian Kinges.”52 In 
so doing, the book aligns itself with the more moderate Anglo-Spanish position adopted by 
James, and maintains the sense that James is the person dictating the emblems’ concerns.53 Bath 
speaks of Peacham’s project to establish emblems as “essentially a native, and, indeed, royal art 
form.”54 Indeed, Minerva Britanna is a “royal art form,” not only because of whose voice it 
channels, but because of its ability to use art to promote a specific royal program. Peacham’s 
emblem book is truly a speculum principis in two senses:  a mirror for monarchs to observe 
themselves, but also a mirror that reflects the monarch and his policies to a public readership.  
George Wither’s A Collection of Emblemes (1635) similarly mirrors the image of its 
monarch, at a time when the king’s image was, in the words of James Loxley, “as crucial to his 
royal identity as any inner reality.”55 Kevin Sharpe terms Charles I perhaps the most image-
conscious monarch of the early modern period, and indeed, the king’s love for ecclesiastical 
ceremony, masques, and portraiture encouraged the according of sacred, emblematic significance 
to the royal image.56 Nowhere is this clearer than in Eikon Basilike (1649), which in its 
hagiographical text and iconic frontispiece incites admiration, pity, and even reverence for the 
executed king.57  Under Charles I especially, therefore, emblem books implied authority not 
                                                      
52 Peacham, Minerva Britanna, 16.  
53 Having ended the Anglo-Spanish War in 1604 and negotiated marriage treaties with Spain on behalf of Prince 
Henry and, later, Prince Charles, James saw himself as “a leading Protestant ruler able to remain on close, even 
cordial, terms with Catholic countries,” aiming “to maintain friendly relations with all nations and to seek to 
preserve the peace and stability of Europe.” W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I, 157. 
54 Speaking Pictures, 97. 
55 Loxley reaches this conclusion based on the contemporary importance attached to the defacement of the king’s 
image.  Loxley, Royalism and Poetry, 136-184 (139) 
56 Sharpe, Image Wars, 137. 
57 Lana Cable notes that Eikon “expropriat[es] from an iconically charged style of Christian worship a sufficient 
quantity of verbal and visual images to insure that the reflexes conditioned by that style of worship would 
automatically transfer to Charles.” Carnal Rhetoric, 160. See also Perry, Imitatio Dei, 181-195.  
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simply by virtue of their prestigious genealogical descent—Young notes that the emblem is an 
“obvious choice...for an artist wishing to secure regal authority for the new king through a 
medium that itself is imbued with authority,” given its origins in ancient hieroglyphics and 
Renaissance theories of divine revelation —but also by their affinity with iconic veneration.58 As 
several critics have noted, reading and applying emblems effectively resembles the veneration of 
Catholic icons: Just as icons encourage the imitation of the person imaged, emblems encourage 
the imitation of the moral virtue engraved therein.59 Charles’ much-criticized love for 
iconographic imagery, therefore, justified Wither’s profuse dedication of his book to a king who, 
in Sharpe’s words, “fully appreciated the symbolics of the genre, as well as to a monarch who 
was ‘a living emblem to this nation.’”60  
Like James I in Minerva Britanna, Charles I appears in Collection not as a prince to 
whom virtue is addressed, but as a prince worthy of emblematization himself. He and Henrietta 
Maria are, in Wither’s words, “double-treble-foure-fold Emblems,” embodying “all the Vertues 
OECONOMICAL” and “Duties MORAL and POLITICAL.”61 Collection, Wither’s text implies, 
is but a dissemination of these virtues on the king’s behalf; by presenting virtue as Charles 
embodies it, Wither’s emblem book promotes the king and his image to the wider public, thereby 
                                                      
58 Young, “Jacobean Authority and Peacham’s Manuscript Emblems,” 35. See also Harms, “Authority of the 
Emblem,” which discusses the various ways in which emblems invoked and transmitted authority, including their 
role in the natural sciences and biblical exegesis. 
59 See Höltgen, “Henry Hawkins,” 604-5 for the Jesuit use of emblem books in meditation and the veneration of 
Mary. He notes that Henry Hawkins’ 1633 recusant emblem book may even have inspired Henrietta Maria’s 
exploitation of Marian iconization in court masques. Ibid., 616. See also, Veevers, Images of Love and Religion, esp. 
97-109; Moseley, Century of Emblems, 18-19; Freeman, English Emblem Books, 179-80; Bath, Speaking Pictures, 
233-254. 
60 Sharpe, Image Wars, 193, referencing Wither and Quarles, and citing Wither’s dedication to Charles and 
Henrietta Maria. Wither calls them “living Emblems, to this Nation.” Collection, sig. *4r. 
61 “Your Lives are usefull EMBLEMS,” Wither states, “Set foorth before my Booke, in Emblem-Wise, /  
Throughout your Lands, more Vertues might convay, / Than many Volumes, of these Emblems, may; / It seemed 
Petty-treason, to omit / This good occasion of endeavouring it.” Collection of Emblems, “To the MAJESTIE.”  
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granting political impetus to the book’s publication and sale. Indeed, Jane Farnsworth argues that 
Wither’s Collection promotes a specifically Caroline idea of monarchy, reflecting contemporary 
depictions of Charles and Henrietta Maria as the harmonious couple whose union signals peace 
and prosperity for England.62 Emblem 33, for example, asserts that “True-Lovers Lives, in one 
Heart lye, / Both Live, or both together Dye”—directly opposite an emblem noting that “A 
Princes most ennobling Parts, / Are Skill in Armes, and Love to Arts.”63 The juxtaposition 
epitomizes the work’s presentation of the royal couple’s marital harmony as central to their 
governing philosophy.  
Evidently, the public was not eager for the image of Charles I as Collection embodied it; 
the book did not even go into a second printing, even though Francis Quarles’ collection of 
spiritual emblems (printed the same year) went on to become one of the best-selling books of 
verse of the period.64 Perhaps the book’s partisanship—ironic, given Wither’s later reputation as 
a republican65—had something to do with its lack of popularity, for it demonstrates a key trend 
in seventeenth-century moralizing English emblem books: The use of emblems to promote the 
king and his policy. Harms notes that while emblem books carried their own authority, 
“emblematics could be used to secure authority for important people, that is for Authorities 
themselves.” He adds, however, that emblematics “supports its own authority remarkably rarely 
by reference to inventores who lend authority.66 On the contrary, Peacham’s and Wither’s works 
                                                      
62 Farnsworth, “George Wither’s A Collection of Emblemes.” For the importance of marriage in early representations 
of Charles I, see Sharpe, “ ‘So Hard a Text,’” 387-9. 
63 Wither, Collection, 32-3.  
64 Bath, Introduction, 1.  
65 On Wither, see Norbrook, Poetry and Politics, 195-214, esp. 209-213; Allan Pritchard, “George Wither,” 211-
230. 
66 Harms, “Authority of the Emblem,” 11.  
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suggest that the English monarchy regularly lent authority to emblem books as inventors, or at 
least as purported inventors. That invention, in turn, was part of the means by which these 
emblem books upheld monarchical authority. The genre was not only associated with the 
monarchy, therefore; it promoted it. This is not to say that emblem books constituted simple 
propaganda, merely that propaganda and English emblem books of the early seventeenth century 
shared a common aim of imaging the idealized prince for a reading public.67  
 
Heavenly Devotion and the Constancy of the Dove 
By the time Hester Pulter would write her emblem book in the 1650s, therefore, the emblem 
book had partisan undertones not unlike those that critics ascribe to prose romance in the 
Interregnum (see Chapter 2). But how can a “royal art form” survive when its figurehead not 
only dies, but has his entire dynasty disinherited and deposed? What happens when the chief icon 
is smashed? Pulter’s Emblems deals with these existential questions head-on, dramatizing 
through its competing figurations of constancy the effects of civil war on what had become a 
monarchical genre.  
Pulter began writing her emblem book between 1653 and 1658, after the composition of 
her occasional and devotional poems.68 By this time, Oliver Cromwell ruled as Lord Protector, 
and the last of the three conflicts of the English civil wars had concluded, ending nearly ten years 
of bloody, intimate war. For royalists like Pulter, however, the trauma was not over. While the 
king was alive, her duty had been clear: Support his cause, castigate his enemies. But once he 
                                                      
67 I follow McEachern in arguing for “the fellowship of literature and propaganda, and the expression in both alike 
of the state itself as a utopian structure.” Poetics of English Nationhood, 23 (emphasis original).   
68 Eardley, Introduction to Pulter, Poems, 21. Eardley dates the occasional and devotional poems in Pulter’s 
manuscript from the mid-1640s to 1655. Ibid., 20-21. 
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was dead, and his cause all but lost, a new question arose: look backward or look forward? 
Should royalists revel in past injustices, using their poetry to commemorate a lost political dream 
and indict its opponents; or should they attempt to move beyond that dream, focusing instead on 
the hope of a Restoration?  Pulter’s occasional lyrics scrutinize both possibilities. One of these, 
“On the Horrid Murder of That Incomparable Prince, King Charles the First,” purposefully 
dwells on the recent trauma, declaring that “tears are too weak / Such an unparralled loss as this 
to speak”; “When such a king in such a manner dies,” she writes, “Let us suspire our souls, weep 
out our eyes.”69 The very next poem, however, on the same subject, shirks such unmitigated 
despair, when a “voice from heaven” interrupts the poem’s lament. “[W]eep no more,” it states, 
“Nor my heroic champion’s death deplore; / A second Charles shall all thy joys restore.”70 
Together, the poems (presumably written in 1649) suggest no unified response to royalist defeat, 
a “stylistic tendency towards balancing and antithesis” which one critic identifies as 
characteristic of political royalism in the early 1640s.71 
 Pulter’s poetry suggests that such ambivalence was not limited to the early 1640s, 
though. If anything, the ambivalence of her occasional poems intensifies in her later Interregnum 
Emblems, when anger and shock at the regicide had developed into sustained disillusionment and 
disappointment; the prospect of “A second Charles,” the focus of so much hope in her regicidal 
poetry, still seemed far from being realized. Abraham Cowley later recalled that during this 
period royalists lacked “the last glympse of Hope,” while Richard Baxter noted that the 
                                                      
69 Ll. 1-2, 11-12, in Pulter, Poems, 106. 
70 “On the Same [2],” ll. 43-45, in Pulter, Poems, 107-109.  
71 O Hehir, Expans’d Heiroglyphicks, 28, speaking of Denham’s Coopers Hill. 
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Restoration seemed “next impossible” as late as 1658.72 As numerous critics have demonstrated, 
many royalists found solace in less politically active endeavors, dwelling on themes of retreat, 
nature, and confinement.73 But for Pulter, such univocality, such resolute decidedness, is not 
possible; the two versions of constancy she juxtaposes in her emblem book demonstrate her 
purposeful opposition of two contrasting approaches to the “royalist Interregnum question,” to 
the point where antithesis and self-division becomes a central part of her poetic project. 
  As stated above, Pulter’s volume has fifty-three emblem poems, numbered as part of a 
presentation manuscript in the hand of an amanuensis. The poems are “naked,” but, as described 
above, retain a strong visual valence. Her Emblems also demonstrates an awareness of 
conventional emblem structure. Emblem verse (subscriptio) generally contains three parts: (1) A 
description of the image (substituting, in the case of “naked” emblems, for an actual image), (2) 
an explanation of the moral application of the image, and (3) an exhortation to the reader, urging 
the reader to apply the said moral in his or her own life. An emblem is thus a sort of exegetical 
unpacking not dissimilar to a sermon: The poet expands an image with no obvious relation to the 
reader into a universal message, thereby extending the emblem’s moral into the readers’ world 
and encouraging the reader’s imitation.74 
On first glance, Pulter’s Emblem 34 may seem like such a conventional emblem poem. It 
begins with a picture of swine, a typical emblematic use of natural or animalistic imagery: 
                                                      
72 Cowley, Essays and Other Prose Writings, 46; Baxter, Reliquiae Baxterianae (1696), 100, speaking of his 
disillusionment following the elevation of Richard Cromwell. 
73 Wilcox paradigmatically notes themes of retreat in devotional literature of the period, “though this would be 
misleading if retreat were taken to imply simply a kind of escapism. It would be more accurate to interpret this by 
reference to the prevailing devotional focus on ‘last things’; that is, a quieter equivalent of the apocalyptic strain 
found in doctrinal emphases of the time.” “Exploring the Language of Devotion,” 81. See also Miner, Cavalier 
Mode.  
74 Writing an emblem, therefore, was commonly seen as a process of compaction. Henry Peacham, for instance, 
describes an emblem as the tightly packed baggage of a traveler, a compression of elements formerly occupying a 
larger space. Minerva Britanna, “To the Reader.”  
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 Mark but those hogs which underneath yond tree 
 Nuzzling and eating acorns you may see. 
 They never cast an eye to those which shake; 
 So thankless people do God’s blessing take 
 And never do his bounteous love adore 
 But swinishly root on and grunt for more. (34.1-6) 
With these hogs, Pulter castigates those who neglect God’s gifts, counting on their own efforts 
and greedily seeking their own satisfaction. The human correlates to these swine, Pulter writes, 
are “voluptuous gallants [who] dance along; / Their meetings ending in a drunken song” (34.11-
12).75 Such loose and riotous living (not without political undertones, as we will see below) is a 
frequent subject of criticism for Pulter.  
The explicit antithesis of these hogs is the turtledove, which Pulter praises specifically for 
its constancy: 
 When like the chaste and constant turtledove, 
 Which takes a sip then throws her eyes above, 
  God’s children here but sip of terrene toys 
 Then turn their thoughts to true celestial joys. 
 Like innocent doves they often victims die 
 When hogs his sacred altar come not nigh. (34.13-18, emphasis added) 
                                                      
75 Eardley notes in her edition’s glossary that “Pulter uses this word [gallant] to signal a range of different meanings. 
She frequently employs it as a derogatory noun, referring to fashionable young men concerned with little else but 
appearance, pleasure, and courting ladies (OED). Occasionally, she uses it as a noun in a positive sense to refer to 
men who are polite and attentive to the female sex (OED).” Pulter, Poems, 374. 
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Constancy denotes, among another things, fidelity, a commitment to an outside idea or person.76 
In this case, Pulter’s constancy denotes a fidelity to God, whose domain explicitly lives “above,” 
and whose followers shirk “terrene toys” in order to partake of “true celestial joys.” Yet Pulter’s 
dove—in direct contrast to the hogs’ lack of religiosity, seen in their refusal to approach God’s 
“sacred altar”—also retains a martyrial valence (“like innocent doves they often victims die”), 
indicating a steadfastness concomitant with the doves’ heavenly transcendence.77  Her constant 
turtledove is so faithful to God that it is utterly indifferent to any suffering incurred on earth. 
Pulter’s insistent association of the dove with heavenly transcendence, in fact, contradicts 
her probable source, Pliny the Elder’s Natural History (a popular source for early modern 
emblematists, including Pulter).78 According to Philemon Holland’s 1601 translation, Pliny 
describes doves as “drinking not to hold up their bills between-whiles, and draw their necks 
backe, but to take a large draught at once, as horses and kine do.”79 Pulter, however, modifies 
Pliny’s precedent to have doves look upward while drinking, thereby “attribut[ing] a form of 
religious ceremony to the bird in keeping with its virtuous nature,” as Alice Eardley notes.80 This 
upward-facing piety directly contradicts the hogs which “swinishly root” in the ground seeking 
“terrene toys,” like “grumbling farmers [which] still turn up the earth” (9).81  
                                                      
76 Such outward-facing fidelity is distinct from neostoic constancy, which is inward-facing and encourages internal 
steadfastness despite external opposition. See OED “constancy,” n.1 vs. n.2. 
77 Eardley sees in these lines allusions which merge the profanation of the temple described in Isaiah 66:3 with Luke 
2:24’s sacrifice of doves, thereby “provid[ing] a prefiguration of the death of Christ.” See Pulter, Emblems, 
233n290. 
78 Eardley terms Pliny “Pulter’s favourite source of natural-world imagery.” “Edition,” 17. For Pliny’s use by 
emblematists, see Palmer, Emblems, 12; Chardin, “Emblem and Authenticity,” 652. 
79 Pliny, Historie of the World, 1:290. 
80 Eardley, “Edition,” 106.  
81 Cf. Emblem 35, which (while naming neither constancy nor the turtledove) lauds a “horizontal bird” and a 
sunfish, both of “whose eyes / Are fixed immoveable upon the skies.” These represent “those souls, whose hopes 
and joys above / Are only placed, reverberate that love / To heaven from whence they had irradiation” (35.1-2, 14-
16).  
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This constancy depicted in Pulter’s turtledove, connoting a supra-terrestrial spiritual 
orientation, echoes earlier emblematic figurations. Whitney’s Choice, for example, features an 
image of fishermen on a river, hauling their nets back into the boat (fig. 4). In trusting that 
unseen fish will eventually appear, Whitney writes, fishermen manifest “constant hope, / For 
hidden thinges” (emphasis added); he relates this constancy to Christians’ future hope:  
Let Christians then, the eies of faithe houlde ope, 
And thinke not longe, for that which lastes for aie, 
And on GODS worde, their hope to anchor faste, 
Whereof eache iote, shalbee fulfil’de at laste.82 
Whitney’s constancy, like Pulter’s, emphasizes Christians’ taking their focus off earthly things 
“which [last] for aie,” though with an even greater emphasis on the obscurity of heavenly things 
(The emblem’s epigram is Fides non apparentium, “Faith in things unseen.”).83 Constancy, 
Whitney suggests, means setting one’s eyes on invisible future glory, rather than on tangible, 
visible earth—just as Pulter’s thirty-fourth emblem implies. 
Emblem 34’s picture of constancy, therefore, has a generic precedent; moreover, the 
poem follows generic conventions by following the interpretation of the animal image (the 
second section) with an exhortation to the reader (the third section). Emblem books, as already 
mentioned, are designed to engage the reader in a process of moral instruction and application. 
The closing exhortation, therefore, reflects that aim, by insisting on the emulative link between 
the emblem’s image and the reader’s response. Thus Whitney asks his readers to emulate his 
constant fishermen: “Let Christians then, the eies of faithe houlde ope.” Similarly, Pulter 
                                                      
82 Whitney, Choice of Emblemes, 71. 
83 Daly’s translation, in his 1988 edition. English Emblem Tradition 1:161. 
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presents her readers with a choice between the competing images presented in Emblem 34’s 
opening: “Then let the reader try which best he loves / To imitate, base hogs or turtledoves” (19-
20). Pulter thus far adheres to emblematic convention, presenting the images of the swine and the 
turtledoves as objects for “imitat[ion],” the implication being that readers should emulate the 
dove’s constancy.  
The very next lines, however, utterly reject emblems’ universalizing tendency, and 
exhibit a Pulterian twist rarely seen in other works in the genre. Rather than ending on the 
readerly exhortation, Pulter writes, “But as for me ’tis my soul’s sole desire / Like spotless doves 
to live and so expire” (21-22). As noted above, the reading of an emblem is a sort of exegetical 
expansion, progressing from specific to universal. But here, Pulter’s final lines are concerned not 
with the reader’s constancy, but Pulter’s own; it is “my soul’s sole desire” to emulate the dove, 
she states. Rather than ending on a universal, Pulter ends on the personal frame of her own soul, 
an inward, self-focused movement towards devotional lyric that openly rejects conventions of 
the emblem book genre. In his study of seventeenth-century devotional poetry, Anthony Low 
describes “devotion [as] an inner movement, spiritual or intellectual, affective or sensitive,” 
focusing “on the relationship between man and God, whether public or private, whether spoken, 
sung, or silent, and whether it involves self-analysis, petition or praise.” Thus the “ultimate goal” 
of devotional poetry, whether “explicit or implied, is God.”84 This interiorization became even 
more meaningful during the English civil wars, when, Helen Wilcox notes, devotional literature 
was characterized by “retreat into anticipation and individuation”; faced with widespread 
                                                      
84 Low, Love’s Architecture, 7, qtd. in Dunn [Zhang], “Breaking a Tradition,” 63-4. 
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religiopolitical turmoil, she notes, “poems collectively express mistrust of community and find 
consolation in the individual solving of problems or, dialogue with God.”85  
Such individuated dialogue with God, anticipating heavenly glory, is precisely what we 
see in Pulter’s poems; Emblem 34 exemplifies such “inner movement,” its final lines deploying 
“self-analysis, petition, [and] praise” instead of the exhortation one would normally expect. In 
fact, as I have described elsewhere, Pulter makes a similar move in twenty-nine of her fifty-three 
emblem poems: Instead of describing an image, explaining its application, and exhorting the 
reader to apply it to his or her own life, Pulter includes an additional, fourth section in which she 
personally addresses God. Often these endings move from a reminder of other’s failings to her 
own, as if Pulter were incorporating the sins of others in her own prayers for grace.86 In so doing, 
Pulter transfers attention away from the reader, thereby abandoning the didacticism 
characterizing the emblem book as a genre. Such a move—inward-facing, rather than focused on 
the outside reader’s response—is more typical of Henry Vaughan than Henry Peacham; indeed, 
Robert Wilcher has discussed a similar inward move in Vaughan’s lyrical poetry, which, Wilcher 
argues, responds to Charles’ defeat by “turn[ing] away from the contemporary scene to explore 
the world of inner, spiritual life.”87 Such unprecedented similarity between an emblem book and 
lyric poetry suggests the radical innovation of Pulter’s endings. Emblem books are meant to 
teach others to pray, not to become vehicles of prayer themselves. Not even the nonconformist 
                                                      
85 Wilcox, “Exploring the language of devotion,” 83.  
86 Dunn [Zhang], “Breaking a Tradition.” See especially 63-4, for discussion of similar moments in Pulter’s emblem 
poetry.  
87 Wilcher, Writing of Royalism, 312. “The poet is preoccupied with his own sinfulness, his need for justification 
and illumination, his longing for the peace and innocence of childhood or the ultimate peace of death. When he does 
look outwards to the process of history, his emphasis is on the hopelessness of the situation, and the one bright spot 
in the future is to be found in the universal equivalent of personal death—the Second Coming of Christ which 
signals the end of the historical continuum.” Ibid.  
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Wither uses emblems as vehicles for such self-reflection.88 Yet Pulter’s Emblems, she suggests, 
is designed just as much for herself as for the reader, if not more.  
This new devotional emphasis, as I have discussed elsewhere, represents Pulter’s direct 
response to the English civil wars. Faced with political and generic crisis, Pulter moves her 
poems inward and upward, presenting “a vision of the internal self as the place where justice is 
dispensed and harmony is restored.”89 Even if life on earth seems hopeless, hope exists in 
heaven. The turtledove’s constancy is thus a crucial articulation of this inward and upward 
devotional movement. Emblem 34’s final lines—“But as for me ’tis my soul’s sole desire / Like 
spotless doves to live and so expire”—indicate that the emblem’s exhortation to constancy is not 
solely for Pulter’s readers, but for herself as well. The dove becomes an expression of Pulter’s 
own ability to transcend earthly woes, an ability which the poet aligns with the virtue of 
constancy. Rather than wallow in “terrene toys,” epitomized in the image of the swine, Pulter 
attempts to ignore this world entirely, turning her eyes on heaven instead of the vicissitudes of 
this earthly life.  
Yet her choice of a turtledove as an emblem of constancy in this poem is not exactly 
intuitive, given Pulter’s precedents. Throughout much of this dissertation, the term “constancy” 
is invoked to suggest stasis, even immobility; the constant exemplar remains unmoved despite 
inducements to the contrary.90 Whitney’s constancy in Choice reiterates this staidness physically: 
                                                      
88 Moseley notes similar personalizing moments in Collection. He notes that “Wither writes in what is genuinely the 
first person, subjectively applying the emblem—for example, his punning use of the withered branch [Wither, 
Collection, 217] to illustrate his own frustration.” Century of Emblems, 24. This example, however, is unusual 
(invited by the verbal pun on the writer’s name), and does not represent the dominant mode of Wither’s emblems. 
The personalizing devotional turn at the end of Pulter’s emblems, however, occurs in the majority of her poems. 
Wither’s emblems, moreover, do not evince the self-conscious rejection of structural conventions evinced in Pulter’s 
Emblems 29 and 37. See Dunn [Zhang], “Breaking a Tradition.”  
89Dunn [Zhang], “Breaking a Tradition,” 65.  
90 E.g., Charles I in Chapters 2 and 3, Milton’s Son in Chapter 3, and Penshurst and Somerleyton in Chapter 4.  
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Aesculapius’ “sittinge, shewes he must be setled still / With constant minde,” Whitney writes, 
and persecuted Christians “end their course, sometime with sworde, and fire, / And constant 
stand.”91 Similarly, Whitney’s fishermen “constant stande[s], abyding sweete or sower, / Untill 
the Lord appoynte an happie hower.”92 Such a definition of constancy as immobile—
Aesculapius’ sitting, the martyrs’ standing, the fisherman’s abiding—demonstrates Whitney’s 
use of physical stasis to denote mental and spiritual fixity on higher, often divine virtues. 
Peacham implies a like understanding of constancy, as evidenced in the contrast between the 
“Constantia” of his emblem manuscript—Atlas supporting the earth while standing on a marble 
block—and the “Inconstantia” of Minerva Britanna: “never at a stay,” like the zodiac Cancer, 
who “Forward, and backward,...keepes his pace.”93 Such emblematic precedents highlight the 
oddity of Pulter’s choice of a turtledove. While Whitney’s constant fishermen are stuck waiting 
for something that eludes their sight, Pulter’s constancy flies. Her avian emblem disrupts the 
barrier between heaven and earth, suggesting constancy as a transcendence of earthly struggle.  
Such mobile, avian constancy concurs with that found in Pulter’s lyrics. In “Why must I 
be forever thus confined,” for example, Pulter admires the turtledove “That was so constant to 
her only love.”94 As in Emblem 34, the turtledove epitomizes constancy. Yet here the turtledove 
is even more remarkable for its flight, for its ability to transcend the sorrow of widowhood: 
“Though she resolves to have no second mate / Yet she her flight about the air doth take” (67-
                                                      
91 Whitney, Choice, 212; 224.  
92 Ibid., 97.  
93 Emblem 38 in BL Royal MS 12A LXVI, 31v; Peacham, Minerva Britanna, 147. Constancy is not emblematized in 
Minerva Britanna, while inconstancy does not appear in the manuscript.  
94 Why must I thus forever be confined,” l. 66, in Pulter, Poems, 166-169. 
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8).95 Pulter thus presents flight and constancy as corollaries—rendering the poet’s own lack of 
flight all the more unjust:  
 But I, that am more constant than this dove, 
 Unto my first, and last, and only love, 
 Cannot from this sad place (ay me) remove. 
 ... 
All volatiles, from the eagle to the dove, 
Their freedom freely both enjoy and love. 
But I no liberty expect to have 
Until I find my freedom in my grave. (69-71, 76-79; emphasis added) 
The author herself is confined to a “country grange,” an “enslave[ment] to solitude” unbefitting 
the constancy she has demonstrated in her personal life. The constant dove, by contrast, enjoys 
the “liberty” of flight, thereby demonstrating the centrality of flight in Pulter’s conception of the 
turtledove and of constancy itself. Peacham’s turtledoves in Minerva Britanna—which, recalling 
Pulter’s emblems, similarly forsake “vaine pleasure” and “worldly care”— are content to sit 
quietly upon a tree branch.96 Yet Pulter’s doves are forever showing off their airy prowess, 
exemplifying a physical and spiritual freedom absent in the emblems of her predecessors. 
Indeed, imagery of flight is central to Pulter’s poetry more generally, as a means of opposing 
base, earthly confinement with the liberty of the soul and of heaven; Pulter  continually revels in 
                                                      
95 For the turtledove’s association with erotic fidelity, see below.  
96 The dove “likes the shade, and thickets darke, / And solitarie by herselfe remaines.” Peacham, Minerva Britanna, 
110. See also ibid., 92, which depicts a turtledove sitting on a tree branch as an emblem of matrimonial love. 
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the tension between the bounded slavery of earthly, physical reality and the unfettered liberty of 
heavenly, spiritual reality.97  
Yet constant, avian flight serves to reconcile this tension, as seen in another of Pulter’s 
lyrics, “The Lark.” This poem exhibits a three-part structure strikingly reminiscent of her 
emblems, in which Pulter presents an image, interpretation, and application to the reader. The 
poem features a lark who, after seeing its chicks brutally massacred, flies to a higher branch. 
Pulter analogizes this lark to herself after the loss of her “friends and lovely children,” 
explaining, “Thus as thou art afflicted here below / My troubled soul, still nearer Heaven goe.” 98 
Even while yet on earth, Pulter writes, fixing one’s soul on heavenly ascendancy alleviates 
sorrow, by reminding oneself of the pleasure to be gained from God in heaven. As in Emblem 
34, she terms such fixedness “constan[cy]”:  
Fix thou thy mind where those true pleasures dwell; 
Thou shalt no leisure have to fear a hell, 
And when death seizeth on thy mortal part 
Thou mayest endure it with a constant heart, 
And when thy last friends close thy rolling eye 
Then change thy place but not thy company. (82-87, emphasis added) 
                                                      
97 Without her “fetter[ing]” sins, Pulter declares in “The Eclipse,” “I would trample over thee, [Corruption] / And 
with swift eagle’s wings I’d mount the skies.” Ll. 55-60, in Pulter, Poems, 46-48. Eardley notes that “Pulter appears 
to derive comfort from the contemplation of earthly and heavenly cycles, which provide some reassurance that 
darkness and suffering will inevitably give way to light and salvation.” Pulter, Poems, 26-7. Similarly, Jane Archer 
has commented on Pulter’s use of alchemical imagery, especially the circle; such imagery, describing a process 
towards alchemical perfection, is another way of expressing this same disjunction between earthly and heavenly. See 
Archer, “Perfect Circle.” 
98 “The Lark,” ll. 77, 72-3, in Pulter, Poems, 153-6.  
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In these lines, Pulter suggests the porousness of the earth-heaven divide. Fixing the mind on 
heaven renders one’s eventual removal to it a mere changing of place for the body, since the 
mind has already been there long before.  
Such constant heavenly mindedness, visualized through avian flight, is precisely the 
picture of constancy seen in Emblem 34’s turtledoves. Just as the lark flies upward in Pulter’s 
lyric, the emblem’s turtledoves “turn their thoughts to true celestial joys,” thereby transcending 
the evils of this world, Together, these birds demonstrate what Pulter means by “a constant 
heart”: A transferral of energy and focus from earthly matters to heavenly, thereby obviating the 
sorrow associated with this fraught terrestrial existence.  
Emblem 34 never fully realizes this constancy in the speaker herself; Pulter only 
expresses the “desire” to imitate the turtledove. In Emblem 20, however, we see Pulter’s self-
congratulatory demonstration of such constancy, as she uses the imagery of the constant 
turtledove to transcend the religiopolitical chaos of the Interregnum. This constancy, as in the 
later emblem, denotes fidelity; but in Emblem 20, this fidelity is directed toward one’s spouse, as 
a way of figuring the relationship between God and the earth-bound speaker. 
Who can but pity this poor turtledove, 
Which was so kind and constant to her love 
And since his death his loss she doth deplore 
For his dear sake she’ll never couple more. (20.1-4, emphasis added) 
Pulter invokes the turtledove’s constancy as an argument against widows’ remarriage; the 
“constant” dove, she insists, would “never couple more” even after the beloved’s death 
(repeating the association between monogamous doves and constancy seen in “Why must I thus 
forever be confined”). Such a figuration of constancy as fidelity to one’s husband draws upon the 
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turtledove’s long association with marital fidelity, dating at least as far back as Pliny. He writes 
that the turtledove mated for life, and refused to take another even after the mate’s death.99 This 
observation may even have inspired emblematic depictions by Palmer and Wither; the former, in 
Two Hundred Poosees, cites “A payre of turtle doves” as a picture of “Chastitee,” while the latter 
uses turtledoves in an argument against remarriage.100 
Pulter may be the first to align the turtledove with “constancy” specifically, though, and 
once again provides an antithetical emblem of inconstancy. Emblem 20 opposes the “constant” 
dove to “that wanton and licentious bird” (9)—the human correlate of which is that “prodigious, 
bedlam, Belgic beast / Who had a score of husbands at the least” (11-12).101 This “Belgic beast” 
alludes to Frische Roomer, a serial remarrier whom Pulter claims her uncle had known 
personally.102 Contrary to Roomer’s example, Pulter exhorts the reader to emulate the turtledove: 
“Then ladies imitate this turtledove / And constant be unto one only love” (21-22, emphasis 
added).  
                                                      
99 Holland’s 1601 translation of Pliny’s Natural History notes that doves “live...as coupled by the bond of marriage: 
never play they false one by the other, but keep home still, and never visit the holes of others. They abandon not 
their owne nests, unlesse they bee in a state of single life or widdowhead by the death of their fellow.” Pliny, 
Historie of the World,  1.290.  
100 “For why, they wrighte, the turtles make, / so sone as he is ded, / She never will with other birdes / once 
companye in bed.” Palmer, Emblems of Thomas Palmer, 182. Wither’s Collection similarly cites the turtledove in an 
emblem lauding the perpetuity of true love, headed with the epigraph, “True-Lovers Lives, in one Heart lye, / Both 
Live, or both together Dye.” Wither, Collection, 33. The dove also appears in Whitney’s Choice, and Peacham’s 
Minerva Britanna, with slightly different significations. In Whitney, the turtledove is a symbol for maternal love, 
which sacrifices for the sake of its offspring (“Amor in filios”). Whitney, Choice, 29. Minerva Britanna depicts the 
dove three times, as, respectively, a sign of peace, a husband’s love to his wife, and the rejection of “vaine 
pleasure.” Peacham, Minerva Britanna, 59; 92; 110. 
101 This unnamed bird may be a sparrow, “a bird associated with lechery.” Pulter, Emblems, 211n150. 
102An authorial note in the manuscript’s margin notes, “This Monster lived within 2 miles of Amsterdam, she 
survivd 24 husbands. My uncle Edw. P. did know her.” Pulter, Emblems, 211n154. Sir William Brereton, a 
parliamentarian soldier, describes this “man-like woman” in Travels in Holland, the United Provinces, England, 
Scotland, and Ireland, 1634-1635. Brereton recounts traveling to the late Roomer’s home (by then a taphouse) near 
Amsterdam. “This woman had twenty-four husbands,” Brereton writes; “six of them drowned, two of them slain. 
She died about five years ago” (54). I am grateful to Alan Stewart for this reference. The uncle she refers to, Edward 
Pulter, translated a work out of Dutch and lived in Amsterdam. Eardley, “Edition,” 59-60; Pulter, Poems, 211n154. 
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Yet Emblem 20 is unlike Emblem 34 in its explicit, specific denunciations. Where 
Emblem 34’s turtledove transcends only vague “terrestrial toys,” Emblem 20 castigates those 
who frequent places known for immorality and pleasure-seeking, entreating her readers to 
“Leave off Hyde Park, Hanes, Oxford John’s, and Kate, / Spring, Mulberry Garden” (20.25-26). 
These locations were all contemporaneously criticized as sites of immoral behavior, often 
associated with royalists.103 Yet Pulter is even-handed in her chastisement (in this poem, at 
least): “Though countess, duchess, or Protector’s daughter / Those places haunt, their follies run 
not after,” she urges her readers, after lambasting the immodesty of “plays and taverns” (35-6). 
These lines are a specific indictment of Bridget Fleetwood, née Cromwell, who married her 
second husband only six months after the death of her first, Henry Ireton—and who met her new 
husband in St. James Park.104 Marital fidelity on all sides, Pulter suggests, would bolster the 
moral and social fabric of a nation in dire need of amelioration, whatever one’s religiopolitical 
affiliation.  
In so defining inconstancy (i.e., the antithesis of the turtledove’s constancy) as the moral 
decay of her own time, Pulter suggests constancy as the solution to contemporary woes. After 
denigrating Bridget Fleetwood, Pulter turns from application to exhortation, citing herself as a 
model for a constancy that transcends any particular factional allegiance: 
                                                      
103 Eardley notes that Oxford Kate’s tavern—which figures in Thomas Shadwell’s The Sullen Lovers (1668) as a 
meeting-place for those involved in the Restoration comedy’s low shenanigans (81)—seems to have been 
“particularly popular with pleasure-seeking royalist women.” Pulter, Poems, 212n165. Thank you to Alan Stewart 
for this reference to Shadwell. Hyde Park had formerly been a royal hunting ground, but Charles I opened it to the 
public in 1637. It was immortalized in Shirley’s play, Hyde Park, as a locus for games and gambling (see T. Miles, 
“Place-Realism in some Caroline Plays,” 42), a depiction consistent with Pulter’s condemnation of the park in “The 
Invitation into the Country,” ll. 23-4 (see Chapter 4). Pulter, Poems, 49n18. A 1662 pamphlet, meanwhile, identifies 
“Haynes” as a place where plays were performed for “Cavaliers” before the Restoration, though Eardley speculates 
that “Hanes” is a transcription error for “James” in the original MS; this reading would make line 25 an indictment 
of St. James’ Park. Pulter, Poems, 212n163. 
104 Pulter, Poems, 213n170.  
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 But chastely live and rather spend your days 
 In setting forth your great creator’s praise, 
 And for diversion pass your idle times, 
 As I do now, in writing harmless rhymes.  
Then for your honors and your fair souls’ sake, 
Both my example and my counsel take; 
In fine, love God, the fountain of all good, 
Next those [allied] by marriage, grace, and blood. (20.42-49) 
Imitating the turtle dove and its constancy, Pulter suggests, means not simply rebuffing 
flirtations in Hyde Park; it means remaining faithful to God and writing praises of Him. Divine 
allegiance supersedes marital allegiance, lines 48-9 imply, since God’s love is the source 
(“fountain”) of one’s ability to love other humans in the first place. One demonstrates such love 
as Pulter does: “setting forth your great creator’s praise” in “writing harmless rhymes,” rhymes 
that actually foster honor, not besmirch it. The response to her nation’s moral decay, Pulter 
therefore suggests, is religious piety, a constancy utterly incognizant of earthly temptations and 
trials; loving God, she implies, will leave no room for inconstancy to one’s spouse. 
 As in “The Lark,” such constancy implies a slippage between heaven and earth that the 
writer herself desperately seeks. She closes the poem,    
[So] let’s live here in chaste and virtuous love 
As we’ll go on eternally above.  
Then, oh my God, assist me with thy grace; 
That when I die I may but change my place. (50-53) 
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Once again, Pulter shirks a universal exhortation to her readers, choosing to focus on the state of 
her own soul. Her message of constancy is meant not only for them, but for herself as well, or 
even primarily. Just as she urges her soul to “endure [suffering] with a constant heart” in “The 
Lark,” so that dying will merely “change thy place,” Emblem 20 invokes the turtledove as a 
model for her own earthly transcendence, “That when I die I may but change my place.” One can 
love God here in the same way “[a]s we’ll go on eternally above,” by praising God (in writing or 
in person) and by imitating the constant turtledove, utterly faithful in its devotion.105  
Emblem 20 thus restates the message of Emblem 34, lauding the turtledove’s constancy 
to exalt heavenly over earthly joys. Yet the poem also suggests that those heavenly joys are not 
as unattainable as one might think. Since human love is presented as a type of divine love 
manifest while yet on earth, one can gain a foretaste of heavenly joy even before death. 
Moreover, Emblem 20 suggests, Pulter may already be transcending terrestrial inconstancy. The 
fact that Pulter is “setting forth [her] great creator’s praise,” as she urges other women to do, 
suggests that she is already fulfilling her conception of constancy; she is already living the 
heavenly existence characterized by endless praise of God.106 Thus even when living in the land 
of hog-humans and “thankless people,” when royalists favor lechery over loyalty and the 
Protectorate’s family engages in what Pulter considers morally suspect behavior, Pulter’s 
turtledove emblems suggest that constancy, properly defined, can offer a way to transcend such 
earthly reality.  
 
                                                      
105 In “On the Same [1],” Pulter describes heaven as that place “Where we shall praises sing, world without end,” 
l.34. This poem is one of many repeating the theme of writing as a means of praising God while yet on earth.  
106 Cf. “To My Dear J.[ane] P.[ulter],” in Pulter, Poems, 134-137, where Pulter implies that she has successfully 
managed to “[raise] above these worldly jars. / Methinks I play at football with the stars” (ll. 11-12). 
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Earthly Invective and the Constancy of the Elephant 
While the turtledove embodies a constancy that is incognizant of “terrene toys,” Pulter’s 
emblems also depict a constancy so mired in earthly happenings as to forget heaven entirely. In 
this alternative vision of constancy, one’s devotion is not foremost directed toward God, but 
toward his earthly representative: the self-styled paragon of constancy, King Charles I. Pulter’s 
second version of constancy announces a defining feature of her Emblems, namely, a poetics of 
opposing ideologies that signals a disunified approach to a disunified age. This poetics of 
ambivalence is manifest, to some extent, in the poems already discussed; Emblem 34, after all, 
opposes swine to turtledoves, while Emblem 20 contrasts the turtledove with an unnamed 
“wanton and licentious bird.” Yet ambivalence assumes an even greater structural importance on 
the level of whole poems, as when Pulter juxtaposes the contrasting Emblems 19 and 20.  The 
latter, as discussed above, is explicitly directed at wives: 
Then ladies imitate this turtledove 
And constant be unto one only love 
Then if your hus[bands] rant it high and game 
Be sure you double not their guilt and shame. (20.21-4) 
Emblem 19, on the other hand, addresses husbands, a “companion piece” to Emblem 20 with its 
own, masculine embodiment of constancy: the elephant.107 
The idea of the constant elephant has its roots, once again, in Pliny’s Natural History. 
Pliny terms the elephant the “greatest” of land beasts, manifesting a “sense and understanding of 
religion and conscience” that undergirds their marital monogamy; “After they have taken one to 
another once,” Holland translates, “they never chaunge: neither fall they out and fight about their 
                                                      
107 Eardley notes the twin nature of the emblems in “Edition,” 59. 
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females, as other creatures doe most deadly and mortally. And this is not for want of love and 
hote affection that way.”108 Pulter revivifies Pliny’s elephant, presenting the elephant as an 
emblem of chastity similar to the dove in the beginning of Emblem 20: “For when he hath a 
lovely female found / And mutual flames do in their bosoms glow / They modestly into the 
shades do go” (19.17-19).109 The poem’s final lines then urge male readers to imitate this 
virtuous elephant, exhorting, “Then yet be chaste and those you choose in youth. / Love 
constantly for truth deserveth truth” (19.34-5, emphasis added).  
The lines in between the quotations above, however, invite us to question what “lov[ing] 
constantly” really means. In Emblem 20, as discussed above, some partisan sentiment exists; 
Pulter’s snidely singles out the “Protector’s daughter” as a particularly inconstant individual, for 
instance. Yet that emblem does not remain in the polemical weeds; it transcends political 
factions, advocating a devotional constancy that supersedes factional interests. The interpretive 
section of Emblem 19, however, shirks such ecumenicalism. After describing the elephant, Pulter 
glosses,  
 By this the gallants of our age may see 
 In being atheists worse than beasts they be. 
 Like them in noble actions strive to exceed 
 Each other; this want did make us bleed 
 In our brave king. For had you valiant been,  
 So sad a change as this we ne’er had seen. 
 For had not lords in noble breeding failed, 
 Tinkers and cobblers never had prevailed. (19.24-31) 
These lines constitute a distinct change in tone from the poem’s first twenty-three lines. 
Generalized moralizing suddenly gives way to unbridled political apology, as the elephant’s 
                                                      
108 Pliny, Historie of the World, 1:192, 194. See ibid., 1:192-196. 
109 This rhetoric of “mutual flames” may show Pulter’s indebtedness to Wither, who lauds “an equall and a mutuall 
flame” in marital love in Emblem 44 of Book 3 of Collection. Farnsworth interprets such rhetoric as indicative of 
Wither’s depiction of Caroline court culture. See Farnsworth, “George Wither’s A Collection of Emblemes.”  
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constant love is opposed to that of the English “gallants” who abandoned Charles I in his hour of 
need.110 Pulter states that royalists were too distracted by “balls and taverns, seeing wanton 
plays” (39), to think of their king, thereby allowing “Tinkers and cobblers” to upset the social 
order. Pulter is not merely exhorting her readers to constancy; she is impugning them for their 
lack of it. 
This jump, from chaste elephant to atheistic gallants, from moralistic emblem to partisan 
indictment, from timeless image to topical application, is rendered all the more startling by 
comparison with an emblem on the same subject. Palmer’s Two Hundred Poosees, also sourced 
from Pliny, cites the elephant’s worship of the sun as an emblem of “Religion.”111  Palmer 
likewise takes the opportunity to impugn humanity, noting 
Yf then the brutishe beastes be wise, 
And serve god in their kynde: 
How chaunste that we be les devoute, 
Endued with a mynde?112 
Even beasts show greater devotion to God than humans do, Palmer states. In so doing, Palmer 
simultaneously criticizes and encourages his readers, using the “brutishe” elephant to incite 
religious piety in those “[e]ndued with a mynde.”  
                                                      
110 For Pulter’s use of “gallants,” see note 98 above. Atheism was a common pejorative accusation, and did not 
necessarily indicate a person’s denial of belief in God. From the mid-sixteenth century onward, “atheism” came to 
connote not just denial of God’s existence, but failure to adequately endorse the new Protestantism, promotion of 
rational (as opposed to experiential) arguments, anti-providentialism, adherence to sectarian or unorthodox doctrine, 
and even immoral behavior in general. See Hunter, “Problem of ‘atheism’ in early modern England.” 
111 See Manning’s introduction in Palmer, Emblems of Thomas Palmer, esp. ii-xiii. There is evidence for the 
circulation of Palmer’s emblems, but none linking him to Pulter.  
112 Palmer, Emblems of Thomas Palmer, 12. 
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Yet such criticism pales before Pulter’s topical vitriol. She indicts her male readers not 
only for compromising their own and their wives’ reputations, but for failing to protect Charles I, 
and she does so by rehearsing well-worn accusations found in contemporary polemic. The ill-
conduct of her “gallants,” for instance, echoes charges made against Charles’ supporters, who 
were condemned for raucous behavior.113 Pulter’s thrust against the low social standing of 
Charles’ enemies was also typical of the period. Though such classist arguments appeared across 
many different parties, the belief was widespread that the king’s downfall was heralded by the 
economic rise of “the people”; contemporaries as diverse as James Harrington and Lucy 
Hutchinson cite the trend as a factor in factional affiliation.114 Pulter’s use of such rhetoric 
signals her active participation in contemporary polemic, as well as the political investments of 
Pulter’s elephantine constancy. In urging men to “Love constantly,” Pulter encourages an erotic 
fidelity to one’s spouse. But the behavioral antithesis of the elephant, the anti-emblem, is not 
simply a person who betrays his wife by taking another lover (such as the “Belgic beast” in 
Emblem 20); rather, marital infidelity here is concomitant with political infidelity.115  The who is 
unfaithful to his wife is similarly unfaithful to his sovereign, Pulter suggests, thereby linking 
social and political disorder as complementary effects of individual inconstancy.  
This polemical linking of political and marital fidelity marks Pulter’s nineteenth emblem 
as part of a post-regicidal version of the Caroline myth of marital love. As Graham Parry 
                                                      
113 Both sides were accused of poor behavior, but Prince Rupert’s troops were seen as particularly “disorderly and 
ill-behaved.” Raymond, Making the News, 83.  
114 See Yerby, English Revolution and the Roots of Environmental Change, 129-137; Hill, Puritanism and 
Revolution, 289; Tawney, “Rise of the Gentry 1558-1640.” As Yerby documents, revisionist historians of the 1970s 
and 1980s disputed such a progressive view of history, arguing against “the existence of a discrete, modern-style 
middle class in the sixteenth century.” English Revolution, 130. I am concerned here with contemporary perception, 
though, not whether such perception was correct.  
115 The term “anti-emblem,” connoting a negative example of the poem’s moral, is my own.  
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describes, “The controlling myth of the Caroline Court throughout the 1630s, was that of the 
ideal love of the King and Queen, whose perfection ensured the happiness of the nation.”116 This 
myth was widely distributed in images of Charles and Henrietta Maria, as well as in Wither’s 
emblem book.117 The king understood the Aristotelian notion of the family as “the origin of the 
state, a little commonweal,” Sharpe notes, “...and therefore the representation of his family was 
for him vital to the communication of his authority.”118 Pulter’s picture of inconstancy in 
Emblem 19 reiterates this Caroline myth, by urging marital constancy as the key to political 
order. Reiterates, that is, with a difference. In Emblem 19, erotic constancy does not “[ensure] 
the happiness of the nation,” as it did in the 1630s; that happiness has already been lost. Rather, 
Pulter deploys constancy as a critique of the political laziness and infidelity which sabotaged 
national happiness in the first place. In defining inconstancy as the failure of “lords in noble 
breeding” and the “want” of “noble actions,” Pulter identifies constancy, by contrast, as active 
political engagement. The constant man does not give mere lip service to his sovereign, or 
exhibit a monarchically friendly state of mind, but actively “in noble actions strive[s] to exceed” 
his fellows in defense of the king’s person. This, Pulter insists, is true constancy. And because 
Charles and Henrietta Maria’s subjects were not constant, to their spouses or to their sovereigns, 
she implies, the whole world descended into chaos.  
Unlike its emblematic twin, then, Emblem 19 is firmly rooted in earthly considerations. 
Indeed, the physical difference between the lumbering elephant—the largest land animal on 
                                                      
116 Parry, Seventeenth Century, 29. See also Veevers, Images of Love and Religion; Knoppers, Politicizing 
Domesticity, esp. 1-41. Knoppers argues for a “politicized use of domesticity…in Caroline portraiture and in civil 
war propaganda and print on the royal family,” in which “royal representations share the use of the domestic as a 
political tool” (3, 4). 
117 See Farnsworth, “George Wither’s A Collection of Emblemes.” 85-9.  
118 Sharpe, Image Wars, 189- 229 (205-6).  
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earth—and the small, mobile turtledove measures the disparity between the versions of 
constancy in Emblems 19 and 20, respectively. Where the turtledove of Emblem 20 signals the 
dynamic transcendence of earthly woes, the elephant epitomizes the earth-bound interests of this 
other version of constancy: the emblematic elephant seeks reparation in this world, not the next. 
Absent from Emblem 19, accordingly, is Emblem 20’s devotional emphasis; Emblem 19 does 
not even have the inward turn present in Emblems 20, 34, and the majority of the poems in 
Pulter’s Emblems. For once, Pulter’s poem ends conventionally on an exhortation, after so 
heavy-handed a picture of inconstancy that the reader would be hard-pressed to miss the point. 
“To censure you in earnest I am loath, / But sure you want or valor, wit, or both,” Pulter writes, 
reminding husbands once again to look to the honor of themselves and their wives: “You see a 
wittol is below a beast” (19.40-1, 45).119 A “wittol”—“A man who is aware and complaisant 
about the infidelity of his wife; a contented cuckold”—is just as culpable as the man who 
abandons his sovereign, and both less constant than the elephant.120 These inconstant readers, 
therefore, are the target of Pulter’s emblem, not the speaker’s soul. 
Borrowing Moseley’s words, then, Emblem 19 has abandoned the ambiguous potential of 
emblematic metaphor for open political invective. If the turtledove incorporated devotional lyric 
into the emblem book, Pulter’s elephant adds yet another literary influence, that of partisan 
polemic. An inherently didactic genre would seem a fitting platform for political diatribe; yet 
only Goodere’s Mirrour of Majestie comes close to being as politically explicit as Pulter’s 
emblem. She exploits the emblematist’s privileged stance to preach her version of politicized 
constancy to her readers, keeping her own voice, yet using it to promote the cause of a king who 
                                                      
119 The MS’s original spelling—“witall”—may be a pun (similar to “All-wit” in A Chaste Maid in Cheapside). 
Brotherton Library MS Lt q 32. 
120 OED “wittol,” n. 
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no longer can. In Pulter’s Interregnum manuscript, therefore, we see “aesthetic forms and modes 
[being] claimed, contested, and deployed for explosive and highly articulate polemical purpose,” 
as Steven Zwicker has argued, in a genre ill-accustomed to such treatment.121  
 
A Poetics of Ambivalence 
Pulter’s elephant in Emblem 19 is far from the only instance of constancy being harnessed to 
political invective; neither is the oppositional pairing of Emblem 19’s elephant and Emblem 20’s 
dove the only case where Pulter purposefully invites us, via structural juxtaposition, to scrutinize 
depictions of constancy that are antithetical in audience, tone, and orientation. Where Emblems 
19 and 20 juxtapose competing constancies between adjacent poems, Emblem 36 displays these 
competing versions of constancy within a single poem. In inverting the structure of its poetic 
twin, Emblem 34, and subverting the turtledove’s hopeful pursuit of “celestial joys” with the 
political vitriol of the hog, Emblem 36 epitomizes the structural ambivalence Pulter constructs in 
her emblem book, centering specifically on the question of constancy.  
The poem begins optimistically, addressing Pulter’s children (another “preoccupation” 
shared by Pulter’s lyric and emblem poems) and urging them to constancy:122   
Come, my dear pledges of our constant loves, 
Come look upon these pretty, innocent doves. 
See how they swallow orient pearls like peas 
                                                      
121 “Polemic stirs vividly in broadside and ballads, but with the coming of civil war it became a pervasive condition 
of literary production and reception.” Zwicker, Lines of Authority, 10. 
122 See the quotation of Clarke above. Eardley documents poems specifically dealing with her children in 
Introduction, 16n52-53. Others include “The Invitation into the Country,” “A Dialogue between Two Sisters,” 
“Come, my dear children, to this [lonely] place,” “Dear daughters, come make haste away,” and Emblem 2. Some 
poems even seem to have been written during Pulter’s confinement, e.g., “Universal Dissolution, Made when I was 
with Child of My 15th Child, [My Son John], I Being, [as Eve]ryone Thought, in a Consumption, 1648” and “This 
was Written 1648.”  
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 A cordial which our greatest faintings ease. 
 And with their lives ere with these pearls they’ll part; (36.1-5, emphasis added)  
Pearls are a recurring theme for Pulter; for example, in her semi-autobiographical poem, 
“Aletheia’s Pearl,” the titular pearl represents the faith which brings her through great personal 
suffering.123 Here, similarly, pearls represent “sacred truths” (6), and she assures her children 
that if they cultivate such graces, “Your virtues live although your bodies die. / Then if you will 
in glory live above, / Like these white doves those blesséd unions love” (8, 10-12).  
The poem’s opening thus echoes the dove imagery found elsewhere in Pulter’s poetry. 
Ambiguous as the term “sacred truths” may be, Emblem 36 retains the constant turtledove’s 
association with the personal transcendence of earthly woes through faith, rehearsing the 
martyrological undertones (“with their lives ere with these pearls they’ll part”) of Emblem 34. 
As in the other turtledove emblems, constancy on earth leads seamlessly to “liv[ing] above” in 
glory, if only the reader “those blesséd unions love[s].” Such language of marital fidelity, 
moreover, suggests an elision between fidelity to God and fidelity to one’s spouse, similar to 
Emblems 19 and 20. Her children are the product of “constant loves,” and should cultivate 
constant faith in response. The emblem’s first twelve lines thus keep the reader suspended in the 
hope already seen in Emblem 34, couched in the mode of spiritual devotion. 
Yet this hope does not last. Rather than leaving her readers to contemplate the beauty of 
the doves’ constancy, Pulter commits a flagrant volta, and intones, 
But shun those people which are like those swine, 
Which at God’s word and ministers repine. 
 Throw them the choicest orient pearls you have 
 They’ll trample’m in the dirt and ramp and rave, 
                                                      
123 Pulter, Poems, 125-129. The poem allegorizes Pulter’s journey towards faith, beginning when Aletheia (Truth) 
offers her a pearl “when I was a girl” (1). Aletheia acts as her guide, even when Pulter is beset by Sorrow, Fear, and 
Despair. Hope and Patience fight on her behalf, and accompany her through a life beset with suffering. 
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  And when you think their malice at an end, 
  If God restrain not, they’ll your bowels rend. 
  Of these, the boar God’s vineyards that destroy 
  And with their filth his sacred fane annoy.  
So mad Antiochus the temple stained; (36.13-21) 
This is emblematic antithesis gone wild. Alliteration (“filth” / “fane,” “ramp” / ”rave”) and 
assonance (“trample,” “ramp”) reinforce Pulter’s vehemence as she opposes the constant doves 
to inconstant swine. She uses the same imagery of Emblem 34, swine and altars, yet allusion 
makes the picture of destruction even more sentient. Where hogs God’s “sacred altar come not 
nigh” in Emblem 34, in Emblem 36 they pollute his “sacred fane” with their “filth,” alluding to 
the desecration of the Jewish temple at the hands of the Seleucid king Antiochus IV..124 Pulter 
combines this image with allusions to boars’ destruction of God’s vineyards in Psalm 80 and 
rending of bowls in Matthew 7:6, an allusive mash-up of inconstant swine.125  
And who exactly are these people who “at God’s word and ministers repine”? In Emblem 
34, the swine’s analogical identity remains ambiguous. One could read conflict over Charles I’s 
altar policy into “innocent doves [who] often victims die / When hogs his sacred altar come not 
nigh.” After all, altars were a major disagreement between Charles I and his nonconformist 
opponents, who resisted William Laud’s injunction to erect altar rails and place communion 
tables altar-wise on the east end of the church.126 Nonconformists would—literally—Charles’ 
“sacred altar come not nigh.” Moreover, the doves’ martyrial qualities echo the rhetoric 
                                                      
124 I. Macc. 1:47, identified in Eardley’s annotation to this poem. The line also resonates with pictures of the 
temple’s desecration in Daniel 9:26-7 and Revelation 13:6, often interpreted as a sign of the End Times. 
125 Psalm 80:8-13: “Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt...The boar out of the wood doth waste it.” Cited by 
Eardley in Pulter, Emblems, 235n303. Matthew 7:6: “Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your 
pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend you.” All biblical quotations are 
from the KJV.  
126 See Fincham, “Restoration of Altars in the 1630s.”  
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surrounding the king’s execution, pictured most famously in Eikon Basilike (fig. 5).127 Indeed, 
the king’s heavenward gaze in its frontispiece is not dissimilar to the dove’s in Emblem 34, 
potentially casting the poem as an implicit Caroline hagiography. Yet this contemporary reading 
requires exegetical inference; lacking the explicit polemical thrust seen in other Pulter poems, 
Emblem 34 resists clear topical interpretation.  
Emblem 36, however, would seem to leave little room for ambiguity:  
  Even so our Janizaries Paul’s profaned, 
  Making the church a stable and a stews 
  The while imprisoning nobles in the mews. 
  The greatest miracle our saviour wrought  
  Was when he scourged out those which sold and bought. (36.21-26) 
In using the term “Janizaries”—Turkish infantry soldiers, frequently used by royalists as a 
derogatory term for the New Model Army—Pulter singles out Parliament and its military.128 As 
Eardley notes, royalists balked at the imprisonment of royalist soldiers in the royal mews at 
Charing Cross, following Charles’ defeat at the Battle of Naseby in 1645 (“imprisoning nobles in 
the mews”).129 They also impugned Parliamentarian soldiers for stabling horses and inviting 
prostitutes to St. Paul’s Cathedral (“Making the church a stable and a stews”).130 In Elegie upon 
the most incomparable K. Charles the I, for instance, Henry King laments that “Pauls and 
Lincoln are to Stables turn’d” and that “at God’s Table you might Horses see / By (those more 
                                                      
127 The Charles I-Christ comparison was shamelessly exploited in royalist writings, and may have yet another 
instantiation in these lines. See Lacey, Cult of King Charles the Martyr. 
128 Pulter, Poems, 235n306. 
129 Captured royalist soldiers were marched to St. Alban’s and then to London, where they were “[c]onducted to the 
mewes at charing-crosse, and kept there guarded by the Trained bands.” Manner How the Prisoners Are to Be 
Brought Into the City of London, 6, qtd. in Eardley, “Edition,” 111. 
130 OED “stew,” n.3: “Suffocating vapour, stench, or clouds of dust.” 
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Beasts) their Riders manger’d be.”131 Henry Foulis repeats the charge in The history of the 
wicked plots and conspiracies of our pretended saints (1662), while condemning the 
transformation of St. Paul’s into “an Exchange where things may be bought and sould.”132  The 
common language of Foulis and Pulter (“he scourged out those which sold and bought”) 
highlights the polemical nature of Pulter’s lines, which equate the sacrilege at St. Paul’s to that of 
the corrupted New Testament temple.133 Once again, London emerges as a locus of English 
inconstancy; yet this time, unlike Emblem 34, its partisan associations are inescapable. As the 
center of Parliament’s opposition against the king, and as the site of what royalists considered 
brazen profanations, London and its inhabitants are worthy of divine scourging, Pulter 
suggests.134 The fact that these are the emblem’s final lines renders them that much more cutting. 
So focused is Emblem 36 on past injustices, in fact, that its final lines contain neither a move 
towards interiorization nor an exhortation. After telling her readers to “shun” the swine-like 
profanators in line 13, Pulter never directs readers again, concentrating instead on the deserved 
punishment of those who deserve God’s retribution.  
Emblem 36 thus reifies the anti-devotional, polemicized mode of Emblem 19, while 
reasserting Pulter’s interest in stark, purposeful antithesis. Emblem 36 is an exact inverse of 
Emblem 34, reversing the order in which the hogs and the dove are presented. With this 
inversion, Emblem 36 rejects the transcendent constancy which the dove represents, privileging 
instead the politically interested, polemically invested constancy associated with the elephant in 
                                                      
131 King, Elegie, 10, qtd. in Eardley, “Edition,” 111. The elegy was presumably printed in 1649, following the king’s 
execution. 
132 “St. Pauls, by the wicked reformers was converted into a stable..., which iniquities and such like occasioned the 
Saying, That we had now a thorough Reformation in England, since our horses also went to Church.” Foulis, 
History of the wicked plots, 138; qtd. in Eardley, “Edition,” 111.  
133 See Matthew 21:12. 
134 For more discussion of London’s partisan associations, see Chapter 4.  
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Emblem 19. These emblems—in direct contrast to their poetic pairs, Emblem 34 and Emblem 
20, respectively—retain their concern for the governance of the secular state, and promote 
fidelity to the earthly monarch which governs it, thereby manifesting an explicit partisan 
opprobrium absent from Pulter’s emblematic predecessors. Together, Emblems 19-20 and 
Emblems 34 and 36 demonstrate the internal friction governing Pulter’s Emblems, a work torn 
between competing poetic and political imperatives. On one hand, the turtledove’s constancy 
demonstrates the poet’s attempts to transcend present reality, represented by devotional lyric; 
such constancy embodies a heavenly ideal, a spiritual fidelity, that poetry (perhaps) can bring to 
fruition here on earth. Yet adjacent to this constancy, even within the same poem, Pulter crafts a 
constancy designed to promote the king’s cause and chastise his enemies. This second constancy, 
constructed via to swinish emblems of inconstancy, wallows in religiopolitical polemic.  
Rather than creating a coherent, consistent whole, therefore, Pulter’s Emblems revels in 
its own ambivalence, purposefully juxtaposing contradictory visions of constancy. Such self-
division, while it has been noted in lyric poetry of the period, is unprecedented within emblem 
books.135 As poetic anthologies, emblem books may present multiple approaches to a single idea 
or image. Wither’s Collection, for example, presents several poems commenting on erotic love (a 
favorite emblematic theme). Yet these thematically unified poems merely represent different 
facets of a single, multifaceted object. Indeed, internal opposition between poems would seem to 
undermine the inherent aim of emblem books: If “[t]he chiefe aime of the embleme is, to instruct 
us,” in Estienne’s words, then poems which contradict each other would only produce confusion. 
The morals delivered by the emblem book must be mutually consistent, and present a coherent 
vision for the reader to emulate. Wither notes in his introduction that emblems should “stirre up 
                                                      
135 See Sawday, “Civil War, madness, and the divided self”; Wilcox, “Exploring the Language of Devotion,” 83-4. 
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the Affections, winne Attention, or help the Memory,” helping readers to confront (and hopefully 
edify) their own souls; the emblem book is readers’ place of trial, in other words, a place where 
readers are judged and brought into balance—an edification that cannot occur with inherently 
antithetical laws.136  
Pulter’s manuscript, by contrast, suggests the emblem book can also be a place of trial for 
the writer, a palette on which to try the state—or states—of her soul. Jonathan Sawday has 
argued for civil war literature as characterized by a “divided self”; applying psychoanalytic 
models, he describes a process wherein the self looks inward for protection from outside chaos—
catalyzing, in the process, a self-destructive division and fragmentation.137 “In the period of the 
Civil War,” he states, “to be mysteriously divided is to see one’s sense of selfhood under threat 
both externally and internally. The war becomes a psychological as well as political 
confrontation, and the language of self-division is appropriated in order to explore that 
confrontation.”138 The self-division Sawday describes is precisely what we see within Pulter’s 
emblem book, a work torn between a self-protective devotional interiorization and an 
antagonistic polemical exteriorization.  
Rather than division being a wholly negative, destructive mechanism, however, as 
Sawday’s characterization implies, Pulter’s emblems embrace antithesis as a generically 
innovative way of being. To an unprecedented degree within the genre, Pulter’s emblems thrive 
on ambivalence, both between and within poems.  There is precedent for imposing purposeful 
                                                      
136 Wither, Collection, Ar. 
137 Sawday describes “self-destructive inwardness” thus: “The mind may become, as Lacan suggests, a fortress, 
fixed in a world of drifting co-ordinates, but the act of entrenching the mind within the fortifications of self may, 
paradoxically hasten the very dissolution which the self is struggling to evade.” “Civil War, madness, and the 
divided self,” 132.  
138 Ibid., 140.  
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structure on emblem books, as Alciato’s early works are “structured according to the pattern of 
embedded pairs known as ring composition”; the individual lauded in the first emblem, for 
example, matches the optimus civis portrayed in the last, both emblems featuring Athena, the 
goddess of wisdom and of war. 139 Yet these pairs are complementary, not oppositional. Pulter’s 
emblem book, by contrast, not only presents competing images, but even incorporates extra-
generic modes (devotional lyric and polemic) to further affront emblem book conventions. If her 
emblem book does promote a “unified, integrated” psychological model, therefore—a model 
Sawday attributes to royalists—it is in the fact that she does not try to blur her competing visions 
of constancy; instead, she lets them stand as antithetical, yet equally valid responses to the 
inconstancy of Charles I’s subjects.140 Division paradoxically becomes a way of encompassing 
the whole, as only by presenting different views of constancy can Pulter express the variety of 
responses intrinsic to a fraught political situation, both confronting it directly and looking beyond 
it. In the process, constancy reveals itself to be an ideal virtue of remarkable comprehensiveness, 
capable of expressing both heavenly transcendence and secular antagonism; both are equally 
valid depictions of constancy, antithetical as they may be.  
This willingness to innovate may explain Pulter’s Emblems anomalous status within the 
history of the genre. Before the civil wars, the emblem book could cohesively promote the ruling 
monarchy, disseminating the king’s virtues to the reading public with authority granted by virtue 
of the king and the genre itself. Peacham’s and Wither’s emblems are largely positive assertions 
of monarchical policy; they do not single out political opponents or positions for attack, 
                                                      
139 Fowler, “Emblem as a Literary Genre,” 16. Fowler notes that “the first six and last six emblems correspond in 
order, each to each.” Emblems also occur in pairs in other collections. Ibid. There are examples of emblem books 
with clusters of thematically linked emblems (e.g., two successive poems on love in Wither, Collection, 33-34, and 
two on kingship in Peacham, Minerva Britanna, 30-1), but even these poems lack the opposition found in Pulter’s. 
140 Sawday describes the civil wars’ psychological battle as one model—“unified, integrated and royalist”— against 
another—“disjointed, factionalist and republican.” Ibid., 139. 
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dedicated as they are to presenting a positive monarchical image. Through the civil wars, 
however, the image of the king had been broken. Iconoclasts had smashed the icon. In such a 
situation, with its figurehead headless, the emblem book could no longer exist as it had if 
emblematists wished to avoid a definitional, escapist nostalgia. If the genre were to avoid living 
in the past, emblematists would have to remake the genre. Pulter responds, therefore, by 
redefining the genre’s paradigms. Retaining English emblem books’ pro-monarchical tendency, 
Pulter takes it upon herself to speak for the king—not with one voice, and not with the king’s, 
but several, each expressing her own perceptions of the options available to defeated royalists 
like herself. Her unprecedented emblematic ambivalence thus demonstrates not the destruction of 
the poetic self, but rather, the reforging of the emblem book as it once had been. 
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Chapter 2:  
Inconstant Constancy in Sir Percy Herbert’s Princess Cloria 
 
In Book 4 of Sir Percy Herbert’s Princess Cloria (1653-1661), a visiting diplomat claims 
that the king of Lydia, recently executed by his subjects, “rather with obstinacy then constancy 
maintained” his faithfulness to the Lydian religion.1 Ironically, in so denigrating King Euarchus’ 
adherence to a bad religion as “obstinacy,” the moral opposite of virtuous “constancy,” the 
ambassador undercuts a characterization established only two books earlier. “I must call the 
Kings [sic] constancy a noble Fortitude,” one of the king’s loyal followers paradigmatically 
declares in Book 2 of the five-part romance, “since he hath neither subject of hope, nor object of 
diversion, so certainly it is the highest magnanimity for a Prince, to suffer patiently and without 
confusion from his own Subjects, that owe him duty and gratitude” (202). King Euarchus, in 
other words, weathers “the humours and inconstancy of the common people” as a paragon of 
steadfastness, evincing the same “constancy” later denied by the visiting minister (204). These 
contradictory judgments are both delivered by characters of good authority, and both endorsed 
within the immediate narrative context. The contradiction thus invites the reader to question: Is 
the king of Lydia constant, or is he not? Is his steadfastness virtuous constancy, or is it merely 
stubborn obstinacy?  
Answering this surprisingly complex question uncovers Herbert’s innovative reworking 
of conventional romance tropes in order to represent and even influence contemporary religious 
politics. Princess Cloria’s opening books champion constancy as neostoic steadfastness, 
                                                      
1 Herbert, Princess Cloria, 583. Unless otherwise noted, references to Herbert’s romance are to the 1661 edition and 
are noted parenthetically within the text. The romance was attributed to an anonymous “Person of Honour,” but 
Herbert is identified as the author in the Stationer’s Register in November 1653. Transcript of the Registers, 1:434.  
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following the model of Sir Philip Sidney’s monumental romance, The Countess of Pembroke’s 
Arcadia (1593): In Sidney’s romance, “no worldly thing [is] able to shake [Euarchus’] 
constancy”; likewise, Herbert’s Euarchus is a model of constant rule over an inconstant 
populace.2 By the end of Princess Cloria, however, its virtuous characters laud constancy as 
fidelity to a particular cause, namely, to international Catholic monarchism. This transformation 
of constancy over the course of romance’s five books is a direct response to changing political 
circumstances. When the first two books of Princess Cloria were printed in 1653 and 1654, 
respectively, the English royalist cause looked bleak indeed: Oliver Cromwell was named Lord 
Protector one month after the romance’s second part was recorded in the Stationers’ Register, 
four years after the execution of Charles I.3 By 1661, however, when the complete romance was 
printed as The Princess Cloria, or, The royal romance, the monarchy had been restored, and 
Charles II faced different political questions, including how to define England’s relationship to 
the broader European world.  
Not only does defining constancy as international Catholic monarchism represent 
Herbert’s innovative reimagining of romance’s characteristic opposition of constancy and 
inconstancy, as well as romance’s use of multiple, intersecting storylines; it also illuminates the 
complexity of mid-seventeenth-century romance and English political history alike. Joad 
Raymond suggests that we should understand the movements of the English civil wars not in 
terms of the “ ‘longue durée,’ but also in the swifter moving currents, responding to topical 
                                                      
2 Sidney, The Old Arcadia, 309; see below.   
3 The publication of “the second part of Cloria and Narcissus. By Sir Percy Herbert”—the romance was not given 
its title of Princess Cloria until the complete work was published in 1661—is recorded in the Stationer’s Register on 
November 9, 1653. Transcript of the Registers, 1:434. However, as the title-page to the second part gives 1654, its 
printing may have been delayed until after the turn of the year. I can find no record of the other editions in the 
Register.  
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events, elastic and capable of radical reformulations in comparatively short cycles of time.”4 
Princess Cloria’s dynamic constancy is a case in point. In a genre renowned for the longue durée 
involved in publishing and reading a particular work, Princess Cloria’s shifting denotations are 
evidence of the importance of the “courte durée,” of the series of micro-histories constituting the 
civil wars, thereby differentiating the circumstances of 1653, 1654, 1658, and 1661—the years 
when the romance’s books were printed, respectively.  
Attending to Princess Cloria’s micro-histories illuminates Herbert’s diverse and dynamic 
interests in both romance and royalism. Most critics deem mid-century romance “virtually 
without exception, a Royalist genre.”5 Yet in defining constancy as fidelity to Catholicism in his 
later books, Princess Cloria challenges such a monolithic characterization. Herbert was a 
Catholic recusant whose estates were sold under parliamentary sequestration. Thus while he was 
indebted to the Arcadia for many aspects of Princess Cloria—neostoicism, its promotion of 
benevolent monarchical rule, the critique of the populace—Herbert was far removed from the 
militantly Protestant Sidney in terms of doctrine, as well as distinct from many of Charles II’s 
anti-Catholic advisors.6 Princess Cloria thus alerts us to the significant divisions within the 
English monarchy’s supporters, many of whom would have utterly rejected Herbert’s promotion 
of Catholic constancy and internationalist politics.   
                                                      
4 Raymond, “Popular representations of Charles I,” 49.  
5 Paul Salzman, “Royalist epic and romance,” 216. Lois Potter similarly notes that simply to write in it during the 
1640s and 1650s “was to make a statement about one’s relation to the party in power.” Potter, Secret Rites and 
Secret Writing, 74, 72-80. See also A. Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation, 159-202; Clarke, Politics of Early 
Modern Women’s Writing, 232-255. Nigel Smith, however, notes romance’s republican potential in Literature and 
Revolution in England, 246-9.  
6 Apart from internal evidence of consistency such as characters (e.g., Euarchus) and narrative structure, 
contemporary documents like William London’s 1657 catalogue attest to the common generic category of Herbert’s 
and Sidney’s works as “romances,” along with works by Barclay’s, Calprenède, and de Scudéry’s. See London, 
Catalogue. 
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For Herbert, then, romance is not merely a “reaction[ary]” genre left destitute after the 
defeat of Charles I and his cause, as Nigel Smith has claimed.7 Rather, by reworking the genre’s 
constancy/inconstancy opposition, as well as reimagining its multi-narrative structure, Herbert 
promotes a specific religious and political vision that speaks to a particular moment by looking 
beyond it, to how the world could be. Through its invocations of constancy, Princess Cloria 
draws on romance’s generic resources to implicate readers in what it promotes as the greatest 
cause of all: realizing English recusants’ dream of England’s incorporation into a transnational 
Catholic empire.    
 
Reimagining Romance’s Constancy/Inconstancy Opposition 
Like most prose romances, Princess Cloria’s narrative is long and complicated, replete with 
interlaced plots. Yet the main plot centers on the plight of the royal family of Lydia following 
their subjects’ rebellion. After King Euarchus’ power wanes, his daughter (the eponymous 
Princess Cloria), wife, and sons flee the country, while Lydian rebels ally with Euarchus’ 
opponents in the neighboring, king-less country of Myssia.8 Upon the king’s military defeat, the 
Lydian Senate executes him, sending shock waves throughout all of Asia. Crown prince 
Arethusius negotiates a compromise with the disenchanted Myssians, who proclaim him king, 
but Arethusius’ forces are defeated. He again flees, and only returns to Lydia at the romance’s 
end, at the invitation of the Lydian senate.  
                                                      
7 N. Smith, Literature and Revolution, 239, speaking of Princess Cloria: “Not only was [post-Arcadian romance] 
associated with royalism, and its fictionality drained by allegorical pressure, it had no answers within itself for the 
predicament in which many of its readers found themselves.” 
8 The exact governing structure of Myssia is unclear, though Herbert presents its power as residing in the nobility. 
See Herbert, Princess Cloria, 45-8.   
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Princess Cloria’s primary plot is thus a clear allegory of the English civil wars, part of a 
cluster of mid-century romances depicting recent or unfolding history.9 The title-page of the 
complete work, printed in 1661, advertised the work as “CONTAINING The STORY of most 
part[s] of EUROPE, for many Years last past.”10 Indeed, much of this “story” is so explicit that 
anyone with a superficial knowledge of the period, even centuries removed, can readily identify 
the romance’s major characters: Euarchus represents King Charles I, Arethusius Charles II, and 
Princess Cloria Mary, Princess of Orange; 11 Lydia therefore figures England, Myssia Scotland, 
and Asia Europe as a whole, placing the English monarchy’s story alongside other fictionalized 
international personages (e.g., “Mazarius” for Cardinal Mazarin) (I include a full key of Princess 
Cloria’s characters and their real-life counterparts at the end of this chapter, but also note 
allegorical correlates in the main body of the text.). 
With these barely-concealed topical references, Princess Cloria participates in a well-
established romance convention: issuing what Julie Crawford terms the “deciphering 
imperative,” encouraging readers past and present to understand the text as a roman a clef.12 The 
celebrated French romance writer Madeleine de Scudéry depicts this process of decipherment in 
Clélie (1651-1661), where audience members insist upon receiving a key (“véritable clef”) to the 
                                                      
9 E.g., Sir Richard Brathwaite’s Panthalia: Or the Royal Romance (1659) and Sir Richard Sales’ Theophania 
(1655). N. Smith notes Princess Cloria’s historicity when he remarks that the romance’s portrayal of civil war 
battles “interestingly correlate with newsbook accounts.” In this, Princess Cloria is not dissimilar to Panthalia, 
which Boyce characterizes as “[a]lmost as historical in spots as the avowed histories and memoirs [depicting the 
Elizabethan and Stuart eras].” He speculates that Panthalia may even have been imitating Princess Cloria. Boyce, 
“History and Fiction in Panthalia,” 477; N. Smith, Literature and Revolution, 237. 
10 This quotation follows a description of the romance as “Imbellished with divers POLITICAL NOTIONS, and 
singular Remarks of MODERNE TRANSACTIONS.” The latter quote also appears on the title page to the first 
book, published in 1653.   
11 The 1661 preface informs the reader “that the Princess Cloria, is not onely to be taken for the Kings Daughter 
[Mary Stuart, Princess of Orange], but also sometimes for his National Honour; and so consequently appearing more 
or less in prosperity, as accidents increased and diminished” (sig. A2r). 
12 Crawford, Mediatrix, 37. See also A. Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation, esp. 188-193; Lamb, Gender and 
Authorship, 181-8.  
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real identities of a story’s characters from the raconteur.13 Such keys were typical romance 
reading accessories, as demonstrated in the anonymous 38-folio seventeenth-century Bodleian 
manuscript terming itself “A Clavis [latin for “Key”] opening the names and referring to the 
Charrecters” of Sidney’s Arcadia.14 Yet even while providing moments of clear referentiality, 
many romances simultaneously withhold unequivocal confirmation of their references. They 
create a “scaffolding of hermeneutic potentiality,” in Mary Ellen Lamb’s words, all the while 
leaving enough space between the scaffolding to create “a viable excuse for ignoring its 
topicality.”15 The result is “a dark Labyrinth of uncertainties,” in the words of Princess Cloria’s 
preface; the plot of the Arcadia or Clélie cannot be mapped onto history neatly or perfectly, and 
yet particular moments invite the reader to understand the romance as a fluctuating mixture of 
history and fancy.16 
This line between history and fancy was further blurred by Herbert’s contemporaries who 
saw romance elements in the lived events of the civil wars themselves; republican John Hall, for 
instance, termed Charles I’s 1648 attempts to escape from parliamentary imprisonment at the Isle 
of Wight “that late fine Romance,” “a business that carries as much probability as anything that 
we read of King Arthur or the Knights of the round table.”17 Herbert and other writers of mid-
                                                      
13 Scudéry, Clélie, 1:496.   
14 Two seventeenth century manuscripts relating to Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia. Bodleian MS Eng. e. 2017.  
15 Lamb, Gender and Authorship, 183; 181. 
16 The preface attests that Princess Clora mixes history with “several sorts of Inventions and Fancies, that rather 
leads peoples thoughts into a dark Labyrinth of uncertainties, then instructs their knowledges how matters passed 
indeed” (sig. A2v). “[D]o not look for an exact History, in every particular circumstance,” the preface instructs, 
“though perchance upon due consideration you will finde, a certain methodical coherency between the main Story, 
and the numerous Transactions that passed, both at home and abroad, as may render people competently satisfied” 
(sig. Ar). The mixture of fact and fiction was influentially promoted by Tasso in his Discourse on the Heroic Poem. 
See A. Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation, 169. 
17 Qtd. in Potter, Secret Rites, 73, and Kahn, “Margaret Cavendish,” 540. See Patterson’s discussion of this escape as 
part of “Caroline romance” in Censorship and Interpretation, 174-184. “[T]he Ground-work for a Romance was 
excellent,” the writer of the 1661 preface notes, “since by no other way almost, could the multiplicity of strange 
actions of the Times be exprest, that exceeded all belief” (sig. A1r).  
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century allegorical romances exploit such blurring between history and romance, and take 
romance’s “deciphering imperative” to the extreme—ironically, to the point where deciphering 
becomes mundane. Marginalia in a copy of Princess Cloria in the Folger Shakespeare Library 
attests to one reader’s efforts to decipher the romance’s code, apparently successfully; on page 9, 
however, the marginal annotations cease—perhaps due to the humdrum ease of the process.18 
Such unambiguous allegory may explain the absence of modern criticism of Princess Cloria: 
explicit political allegory in a text which terms itself a “Royal Romance”—the frontispiece of 
which features the effigy of a glorified Charles I, surmounting an epigraph desiring an 
“Expiat[ion]” of “past Crimes” (fig. 6)—would seem to suggest a plot more sanctimonious than 
stimulating.19 It is not surprising, therefore, that the genre’s political inflections constitute the 
bulk of the small body of extant criticism of mid-seventeenth century romance.20 
Yet it is through the romance’s form, not only its political allegory, that Herbert 
complicates critical understanding of romance as a “royalist” genre. In his widely popular 
L’Astrée (1607), Honoré D’Urfé writes (on the very first page of his romance), “Rien n’est 
constant que l’inconstance, durable mesme en son changement” (Nothing is constant but 
inconstancy, durable even in its change).21 D’Urfé’s reiteration of this clichéd paradox speaks to 
                                                      
18 Folger call number 131- 619f. The one dubious readerly identification in this 1665 edition is Hyacinthia as “Mary 
Q” (5), evoking Mary Queen of Scots who is otherwise clearly figured as “Minerva” in the romance. However, 
“Mary Q” could refer to Henrietta Maria (the clear referent), often called “Queen Mary” (see Purkiss, English Civil 
War, 35). 
19 Only three critical works substantively address Princess Cloria, which remains without a modern edition: A. 
Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation; Salzman, English Prose Fiction; N. Smith, Literature and Revolution.  
20 See esp. Kahn, Wayward Contracts; Zurcher, Seventeenth-Century English Romance. Exceptions to this trend of 
critical interest in politicized romance are P. Parker’s Inescapable Romance and Fuchs’ Romance, which do not 
thoroughly examine mid-seventeenth-century romances.   
21 My translation. D’Urfé, L’Astrée, Première partie, 120. Twyla Meding terms this “antithetical pairing of 
constancy and inconstancy” L’Astrée’s “inaugural paradox,” noting that “inconstancy appropriates the durability 
associated with constancy and is alone reliable, [while] constancy undergoes ineluctable change, the salient feature 
of inconstancy, despite its ostensible foundation in stasis.” Meding, “Pastoral Palimpsest,” 1087, 1114. 
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the structural significance of the opposition between constancy and inconstancy in prose 
romance. This opposition, as yet unremarked on a generic level by critics, defines the manner in 
which romance characters relate to each other and to the narrative(s), creating a structural 
opposition between characters who epitomize constancy and the inconstant forces—human or 
otherwise—which oppose them. 
The most prominent instantiation of this opposition is romance’s digressive structure 
itself. As Patricia Parker notes, romance is founded upon a “strategy of delay,” “a form which 
simultaneously quests for and postpones a particular end, objective, or object.”22 In order to 
enact such delay, romance relies on obstacles to actively thwart narrative resolution, e.g., people, 
gods, or some undefined supra-human force. Unlikely as such obstacles may be in real life—
Scudéry critiques the established habit of romance-writers to “oppress[]” their heroes “with such 
a prodigious quantity of accidents” that it beggars belief—such accidents are necessary dilations 
of what would otherwise be straightforward journeys from one place to another.23 David Quint 
metaphorizes this dilatory quality as a wandering boat, noting, “[T]he boat of romance, in its 
purest form, has no other destination than the adventure at hand. It cannot be said to be off 
course. New adventures crop up all the time, and the boat’s travels describe a romance narrative 
that is open-ended and potentially endless.”24 Romance thus relies upon “[n]ew adventures” to 
dilate what would otherwise be straightforward journeys from one place to another—hence the 
ubiquitous presence of shipwrecks and attacks by pirates on the high seas.25 Such dilations 
                                                      
22 P. Parker, Inescapable Romance, 4-5.  
23 She continues, “[T]he same is far from true resemblance, the life of no man having ever been so crost.” Scudéry, 
Preface to Ibrahim, sig. A3r.  
24 Quint, Epic and Empire, 179. 
25 Fuchs’ study of romance as a “literary and textual strategy” notes that classical romance is defined by “the 
complication or delay of a linear quest,” which is achieved “by the successive deployment of obstacles to progress, 
where eros can function either as an impediment to the quest or as its very goal.” She calls “the tension between 
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constitute the changeableness which embodies romance’s inherent tendency towards structural 
inconstancy. Indeed, Scudéry terms the sea, that source of so many romance delays, the “Theater 
of inconstancie,” 26 and Fortune is ubiquitously lamented for the inconstancy of her favor, 
credited with the obstacles preventing narrative resolution and elongating romance errancy.27 
The pervasiveness of such laments testifies to inconstancy’s preeminence within romance’s 
structural paradigms.  
Such endemic inconstancy opposes the constancy manifested by romance characters, 
what William Congreve calls “the Constant Loves and invincible Courages of Hero’s, Heroins, 
Kings and Queens, Mortals of the first Rank, and so forth.”28 Congreve, in his preface to 
Incognita (1692), terms such “Constant Loves” a definitional element of romance, a sentiment 
propounded by numerous romance critics.29 Yet these “Constant Loves” exist only and exactly in 
opposition to the inconstant romance world—which ceaselessly furnishes obstacles “as enemies 
to our constancy,” as one of Herbert’s own characters notes (247). This opposition undergirds 
and enables the romance narrative, to the point where the eponymous heroine of Hester Pulter’s 
                                                      
martial quest and erotic detour...a central organizing principle” of romance in the Renaissance. Romance, 36; 68. 
This is particularly true of Heliodorus-inspired romances; his Aethiopica can be traced in almost all romances of the 
late sixteenth and seventeenth century, including Princess Cloria, thereby propagating a vision of romance 
characterized by narrative delay. Aarset brilliantly demonstrates the influence of Heliodoran macro-structure in 
“Archetextual Palimpsests.” French romances particularly adopted this macro-structure, and were widely read—both 
in French and in translation—in England. See Salzman, English Prose Fiction, 59-62, 186-9; Fuchs, Romance, 12-
36, esp. 36. See also Doody, True Story of the Novel, which terms the Arcadia “a work openly undertaken in the 
light of Heliodorus” (244). 
26 Preface to Ibrahim, sig. A4r. 
27 Cf. Margaret Cavendish’s romance novella, “Assaulted and Pursued Chastity,” in Natures Pictures (1656). A wise 
councilman “like Nestor for years and experience” urges making a “prudent Peace, not trusting to Fortunes Favour, 
unless she were more constant” (261).  
28 Congreve, Incognita, “Preface to the Reader.” Congreve distinguishes romance from the novel, which is “of a 
more familiar nature” (ibid.). 
29 See Nancy Kerns’ doctoral dissertation, “Constancy and Punishment: Gender and the virtue of constancy in early 
modern prose romance.” She argues that constancy is a “fundamental element of the power relationships between 
men and women” within the genre (vii). See below for critics’ comments on the Arcadia’s constancy.  
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The Unfortunate Florinda asks, “[W]hat merit is it to be constant where there is no inducement 
to the contrary?”30 Indeed, Urania tells Pamphilia in Lady Mary Wroth’s The Countess of 
Montgomery’s Urania, if Pamphilia’s beloved Amphilanthus (whose name signifies “lover of 
two”) is “unconstant,” Pamphilia (“all-loving”) must act inversely: “take a good heart, and hate 
that humour by your owne worthy constancy.”31 These characters embody in their very names 
the privileging of structural conflict between constancy and inconstancy that is the self-conscious 
foundation of early modern prose romance.  
Constancy in the Arcadia 
The paradigm for this structural opposition was set in England by Sidney’s Arcadia, a 
monumental work which spawned countless imitators and thirteen editions in the seventeenth 
century alone.32 Sidney’s constancy (the Arcadia’s “principal virtue”33) has been widely 
understood as neostoic, deriving from Justus Lipsius’ De Constantia (1584, translated into 
English in 1594), the “most influential version of political Sto[i]cism” of the period. 34 A friend 
                                                      
30 Pulter, Poems, Emblems, and The Unfortunate Florinda, 326. The necessity of inconstancy for constancy is also 
evident at the end of John Barclay’s Argenis, when “The most chast Argenis enjoyed the fruit of her constancy, and 
had wonne so much by her many griefes, that none could seeme worthier of her great fortune, then her selfe.” 
Barclay, Argenis, 704. 
31 Wroth, First Part, 468. Pamphilia becomes trapped inside the tower of “Constancy” during the trial of the Throne 
of Love. This constancy subsequently and literally “metamorphose[es] her self into [Pamphilia’s] breast.” She later 
declares she will never be deterred from “a vertuous constancy,” Ibid., 168-70 (169), 470. As Gavin Alexander 
notes, “ ‘the constant art’...is the way of life of [Wroth’s] amorous heroine-persona Pamphilia, constantly loving the 
inconstant Amphilanthus.” Alexander, Writing after Sidney, 285, citing l. 8 of the third sonnet of Pamphilia to 
Amphilanthus (the sonnet sequence appendixed to Urania). Alarina also notes, “The world was fild with my 
constancy, all with broad eyes saw his disloyalty.” Wroth, First Part, 220. See Lamb’s chapter on the “heroics of 
constancy” in the Urania in Gender and Authorship, 152-193. 
32 On the Arcadia’s popularity, see Sidney, Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, 9. Sidney’s romance was originally 
published in 1590 as The Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, a revised (New) version of an older text rediscovered in 
the twentieth century and published as the Old Arcadia. As I am concerned with Sidney’s influence on later works, I 
cite parenthetically the New Arcadia, the version known by early modern readers, unless otherwise noted. On 
Sidney’s imitators and influence, see Salzman, English Prose Fiction, 123-138; Alexander, Writing after Sidney; 
Mitchell, Continuations to Sidney’s Arcadia. 
33 McCoy, Sir Philip Sidney, 42. Cf. Davis, “Multiple Arcadias,” n. 28; Lamb, Gender and Authorship, Circle, 101; 
and Chapter 1 of Crawford, Mediatrix, titled “Female Constancy and The Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia.” 
34 Burke, “Tacitism, scepticism, and reason of state,” 493.  
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of Sidney’s, Lipsius  articulated a constancy denoting steadfastness, a refusal to succumb to 
external pressure; his paradigmatic constancy marks “a right and immovable strength of the 
mind, neither lifted up nor pressed down with external or casual accidents,” a 
“steadfastness...from judgement and sound Reason” that is aware of external forces, but 
nevertheless focused internally.35 Accordingly, Sidney’s Arcadia promotes a vision of constancy 
emphasizing a neostoic fortitude despite inconstant Fortune. Conceiving that his friend Pyrocles 
has been overcome by the “many mazes of fortune,” for instance, Musidorus tells him, 
A mind well trained and long exercised in virtue, my sweet and worthy cousin, 
doth not easily change any course it once undertakes but upon well-grounded and 
well-weighed causes; for being witness to itself of its own inward good, it finds 
nothing without it of so high a price for which it should be altered. Even the very 
countenance and behaviour of such a man doth shew forth images of the same 
constancy, by maintaining a right harmony betwixt it and the inward good, in 
yielding itself suitable to the virtuous resolution of the mind.36 (emphasis added)  
Constancy, in other words, means resisting altering one’s behavior and attitudes away from “the 
inward good” despite external inducements to the contrary. Even the blows of inconstant Fortune 
are no excuse to despair, Musidorus states, since the “virtuous resolution of the mind” should be 
able to withstand the worst of Fortune’s assaults.  
Sidney fleshes out this constancy through another romance mainstay: the debate setpiece, 
a break in the narrative wherein two characters (one of which, typically, is obviously wrong) 
                                                      
35 Lipsius, On Constancy, 37. Sidney met Lipsius during his time in Leiden in 1586, and even attended one of his 
lectures. Van Dorsten et al., Sir Philip Sidney, 22-3. For Lipsius’ influence on Sidney, see Burke, “Tacitism, 
Scepticism, and Reason of State,” 492-4; Crawford, Mediatrix, esp. 52-3, 66. For Sidney’s neostoic influence more 
generally, see Salmon, “Stoicism and Roman Example,” 205-8.  
36Sidney, New Arcadia, 110. T  
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engage in a rhetorical back-and-forth.37 Ten of the twenty chapters of John Barclay’s Argenis, for 
instance—a neo-Latin bestseller translated into English, French, German, Spanish, and Italian 
within a decade of its 1621 publication—mostly or entirely consist of such debates, touching on 
issues ranging from the efficacy of “judiciall Astrologie” to the “Tribute and Impositions of 
Kings upon their Subjects.”38 These debates perform an essential structural function within 
romance. First, they contribute to the genre’s characteristic delay, as the main plot pauses while 
characters explore issues pertinent to romances’ audiences. Second, these debates serve as the 
romance writer’s opportunity to instruct readers on real, controversial issues within a fanciful 
narrative. Even though Argenis’ hero Poliarchus, King of France, and Queen Hyanisbe of 
Mauritania approach their discussion of taxation as peers, for example, the chapter closes with 
Poliarchus convincing Hyanisbe that taxes are “priviledges due to Princes” which trump people’s 
independent right to property.39 This resolution exemplifies the typical ending of such debates, 
which almost always suggest the existence of a “right” answer.40    
The Arcadia’s main debate centers on constancy, and occurs between Cecropia, Sidney’s 
Machiavellian villainess, and Pamela, the chaste, virtuous princess of Arcadia. Critics rightly 
consider Pamela a paragon of neostoic constancy: “constant in adversity ‘like a rock amidst the 
sea, beaten both with the winds and with the waves, yet itself immovable.’”41 She embodies such 
                                                      
37 Such debate may be a tribute to d’Urfé’s influence; see Meding, “Pastoral Palimpsest,” 1089; N. Smith, Literature 
and Revolution, 241-4.  
38 Barclay, Argenis, 208; 527.  
39 Ibid., 537. Poliarchus’ identity as the king of France is only revealed late in the romance. These figures do not 
invite clear allegorical identification.  
40 These debates may also be centered on erotic themes, e.g., Scudéry, Clélie, 1:446-554, which asks whether one 
can love another after the beloved dies. 
41 Burke, “Tacitism, scepticism, and reason of state,” 493, quoting Sidney, Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, 606, 
when the besieged princess faces a coming military charge with “a constant, though sad, countenance.” For Sidney’s 
heroines’ heroic patience, see Crawford, Mediatrix, 30-85; Lamb, Gender and Authority, 101; Rose, Gender and 
Heroism, xii; Sanchez, Erotic Subjects, 35; Turner, “Heroic Ideal.”  
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constancy not only by withstanding external assault, but also by upholding the virtue in her 
debate with Cecropia. Attempting to convince Pamela to marry her son, Cecropia deploys a 
carpe diem argument, arguing that man “loseth his own natural felicity” when he acts as if he is 
beholden to a higher order (488). Pamela’s cheeks flame in “virtuous anger” at this denial of 
God’s sovereignty, however, retorting that the world is governed not by chance, but an 
“everlasting governor” of “perfect order, perfect beauty, perfect constancy,” whose “steady and 
permanent” work opposes “variable” chance (489). Pamela’s argument—which repeats 
statements earlier in the romance subordinating inconstant Fortune beneath individual 
constancy42—successfully insulates her from Cecropia’s temptations, thus figuring in microcosm 
the struggle between two contrary ideological forces that structures romance. Pamela rhetorically 
resists her opponent’s argument for a world governed by inconstancy, thereby manifesting the 
very constancy she defends; such constancy opposes the inconstancy promoted by Cecropia in 
the debate, as well as the numerous narrative obstacles challenging Pamela’s steadfast 
commitment to chaste virtue.  
As numerous critics have suggested, Pamela’s individual constancy has wider political 
implications, suggesting a certain ideal form of governance. Not all romance readers would have 
read the Arcadia as a particular political allegory; it maintains plausible deniability where 
topicality is concerned.43 Yet Lipsius himself had declared that individual constancy can provide 
                                                      
42 Pamela tells the disguised Musidorus, “[M]ethinks you blame your fortune very wrongfully, since the fault is not 
in Fortune but in you that cannot frame yourself to your fortune.” She is even praised immediately prior to 
Cecropia’s attempt at persuasion for having “a mind which could cast a careless semblant upon the greatest conflicts 
of fortune.” Sidney, Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, 224-5, 484. Pamela thus exemplifies Sidney’s assertion in 
“Defence of Poesy” that poetry (as opposed to history) can depict virtue “making fortune her well-waiting 
handmaid.” Sidney, Sidney’s “The Defence of Poesy,” 21.  
43 N. Smith points to William Bosworth’s The Chast and Lost Lovers (1651) as evidence that “[i]t was still possible 
to read Sidney in a non-politicised way in the mid-seventeenth century.” Literature and Revolution, 236. 
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“consolations against public evils,” suggesting that the virtue had intrinsic political stakes.44 For 
writers like Sidney, then, neostoicism and constancy, its concomitant virtue, offered a means of 
encoding political critique: early modern neostoicism was, in Andrew Shifflett’s terms, “a subtle 
casuistry of political activism.”45 Julie Crawford cites Sidney’s constant heroines as “an allegory 
for aristocratic power, resilience, and critique”; despite their frequent imprisonments and reliance 
upon more physically active characters, she argues, Pamela and Philoclea are “symbolic and 
literal agents of [constancy’s] cultural and political purchase” who embody the aristocracy’s 
limits on claims to unlimited monarchical authority.46 Rather than simply separating “good” 
from “bad” characters, therefore, Sidney’s use of constancy in the Arcadia articulates his 
particular, pointed conception of ideal rule.47  
In the Arcadia, romance’s characteristic opposition between constancy and inconstancy is 
evident in good king Euarchus’ aristocratically sanctioned monarchical rule, defined against the 
changeability of the Arcadian populace.48 Following the formation of a rebellious mob (which 
had only a few moments before toasted King Basilius’ birthday), the observant Clinias declares, 
“O weak trust of the many-headed multitude whom inconstancy only doth guide to well-doing! 
Who can set confidence there where company takes away shame, and each may lay the fault on 
his fellow?” (387). The answer to Clinias’ question is that one cannot set confidence in the 
                                                      
44 Lipsius, On Constancy, 29.  
45 Shifflett, Stoicism, Politics, and Literature in the Age of Milton, 1. Shifflett does not discuss romance. This 
argument opposes readings of Pamela’s constancy as “dangerous quietism.” McCoy, Sir Philip Sidney, 206, 212. 
See also Worden, Sound of Virtue, 331.  
46 Crawford, Mediatrix, 32, 47. She reads Pamela and Philoclea as representatives of the powerful women in the 
Leicester-Sidney alliance. 
47 On the Arcadia’s depiction of monarchy and other forms of government, see Worden, Sound of Virtue, 209-252.  
48 Cf. Crawford, Mediatrix, 39: “The romance spends a great deal of time articulating the differences between 
popular rebellion...and that headed by aristocratic magistrates.” 
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populace; confidence requires a Euarchus—that is, from the Greek, a “good leader.”49 After King 
Basilius is believed dead, the Arcadian nobles invite Euarchus, the king of Macedon, to govern 
the country. Euarchus exhibits, we are told, an “inward love” that is “neither beguiled with the 
painted gloss of pleasure nor dazzled with the false light of ambition. This made the line of his 
actions straight and always like itself, no worldly thing being able to shake the constancy of it.”50 
Such steadfast constancy is the direct antithesis of Basilius’ capricious, inconstant subjects, and 
validates the aristocratically supported monarchy embodied in Euarchus’ rule.51 This is the same 
steadfast, neostoic constancy articulated throughout the romance, embodied in an idealized, yet 
highly specific representation of political governance. 
Allegorizing Sidneian Constancy: Princess Cloria, Books 1-2 
The first two books of Herbert’s romance, printed in 1653 and 1654, respectively, as Cloria and 
Narcissus, draw on the same structural antithesis between constancy and inconstancy so 
pronounced in the Arcadia.  As in Sidney’s romance, “inconstancy” appears in Cloria and 
Narcissus as a characteristic of the changeable populace, representing nearly half of the twenty-
four occurrences of the word or its variants in the first two books.52 Polinex (the Earl of 
Strafford), for instance, identifies Euarchus’ (Charles I’s) subjects early in the romance as 
                                                      
49 Worden notes, “Popular government, in the minds of Sidney and his friends, was associated...with ‘division’, a 
political failing against which he persistently counselled.” Sound of Virtue, 229.  
50 Sidney, Old Arcadia, 309, emphasis added. This passage does not appear in the revised, New Arcadia, yet is 
nonetheless consistent with the New Arcadia’s figuration of constancy. Euarchus in the New Arcadia, for instance, is 
not “tickled with their flatteries, but always holding his own, a man might read a constant determination in his eyes” 
(796). See also Sidney, Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, 110, 806. Crawford argues that the New Arcadia 
“entrenches” the figuration of constancy already present in the Old: the idea that “[f]emale constancy is the grounds 
upon which the entire political order is restored.” Mediatrix, 63.  
51 Dolven identifies the “stoic” valence of the passage, and terms it one of “unqualified” praise for Euarchus’ rule. 
Scenes of Instruction, 124. See discussion of Euarchus’ rule in Worden, Sound of Virtue, 209-252; Crawford, 
Mediatrix, 63-72.  
52By my count, eleven of the twenty-four occurrences are applied to popular subjects (of various nationality). 
Overall, twenty-two of Princess Cloria’s fifty-five uses of “inconstancy” and its variants apply to the populace. 
These do not count negative assertions of “constancy,” i.e., people lacking constancy.  
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“inconstant by nature to their owne desires,” citing the breaking of their promises as evidence of 
their inability to remain loyal to a single person (8).53 Such inconstancy is a result of a mental 
and moral failure; they cannot prevent their minds from being swayed by “their owne desires” or 
the eloquent rhetoric of Euarchus’ demagogic enemies. Thus this “common sort of people” 
acting against the king “have not patience, nor constancy, to remain long in one minde,” 
Hyacinthia (Henrietta Maria) declares (45), subject as they are to, in Euarchus’ words, “the 
fantasticall inconstancies of their own natures and dispositions” (121).54 That is, the populace is 
intrinsically inconstant, perpetually wavering in its political loyalty.  
Euarchus’ response to the “inconstancy of [the people’s] own natures” (164) is a Lipsian 
steadfastness, what his loyal advisor Creses terms “a noble Fortitude”: “I must call the Kings 
constancy a noble Fortitude, since he hath neither subject of hope, nor object of diversion, so 
certainly it is the highest magnanimity for a Prince, to suffer patiently and without confusion 
from his own Subjects, that owe him duty and gratitude” (202, emphasis added).55 Euarchus’ 
constancy allows him to suffer his people’s rebellion “patiently and without confusion,” thereby 
elevating the neostoic exemplarity of the king.  
As in the Arcadia, moreover, Herbert’s rhetoric of constancy emerges polemically. 
Creses’ assertion of Euarchus’ constancy emerges within a dialogic debate, in answer to 
                                                      
53 Polinex’s allegorical signification derives from his being a hated advisor executed by the Senate (356). 
54 Herbert similarly associates inconstancy with impatience in his advice-book, Certain Conceptions (London, 
1650), 251: “Inconstancy another palpable effect of impatiency, in regard it varies from one fancy to another, with a 
restlesse longing to be yet satisfied in something, that the judgement cannot reach unto for want of temperance to 
consider.” 
55 Creses, devoted supporter of Euarchus who converts to Catholicism, may represent—albeit very loosely—Hugh 
Paulinus (aka “Serenus”) Cressy, an Anglican priest who became disillusioned with the civil wars and converted to 
Catholicism in 1646. See Patricia C. Brückmann, “Cressy, Hugh Paulinus [name in religion Serenus] (1605–1674), 
Benedictine monk,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed May 2, 2018. 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-6676.  
Many thanks to Molly Murray for this identification. 
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arguments propounded by Roxana, the maid to the Lydian (English) Princess Cloria. Theirs is a 
“dispute,” the narrator explains, “whether active valour, or passive courage, were the greater 
vertue” in Euarchus’ situation (202)—in other words, whether Charles I should lash out against 
his subjects or accept their unearned enmity in virtuous resignation. Yet the debate is far from 
even-handed: the advantages of the losing side—“active valour”—are not even articulated, and 
Creses’ “dainty wit” emerges practically uncontested (202). Creses explains that enduring a 
“long and tedious captivity, which is Euarchus [Charles I’s] present condition” (203), requires 
great strength of mind: “the Kings constancy” constitutes a “double courage, because there is 
nothing to accompany his thoughts of variety or diversion” (203). Roxana is immediately 
convinced. “I will not...go about to disprove your arguments,” she concedes, “grounded upon 
such reasons, and more, delivered by the known authority of your excellent judgement” (203). 
Spoken by a character of such “known authority” and “excellent judgement,” Creses’ assertions 
define constancy as the willingness to suffer for a greater cause, and propose Euarchus as its 
exemplar.56  
In asserting Charles I’s neostoic constancy, Herbert both reifies Sidney’s mythical 
“Euarchus” and rehearses contemporary pro-monarchist propaganda. The king’s execution in 
1649 had solidified the formation of the “Cult of King Charles the Martyr,” which had emerged 
as early as 1646.57 Within this cult, constancy was a defining virtue of what Charles’ supporters 
considered an innocent and unjustly vilified king. Eikon Basilike (1649), in particular, 
                                                      
56 See Salzman’s discussion of the “traditional stoic argument” presented to Cassianus (Charles Louis) early in the 
romance as a response to “the miserableness of [man’s] condition.” English Prose Fiction, 167-8. This advocation of 
“passive courage” recalls debate surrounding the Arcadia’s much-debated Ister Bank poem, concerning the 
justification of resistance to tyranny. See Worden, Sound of Virtue, 266-294.  
57 Lacey, Cult of King Charles the Martyr, 52. For more on this cult, see ibid., passim; Dailey, English Martyr from 
Reformation to Revolution, 207-245. 
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“constructed an image of suffering monarchy, Christ-like constancy and Christian martyrdom.”58 
Some editions of Eikon even plagiarized Sidney’s Arcadia, recasting Pamela’s prayer during her 
imprisonment by Cecropia as the king’s “Prayer in Time of Captivity.” “[S]uffer some beam of 
Thy Majesty so to shine in My mind,” Charles prays in Eikon, quoting the Arcadia nearly 
verbatim, “that I...may still, in My greatest Afflictions, depend confidently on Thee.”59 Pamela’s 
ability to remain steadfast despite rhetorical and physical onslaughts, her neostoic constancy, is 
precisely what Charles’ supporters want to attribute to Charles. Indeed, Eikon’s famous 
frontispiece even resembles Humphrey Moseley’s 1654 edition of Lipsius’s De Constantia, a 
correspondence unremarked by critics: Both feature a rock—“symboli[zing] this quality of 
constancy as it stands unmoved in the midst of a stormy sea”—buffeted by curling waves while a 
figure receives resplendent beams from the heavens (figs. 5 and 7).60 This shared imagery 
indicates royalists’ appropriation of Lipsian constancy to eulogize Charles I. The first two books 
of Princess Cloria appeared in precisely the same years as two English translations of the De 
Constantia, less than five years after the king’s execution; Herbert adheres to this royalist trend 
and appropriates Lipsius’ rhetoric, exploiting neostoic constancy to celebrate the “martyred” 
king.61  
Herbert had associated Charles with Lipsian constancy even before the appearance of 
Princess Cloria, in his earlier advice-book, Certain Conceptions, or, Considerations of Sir Percy 
                                                      
58 Lacey, Cult of King Charles the Martyr, 89. For more on Eikon, see Chapter 3 of this dissertation.  
59 Compare this passage to Pamela’s corresponding prayer in the Arcadia: “[S]uffer some beam of Thy majesty so to 
shine into my mind, that it may still depend confidently upon thee.” Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 205; Sidney, 
Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, 464. This prayer, along with three others, was not present in the first edition of 
Eikon, but later added. Milton’s Eikonoklastes identifed the plagiarism. See McDowell, “Milton, the Eikon Basilike, 
and Pamela’s Prayer.”   
60 Lacey, Cult of King Charles, 14, describing Eikon’s frontispiece (contained in nearly all of its various editions).  
61 Lipsius, On Constancy, 22. Editions of De Constantia appeared in 1653 and 1654.  
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Herbert, upon the strange change of peoples dispositions and actions in these latter times 
directed to his sonne (1650).  Emerging in a long line of political and religious treatises 
published under the guise of a (royal) father writing to his son, Certain Conceptions prefigures 
many of the themes of the later romance, particularly in its figuration of constancy and 
inconstancy.62 Certain Conceptions describes inconstancy as “another palpable effect of 
impatiency, in regard it varies from one fancy to another, with a restlesse longing to be yet 
satisfied in something, that the judgement cannot reach unto for want of temperance to 
consider”63—anticipating Herbert’s description of Euarchus’ subjects in Princess Cloria, who, as 
noted above, “for the most part have not patience, nor constancy, to remain long in one minde.” 
Likewise, Herbert’s praise of Charles I in the advice-book presages his descriptions of Euarchus. 
“[W]itnesse the late King,” Herbert writes in Certain Conceptions, “who will be more glorious in 
after times (according to many mens judgements) for the extraordinary conquests his constancy 
and courage got over his oppressions, then if he had quietly and peaceably dyed in his bed a 
natural way, after a long and flourishing reign, possest of all his humane honours and 
Dominions” (emphasis added).64 Such constancy directly opposes the “strange change of peoples 
dispositions and actions” referenced in the advice-book’s title. Certain Conceptions thus 
foreshadows the antithesis between constant king and inconstant people that would become a 
thematic and structural center of the first two books of his romance.65  
                                                      
62 James I, for instance, allegedly wrote Basilikon Doron for Prince Henry, and one of the closing chapters of Eikon 
Basilike claims to be “chiefly designed” for the Prince of Wales. Certain Conceptions, an exegesis on such issues as 
“The punishment of the Angels against all vain Presumption” and “Christs particular persecution,” appears to have 
been moderately successfully, as multiple editions were produced. Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 184; Herbert, 
Certain Conceptions, 18, 38.  
63 Herbert, Certain Conceptions, 251. 
64 Certain Conceptions, 82.  
65 The Henrietta Maria-figure in Braithwaite’s Panthalia: Or, The Royal Romance similarly remarks to her husband, 
“thy Constancy has approv’d thee, truely Princely in all thy deportment.” Braithwait, Panthalia, 135 
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Redefining Romance’s Narrative Multiplicity 
If the first two books of Princess Cloria use inconstancy as a vice against which Euarchus can 
demonstrate his Lipsian virtue, the romance’s final books complicate this simple antithesis, in 
part by reimagining and exploiting romance’s characteristic narrative multiplicity. Giraldi 
Cinthio, whose 1554 treatise on romance has been cited as an influence on Sidney, remarks that 
the best romances of his age feature multiple plotlines. “[D]iversity of actions carries with it the 
variety that is the spice of delight,” Cinthio explains, “and so allows the writer a large field to use 
episodes, that is, pleasing digressions, and to bring in events that can never, without risk of 
censure, be brought into poems of a single action.”66 Romance is composed, in other words, of 
multiple narratives, rather than a “single action.”67 Often such “diversity of actions” emerges 
through extended analepsis—arresting the plot while a character tells his or her backstory—or 
through multiple, intersecting storylines.68  
Such diversity emerges in Princess Cloria via the numerous, often competing narratives 
set in other kingdoms, and so both temporally and geographically extraneous. Rather than 
focusing solely on the Lydian (English) royal family, Herbert’s romance ventures across time 
and throughout Asia (Europe), allegorically situating the story of the English Stuarts alongside 
those of Christina of Sweden, Louis XIII of France, Ferdinand II of the Holy Roman Empire, 
                                                      
66 Cinzio, Giraldi Cinthio on Romances, 23. This structure was passed down through French romance. See Salzman, 
English Prose Fiction, 59-62, 186-9; Fuchs, Romance, 12-36, esp. 36. 
67 For discussion of romance writers’ use and exploitation of such narrative multiplicity, see Zhang, “Certain 
Blindness.” Cf. Aristotle, Poetics, 60-2, which defines epic as having a single action.  
68 Salzman characterizes this as “first-person récit” “constantly supersed[ing]” third-person narration. English Prose 
Fiction, 189. See also Reardon, The Form of Greek Romance, 15; and Renaldo’s refusal to defer to Dalinda’s story 
in Orlando Furioso. Renaldo’s silencing of Dalinda is a recognition of the threat that her story poses to the 
completion of his own, a self-conscious acknowledgement of romance’s insistence upon narrative digression. 
Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, 4.58.5-6. 
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Philip IV of Spain, and others—each representing one focus of the complex international 
relations of the Thirty Years’ War.  These stories are often told by characters within the 
narrative, and generally represent the interest of a single nation, thereby casting Princess 
Cloria’s generically conventional practice of diverting readers from a single, coherent narrative 
as the romance’s self-conscious incorporation of multiple, distinct national interests.69 Yet while 
Cinthio suggests that narrative diversity can be the “spice of delight,” Herbert’s narrative 
consistently represents characters who seek to avoid distraction, resisting or refusing stories of 
other nations—and thereby dismissing those nations’ interests. When Cassianus (Charles Louis 
of Bohemia) begins telling Roxana of an impending treaty between Syria (France) and Armenia 
(Holy Roman Empire), for instance, she interrupts him: “I do not desire to trouble my thoughts 
with the Rights of other Princes that have little relation to our affaires, but as they may concern 
your particular, so in regard they may prove over tedious for our intended discourse” (211). 
Roxana’s aversion to topics of “little relation to our affaires” exemplifies the self-interest driving 
each character and each nation in the romance, placing great burden upon each individual 
storyteller—even the main narrator—to justify his or her interruption of the surrounding plot.70  
This refusal of narrative diversity might seem appropriate for an English romance 
actively dedicated to the interest of one particular royal dynasty, but in fact it leads to England’s 
isolation in the larger world of the romance. Again and again, Arethusius (Charles II) travels to 
foreign courts seeking military support for his cause, only to be told that their rulers are “hindred 
in that particular, by the pressing necessity of their own affairs and concernment” (286). Syria 
                                                      
69 This question of the degree to which kings should involve themselves in the affairs of other nations is also 
interrogated in Wroth’s Urania. See Lockey, Law and Empire in the English Renaissance, 187-219; Crawford, 
Mediatrix, 181-6; Bassnett, “Gifts of Fruit and Marriage Feasts in Mary Wroth’s Urania.”  
70 Regarding the meeting of Arethusius and Narcissus, the narrator states, “Tis true, this large description need not 
have been, if the glory of a youthful Majesty, were not a subject convenient for any pen or fancy” (293).  
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(France) is concerned with internal rebellion (the Fronde), Egypt (Spain) with Syria, Cyprus 
(United Provinces) with the death of its ruler Narcissus (William II)—and none are interested in 
hearing of the plights of the Lydian (English) king. Just as Princess Cloria refuses to privilege 
the story of the English Stuarts, these courts refuse their ears and aid to Arethusius.  
In the final books of Princess Cloria, however, Herbert imagines a way out of this 
impasse by envisioning an international Catholic coalition. Where Books 1-2 celebrate Euarchus’ 
neostoic constancy as the answer to his inconstant subjects, Books 3-5 redefine constancy as a 
pan-European adherence to Catholic monarchism that fortifies nations against inconstant 
subjects. Rejecting the Sidneian paradigm that shaped his earlier books, Herbert transforms 
Princess Cloria’s vision of constancy to engage with questions very much at issue in the years 
immediately up to and succeeding the Restoration. By affiliating constancy with allegiance to an 
international, Catholic coalition, Herbert recasts romance’s narrative multiplicity as a model for 
international foreign policy, and offers that model as advice for the newly restored English 
monarch.   
Herbert’s alterations to the Sidneian romance model, as witnessed by his transformation 
of constancy, reflect his own confessional leanings. Percy Herbert, second Baron Powis (c. 
1598–1667) professed a Catholic faith that distinguishes him from many of his fellow romance 
writers. Herbert’s first name is a tribute to the family of his mother Eleanor, the daughter of 
Henry Percy, the eighth Earl of Northumberland (c. 1532-1585). This earl’s father (Herbert’s 
great-grandfather) had been executed for his role in a 1536 Catholic uprising against Henry VIII, 
and Northumberland himself was a recusant imprisoned multiple times for his collusion in 
attempts to liberate Mary, Queen of Scots.71 Herbert’s father William (1575-1656), the first 
                                                      
71 A Percy family historian notes that Henry Percy professed to be “a true and loyall Protestant” at the execution of 
his brother, the seventh earl of Northumberland, who led a Catholic rebellion to depose Queen Elizabeth in favor of 
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Baron Powis, was presented multiple times as a recusant officeholder, and was only removed 
from the recusancy rolls after he explained that “his own wife is an obstinate papist..., but he will 
never be overruled by her.”72 Both parents being Catholic, Herbert was also raised so, and in 
1637 his “popish affect[ions]” were conspicuous enough that his father’s cousin Philip Herbert, 
the fourth Earl of Pembroke, publicly proposed removing Percy Herbert’s son to be “bred up in 
the Protestant religion.” This was only prevented by successful pleas of the first Baron Powis, 
who avowed that “his Son may not be held the most jesuited Papist of England.”73 Nonetheless, 
letters reveal that Herbert proudly claimed responsibility for converting his wife Elizabeth to 
Catholicism, and the Herberts of Powis Castle were “looked upon...as among the principal 
leaders of the Roman Catholic section of the nation,” a family chronicler notes.74 
This Catholicism rendered Herbert’s position during the civil wars particularly tenuous. 
Imprisoned in the early 1640s for transferring arms on the king’s behalf, Herbert was released 
                                                      
Mary, Queen of Scots in the Rising of the North (1569). Yet Percy “afterwards reverted to, and indeed died in, the 
Roman Catholic faith.” Brenan, History of the House of Percy, 1:325.  
72 Qtd. in Simon Healy, “Herbert, Sir William (1575-1656), of Hendon, Mdx. and Powis Castle, Welshpool, Mont,” 
The History of Parliament: the House of Commons 1604-1629, ed. Andrew Thrust and John P. Ferris (Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), accessed April 1, 2015, http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1604-
1629/member/herbert-sir-william-1575-1656. William Herbert has two entries in the History of Parliament records: 
this one, from the 1604-1629 volume, and the other from the 1558-1603 volume: A.H.D., “Herbert, William III (c. 
1573-1656), of Powis Castle, Welshpool, Mont. and Hendon, Mdx,” The History of Parliament: the House of 
Commons 1558-1603, ed. P.W. Hasler (London: History of Parliament Trust, 1981), accessed April 1, 2015, 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1558-1603/member/herbert-william-iii-1573-
1656#footnoteref3_s86hhe8. See the Herbert family tree at National Trust, “Powis Castle and Gardens,” National 
Trust, Dec. 18, 2014, http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/powis-castle/history/. 
73 Qtd. in a letter from Reverand Garrad to the Earl of Strafford dated Feb. 7, 1637. Knowler, The Earl of 
Strafforde’s Letters and Dispatches, 2:147. 
74 W.J. Smith, Herbert Correspondence, 6. “[M]y conversation render’d yow a Catholike,” Herbert wrote to his 
wife. Sir Percy Herbert to Elizabeth Herbert, 1644, Collection of Herbert Papers, PRO 30/53/7, no. 33. This is 
supported by a 1635 letter from her brother, William, Earl of Craven, a committed Protestant, who planned to visit 
Elizabeth to “make it appeare to you that you aughte not to have altered yo’r religion.” Jones, Old Herbert Papers at 
Powis Castle, 15. See Ian William McLellan, “Herbert, Percy, second Baron Powis (1598–1667),” Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, accessed April 14, 2018. 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-68255. 
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and began to fortify Powis Castle (also known as Red Castle), the family seat in Wales.75 His 
father, however, commandeered the castle in 1643, claiming Herbert had “forfeited his 
commission,” and preferred charges against him, alleging crimes “some no less than treason,” as 
Herbert’s wife later wrote.76 Herbert subsequently went into continental exile with his son, where 
he learned of Parliament’s capture of his father and Powis Castle (which became a parliamentary 
garrison); his own estate, meanwhile, was sequestered on the grounds of his recusancy.77 In 
1649, Parliament ordered Herbert’s return to England, where he was imprisoned and convicted 
of treason in 1651, a year before the family estates were sold.78 Herbert’s comments in a 1644 
letter to his wife indicate a keen awareness of his position: “I must confesse (according to my 
many observations) I doe not finde that Catholikes have at all prospered in their undertakinges 
since this warr begann not that I can doubt the cause (though I doe not like the cause of fighting 
for the True protestant religion).”79 Herbert seems to have understood that his Catholicism set 
him apart both from the dominant Parliamentarian party, and from his fellow royalists fighting 
for the “True protestant religion.”80   
                                                      
75 Herbert was summoned to Parliament as a “delinquent” on January 29, 1640 for “the unfurnishing of the publike 
magazin” on the king’s behalf during the Bishops’ Wars. Notestein, Journal of Sir Simonds D'Ewes 301-2; also, 
348-9. His imprisonment presumably occurred shortly after and lasted eighteen months. See McLellan, “Herbert, 
Percy, second Baron Powis (1598–1667).”  
76 A draft of Elizabeth Herbert’s 1647 letter to the king is transcribed in W.J. Smith, Herbert Correspondence, 23. 
The nature of these charges is unclear.  
77 Ibid., 22. 
78 Following the sale, William Herbert lived on £4 a week under house arrest in the Strand until his death in 1656. 
Healy, “Herbert, Sir William (1575-1656)”; “Powis Castle: A Timeline,” at National Trust, “Powis Castle and 
Gardens.”   
79 Sir Percy Herbert to Elizabeth Herbert, 1644, Collection of Herbert Papers, PRO 30/53/7, no. 33. 
80Herbert wrote, “[O]ur owne frends have beene our greatest enemies to shew that god rather intended our 
chastyzement then distruction & wee have bredd & matched our children Catholike notwithstanding plotts to hinder 
bothe.” Ibid. 
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Herbert’s Catholicism is essential in understanding the transformation of constancy in 
Princess Cloria. This transformation becomes apparent in Book 4, published along with Book 3 
(still titled Cloria and Narcissus) in 1658, the year of Cromwell’s death (and the beginning of 
the end of the Protectorate).81 In this book, Arethusius (Charles II) shelters at the home of a loyal 
Myssian nobleman named Auguisius, following his utter defeat in Myssia (Scotland), an episode 
allegorizing the 1651 Battle of Worcester. Auguisius had converted to the Delphian religion after 
being struck by the contrast between the faithful people of Delphos and his own rebellious 
Myssian countrymen—i.e., the Scottish, whose fickle self-interest and changing allegiance 
Herbert repeatedly lambasts as the root cause of the civil wars.82 Unlike the Myssians, who 
abandoned Euarchus and only reluctantly aided his son, the Delphians “continued constant 
during many ages without disobedience to their superiours and governours,” Auguisius observes 
(411). “Constant” here connotes not steadfast patience, but unflinching obedience to both 
ecclesiastical authorities and ordained secular rulers.  
The fact that Auguisius is a thoroughly exemplary figure, and that his house shelters the 
exiled prince, testifies to Herbert’s esteem for the “constant” Delphian religion—the analogue, 
the reader soon discerns, for Catholicism itself, complete with a papal “archflamin.” Charles II 
was indeed sheltered by Scottish Catholics following the Battle of Worcester, an event central to 
royalist mythology,83 and as the romance proceeds, such exemplary Catholic figures only 
                                                      
81 Neither Patterson nor I have found evidence of an edition specifically marking the inauguration of part 3. A. 
Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation, 199. 
82 See the story of the success of the “Herezian” doctrine in Myssia (197-9), the confession of Arranus (322-30), 
Joyela’s account of her brother’s actions (396-404), and the negative portrayal of Locrinus, a Myssian commander 
who attempts Cloria’s kidnapping; he exhibits “a Myssian confidence (that seldom is wanting in people of that 
Nation)” (561).  
83 After the Battle of Worcester, Charles II found refuge at the White Ladies Priory at Boscobel House in 
Shropshire. He was led there by the Catholic Charles Giffard, cousin to the priory’s owner, and attended by the 
Penderel brothers, Catholic royalist sympathizers. See Ollard, Image of the King, 85-8; Weber, “Representations of 
the King,” 501. 
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increase in number. One of the most eloquent speeches in praise of Catholicism is delivered by 
Joyela, the half-sister of Argylius. Argylius—whose name hints at his correspondence to the 
Scottish Covenanter Marquess of Argyll, Archibald Campbell—heads the Myssian faction 
working against Arethusius’ (Charles II’s) interests.84 The fact that Joyela defies him to follow 
Delphian rites, forsaking her riches, status, and beautiful hair to join the order of Minerva, 
renders her a powerful spokesperson for the Delphian religion (477-8).85 Before Joyela joins the 
order, though, she undertakes a pointed “discourse” with Arethusius, “either believing her own 
Religion exacted the duty, or willing to try Arethusius opinions in those particulars” (441). Like 
Roxana before Creses, Arethusius proves a poor rhetorical opponent. Echoing Auguisius’ 
description of “constant” Catholic rites, Joyela explains to the nearly silent prince that the 
Delphic religion (Catholicism) “maintain[s] inviolably, the same practice [which] was instituted 
without any alteration, in the beginning” (442). This “inviolabl[e]” maintenance of religious 
practice, furthermore, directly opposes that of non-Catholics: Arethusius’ non-Delphian 
supporters demonstrate a distinct “want of constancy” in their faith, Joyela asserts, 
“which...shews, that it is impossible the Gods have ever established a Religion for wavering, 
being by nature both certain and eternal in their institutions” (443). Instead of maintaining 
constancy as the Delphians do, Arethusius’ Myssian kindred “onely believe and put in practise, 
either what the late Priest Herezius...hath told them, or their own fancies...dictates to their 
appetites” (442).  
                                                      
84 Argyll, a fierce Covenanter, was one of Charles I’s most significant Scottish opponents. He was among the peace 
negotiators in 1646 who insisted that Charles accept the terms of the Solemn League and Covenant and impose 
Presbyterianism in England; these negotiations failed. He later worked to suppress Royalist uprisings in Scotland on 
the Commonwealth’s behalf, and was executed for treason in 1661. See his DNB entry. 
85 Evidence indeed suggests that all but one of the daughters of Argyll’s father took religious vows. See Willcock, 
The Great Marquess, 342-4. 
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In so indicting Herezius—whose name evokes “heresy” and who represents an extreme 
Protestant with a marked resemblance to John Calvin—Joyela reiterates Princess Cloria’s 
frequent indictments of Protestantism as inconstant. Herezius’ followers “become disobedient to 
their superiours, and extort from other people what goods they please, to their own use and 
commodity,” she paradigmatically states, unlike the faithful followers of the “certain and 
eternal” Catholic church (442). According to Joyela, therefore, the difference between 
Protestants and Catholics is not merely doctrinal, but also implies a particular disposition 
towards monarchical government. In celebrating Catholics as more loyal to their political leaders 
than Protestants, Joyela echoes an earlier charge by Cresus, who lambasts Herezius’ ideas as “so 
much destructive to Monarchy and obedience” (369).86 Though he decides not to visit Delphos 
(Rome) as Joyela urges, Arethusius (Charles II) does not challenge her assertions, and ends by 
praising her “wisdom” and “goodness” (443). Consequently, the reader receives an unmitigated 
portrayal of Protestantism as a religion distinctly in “want of constancy”—as opposed to a 
Catholicism constant in its promotion of monarchy. If Protestantism encourages infidelity to 
secular authorities, Herbert suggests, then opposing it, as the princess of Egypt (Spain) reminds 
her father, demonstrates a “magnanimous constancy” (576).87  
Yet as the romance proceeds, it becomes clear that inconstancy is a global epidemic. 
Numerous characters note the “fatal kinde of inconstancy” inherent in the Lydian (English) 
populace (587); yet as Arethusius implies in comparing “inconstancy and often alterations” to 
“diseases in a State” (44), popular inconstancy has a tendency to spread.88 Thus the Lydian 
                                                      
86 Creses indicts Herezius for “deny[ing] Kings and Princes Obedience, or rather Loyalty from their natural 
Subjects” and inciting wars throughout Asia (Europe) (197).  
87 Hesperiana refers to the “magnanimous constancy” of Osiris’ grandfather, representing Philip II of Spain, in 
opposing the Herezians.  
88 One of Creses’ Lydian (English) hosts, reporting on the debates of the Lydian Senate (Parliament), reports that 
democracy “would be alwayes subject to faction and confusion, in regard of the inconstancy of dispositions” (187); 
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regicides anticipate that “other Nations...shall e’re long follow our examples” (317), and indeed, 
the rebellion in Cyprus (United Provinces) is “encouraged...by the like spirit” of those who 
rebelled in Lydia, Herbert writes (300). Thus while the Lydian people are the only ones to 
execute their king, thereby earning the title of “inconstant” (8, 287, 469, 485, 529, 551), Herbert 
also ascribes inconstancy to Pamphilia (14), Cyprus (14, 291), Syria (91, 566), and Crete (123, 
126, 383, 385). Inconstancy, Herbert suggests, begets inconstancy. In The Readie and Easie Way 
to Establish a Free Commonwealth (1660), John Milton applauds precisely this process of 
imitative political change, suggesting that England’s “turning regal bondage into a free 
Commonwealth” has led “to the admiration and terrour of our emulous neighbours.”89 For 
Herbert, though, such emulation constitutes an international political crisis.   
The only way to remedy this crisis, Herbert suggests, is through the adoption of 
constancy—defined in these latter books not as neostoic steadfastness or erotic fidelity, but as an 
allegiance to political and ecclesiastical powers, best exemplified by European Catholics. 
Echoing the rhetoric of Catholic theorists like Cardinal William Allen, Herbert analogizes the 
hierarchical structure of Catholicism to the hierarchical structure of monarchy, suggesting that 
only Catholic, monarchical rule can insulate nations from people’s natural inconstancy.90 As 
Creses explains (following his conversion to Catholicism),  
Royalty is the best Subject to the holy Temple of Delphos, seeing Monarchy hath 
the nearest resemblance of the Heavenly Government, when order and ordination 
in a single power rules, onely by subordinate Instruments, directing their end to 
one honourable period; whereas Anarchy produceth nothing but confusion in 
                                                      
this echoes Joyela’s point about the foolhardiness of Arethusius’ (Charles II’s) being “opinionated, that many people 
of those opinions in Religion, remain still constant and firm to your party, both in the Kingdom of Lydia and 
Myssia” (443). 
89 Milton, Readie and Easie Way, 6.  
90 Allen insisted that Catholics—unlike Protestant subjects—are “men of order and obedience.” He notes that 
Catholics are “bound, yea even monkes and religious,...to order and obedience of their kinges; and to observe their 
temporal and civil lawes made for peace, tranquilitie, and temporal government of their people.” Allen, True, 
sincere and modest defence, of English Catholiques, 84, 55. See Salmon, “Catholic resistance theory.”  
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obedience, and Atheism in belief; seeing pride amongst the common people, is 
ever accompanied with ignorance, and seldom without cruelty; besides a fatal 
kinde of inconstancy in their natures, that can never hold long under any 
decorum.... (587, emphasis added)  
 
Creses suggests that monarchy and Catholicism are the secular and ecclesiastical analogues (the 
“nearest resemblance”), respectively, of the “Heavenly Government,” in which “order and 
ordination in a single power rules.” The Catholic Church and kings thus share a common 
interest, that is, quelling subjects’ natural “inconstancy” and promoting monarchical authority.  
It is no coincidence, therefore, that Arethusius’ most faithful supporters—Creses, 
Auguisius, Joyela, Auguisius’ son Parismenus—follow the Delphian rites.  Indeed, Catholic 
affiliation even underpins Herbert’s portrayal of non-English historical figures. Philogenia 
(Christina), the queen of Scythia (Sweden), for instance, does not even receive a mention in the 
first two books; the daughter of Protestant defender Gustavus Adolphus, Christina was facing 
personal and political crises when Herbert published the first two books of Cloria and Narcissus. 
By the time Book 3 appeared in 1658, however, Christina had converted to Catholicism and 
abdicated her throne.91 Ignoring other, secular factors, Herbert depicts this conversion—related 
in detail—as the basis for the queen’s abdication, and praises her unreservedly for it. The 
character relating Philogenia’s story, for example, sighs “as if he contemplated through her 
perfections, the decay of vertue in other persons, who onely for trivial losses, were afraid to 
demonstrate the same spirits in the Gods behalf” (463).92 Her conversion is a testament to the 
                                                      
91 Christina’s story was related contemporaneously in pamphlets like Gualdo Priorato’s The History of the Sacred 
and Royal Majesty of Christina Alessandra, Queen of Swedland with the reasons of her late conversion to the 
Roman Catholique religion (1658). See Ailes, Courage and Grief, 135-170.  
92 Christina’s identity is clear from Herbert’s account of her conversion, 1654 abdication, and journey to Rome (450-
463; 520-2). The reader’s first introduction to Philogenia underscores her idealization, as Arethusius admires her 
portrait above all in a gallery of notables. This common romance trope relates both to the portrait of French 
romances (cf. Salzman, English Prose Fiction, 185-6) and to the discovery of the beloved in a mirror, as in 
Britomart’s sight of Artegal in Book 3 of The Faerie Queene.  
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inherent strength of Catholic tenets, and a further demonstration of Catholicism as the basis for 
virtue within the romance.  
The extent to which constancy has changed from Lipsian neo-stoicism in the romance’s 
early books to Catholic political loyalty in the latter books is evidenced in the representation of 
Euarchus (Charles I). As we have seen, Cresus and Roxana’s debate in Book 2 promotes 
Euarchus as a man who can bravely weather external assaults through being “unmoved in mind.” 
By Book 4, however, characters deride Euarchus for his entrenched Protestantism, as seen in the 
Egyptian (Spanish) minister’s comment that he “rather with obstinacy then constancy 
maintained” his fidelity to the Lydian (English) religion (583).  
This “rather” marks the degree to which constancy has acquired denominational 
significance. In De Constantia, Lipsius sets “constancy” and “obstinacy” against each other, 
defining the latter as “a certain hardness of a stubborn mind, proceeding from pride or 
vainglory”; constancy, by contrast, is the daughter of “patience, and lowliness of mind.”93 Eikon 
Basilike makes a similar distinction, as the king proclaims that “[w]hat [my enemies] call 
obstinacy, I know God accounts honest constancy, from which Reason and Religion, as well as 
Honour, forbid me to recede.”94 Herbert may or may not be alluding directly to Eikon when the 
Egyptian minister castigates Charles’s “obstinacy”;95 it is striking, however, that the same term 
of abuse is used against other non-Delphians (non-Catholics) in Princess Cloria, as when a priest 
tells the Syrian (French) king that the Herezians (radical Protestants) “seek by a levelling envy, 
to make your Crown below their feet, and the Gods worship no higher then their obstinacy” 
                                                      
93 Lipsius, On Constancy, 37. 
94 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 166.  
95It was a common charge leveled against the king. See, for instance, the similar attribution of obstinacy on account 
of Charles II’s Protestantism in the anonymous Certamen Brittanicum (1659), 8. 
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(549).96 The redefinition of “constancy” as a particularly Catholic virtue, against Protestant 
“obstinacy,” is the basis for Princess Cloria’s variable representation of Charles I.97 Whereas 
Minerva (the Catholic Mary, Queen of Scots) “constantly expired in that religion she ever profest 
to the world” (162), Euarchus—whose Lipsian constancy was celebrated in the first part of the 
romance—ends as an exemplar of obstinate inconstancy.98  
Herbert’s definition of constancy, therefore, is strikingly inconstant, even as its final 
instantiation isolates him from his fellow romance authors. Sidney, of course, was well known as 
a promoter of an international vision of militant Protestantism.99 William Sales’ Theophania 
(1655), published in the midst of Princess Cloria’s serialization, is even more radical, castigating 
Elizabeth I’s episcopacy as yet another tyranny infringing upon the rights of independent 
believers.100 Richard Brathwaite’s Panthalia (1659) is more mainline, indicting Cromwell as a 
usurper of ecclesiastical authority, yet it is also distinctly Reformed. None of these writers would 
have endorsed Herbert’s association of constancy with Catholicism.   
However, his implication that Charles II ought to adopt this virtue (and, by extension, a 
Catholic alliance) in the years leading up to the Restoration aligns Herbert with a number of 
contemporary political commentators. As early as 1650, William Prynne had noted that if 
                                                      
96 Other cases manifesting a rhetorical link between obstinacy and constancy occur at pp. 285, 245, and 247.  
97 Indeed, the only occurrences of “inconstancy” made in reference to Arethusius or kings occur in the later books of 
the romance, at pp. 374 and 569.  
98 Compare to Charles’ death at p. 354. Herbert’s words echo William Bishop’s dedication to King James in A 
Reformation of a Catholike deformed (1604), which notes that Mary “endured so much for her constancy in the 
same Catholike faith” (sig. ***ir). Langbaine remarks that “even Writers of Romances have thought [Mary’s] Story 
an ornament to their Work; witness the Princess Cloria, where part 2. her Story is succinctly related, and she 
pourtrayed under the title of Minerva Queen of Mysia [sic].” Langbaine, Account of the English dramatick poets..., 
8.  
99 See Weiner, Sir Philip Sidney and the Poetics of Protestantism; Stillman, Philip Sidney and the Poetics of 
Renaissance Cosmopolitanism.   
100 Sales’ “Theodora” (“who styles herself “the Virgin-Queen”) portrays Elizabeth I as an absolute villain, who only 
rejects alliance with the Catholic Church (“Rome”) and slaughters faithful Catholics in order to herself up as a god 
under “her new Model of Religion.” Sales, Theophania, 105; 121-3 (122). 
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Scottish forces alone should fail to secure a royalist victory, Charles would be forced to seek 
foreign aid, from either Protestant or Catholic nations. Prynne deemed the latter “most probable,” 
given Henrietta Maria’s notorious Catholicism and the “constancy and fidelity [shown by 
Catholics] to the King and his Father [Charles I].”101 Indeed, Henrietta Maria’s “Louvre” circle 
supported allying with Catholic, European powers in the years leading up to the Restoration, 
thereby expressing gratitude for past aid and ensuring future well-being.  
Yet this was not the only view among Charles II’s supporters. Whereas the Louvre circle 
encouraged the king to ally with Catholic nations, Sir Edward Hyde and many of Charles II’s 
other advisors insisted upon England’s Protestantism, and urged that the king maintain the 
country’s independence from continental powers.102 This question of if or how much Charles II 
should ally with European powers upon his Restoration pervades contemporary English 
pamphlets. “[L]arge Promises have been made to him by most Popish Potentates (the Pope 
himself) for establishment of him in his Throne and Dignity,” one pro-monarchical pamphlet 
noted shortly before the Restoration, “provided he would renounce his Religion, and imbrace 
Popery, weighing his Adversity and Prosperity together.”103 Such promises of military and 
financial benefits contingent upon Charles II’s conversion must have been tempting to the exiled 
king. In Certamen Brittanicum (1659), purporting to relate a conversation between Charles II 
and ambassadors from France and Spain, Charles acknowledges that if he did convert, “the very 
                                                      
101 Sad and serious politicall considerations, 13.  
102 See Bosher, Making of the Restoration Settlement, 75-9. Bosher notes that following the taking of the Covenant 
in 1650, Charles II “threw in his lot with the Church of England party” headed by Hyde, Nicholas, and Ormond; 
“the King adopted their belief that his fortunes were inseparably bound to those of the Anglican Church.” Ibid., 73. 
103 Englands faiths defender vindicated, 5. The anonymous pamphlet identifies itself as a response to Protestant 
radicals who, eager to regain political power, accused the king of popery. Printed in 1660, it was presumably written 
prior to the Restoration, as it ends by urging its readers to “Call Home your King from Exile, and Establish Him on 
the Royal Throne, that he may Judge the People in Mercy, Righteousness and Truth” (8).  
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sense thereof would so move other neighbour Princes and states, that they would suddenly turn 
their many promises into actions, and instead of words aide me with Swords.”104 Other 
pamphlets, however, insisted that Charles was far from “falling away to Popery,” Englands 
faiths defender vindicated (1660) and A letter out of Flanders (1660) confidently claiming that 
the king would not be swayed by such inducements.105 Yet none of these pamphlets could predict 
with certainty how the newly restored king would act.  
 It was at this precise moment, then, when the whole world held its breath to see what 
Charles’ attitude toward his Catholic relatives would be, that the final book of Princess Cloria 
appeared.106 In it, Herbert effectively sides with Henrietta Maria and her circle, urging Charles II 
to take advantage of Catholicism’s military and doctrinal advantages. “[Y]our prosperity shall 
never arrive to you according to your wishes, unless the Princes of a contrary faith (by an united 
Forces)[sic] endeavour also strongly your satisfaction in the future,” Joyela tells Arethusius 
(Charles II) in Book 4, implying that Catholic rulers are the ones who will save England from 
popular inconstancy (443). A Delphian (Catholic) priest makes this same point to Creses: “[I]t is 
most improbable, your young King can ever come again to the quiet possession of his Countrey, 
but by the power and force of those Princes, which are wholly given to observe the rules and 
customs of the Temple of Delphos” (525). In other words, only those “of a contrary faith” to 
                                                      
104 Certamen Brittanicum, 4. The work claims to have been written after Charles (referred to as the “King of Scots”) 
has arrived at the court of Spain (10).  
105 A letter out of Flanders, 6. 
106 Louis XIV was a first cousin of Charles II, both being grandchildren of Henry IV. Widespread curiosity as to 
Charles and his policies is evidenced by the pamphlets and biographies attempting to give a “Pourtraiture of His 
most Excellent MAJESTY” to the curious populace, and by texts advocating for Charles’ adoption of particular 
policies. See Charleton, A character of His Most Sacred Majesty; A Letter out of Flanders; Dauncey, History of His 
Sacred Majesty; Cheesman, Epistle to Charles the Second, King of England.   
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Arethusius—those belonging to a faith which embodies constancy—can counter popular 
inconstancy and rescue the Lydian monarchy.  
Such unity is in the best interest of Europe as a whole, Herbert implies. As Mazarius 
(Mazarin) explains to one of his nobles, 
where there is any omission of justice, by the general rules of all Religion, no 
perfect Worship of the Gods can be expected; considering also the dishonour to 
Kingly Dignity, that a Prince of the same degree, as well in right as in dignity, 
should be outed by the insolent rebellions of his own Subjects, from his ancient 
and successive Territories, without so much as one Monarch to take his part[.] 
(567) 
Given that a threat to “perfect Worship of the Gods” is also a threat to “Kingly Dignity”, and 
vice versa, it is incumbent upon Delphian monarchs to recognize the threat posed by the 
“insolent rebellions” of Arethusius’ (Charles II’s) subjects; in defending him, they also defend 
their own religious and political interests. Dismissing Protestant resistance theory which located 
sovereignty in individual subjects, rather than monarchy, as well as Catholic resistance theory 
which maintained an ecclesiastical and secular division, Herbert asserts that militarization is 
justified by any threat to monarchical rule—an institution that, like Catholic hierarchy, is 
divinely ordained.107  
The romance therefore suggests that harmony will return to Charles’ kingdom not 
through his inconstant native subjects, but through alliance with constant Catholicism and its 
foreign rulers. In Certain Conceptions, Herbert extols kings and queens who follow Christianity 
“with so much alacrity, that they are not onely content to submit to the Churches jurisdiction, but 
                                                      
107 See Kingdon, “Calvinism and resistance theory, 1550-1580,” 193-218; Salmon, “Catholic resistance theory.” 
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in a manner lay down their glorious Crowns and Scepters, (with the more humility) to prostrate 
their persons, at the steps of this Tribunal.”108 This is precisely the subordination of royalty to the 
Church that occurs in Princess Cloria, as in the episode where the Archflamin of Delphos (the 
Pope) helps negotiate the treaty between Syria (France) and Egypt (Spain)—an agreement 
allegorizing the Treaty of the Pyrenees, which ended the Thirty Years’ War. The transcendent 
Church, Princess Cloria suggests, should override individual nations’ interests, and thus the 
romance celebrates Catholicism for the very reason that early modern Protestants loathed it: it 
places ecclesiastical interests above national ones.109 
Indeed, to judge by Princess Cloria, the resolution of the English civil wars owes more to 
successful Catholic unity than Britons’ own choice. A remarkable fact about Princess Cloria is 
that the entire ten-year Commonwealth period, from the rise of Oliver Cromwell 
(“Hercrombrotus”) as Lord Protector to his death, encompasses a total of two pages, less than 
one-third of one percent of the 614-page romance; moreover, it is only narrated secondhand 
(530-532). By contrast, the marriage ceremony of Hesperiana, the princess of Egypt (Spain), and 
Orontes, the king of Syria (France) claims six pages, three times as much space (and this does 
not include the many pages devoted to the negotiation of the treaty which facilitated the 
marriage) (598-603). “[N]o age was ever esteemed to have performed such wonders,” the 
narrator exults, “accompanied with all the riches and splendour could be imagined, wherein 
beauty seemed to contend with bravery, which should more adorn the inferiour world, by an 
Esclat not again to be imitated but in the highest heavens” (597).  
                                                      
108 Certain Conceptions, 14.  
109 When the Egyptian princess (who is to be married to the French king) objects to the terms of the treaty on the 
basis of her religious vows, she—and all Europe—appeal to the Archflamin to annul the vow and allow the peace 
negotiations to proceed.  
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There is good historical reason for Herbert to offer such hyperbolic description of this 
“Esclat,” an ostentatious public display.110 This marriage, the first article of peace in the Treaty 
of the Pyrenees, represents that of the French king Louis XIV and Maria Theresa, the Spanish 
Infanta and daughter of Philip IV. Not only did these May 1659 articles of peace end conflict 
between France and Spain; they also resolved the wars in France, Sweden, and in the Spanish 
Netherlands, and addressed the governance of Italy, England, Jamaica, Flanders, Holland, 
Denmark, and Sweden.111 Indeed, a contemporary French festival book commemorating the 
newlyweds’ entry into Paris extols the marriage as a “triomphe de Paix” (a triumph of Peace) 
celebrated “dans toutes les principales parties de l’Europe” (in all the leading parts of Europe).112 
In the romance, this marriage not only unifies Syria and Egypt, but also spells peace for the rest 
of the world. By according so many pages to this international “Esclat,” Princess Cloria reflects 
the grandiose internationalism of these contemporary accounts, and suggests that this—not the 
English monarchy’s Restoration—is the romance’s true apex. Indeed, the number of pages 
devoted to the negotiation and fulfillment of Euarchus’s return—barely ten, reading 
generously—pales before those devoted to the Egypt-Syria treaty, affirming the romance’s 
Catholic eurocentrism.113  
                                                      
110 OED, s.v. “éclat,” n.1, 2.  
111 True and exact particulars of the articles of peace & mariage. The articles resolved the internal French civil wars 
known as the Fronde.  
112 Dedication to Tronçon, L'entrée triomphante, n.s. Some correspondences exist between such festival-books and 
the romance, although not enough to establish influence definitively. Compare Herbert’s description of one 
triumphal arch with “the state of Fame sounding a Trumpet” (601) to the picture of the “Obelisque dans la place 
Dauphine” opposite page 28 in Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante. Other resemblances occur between the shrine 
featuring the “rocky Land-sip of the Indies” (602) and the “Arc de triomphe du Carefour de la Fontaine” (opposite 
page 8); also, between the monument “wherein were represented the several accidents of the War lately pacified” 
(602) and the “Porte de la ville du coste de sainct Anthoine” (preceding page 7). 
113 The treaty negotiations form much of the romance’s substance for the fifty pages preceding the marriage, starting 
on page 544. 
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At first, Lydia (England) seems to be as excluded from the general celebration as 
Arethusius (Charles II) was from foreign courts; when Parismenus hears news of the treaty, he is 
“discontented seemingly, that no mention was made in this grand Jubile, of the concernments of 
his Master Arethusius” (595). Yet subsequent events reveal that the global goodwill embodied in 
this Catholic union underpins Charles II’s Restoration as well. In a smack of bravado bordering 
on brashness, Arethusius (Charles II) shows up at the treaty negotiations begging for military aid. 
Facing the monarchs’ reluctance, the Egyptian princess Hesperiana (Maria Theresa)—whose 
marriage was delayed by her prior decision to take up holy orders—speaks up: “I had not left the 
service of Holy Isis, but to redeem the almost ruined world, Religion being the motive, and 
Justice the obligation” (596). The Catholic princess had been earlier introduced by Mazarius 
(Mazarin) as “a glorious and happy pawn to keep the world perpetually in such a peace, that 
never eye after ought to shed a tear” (568), his words echoing the language of Revelation 21’s 
picture of the new heaven and new earth.114 Mazarius’ words epitomize the princess’ status as a 
“pawn” whose marriage is specifically designed to end political conflict. Paul Salzman has noted 
that “surprisingly little attention” is given to romantic love in Herbert’s romance;115 indeed, 
Hesperiana’s marriage is less the fulfillment of a marriage plot than a means to demonstrate her 
status as a salvific figure, and Catholicism as a remedy for inconstancy in the world at large. Her 
marriage, Herbert suggests, becomes the means by which the whole “almost ruined world”—
England included—is saved.  
Thus, while Salzman argues that Herbert’s “certain sympathy for Catholicism...is rarely 
presented as an answer to the dilemma posed by Euarchus’ fate,” I read Princess Cloria as 
                                                      
114 Revelation 21:4: “And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither 
sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away.”  
115 Salzman, English Prose Fiction, 159.  
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presenting precisely that answer, suggesting that the wholesale embrace of Catholicism offers the 
best chance of Britain’s salvation.116 Indeed, following Hesperiana’s assertion of worldwide 
redemption, the kings of Egypt and Syria agree to aid Arethusius, who shortly afterward returns 
to claim his throne. Herbert never actually provides details of their material support, yet Egypt 
and Syria’s protection of the Lydian king marks the turning point of Arethusius’ fortunes; the 
romance suggests that his victory is guaranteed from that point forward, even before his subjects 
invite him to return. England’s exceptionalism—both in a narrative sense, as an individual story 
of the Stuart dynasty, and in a political sense, as an isolated nation—disappears within the 
international peace treaty; Arethusius can thus participate in the wedding jubilee along with the 
people of Syria and Egypt, as they celebrate the marriage of her who “hath now redeemed the 
world from its future oppression” (601). The unity of the two kingdoms finally unites the world 
in Catholic constancy, the strength of which radiates out to preserve even non-Catholic kingdoms 
from the inconstancy of their subjects.  
 Herbert’s emphasis on this particular event signals its importance not simply as a means 
of plot resolution, but as a demonstration of the inextricability of individual nations’ interests. As 
Cassianus (Charles Louis of Bohemia) explains to Roxana, the affairs of various Asian princes 
are inescapably intertwined: “it is impossible for me, to sever in all respects the interests of other 
Princes from my own” (211). As the romance unwinds, then, the intersection of distinct narrative 
threads becomes framed as common political and religious interests. Princess Cloria’s 
unification of multiple narratives, particularly in the marriage scene, underscores the interrelation 
of national interests, while simultaneously underscoring Catholicism’s unifying, salvific 
potential. Just as inconstancy plagues all nations, Herbert presents his readers with a Catholic 
                                                      
116 Salzman, English Prose Fiction, 167. 
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constancy that is, he suggests, a political panacea. This constancy implies adherence to a cause 
that transcends the interests of particular nations as well as individual narrative threads, 
undergirding an ecclesiastical and monarchical order that, as an earthly reflection of the 
“Heavenly Government,” inspires national and international harmony.  
 
Herbert’s Constant Readers? 
Just as Joyela works to convert Prince Arethusius (Charles II) to the Delphian religion 
(Catholicism), Princess Cloria itself constitutes an apology for Catholicism by drawing on the 
generic resources of romance itself. In Book 5, for instance, Creses is tended by a particularly 
proselytizing Delphian priest after being wounded fighting for Pamphylia (Spanish Netherlands). 
This priest “conceiv[es] it in some sort his duty, notwithstanding he appeared to be of a contrary 
Religion, to contribute his best help in Creses necessity” (518).117 Reiterating Joyela’s arguments 
about the constant, unchanging nature of Delphian (Catholic) religion, the priest explains to 
Creses the difference between the Delphian and Herezian faiths. When Cresus remains 
unconvinced, the priest “furnish[es] [Creses] with this modern story”—that is, the backstory of 
the Thirty Years’ War—“as a greater incouragement to his resolutions, by the hopeful success of 
those professing the belief of Delphos” (520). After relating his history, the priest “rest[s] silent, 
in the interim giving Creses thoughts some respite to consider, as hoping his discourse would 
produce good effects, towards his absolute and speedy conversion”—which, in fact, it does: 
Creses converts (525). This analepsis epitomizes a core value of Princess Cloria: the persuasive 
power of digressive narration.118 If Creses only hears a few pages’ worth of “modern story” from 
                                                      
117 This is the same priest who relates the “approved piety” of Artaxes, as part of a larger digressive narration of the 
background of the Thirty Years’ War. 
118 Princess Cloria’s persuasive power is not unlike that attributed to romance more generally. Sidney praises 
Amadis de Gaule’s ability to move men’s hearts “to the exercise of courtesy, liberality and especially courage,” a 
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the priest, thereby spurring his conversion, we have read hundreds of pages of “singular Remarks 
of Moderne Transactions” promoting Catholic constancy (title-page), thus casting the entire 
romance as attempt at religious persuasion.119  
Herbert’s primary audience for such persuasion, of course, was Charles himself, newly 
restored to the throne before the publication of Book 5.  In this book, scarcely ten pages after the 
Syrian-Egyptian marriage, and immediately after Arethusius has been restored to the throne, 
Hyacinthia (Henrietta Maria) urges him to “admit[] the Rites the World every where practiseth” 
and accede to “the Powers, that have now placed you in your Royal Throne, and afforded you a 
miraculous Conquest over all your Enemies” (611). The God of the Catholics, she implies—not 
the inconstant English populace—is responsible for Charles’ restoration, and natural gratitude 
insists upon his worship. In arguing that her son’s favorable fortunes are solely due to the 
“Powers” of Catholic, supra-national, monarchical constancy, Hyacinthia also speaks to the real 
Charles II.  There is little evidence that such a conversion was a serious possibility. After all, if 
Charles did not abandon Protestantism while wandering the Catholic courts of Europe, it was 
unlikely that he would alienate his capricious subjects by doing so upon his Restoration (as 
Englands faiths defender vindicated notes).120 Moreover, in committing his brother’s care to his 
                                                      
statement emblematic of romance’s reputation for influencing its readers. Alexander, ed., Sidney’s “The Defence of 
Poesy,” 23. See Hackett, Women and Romance Fiction, 174-5, 184-5. Salzman notes that in French heroic romances 
(from which Princess Cloria derives) récits such as the priest’s “impl[y] that the present may only be explained by a 
detailed account of the past.” English Prose Fiction, 187. 
119 Princess Cloria itself models such reconsideration in its depiction of the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War. Book 
1 criticizes the Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand II as a “tyrannical Lord, who had usurped too great a Prerogative, 
both over [his people’s] Laws and Consciences” (2), thereby presenting Charles Louis’ cause against him as a 
crusade against an authoritarian overlord. But in Book 5, the priest maintains to Creses that “differences in points of 
Religion”—not Artaxes’ tyranny—were the cause of the war (520), and Ferdinand II’s Catholic faith becomes a 
virtue in the priest’s later recounting. Rather than righteous anger at the infringement of their liberties, Artaxes’ 
subjects revolt out of fear of his “extraordinary piety,” Book 5 indicates (520). 
120 Ollard notes, “It was plain to Charles II from the first that though he might—and did—attempt to bring 
Cromwell’s opponents of every religious and political hue into plots to overthrow the régime he would destroy the 
hopes of himself and his brothers if he were to be branded a Papist.” Ollard, Image of the King, 103-114 (104). See 
also Bosher, Making of the Restoration Settlement, 67-9.  
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mother in 1651, Charles had made a pointed exception regarding religion, providing a royal 
chaplain to bring up the future James II in the Protestant faith.121 Charles even alienated many of 
his supporters with his decisive anti-papist actions, in response to Henrietta Maria’s attempt to 
convert his youngest brother.122 Nonetheless, Princess Cloria epitomizes the hope that romance 
can be a vehicle for political and religious reconsideration.  
Pointing to similarities between the romance, newsbooks, and contemporary woodcuts, 
Nigel Smith argues that the romance’s historical verisimilitude creates an “apparent lack of 
agency in the characters”; since “they are all part of a divine plan” written in real history, there is 
little for the reader to do except “experience a stoical expulsion of emotions.”123 Indeed, Smith 
sees romance as merely “ ‘added’ to history” in Princess Cloria, suggesting that it is offers little 
in the way of activism or revisionism—part of his larger argument that romance was 
overwhelmed by the pressure exerted by the civil wars.124 Yet the transformation of constancy in 
Herbert’s romance actively urges the reader towards a particular religious and political end that 
is antithetical to its neostoic incarnation earlier in the romance. In so doing, Princess Cloria does 
more than “react” to changing circumstances; it attempts to influence them. 
Moreover, Herbert’s proposal that long-awaited harmony in Lydia (England) sprang from 
the “constant” powers of Catholicism represents a romance innovation that alters our 
understanding of the genre in England. Not only does Herbert’s constancy assert a Catholic, 
internationalist vision, it also calls for a critical reexamination of mid-century romance, one that 
                                                      
121 Charles II instructed James to “'conform himself entirely to the will and pleasure of the Queen his mother, 
matters of religion only excepted.” Petrie, Letters, speeches and proclamations of King Charles I, 205-6, 263-9.  
122 Bosher, Making of the Restoration Settlement, 75-9.  
123 N. Smith, Literature and Revolution, 237-9 (239).  
124 Ibid., 237. See note above at the beginning of this chapter.  
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can “recover the contexts of contemporary perceptions, in time and space,” in the words of 
historian Jonathan Scott.125 Joad Raymond’s argument that the civil wars unfolded in “swifter 
moving currents, responding to topical events, elastic and capable of radical reformulations in 
comparatively short cycles of time,” has no greater proof than in Herbert’s text, which changes 
dramatically in its ideological stance from the 1653 Cloria and Narcissus to the 1661 Princess 
Cloria. Its inconstant constancy reflects the dynamic state of the Stuart monarchy, as it moves 
from a losing position requiring steadfast patience to one hoping for the expansion of 
international influence. Rather than being overwhelmed by “[t]he succeeding misfortunes of the 
[royalist] party,” as Abraham Cowley’s unfinished The Civil War was, Princess Cloria 
incorporates contemporary historical dynamism into its depiction of constancy.126  
Herbert’s definition of constancy, furthermore, signals the diversity within groups even 
now too often understood as monolithic. It should come as no surprise that his promotion of 
royalist, Catholic constancy is opposed to Parliament’s contemporary use of the same rhetoric: 
As noted in the introduction, the House of Commons voted to amend its loyalty oath on June 24, 
1659, resolving “That the Words ‘and constant’ be added next to the Word ‘faithful.’” The oath 
subsequently stipulated: “You shall swear, That you shall be true, faithful, and constant to this 
Commonwealth; without a single Person, Kingship, or House of Peers.”127 Such 
contemporaneous, antithetical uses of constancy—Parliament’s anti-monarchical oath opposing 
Herbert’s monarchist definition—recapitulate the political and religious polemics persisting 
throughout the 1640s and 1650s. Yet Herbert’s invocation of constancy also signals the 
persistence of political and religious controversy within monarchist circles at the point of 
                                                      
125 Scott, England’s Troubles, 4. 
126 See Welch, “Epic Romance, Royalist Retreat, and the English Civil War.”  
127 House of Commons Journal, 7:692-693 (emphasis added).  
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Restoration. In tying constancy to the internationalist, Catholic-friendly ideology espoused by 
the Louvre faction, Princess Cloria reminds us of the continuing debate among Charles II’s 
supporters, and inserts itself, via its redefinition of romance conventions, into the questions 
surrounding England’s political position within the wider world. To characterize romance as 
simply “royalist,” therefore, misses the complexity of interests comprised within that 
designation.128  
Arguing for a vision of the civil wars as part of a longer, Europe-wide conflict over 
popery and arbitrary government, Jonathan Scott criticizes “modern historians who have been 
imprisoned by the anachronistic parameters of national historiography.”129 Indeed, arguing as it 
does for the interrelation of English and Continental affairs, Princess Cloria resists this 
isolationist understanding of the English civil wars, and demands international 
contextualization—a contextualization also indicated by other 1650s romance, moreover. 
William Sales’ Theophania, for instance, similarly enmeshes English civil war within a 
European context, particularly emphasizing the marriage of Mary Stuart and William II of 
Orange (“Mariana” and “Demetrius”); Samuel Sheppard’s Spenserian Faerie King (c. 1650) 
even presents this same union as a possible remedy for England’s political conflicts.130 As we 
have seen, Princess Cloria goes even further in adopting an internationalist outlook. In its radical 
                                                      
128 Patterson’s section heading, “Royal Romance” is exemplary of the critical trend. A. Patterson, Censorship and 
Interpretation, 200. See note above.  
129 Scott, England’s Troubles, 4. Scott argues that “England’s Troubles” during the 1640s and 1650s should not be 
viewed in a vacuum, but as “part of this single European conflict” of the Thirty Years’ War. Ibid., 28. 
130 Sales, Theophania; Sheppard, Faerie King. The former treats England’s fate alongside those of other European 
nations. The Faerie King—differing than other romances discussed here, being written in verse and clearly indebted 
to Spenser—strangely shifts in the final two books from a focus on Ariodant, king of Ruina, to the chivalric hope 
represented by Olivia and Byanor (also noted by Tranter, “Samuel Sheppard’s Faerie King,” 97). This couple may 
image the hope and order Mary and William offered to disillusioned English royalists like Sheppard. Though the 
Faerie King was never printed, Sheppard’s postscript suggests a composition date between 1647 and 1650—just 
before William’s untimely death by smallpox in November of that year. 
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redefinitions of constancy, and in its equally radical reworking of conventional romance tropes 
signaled by that redefinition, Herbert’s romance demonstrates the dynamic complexity of what 
John Dryden called a “too too active age.”131  
  
                                                      
131 Dryden, Astraea Redux, 8.  
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Character Key (selected) 
Lydia—England (capital Sardis—London)  
• Euarchus—Charles I 
• Arethusius—Charles II 
• Hyacinthia—Henrietta Maria 
• Cloria—Mary Stuart, Princess of Orange  
• Polinex—Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford 
• Hercrombrotus—Oliver Cromwell 
Delphos—Rome 
Armenia—Holy Roman Empire 
• Artaxis—Ferdinand II 
Mesopotamia—Bohemia  
• Cassianus—Charles I Louis, Elector Palatine 
Egypt—Spain 
• Osiris—Philip IV 
• Hesperiana—Maria Theresa, Infanta 
Syria—France  
• Conderosus—Louis de Bourbon, Prince of Condé 
• Orsames—Louis XIII 
• Andromida—Anne of Austria 
• Orontes—Louis XIV 
• Mazarius—Count Mazarin 
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Myssia—Scotland 
• Argylius—Marquess of Argyll, Archibald Campbell 
• Herezius—John Calvin? 
Cyprus—United Provinces 
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Chapter 3 
Cuckoo Constancy? Paradise Regained and the  
Book of Common Prayer Debates 
 
In Paradise Regained (1671), Satan characterizes his quest to undermine the Son’s faith 
as “try[ing] / His constancy.” The Father, meanwhile, praises the Son as the perfect successor to 
Job, a man “Whose constant perseverance overcame / Whate’er his [Satan’s] cruel malice could 
invent.”1 Milton’s choice of this particular term aptly describes a character aligned so clearly 
with the virtue described in Justus Lipsius’ neostoic treatise, De Constantia (1586).2 Lipsius’ 
neostoic constancy has its exemplar in the Son of Paradise Regained, whose internal strength 
proves entirely sufficient to withstand Satan’s “cruel malice.”  
Milton presents the Son’s “matchless deeds” (1.233) as evidence of a virtue in many 
ways antithetical to the active valor and martial success associated with the heroes of Milton’s 
epic models; while Homer, Virgil, and Tasso depict heroes’ absence from battle as a social, 
military, and literary crisis, Milton’s Son purposefully rejects bellicose forms of action, attaining 
victory instead through immobile, “unactive” constancy (2.81). Yet Milton’s choice of this 
particular virtue for the hero of his “brief epic” also implicates the character in a much larger 
religious debate, one which transcends the classical or Restoration contexts in which scholars 
                                                      
1 Paradise Regained, 2.225-6, 1.148-149, in J. Milton, Paradise Regained, Samson Agonistes, and the Complete 
Shorter Poems. Hereafter all references are cited parenthetically. For further elucidation of the Son-Job parallel, see 
Lewalski, Milton’s Brief Epic.  
2 As noted above, Lipsius characterized constancy as “a right and immovable strength of the mind, neither lifted up 
nor pressed down with external or casual accidents,” a “steadfastness...from judgement and sound Reason” that is 
aware of external forces, but nevertheless focused internally. Lipsius, On Constancy, 37. Cf. Miles, Shakespeare 
and the Constant Romans, 6. Lipsius’ was the “most influential version of political Sto[i]cism” of the period, and 
reconciled classical stoic doctrine with early modern Christianity. Burke, “Tacitism, Scepticism, and Reason of 
State,” 492.  
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usually place Paradise Regained. Milton’s famously passive hero is typically seen as a 
repudiation of classical epic tropes, or as a response to the policies of Charles II expanding the 
power of the state.3 Yet I argue that Milton’s constant hero denotes the belated radicalism of 
Paradise Regained, suggesting that in this poem Milton revisits decades-old debates surrounding 
liturgy and individual Christian devotion—debates centered on the definition and application of 
“constancy.” By aligning this term with the internal workings of the Spirit, over the external 
forms of ceremony advocated in the royalist hagiography Eikon Basilike (1649), Milton casts his 
constant character as a late participant in the civil war debates surrounding the use of the Book of 
Common Prayer, a long-delayed illustration of the constancy Milton signals in Eikonoklastes 
(1649).  
Even as the examination of constancy in Paradise Regained reveals a new factor behind 
Milton’s celebrated rewriting of epic heroism, therefore, it also marks indicates a hitherto 
unremarked connection between Milton’s civil war controversialist prose and his Restoration 
poetry. Milton’s promotion of constancy in Paradise Regained is part of a larger celebration of 
inwardness evident throughout his 1671 poems, a celebration which both nostalgically and 
rebelliously returns us to a time when the question of interiority in worship was a sharp dividing 
line between political and religious factions; different as the protagonist of Samson Agonistes is 
relative to Paradise Regained’s Son, both uphold interior revelation as the primary mode of 
religious devotion when the Church of England’s return had restored external forms of worship 
like liturgy. In returning to questions surrounding the use of liturgy in the English church, then, 
these characters invite us to ask not simply what Paradise Regained says in 1671, but how the 
                                                      
3 See below.   
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debates of the 1640s—and the language in which those debates are conducted—continue to 
infiltrate the generic, ecclesiastical, and philosophical context of post-Restoration literature.  
 
Constancy Polemic and the Liturgical Debate of the 1640s 
Criticism of Paradise Regained usually approaches the Son according to one of two models. 
One, relying on paradigms derived from Homer or Virgil, examines him according to classical 
precedents, as befits a work famously termed a “brief epic.”4  Other critics take a more historicist 
approach, and evaluate Milton’s 1671 poems in light of Restoration politics; scholars employing 
this methodology have accordingly interpreted the Son in light of royalist spectacle or 1660s 
polemical culture.5 Yet I maintain that Paradise Regained also looks back to a period in between 
these foci, namely, the religious and political debates of the 1640s centered on the imposition of 
a uniform liturgy. Debates over set prayer had, of course, marked English Protestantism for 
much of the foregoing century, particularly around the institution of Thomas Cranmer’s Book of 
Common Prayer in 1549. As Ramie Targoff notes, “What to the establishment represented a 
successful mechanism for edifying large numbers of people was to the nonconformists a 
spiritually deadening imposition upon minister and congregation alike.”6 These early objections 
to the liturgy only intensified in the 1620s and 1630s, as Archbishop William Laud attempted to 
institute greater uniformity across English and Scottish parishes.7 The result was the outright ban 
                                                      
4 Paradise Regained’s classification as a “brief epic” (deriving from Milton’s reference to Job as a “brief model” of 
an epic in Reason of Church Government) is stated most famously in Lewalski, Milton’s Brief Epic, which examines 
the work in relation to contemporary literary and exegetical traditions associated with the epic form. For Paradise 
Regained in relation to classical epic, see also Bond, Spenser, Milton, and the Redemption of the Epic Hero.  
5 See, respectively, Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, esp. 13-41; Quint, Epic and Empire, 325-340.   
6 Targoff, Common Prayer, 37.  
7 Achinstein notes, “The Laudian interest in linguistic regularity in set prayers, along with all the other signs of 
ritual, seemed to reformers to smack of idolatry. In Puritan minds, institutionalized forms of worship were evil, since 
they interrupted the conversation between an individual’s conscience and God.” Milton and the Revolutionary 
Reader, 166. Laud thus promoted what became known as “Laud’s Liturgy” in Scotland, a revised order of worship 
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of the Book of Common Prayer in 1645, replaced with the Parliament-sanctioned Directory for 
Common Worship.8 The Directory “was almost wholly a dead letter,” John Morrill notes, since 
use of the Book of Common Prayer continued; nonetheless, its creation marked a profound 
change in the ecclesiastical status quo, and was quickly followed by the elimination of the 
episcopacy the following year.9   
Even as the debate over the Book of Common Prayer gained a new immediacy during the 
civil wars, it drew on an established rhetorical link between liturgy and constancy. In his 
Proclamation for the Authorizing and Uniformitie of the Booke of Common Prayer to be used 
throughout the Realme (1604), James I maintained “how necessarie it is to use constancie in the 
upholding of the publique determinations of States, for that such is the unquietnesse and 
unstedfastnesse of some dispositions, affecting every yeere new formes of things, as, if they 
should be followed in their unconstancie, would make all Actions of States ridiculous and 
contemptible: whereas the stedfast maintaining of things by good advise established, is the weale 
of all Common wealths.”10 For James, liturgy epitomizes “the stedfast maintaining of things” 
which defines “constancie” against the “unconstancie” of those who would urge a new order of 
service upon the Church; “the weale of all Common wealths” depends, he insists, upon 
upholding the “Common and Publique forme of Gods Service.”11  
                                                      
that united Presbyterian opposition against him and helped contribute to the Bishops’ Wars of 1639-40. See King, 
“Reasons for the Abolition,” 335-6; Spurr, Post-Reformation, 81-3; A. Milton, Catholic and Reformed, 496. 
8 See King’s description of factors behind the Book of Common Prayer’s abolition in “Reasons for the Abolition,” 
esp. 335. 
9 Morrill, “Church in England, 1642-9,” 93. 
10 James I, Proclamation for the Authorizing and Uniformitie of the Booke of Common Prayer. The work was 
reprinted in 1604 and 1643.   
11 Ibid.  
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This rhetorical association of liturgy and constancy evident in James’ proclamation only 
became more apparent under Charles I. In 1641, a tract defending the Book of Common Prayer 
reprinted James’ words, part of a widespread public debate over the merit of uniformity in 
common worship.12 That same year, Milton entered the polemical fray, defending the 
nonconformist positions of “Smectymnuus,” the pseudonym of a number of nonconformist 
theologians (including Milton’s former tutor) responding to the pro-episcopal writings of Joseph 
Hall, Bishop of Norwich. Hall had sparked the nonconformists’ ire with his defense of 
episcopacy and the Book of Common Prayer in An Humble Remonstrance to the High Court of 
Parliament, by a Dutifull Sonne of the Church (1640).13 The Smectymnuans, by contrast, 
rejected liturgy’s use in English churches, and responded to Hall’s pamphlet in An Answer to a 
Booke Entituled, An Humble Remonstrance (1641)—to which Milton is said to have contributed 
a postscript—by classifying liturgy as adiaphorous, that is, one of the things indifferent 
(adiaphora) left up to the biblically informed judgment of the individual; the Church, the 
Smectymnuans argued, was wrong to usurp individuals’ judgment and mandate liturgy’s 
universal use.14   
Milton maintains this position throughout his early anti-episcopal tracts. Speaking against 
the “Remonstrant”—i.e., Bishop Hall—on the Smectymnuans’ behalf,  Milton notes in 
Animadversions upon The Remonstrants Defence, against Smectymnuus (1641) that members of 
Parliament “now themselves are deliberating whether Liturgie, and Episcopacy be to be well 
                                                      
12 James’ words reappeared in pro-Book of Common Prayer tracts like I.W.’s Certaine reasons why the booke of 
Common-Prayer being corrected should continue, 9 (misprinted as 11).  See the petitions for and against the prayer 
book, in Maltby, Prayer Book and People. 
13 This debate between An Humble Remonstrance and [Smectymnuus Redivivus], An Answer to a Booke Entituled, 
An Humble Remonstrance was the beginning of a lengthy polemical back-and-forth between Hall and the 
Smectymnuans. Wolfe, Introduction to Animadversions, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1:653. 
14 See Barker, Milton and the Puritan Dilemma, 59.  
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wish’t to, or no”; Milton responds by lambasting the imposition of liturgy as a tyrannical fetter 
upon ministerial prerogative.15 “Well may men of eminent guifts set forth as many forms, and 
helps to praier as they please, but to impose them upon Ministers lawfully call’d and sufficiently 
tri’d, as all ought to be, ere they be admitted, is a supercilious tyranny impropriating the Spirit of 
God to themselves.”16 By requiring set prayers—even ones of sound matter—the Church 
infringes upon the Holy Spirit, stealing from the ministers the liberty inherently granted to them 
as believers. The opposition between tyranny and liberty that would animate the early books of 
Paradise Lost, as well as many of Milton’s political tracts, emerges here in a thoroughly 
ecclesiastical, devotional context, as Milton castigates the bishops’ “abridg[ing] this liberty by 
ordaining a publick form.”17  
Essential to this argument is Milton’s division of internal and external worship, what he 
terms in a later tract a Christian’s “inward persuasion” versus his “outward obedience.”18 By 
“inforc[ing] only an outward obedience” through prescribed use of the Book of Common Prayer, 
Milton writes in An Apology against a Pamphlet Called a Modest Confutation of the 
Animadversions upon the Remonstrant against Smectymnuus (1642), the Prelates have practiced 
a “doctrine of tyranny that offer’d violence and corruption even to the inward persuasion,” an 
                                                      
15 Animadversions upon The Remonstrants Defence against Smectymnuus, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 
1:695, emphasis original. Milton addresses liturgy specifically in ibid., 1:677-692.  
16 Ibid., 1.682.   
17 Ibid. For tyranny vs. liberty in Paradise Lost, see especially Books 1-2, where Satan decries God as he who “Sole 
reigning holds the tyranny of heaven.” J. Milton, Paradise Lost, 1.124 (hereafter cited parenthetically).  
18 J. Milton, Apology, 39. Contrasting the episocopal prelates to those “of highest fame in Poems and Panegyricks of 
old,” Milton writes, “For those ancient worthies deliver’d men from such tyrants as were content to inforce only an 
outward obedience, letting the minde be as free as it could. But these have freed us from a doctrine of tyranny that 
offer’d violence and corruption even to the inward persuasion.” 
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affront to the “inward witnesse” that God has granted to believers.19 Liturgy is, for Milton, a 
tyrannical infringement upon the interior liberty of the believer dictated by the presence of the 
Holy Spirit.   
Milton locates this tyranny precisely in liturgy’s constancy. Whereas James had praised 
liturgy’s constancy as essential to the stability of the commonwealth, Milton complains that “the 
heads of publique Prayer are either ever constant, or very frequently the same.”20 Instead of 
associating constancy with steadfastness, as James does, Milton defines constancy as sameness, 
uniformity, unchanging consistency; this denotation speaks to the inherent quality of a thing 
itself, and (unlike Lipsian constancy) does not necessarily imply a relationship between the 
constant thing and things outside it.21 Constancy’s antithesis in Animadversions, therefore, is not 
“unstedfastnesse” (as it is with James), but “variety,” which Milton upholds as essential to true 
worship: “variety (as both Musick and Rhethorick teacheth us) erects and rouses an Auditory, 
like the maisterfull running over many Cords and divisions.”22 Thus where variety rouses a 
minister’s parishioners to attention, Milton’s constancy, by contrast, connotes monotony and 
tediousness—“a dull Opiat to the most wakefull attention.”23 Where the Book of Common 
Prayer’s proponents valued liturgy’s ability to set patterns for congregants, promoting right 
worship from the outside in, Milton rejects the unvarying constancy of liturgy as both an 
                                                      
19 J. Milton, Apology, 39; 26. After Animadversions was printed in 1641, Milton’s opponents published a retort. 
Milton responded in turn, with An Apology Against a Pamphlet CALL’D A Modest Confutation of the 
Animadversions upon the Remonstrant against SMECTYMNUUS (1642).  
20 Animadversions, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1.691. 
21 See OED “constancy,” n. 3a: “The quality of being invariable...; uniformity, unchangingness, regularity.”  
22 Animadversions, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1:691. 
23 Ibid. 
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aesthetic and theological affront, one that dulls the senses and actually suppresses the working of 
the Holy Spirit. 
Milton’s was far from the last word on the subject. In March 1649, only two months after 
the execution of Charles I, William Dugard became the first to print one of the most effective 
English propaganda pieces ever written, Eikon Basilike. This book—termed by one historian “the 
most successful book of the century”—was purportedly written by Charles himself, a swansong 
before the sword crashed down at Whitehall.24 Modern scholars now doubt Charles’s sole 
authorship (as did the king’s enemies at the time), yet skeptical claims did not impede the 
popularity of “the king’s book”: Thirty-five editions of Eikon appeared in England in 1649 alone, 
with twenty-five appearing elsewhere in Europe.25 The text consists of twenty-seven or twenty-
eight chapters, each addressing a particular event or charge levied against the king.26 Yet it is, as 
its most recent editors note, “a curious hybrid of genres: political memoir, apologia, spiritual 
autobiography, martyrology, hagiography, meditation, and Psalter.”27 Each chapter, for instance, 
follows its lengthy prose defense of the king’s actions with a psalm-like prayer, set off in italics, 
further underscoring the Christological aspects of the text imaged in Eikon’s famous frontispiece.  
By its form as well as content, Eikon (hereafter referred to as authored by Charles, as his 
was the name contemporaneously affixed to the work) effectively revivified many of the debates 
surrounding the Church, monarchy, and political order which had become dormant following the 
                                                      
24 Lacey, Cult of King Charles the Martyr, 81. 
25 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 14. Scholars generally agree in positing a collaborative authorship between 
Charles and the Bishop John Gauden. Gauden was identified after the Restoration as another author, spurring a 
resurgence of pro- and anti-Eikon pamphlets in the late 1680s and early 1690s. For Eikon’s authorship, see Daems 
and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 16-21; Skerpan-Wheeler, “Eikon Basilike and the rhetoric of self-representation.”  
26 The number of chapters depends on whether the final “Meditations upon Death” is counted as a chapter or not. 
For Eikon’s notoriously complex publishing history, see Madan, New Bibliography of the Eikon Basilike. 
27 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 23. 
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defeat of the king and his church. Among the specific issues it addresses is liturgy, in a chapter 
titled, “Upon the Ordinance against the Common-Prayer-Book.” Charles I had earlier termed the 
Book of Common Prayer “a most excellent form of worship,” and remained committed to it 
throughout his reign.28 Even after its 1645 abolition, therefore, Charles devotes one of Eikon’s 
chapters to defending its use, situated in between one chapter refuting “the many Jealousies 
raised, and Scandals cast upon the KING” and another detailing “differences between 
the KING and the two Houses, in point of Church-Government.” In this chapter, Charles 
specifies constancy as the greatest virtue of the Book of Common Prayer. Of course, he invokes 
this particular virtue elsewhere in Eikon, pledging his own “constancy to [his] Wife, the Lawes, 
and Religion,” for instance, while frequently deriding the “inconstancy” of his enemies.29 Yet 
thirteen of the forty-five uses of the term “constancy” or its derivatives in the text—nearly one-
third—occur in Chapter 16 alone. This statistical prominence of constancy in Chapter 16 
conjoins with a rhetorical one, as Charles repeatedly invokes constancy in his defense of the 
spiritual authority of the Church of England’s liturgy.  
Eikon is rarely subjected to close reading, aside from its famous frontispiece.30 Yet a 
close reading of Chapter 16, particularly in its use of the term “constancy,” reveals Eikon’s 
negotiation of complex doctrinal and polemical issues. Chapter 16 opens with Charles 
contrasting liturgy’s antiquity to the allegedly newfangled desire for extemporaneous prayer and 
                                                      
28 Qtd. in King, “Reasons for the Abolition,” 335. King notes that Charles was nonetheless open to the possibility of 
reform of the prayer book. 
29 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 160; 166. All subsequent references are taken from this edition. In setting up 
himself against his “inconstant” enemies, Charles repeats the dichotomy evident in Herbert’s depiction of the king in 
Princess Cloria, between the king’s constancy and the inconstancy of his opponents (see Chapter 2). 
30 Eikon Basilike criticism is largely the purview of historians, who generally focus on its bibliographic or 
martyrological aspects; its political and religious arguments are rarely examined seriously, and seldom the subject of 
close-readings. Exceptions to this are Elizabeth Skerpan-Wheeler (who discusses Eikon’s rhetorical genres) and 
Sharon Achinstein (see below). Steven Zwicker also briefly discusses Eikon in “Passions and Occasions,” where he 
argues for Eikonoklastes as part of a new, polemicized trend in reading practices.  
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individually composed sermons—what Milton hailed as the beautiful, sonorous “Variety” of 
worship. Deploying one of the period’s most pejorative polemical terms,31 Charles describes the 
abolition of the Book of Common Prayer as one more of the “[i]nnovations ushered in with the 
name of Reformations in Church and State,” designed to entertain “the proud ostentation of 
men’s abilities for invention, and the vain affectations of variety for expressions, in Public 
prayer, or any sacred administrations.”32 For Charles, “variety” is not a means of “rous[ing]” the 
congregation, as it is for Milton, but an excuse for arrogance and vanity, encouraging 
“affectations, emptiness, impertinency, rudeness, confusions, flatness, levity, obscurity, vain, and 
ridiculous repetitions, the senseless, and oft-times blasphemous expressions; all these burdened 
with a most tedious and intolerable length.”33 According to Charles, variety produces disorder in 
worship and theological spuriousness (a disorder mirrored in the “tedious and intolerable length” 
of his own sentence).  
Constancy of worship, by contrast, encourages piety, according to Charles. As he 
explains in the chapter’s closing, psalmic prayer, “[T]he advantage of Error consists in novelty 
and variety, as Truths in unity and constancy.”34 Repeating the same dichotomy of constancy 
and variety featured in Milton’s anti-liturgical pamphlet, Charles notes that liturgy’s constancy, 
its unchanging uniformity, conduces to the “truth, unity, and order” that characterizes God’s 
service—and, by extension, God Himself: “And thou, O Lord, which art the same God, blessed 
forever: whose mercies are full of variety, and yet of constancy.”35  The fact that the words of the 
                                                      
31 See note 5 in Introduction.  
32 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 130-1, 132.  
33 Ibid., 133. 
34 Ibid., 135. “Novelty” had a pejorative association with ecclesiastical reform, similar to “Innovation.”  
35 Ibid., 135. The italics are original, and indicate lines taken from the psalmic prayers at the end of each chapter.  
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liturgy remain the same is an expression of God’s constancy to his people, Eikon states, 
suggesting that extemporaneous prayer obscures this key quality of God’s character. In making 
constancy the rhetorical linchpin of his argument—thereby maintaining the association between 
the virtue and liturgy already established in James’ 1604 authorization and Milton’s anti-
episcopal pamphlets—Charles claims divine authority for an order of service that, strictly 
speaking, has little if any biblical foundation. He maintains that the Church follows “the 
wisdome and piety of the Ancient Churches” in prescribing “the use of constant Liturgies of 
Public composure.”36 Yet “the Constancy abates nothing of the excellency and usefulness,” he 
insists, the consistency with which it is spoken by parishioners and across churches ensuring the 
uniform communication of holy truth.37   
Moreover, Charles claims, the constancy of the liturgy actually rouses its hearers by 
encouraging the working of the Holy Spirit—the same Spirit that Milton claims is squelched by 
the Book of Common Prayer’s lack of variety. “[C]onstant Forms of Prayers,” Charles writes, 
are no more likely to “flat, and hinder the Spirit of prayer, and devotion, than un-premeditated 
and confused variety to distract, and lose it.”38 In fact, liturgical constancy is more likely to 
encourage this spirit, he argues, since the Book of Common Prayer’s composers were more 
learned and godly than most parishioners; their prayerful compositions better “fit the Church’s 
common wants, inform the Hearers’ understanding, and stir up that fiduciary and fervent 
application of their spirits (wherein consists the very life and soul of prayer, and that so much 
pretended Spirit of prayer) than any private man by his solitary abilities can be presumed to 
                                                      
36 Ibid., 133. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid., 132; 131. 
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have.”39 Profiting from the wisdom of ages past, “Set and prescribed forms” best stimulate 
internal devotion, Charles claims, for “wholesome words: being known and fitted to men’s 
understandings, are soonest received into their hearts, and aptest to excite and carry along with 
them judicious and fervent affections.”40  
This outside-in devotional model departs from Charles’ strategy throughout Eikon 
overall, which, as Sharon Achinstein notes, privileges “inward piety over his [Charles’] outward 
circumstances.” In elevating the inward judge of “conscience” as the site where the Holy Spirit 
sits and speaks to the believer (in this case, Charles), Eikon as a whole privileges the king’s own 
moral authority over those of his executioners.41 Yet Chapter 16’s defense of the Book of 
Common Prayer emphasizes the external. Unlike the rest of Eikon, Charles’ promotion of 
constancy in prayers’ matter and form elevates the “outward circumstances” of worship as the 
crucial first step in the stimulation of “inward piety.” “Let the matters of our prayers be 
agreeable to thy will, which is always the same,” Charles prays in Chapter 16, “and the fervency 
of our spirits to the motions of thy holy Spirit in us.”42 This line encapsulates Charles promotion 
of constant prayers both as the expression of a constant God, and as the catalyst for worshippers’ 
response to the working of the Holy Spirit. Prayers’ “matters,” that is, their external forms, must 
be constant first and foremost in order to facilitate the internal “motions” of the Holy Spirit.  
Charles’ Holy Spirit rhetoric must have been particularly galling for Milton, as it co-opts 
elements of the very nonconformist rhetoric he himself had used several years earlier; Charles 
                                                      
39 Ibid., 132-3. Cf. Ibid., 131: “For the manner of using Set and prescribed Forms, there is no doubt but that 
wholesome words: being known and fitted to men’s understandings, are soonest received into their hearts, and aptest 
to excite and carry along with them judicious and fervent affections.” 
40 Ibid., 131. 
41 Achinstein, Milton and the Revolutionary Reader, 164. See the discussion of Eikon in introduction above.   
42 Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 135. 
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posits as his goal the working of the Holy Spirit, as Milton did, yet aligns the development of the 
internal conscience with the imposition of the same constant liturgy that Milton so fervently 
opposed. Achinstein argues that by privileging the working of conscience, Eikon usurps the 
rhetoric of the opposition, forcing Milton in turn to deny the authority of Charles’ “private 
morality.”43 Charles performs a similar move in Chapter 16, claiming the rhetoric of constancy 
and applying it both to external liturgy and to the interior workings of the Holy Spirit in all 
Christians. Unlike other chapters in Eikon, furthermore, which emphasize Charles as an 
individual believer, Chapter 16 presents the king as one of the many who follow the service 
book; it emphasizes his common worship experience, rather than his individual autonomy. Any 
refutation of Charles’ support of constant liturgy, consequently, must address the issue of the 
Holy Spirit’s work in each and every parishioner. Denying Charles’ “private morality”—
Milton’s strategy in Eikonoklastes, Achinstein argues—in this case risks denying the privileged 
working of the Holy Spirit which is the end of liturgy, and upon which Milton was himself so 
insistent; in decrying Charles’ inward-promoting constancy, Milton risks subordinating “the 
Inspirations of the Holy Spirit”—indeed, a charge of which Milton was later accused.44 An 
effective response, then, would have to address Eikon’s depiction of constant liturgy as well as 
its relation to the Holy Spirit, both in Charles’ case and English Christians’ writ large.  
Milton’s response to Charles’ re-presentation of constancy, as linked to set liturgy, was 
not long in coming. As Secretary for Foreign Languages to Oliver Cromwell's Council of State, 
                                                      
43 Milton and the Revolutionary Reader, 168. 
44Roger L’Estrange, in a response to a 1660 pamphlet by Milton, presents Milton’s attack upon Charles’ conscience 
as an attack upon the Holy Spirit: “There [in Eikonoklastes], not content to see that Sacred Head divided from 
the Body; your piercing Malice enters into the private Agonies of his struggling Soul; with a Blasphemous 
Insolence, invading the Prerogative of God himself: (Omniscience) and by Deductions 
most Unchristi[a]n, and Illogical, aspersing his Last Pieties, (the almost certain Inspirations of the Holy 
Spirit) with Juggle, and Prevarication.” No blinde guides, 2.  
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Milton was bidden to provide the government’s official response to “the King’s book,” which 
was printed in October 1649. This response, Eikonoklastes, proved even more radical than 
Milton’s earlier anti-episcopal pamphlets. His early 1640s tracts object only to the imposition of 
liturgy upon the clergy: liturgy infringes upon “Ministers lawfully call’d and sufficiently tri’d,” 
he argues, making no claims for the freedom for the laity.45 Eikonoklastes, however, speaks to 
and of “any true Christian,” exceeding his own and the Smectymnuans’ arguments in his 
rejection of set forms.46 No longer driven by immediate debate over policy (the Book of 
Common Prayer had been abolished four years earlier, after all), Milton expands his polemic in 
Eikonoklastes to include all believers—not only ministers—in his definition of those spiritually 
constrained by liturgy. As God “left our affections to be guided by his sanctifying spirit, so did 
he likewise our words to be put into us without our premeditation,” Milton writes, reversing 
Charles’ external/internal order to privilege the internal Spirit as productive of external 
expression.47 Rather than using prescribed, external forms to stimulate internal devotion, in other 
words, Eikonoklastes insists that internal devotion dictate external expression. If this process 
fails, should people require correction for spiritual “infirmities” in worship, “we have a remedy 
of Gods finding out, which is not Liturgie, but his own free spirit. Though we know not what to 
pray as we ought, yet he with sighs unutterable by any words, much less by a stinted Liturgie, 
dwelling in us makes intercession for us, according to the mind and will of God, both in privat, 
[sic] and in the performance of all Ecclesiastical duties.”48 This argument for believers’ self-
                                                      
45 Animadversions, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1.682. Barker notes that the Smectymnuans maintained a 
distinction between clergy and laity, “curiously expressed” in the fact that “[w]hen they argue against set forms of 
prayer, they contemplate freedom only for the ministers.” Milton and the Puritan Dilemma, 32. 
46 Eikonoklastes, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 3:504. 
47 Ibid., 3:506.  
48 Ibid., 3:507.  
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sufficiency through the Holy Spirit exceeds even the official anti-Book of Common Prayer 
stance of Parliament; though it opposed the Book of Common Prayer, Parliament did not 
condemn the use of liturgy per se. Milton, however, rejects all liturgy, even the Directory of 
Common Worship sanctioned by Parliament. He agrees with Eikon’s indictment of the hypocrisy 
of the king’s critics in favoring the Directory while rejecting the Book of Common Prayer, 
terming the Directory yet another “Truant help to our Devotion, which by [God] never was 
appointed.”49 By having any “outward act of prayer” dictated to him, whether from the Book of 
Common Prayer or from the Directory of Common Worship, Milton argues that the Christian’s 
faith suffers: “his affections grow lazy, and com not up easilie at the call of words 
not thir own.”50  
Milton compares such constant liturgy to political oppression. He opposes any such 
“tyranny” that “justl[es] out, or at any time depriv[es] us the exercise of that Heav’nly gift, which 
God by special promise powrs out daily upon his Church, that is to say, the spirit of Prayer.”51 
Liturgy constitutes an abandonment of “God’s sanctifying spirit” for “outward dictates of men,” 
Milton claims, thereby “imprison[ing] and confin[ing] by force, into a Pinfold of sett words, 
those two most unimprisonable things, our Prayers <and> that Divine Spirit of utterance”—that 
is, liturgy impounds both Christians’ words and the Spirit who moves them like animals in an 
enclosure.52  
Not only does this argument counter Eikon’s assertion of liturgy’s ability to inspire 
internal devotion; it also repudiates the definition of constancy upon which Charles’ rhetoric 
                                                      
49 Ibid., 3:508. 
50 Ibid., 3:506-7. 
51 Ibid. 3:507, emphasis original. 
52 Ibid., 3:505.  
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relies. Chapter 16 of Eikon depicts constancy as an attribute of God which should necessarily be 
reflected in the form in which he is worshipped. Milton counters this, first, by repeating 
conventional nonconformist arguments about the lack of liturgy in the apostolic church. But 
more importantly, Milton casts Eikon’s constancy as akin to his own picture of liturgy: a 
superficial, artificially imposed construct, external form without any internal substance. “[H]ow 
unknowingly, how weakly is the using of sett forms attributed here to constancy,” Milton 
ripostes, “as if it were constancie in the Cuckoo to be alwaies in the same liturgie.”53 “[S]ett 
forms” in church are mere thoughtless repetition, Milton implies, as devoid of piety as the 
cuckoo’s instinctual warbling. Liturgical prayer is but “a kind of Lurrey” (that is, “[s]omething 
said by rote”), while spontaneous prayer comes from true and sincere affections: These 
affections are “not alwayes the same, nor at all times alike; but with variety of Circumstances, 
which ask varietie of words.”54 The uniform constancy of liturgy is not merely a cause of 
boredom here, as it is in Animadversions, but an external performance which actually impedes 
rational thought and expression. In fact, Milton even compares “the servile yoak of Liturgie” to 
the elaborate costumes priests so “constantly” don, terming liturgy but “a certain doss of 
prepar’d words.” Charles’ liturgical constancy is, in Milton’s conception, like the “doss,” an 
ornamental cloth which hangs on walls in church chancels or across chairs of state.55 The doss, 
along with the priests’ surplice, represents a superficial, external act of conformity that distracts 
Christians from true devotion and condemns them to a “servile yoak” of empty ceremony.  
                                                      
53 Ibid., 3:507, emphasis original.  
54 See ibid., 3:507 and note; 3:505. 
55 Ibid., 3:505 (emphasis original). The OED links the obsolete “doss” to “dosser”: “an ornamental cloth used to 
cover the back of a seat, esp. of a throne or chair of state, or as a hanging for the wall of a hall or room of state, or of 
the chancel of a church.” OED “dosser,” n.1. Milton’s use of “doss” may be conjuring the veil which separates 
believers from the Holy of Holies in the Jewish temple, subsequently split upon Jesus’ crucifixion as a sign of his 
mediation between people and God.   
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Eikonoklastes thus combats Eikon, in part, by attempting to undercut the language on 
which it relies. Lana Cable reads Eikonoklastes as a wholesale rejection of Eikon’s “idolatry of 
words”: “Words exploited for purposes alien to their original intent, words devitalized and 
dispirited by rote recitation, words distanced from the tensive impulses of thought and feeling 
that generated them, become, like their exploiters, slaves to idolatry.”56 Such are the words of the 
liturgy “Idolatriz’d in England,” as Milton notes in Animadversions.57 But “constancy” is itself 
subject to idolatry, Eikonoklastes suggests. The king’s “cuckoo constancy” demonstrates, 
according to Milton the unjust reduction of a three-dimensional concept to superficial, two-
dimensional forms—like reducing sincere worship to a dependence upon the minister’s clothing. 
Charles’ figuration of constancy, Milton argues, is as empty as the priest’s surplice, indicative of 
a hollow ceremonialism that not only ignores true essentials, but actively prevents their 
realization. Instead, Milton calls for a different constancy, one focused on mind and Spirit. 
Milton’s reconfiguration of constancy in Eikonoklastes would be echoed—and 
excoriated—by later polemicists. Joseph Jane’s Eikon Aklastos (1650), for instance, directly 
addresses Milton’s rebuke of “cuckoo” constancy, marveling that “this wretch trembles not to 
compare the sett formes appointed by God himselfe in the Scripture to the Cuckoe, and the use of 
the Scripture is the constancy of the Cuckoe.” To levy such charges against “Constancie 
attributed to the use of set formes,” Jane writes, “shewes [Milton] one of those chattring birds, 
that Abraham drave from his sacrifise”—that is, someone who would spoil true, sacrificial 
                                                      
56Cable, Carnal Rhetoric, 45. Nandra Perry similarly summarizes Eikonoklastes’ message: “To seek a this-worldly 
guarantor for one’s literary, liturgical, or political creations, even if only in the words of the Word itself, is to 
succumb to the seductive pleasures of spiritual infancy and adultery.” The work is, she argues, a wholesale rejection 
of “a single, stable collective meaning” to “human signs and surfaces.” Imitatio Christi, 185. See also Cable, Carnal 
Rhetoric, 144-170.  
57 Animadversions, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1:689. Cf. Achinstein, Milton and the Revolutionary 
Reader, 166: “The Laudian interest in linguistic regularity in set prayers, along with all the other signs of ritual, 
seemed to reformers to smack of idolatry.” 
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worship of God.58 Jane—a royalist politician whose estates were sequestered and who had fled to 
the Hague in 1649—thus reasserts constancy as the appropriate characterization for set forms of 
worship like the Book of Common Prayer, further signaling constancy’s ideological importance 
to various political and religious factions.59 Constancy’s prominence in Eikon Basilike is a 
natural progression of earlier works associating the virtue with liturgy; this prominence in turn 
helped catalyze Milton’s retreat to the opposite end of the polemical spectrum in Eikonoklastes, 
where he exceeds even his earlier anti-liturgical pamphlets in his dismissal of set forms.  As we 
have seen, however, Milton rejects the king’s theology while preserving his language.  His 
insistence that Charles has misused “constancy” in attributing it to liturgy betrays Milton’s hope 
that constancy itself can be redeemed, redefined, and transformed. 
  
Constancy and Interiority in Paradise Regained  
Milton would not fully realize this different vision of constancy until 1671, with the dual 
publication of Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes. The difference in circumstances 
between 1671 and 1649 can be indexed by the contents of the English government’s banned 
book list. In 1649, the Rump Parliament did all it could to suppress Eikon Basilike 
(unsuccessfully); by 1671, Milton’s Eikonoklastes and Defense of the English People (1651) 
were banned instead, indicted by royal proclamation for containing  “sundry Treasonable 
Passages against Us and Our Government, and most Impious endeavours to justifie the horrid 
                                                      
58 Jane, Eikon Aklastos, 214-5, referring to Gen. 15:11, where Abraham drives birds of prey away from carcasses of 
the animals sacrificed in remembrance of God’s covenant.  
59 After being ejected from Parliament in 1644 for his support of the king, Jane returned to his native Cornwall and 
helped organize royalist support. His estates were sequestered, and he went into exile in 1648, located primarily at 
The Hague. Raymond Joad, “Jane, Joseph (d. 1658), politician and controversialist,” Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, accessed April 7, 2018, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-14648. 
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and unmatchable Murther of our late Dear Father, of Glorious Memory.”60 Oliver Cromwell’s 
body had been exhumed and decapitated, the Book of Common Prayer had been ordered back 
into English church pews, and the exiled Prince of Wales reigned as the restored Charles II.  
Nonetheless, as Paradise Regained reveals, Milton remained just as committed to the 
positions he had articulated decades earlier. While some critics have argued for Samson 
Agonistes, published alongside Paradise Regained in 1671, being composed in the early 1640s, 
the latter poem is generally accepted as composed after the 1667 Paradise Lost.61 David Quint 
therefore reads Paradise Regained as evidence of Milton’s continued controversialism, a critique 
of the state’s growing authority under Charles II.62 Milton’s Son is indeed a polemical figure; yet 
I argue that the debates in which he participates are in fact much older than the Restoration, the 
context in which Quint and most other scholars interpret the poem. Laura Lunger Knoppers is an 
exception to this critical trend, reading the poem as a response to hagiographical depictions of 
Charles I following the regicide and continuing into the Restoration.63 Yet while Knoppers 
discusses a mere generalized thematic resonance with Milton’s earlier works, I argue that the 
Son’s theology is actually a continuation of the particular ideas articulated in Milton’s 1640s 
                                                      
60 The royal proclamation banning these works was issued on August 13, 1660. Qtd. in Knoppers, Historicizing 
Milton, 34. 
61 Both poems were licensed on July 2, 1670 and entered in the Stationer’s Register on September 10, 1670. W.R. 
Parker in 1949 was the first to suggest an earlier date for Samson Agonistes’ composition, as opposed to 1667-1670. 
See J. Milton, Paradise Regained, Samson Agonistes, xxix-xxxiii; 251-3; 319-320.  
62 Like myself, Quint rejects classical paradigms as the primary interpretive context of Paradise Regained, and 
argues that its allusions (most notably that to the biblical account of David’s census) “suggest the extent to which the 
language and terms of Paradise Regained are in dialogue with the political writings, Royalist and anti-Royalist, of 
the first decade of the Restoration. Like the topical elements of Paradise Lost, they demonstrate Milton's continuing 
engagement in political controversy.” Reading the Son as a critique of the Restoration state’s growing authority, 
Quint argues, “Milton’s refuge in a passive individualism may thus have been an antithetical response to the very 
idea of the state, especially to the modern Leviathan that drew power to its center and constantly expanded its 
spheres of government control.” Epic and Empire, 326; 339. 
63 The resulting picture of the Restoration Milton, she argues, undercuts critics’ heralding “the blind and miserable 
Milton who writes despite his defeat, hearkening back to the 1640s or finding solace in inner spirituality.” Knoppers, 
Historicizing Milton, 164. 
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prose against “constant” liturgy in the church. As an apology for internal, individual revelation, 
Paradise Regained returns constancy to its Lipsian roots. Defining it as neostoic steadfastness, 
Milton aligns constancy with the working of the Holy Spirit, thereby crafting a doctrine that 
dismisses any need for liturgy—rewriting, in the process, the conventional epic hero. 
Eikon Basilike, of course, had made explicit claim to the Lipsian legacy, as seen in its 
frontispiece, which juxtaposed the kneeling king with a rock buffeted by watery storms. This 
rock, signaling Charles’s inward constancy despite his lack of “outward strength,” is stock 
neostoic imagery, as seen in its similarity to the frontispiece to Humphrey Moseley’s 1654 
edition of Lipsius’ De Constantia.64 But just as Milton in Eikonoklastes disputed Charles’ use of 
constancy in relation to liturgy, Paradise Regained reclaims from Eikon the classic neostoic 
rock.65 In Book 4, for example, Satan besets the sleeping Son with a horrific storm: “[I]ll wast 
thou shrouded then, / O patient Son of God,” the narrator states, “yet only stood’st / Unshaken, ... 
/ ...unappalled in calm and sinless peace” (4.419-425). Even while pines and oaks are uprooted 
around him, the Son does not move, like the emblematic rock in Moseley’s image. Repeatedly 
invoking rock imagery to express the Son’s constancy, Satan even tempts the Son with objects 
“[o]f worth, of honor, glory, and popular praise; / Rocks whereon greatest men have oftest 
wrecked” (2.225-8), but these rocks prove futile; Satan pursues his “[v]ain battery” against the 
Son like “surging waves against a solid rock, / Though all to shivers dashed” (4.18-20). 
Eventually, even the fallen angel concedes defeat, in language once again evoking neostoicism: 
                                                      
64 See above. See Lacey, Cult of King Charles, 14: The rock on Eikon Basilike’s frontispiece “symbolises this 
quality of constancy as it stands unmoved in the midst of a stormy sea.” See also the rocks in Peacham, Minerva 
Britanna, 158; Whitney, Choice of Emblemes, 129. 
65 Andrew Shifflett—the only critic to note the Son’s “constancy”—does not make the connection between the rock 
imagery and Paradise Regained. Stoicism, Politics, and Literature, 130.  
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“And opportunity I here have had / To try thee, sift thee, and confess have found thee / Proof 
against all temptation as a rock / Of adamant” (4.531-4).  
The Son’s rocky resistance validates the Father’s characterization of him as the perfect 
successor to Job, the Old Testament patriarch who maintained his faith in God despite a series of 
trials originating in Satan’s wager with God: Job’s “constant perseverance overcame / Whate’er 
his [Satan’s] cruel malice could invent,” the Father tells Gabriel (1.148-149, emphasis added). In 
so writing, Milton casts the Son as the fulfillment of his musings in The Reason of Church-
Government (1642), where Milton explicitly wonders which literary genre is most suited to “lay 
the pattern of a Christian Heroe.” Among the genres Milton considered was “that Epick form[,] 
whereof the two poems of Homer, and those other two of Virgil and Tasso are a diffuse, and the 
book of Job a brief model.”66 Clearly, Milton saw Job as a sort of epic hero in the line of 
Achilleus, Hektor, Odysseus, Aeneas, and Rinaldo. In exemplifying the constancy Milton 
associates with Job, Paradise Regained’s Son consequently emerges as precisely that sort of 
“Christian Heroe” Milton envisions in Reason of Church-Government, even as the poem as a 
whole emerges as a “brief model” of classical epic.67  
Yet in taking Job as his model for the Son, and constancy as both characters’ exemplary 
virtue, Milton makes an extremely counter-intuitive choice for a character supposedly in the line 
of Homer, Virgil, and Tasso.68 In fact, the Son’s constancy would seem to preclude the action 
necessary to the genre. The Iliad, Odyssey, Aeneid, and La Gerusalemme Liberata all portray 
hesitance toward military action as a temptation from which the hero must be rescued. When 
                                                      
66 Reason of Church-Government, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1:813-814. 
67 See Lewalski, Milton’s Brief Epic, for further elucidation of the Son-Job parallel.  
68 Cf. Hampton’s discussion of the Son’s “temperance,” which Hampton traces back to Aristotelian sōphrosunē and 
links to Milton’s depiction of phronêsis, or “the intellectual virtue of practical wisdom or discernment.” Fleshly 
Tabernacles, 167-223 (169). 
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Aeneas proves all too willing to succumb to Dido’s love, for example, Virgil’s Jupiter declares 
that the gods “did not save him twice / from Grecian arms” for marital harmony in Carthage, 
“but to be master / of Italy, a land that teems with empire / and seethes war” (4.305-8).69 
Similarly, Tasso’s Rinaldo must be rescued from domestic bliss in La Gerusalemme Liberata, 
Achilleus from paralyzing grief in the Iliad, and Odysseus from Kalypso’s bower in the 
Odyssey.70 Epic heroes need to fight, these works suggest; the founding and survival of empires 
requires direct, “seeth[ing]” action. Milton even implies as much in Reason of Church-
Government, when he describes the “honourable shame” which spurred Homer’s Hektor to 
“vertuous deeds.”71  
Yet Milton omits such deeds from Paradise Regained; indeed, the Son barely moves. The 
very nature of neostoic constancy requires, as part of its imperviousness to external assault, a 
refusal to move or sway from the position one has hitherto maintained. Just like the rock buffeted 
by waves, therefore, or Henry Peacham’s emblem of the constant cypress tree—which persists 
despite the “paper blastes of Fate, / That would remoove, or undermine his state”—the Son’s 
constancy keeps him firmly rooted to the ground.72 The Son stands “unmoved” (3.386, 4.109), 
“unshaken” (4.420), “unappalled” (4.425), the exact corollary of his internal state, even while 
                                                      
69 Similarly, in Homer’s Iliad, Diomedes and Nestor hail a heart ready to fight as “of all power...the greatest.” 
Homer, Iliad of Homer, 9.39. Cf. also Hektor’s words to his wife Andromache at 6.441-446. 
70 See Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered, cantos 14-16; Homer, Iliad, esp. 9.89-713, 18.1-147; Homer, Odyssey, esp. 5.1-
42. 
71 Discussing the need for discipline in the Church, Milton discusses the value of “honourable shame” propagated 
“of old in Philosophy”: “shame or to call it better, the reverence of our elders, our brethren, and friends was the 
greatest incitement to vertuous deeds and the greatest dissuasion from unworthy attempts that might be. Hence we 
may read in the Iliad where Hector being wisht to retire from the battel, many of his forces being routed, makes 
answer that he durst not for shame, lest the Trojan Knights and Dames should think he did ignobly.” Reason of 
Church-Government, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1.840-1.  
72 Peacham terms the cypress tree an emblem of “Resolution, and true Constancie.” Minerva Britanna, 167. See also 
Strong, Cult of Elizabeth, 75, who notes that “the tree trunk is a frequent device in books of imprese to represent 
constancy.” He cites Peacham, along with examples catalogued in Hotson, Mr W.H. 211. 
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Satan continues his Magellan-like “roving” familiar from Paradise Lost (1.33).73 While such 
“roving” indicates Satan’s moral errancy,74 Milton’s near-obsessive use of negating prefixes in 
reference to the Son emphasizes the physical stasis that is the outward sign of his neostoic 
constancy.75  
Indeed, such stasis has earned Paradise Regained decades of critique from readers 
disappointed in the poem’s lack of action.76 The Son’s final victory over Satan takes the form not 
of a cosmic battle, but of stasis; the Son defeats Satan by simply “stand[ing] upright” (4.551). 
The Son thus never realizes the apocalyptic power proclaimed by the heavenly angels, that he 
“all unarm’d / Shall chase thee [Satan] with the terror of his voice / From thy Demoniac holds” 
(4.625-8). Milton’s brief epic ends not with the routing of strongholds or the founding of 
empires, but with a hero who “unobserved / Home to his mother’s house private returned” 
(4.638-9). Not only is this ending anticlimactic, it also directly contradicts Milton’s biblical 
sources. Luke recounts, for instance, that after resisting Satan’s temptations, “Jesus returned in 
the power of the Spirit into Galilee: and there went out a fame of him through all the region 
round about. And he taught in their synagogues, being glorified of all.”77 Such public 
                                                      
73 The Son is similarly “not moved” at 2.407. 
74At Satan’s first appearance in Paradise Regained, he is “roving still/About the world” (1.33-4). This oxymoron, 
even as it speaks to the futility of his movement, nevertheless encapsulates Satan’s unchanging perambulation. 
Defying the Father’s authority over him, Satan continually suggests that wide-ranging motion is evidence of his own 
authority, “our freedom and our being/In this fair empire won of earth and air” (1.62-3); “Leaving my dolorous 
prison I enjoy/Large liberty to round this globe of earth,/Or range in th’air,” Satan boasts to the Son (1.364-6). See 
critics’ discussions of spatiality in Paradise Lost, which contrast localized, bounded place to infinite, boundless 
space. Nicolson and Cope argue for the latter as a sign of disorder and sin, opposed to circumscription imposed by 
God (although they do not account for God’s own boundlessness). See Nicolson, Breaking of the Circle; Cope, 
Metaphoric Structure of Paradise Lost, 50-61; Gillies, “Space and Place in Paradise Lost.”  
75For a comparable fictional paragon of constancy, see discussion of Pamela above. 
76 Barbara Lewalski summarizes much of this criticism when she notes, “Many readers complain about the static 
plot, about the lack of tension resulting from the perfection and passivity of the hero....” Lewalski, Milton’s Brief 
Epic, 4. 
77 Luke 4:14-5 (KJV). Milton draws from and expands the temptation accounts in Matthew 4, Mark 1, and Luke 4.  
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proclamations following Christ’s temptation characterizes each of the synoptic gospel 
accounts.78 Against these, however, Milton purposefully emphasizes the Son’s “private” 
withdrawal, leaving the reader to wonder when he will ever fulfill the mission proclaimed a brief 
four lines earlier, “to save mankind” (4.635).  
Such inactivity, moreover, is a stark contrast from Milton’s earlier epic: The Son’s 
victory in Paradise Lost is not a thing of future eschatology, but present proof. In Book 6 of 
Paradise Lost, the Son single-handedly ends what had been a painful stalemate between the 
fallen and loyal angels in Book 6. “For thee I have ordained it,” God the Father declares,  
and thus far 
Have suffered, that the glory may be thine 
Of ending this great war, since none but thou 
Can end it. (6.700-703) 
Thus declared superior to all other beings, and armed with the full power of God, the Son proves 
others’ fighting juvenile. He hurls “ten thousand thunders,” literally rides “[o]’er shields and 
helms, and helméd heads,” and “wither[s]” his foes’ strength with tempests of arrows (6.834-
852). The Son beats the rebel angels, in other words, in epic’s terms, where his similarity to Zeus 
and other classical figures renders his fulfillment of Biblical narrative the pinnacle of epic 
heroism.79   
                                                      
78 Cf. Matthew 4:12-17, which notes, “From that time Jesus began to preach, and to say, Repent: for the kingdom of 
heaven is at hand.” 
79 The Son’s entrance recalls Zeus’ almighty descent from Olympus in Book 8 of the Iliad.  
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Thus while Andrew Shifflett argues that the Son’s neostoic constancy restates “the 
righteous, angry militarism” displayed by the Son in Paradise Lost, such militarism is utterly 
absent in the later poem.80 In fact, Paradise Regained’s Son explicitly rejects such actions: 
victorious deeds 
Flamed in my heart, heroic acts, one while 
To rescue Israel from the Roman yoke, 
Then to subdue and quell o’er all the earth 
Brute violence and proud tyrannic power, 
Till truth were freed, and equity restored: 
Yet held it more humane, more heav’nly first 
By winning words to conquer willing hearts, 
And make persuasion do the work of fear; (1.215-223)   
With these lines, Milton conjures all the glorious dreams of Jewish Zionists seeking to overthrow 
their Roman overlords. The “victorious deeds” that flame in the Son’s heart are precisely the 
stuff of epic. Yet instead of fulfilling such dreams, the hero of Paradise Regained pursues only 
rhetorical action. He is literally “unactive” (2.81), in Mary’s words—so “unactive” that readers 
may even ask, along with Satan, “Why move thy feet so slow to what is best, / Happiest both to 
thyself and all the world, / That thou who worthiest art shouldst be their king?” (3.224-226). 
External action is simply not the Son’s modus operandi.81 He defines a king as “he who reigns 
within himself, and rules / Passions, desires, and fears,” rather than a man who rules vast realms 
yet remains “Subject himself to anarchy within, / Or lawless passions in him which he serves” 
(2.466-472). This is a perfect image of Lipsian constancy and its antithesis, yet such a king does 
not found great empires. Neither does he perform the “deeds / Above heroic” claimed in the 
                                                      
80 Stoicism, Politics and Literature, 148, 130.  
81Cf. critics’ comments about the Son’s lack of physical force, e.g., Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, 141: Paradise 
Regained does “not end with a repudiation of force; rather, force is overcome or superseded by the Son’s full 
internalization of the divine will.” Qtd. in Shifflett, Stoicism, Politics, and Literature, 151. Similarly, Carey, Milton, 
122: The Son “is so outmatched physically that the devil can pick him up and hurl him through the air, but he wins 
by nerve and intellect.” 
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poem’s prologue (1.14-5). For the Son, the importance lies “within,” namely, the presence (or 
not) of the internal mastery associated with neostoic constancy.  
Indeed, it is suggestive that other early modern literary exemplars of neostoic constancy 
occur in genres other than epic.82 Unlike virtues like bravery or courage, Lipsian constancy is a 
virtue inherently performed within. Thus when Satan begrudgingly admits that he has found the 
Son “adorned” with “amplitude of mind to greatest deeds” (2.137-9), the fallen angel ascribes a 
literal prominence (“amplitude of mind”) to the quality most emphasized by Milton: the Son’s 
interior self. As Stanley Fish astutely observes, “if the form of action [in Paradise Regained] is 
interior, then any external form action happens to take is accidental and, in some sense, beside 
the point.”83 The Son’s “greatest deeds” come not from the output of his arm, therefore, but of 
his vast mind—as should be the case for a Lipsian paragon.  
Why, then, might Milton choose to compose a brief epic centered on a virtue that is an 
anathema to the sort of epic exploits seen even in Milton’s epic prequel, Paradise Lost? 
Constancy in the latter poem is incarnated in the seraph Abdiel, who can be read as the prototype 
for Paradise Regained’s Son; the angel is praised not for military success, but for refusing to 
“change his constant mind / Though single,” and standing “Unshaken, unseduced, unterrified” 
amidst the throng of faithless angels (5.902-3, 5.899, emphasis added).84 Like Paradise 
Regained’s constant Son, Abdiel earns the Father’s praise for “stand[ing]” only (6.36), not for 
                                                      
82 Consider, for example, the “constant” characters in early modern romance, which lacks the militarized generic 
prerogative present in epic. See Chapter 2’s discussion of Euarchus in Sir Percy Herbert’s Princess Cloria and 
Pamela in Sidney’s New Arcadia. 
83 Fish thus notes the “tension between obedience, as a continuing obligation, and narrative” in Paradise Regained. 
Fish, “Things and Actions Indifferent,” 76. 
84 The resemblance of this “un” language to that of the Son in Paradise Regained is due to the characters’ common 
demonstration of constancy. The Father praises Abdiel’s faithfulness at 6.29, before Abdiel performs any sort of 
military exploit.  
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any physical action. Yet in Paradise Regained, the “constant” hero is at the center, rather than in 
a subplot, of its narrative; what had been the virtue of a minor character in the earlier work has 
now become the utterly inactive moral centerpiece of the poem. Unlike the Son in Paradise Lost, 
therefore—who, “with his chariot and thunder driving into the midst of his enemies, pursues 
them unable to resist towards the wall of heaven” (6.argument)—the Son in Paradise Regained 
is a picture of static immobility, his outer steadfastness reflecting his inner virtue. Why might 
Milton have altered the character of the Son, when placing the Son at the center of his own epic?  
One answer may lie in Milton’s desire to refute the rhetoric of liturgical constancy 
resurgent in the Restoration, after the restored Charles II had reimposed the prayer book upon 
English parishioners. At this moment, pamphlets for and against the use of the Book of Common 
Prayer again surfaced, using language remarkably similar to those of the earlier decade. In 1649, 
Milton had rejected a “stinted Liturgie” in Eikonoklastes; in 1660, Vavasour Powell likewise 
castigated “stinted Liturgies, or Common-Prayer-Books”: “[S]ince that it is the proper work of 
the Spirit, to help the infirmities of the Saints, as well in matter, and expressions, as sighes and 
groans, Rom. 8.26. what need they use stinted forms, or how can they tye up themsleves strictly 
to those forms, without limiting, stinting, and quenching the Spirit?”85 Powell rehearses Milton’s 
earlier arguments against the Book of Common Prayer, accusing set forms of suppressing the 
internal workings of the Holy Spirit.  
In response, a royal proclamation of March 5, 1660 proclamation reprinted verbatim 
James I’s authorization of the Book of Common Prayer, asserting the need for “constancy in the 
upholding of the publick determination of States.”86 Moreover, the work which cemented the 
                                                      
85 Powell, Common-prayer-book no divine service, 1, 4. 
86 Proclamation for Authorizing an uniformity of the Book of Common-Prayer.  
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association of constancy and liturgy, Eikon Basilike, was reprinted, now “extolled as a text 
almost on a par with scripture,” Andrew Lacey notes.87 Readers could even purchase Eikon as 
part of the king’s complete works, now titled Basilika: The Works of Charles I, with his Life and 
Martyrdome (1662). Such works kept discussion of the dead king’s constancy alive, as did the 
sermons marking January 30, the day of the king’s execution, now officially named a day of 
remembrance in the Church of England’s liturgical calendar.88 Charles II benefited from the 
resurgence of the language of constancy, furthermore, as works like Charles Cotton’s Panegyrick 
to the King’s Most Excellent Majesty (1660) attributed to the new king the same virtue associated 
with his father.89 G.S. even dedicates his refutation of Milton’s A Readie and Easie Way to 
establish a Free Commonwealth (1660) to Charles II: “the most Illustrious for Vertue, Constancy 
in Religion, and Heroick Patience, under the most sharp Tryals, and extraordinary Afflictions, 
wherein (in imitation of his truly Magnanimous Royall Father) he hath appeared more then 
Conqueror....” (emphasis added).90 Ironically, then, even Readie and Easie Way, Milton’s final, 
desperate effort to prevent the Restoration, was met with reassertions of the “constancy” of the 
kings and policies Milton had worked so hard to delegitimize.  
                                                      
87 Lacey, Cult of King Charles, 60. 
88  Francis Turner observed in 1683 that more than 3000 sermons were preached on regicide each January 30. Lacy 
observes, “The Eikon consolidated this image [‘of Charles as a suffering and innocent king’] in the months after the 
king’s death, and the elegies and sermons of the 1650s elaborated a political theology around that image. In that 
sense the Office for 30 January added nothing new; but what it did do was provide an officially sanctioned public 
arena wherein the received political theology could be expanded and re-presented.” Ibid., 117, 135. See also ibid., 
15-6, 77, 117-120.  
89 “We have found Your Majesty a King throughout, in all Your trialls and misfortunes: Nothing in all your dangers, 
and calamities, unworthy Your birth, and greatness; no low addresses to Your flo[u]rishing Neighbors, no 
unprincely offers or unmanly apprehensions; no more abated with Your mishaps, than we find you elated with Your 
success, but constant and unshaken in all the stormes and violencies of fortune” (emphasis added). Cotton, 
Panegyrick, 12.  
90 G.S., Dignity of kingship asserted, sig. A2r. G.S. self-titles himself a “Lover of loyalty.”   
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This contextual hypothesis has a problem, however: Paradise Regained was published 
more than ten years after Charles II’s accession, and no new standalone edition of Eikon Basilike 
appeared between 1660 and 1671. Moreover, by the mid-1660s, the question of whether 
liturgical constancy should exist in English churches seems to have been irrefutably and 
irrevocably solved—against Milton’s position.91 Episcopal and nonconformist theologians had 
come together at the 1661 Savoy Conference to discuss ecclesiastical compromise, including 
amending the Book of Common Prayer’s liturgy. Little was accomplished in terms of reform, 
though: Liturgical services were restored, premised on a barely revised Book of Common 
Prayer.92 This new edition was affixed to the 1662 Act of Uniformity, which promised 
consequences for those who failed to adhere to the Book of Common Prayer. The debates 
surrounding the Church’s promotion of liturgical uniformity are thus decidedly not occurring in 
1671 or even the later 1660s. 
I propose, then, another explanation for the Son’s marked and epically problematic 
constancy, one connected to what numerous critics have termed Paradise Regained’s larger 
project: its “inward turn to individual spirituality.”93 The constancy which undergirds the 
surprising lack of external action in Paradise Regained is part of Milton’s privileging of internal 
action, a privileging which obviates any need for external forms like liturgy; this elevation of the 
interior, I argue, led Milton to revisit the doctrinal polemics of the 1640s. Constancy—a 
                                                      
91I can find no evidence of substantial treatment of the Book of Common Prayer in print around the time of Milton’s 
1671 poems, even from Milton himself. 
92 “The Book of Common Prayer restored in 1660 was essentially the Elizabethan prayer book...,” Wilson notes. 
Only seventeen of the ninety-six Presbyterian objections were revised; most were the removal of archaisms. The 
most significant was the introduction of the Authorized Version of the Bible. R. Wilson, Anglican Chant and 
Chanting, 8, 11. 
93 Quint, Epic and Empire, 268.  Cf. Knoppers’ discussion of the Son’s “full internalization of the divine will” that 
supersedes outward action. Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, 141. Shifflett argues for this internalization as part of the 
Son’s neostoicism. Stoicism, Politics, and Literature, 151. Of these critics, only Shifflett mentions constancy, and 
not in relation to the liturgical debate.  
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rhetorical flashpoint for Milton in Eikonoklastes and his anti-liturgical pamphlets—would have 
seemed the ideal virtue for expressing the nonconformist emphasis on individualized, interior 
devotion which proved so controversial during the civil wars. Milton resurrects it, therefore, in 
Paradise Regained, casting his Restoration epic in terms both nostalgic and rebellious. Derek 
Wood has argued for Milton’s 1671 poems as a rejection of radical nonconformity, focusing his 
argument on Samson Agonistes and its problematic hero moved by inward promptings to mass 
murder.94 In Paradise Regained, however, we see Milton asserting loyalty to the nonconformist 
doctrine of the 1640s, and doing so through the virtue of constancy. 
 Milton’s return to his anti-liturgical arguments is manifest in his emphasis on the Holy 
Spirit—the person of the Trinity known only in and through one’s interior self. Milton 
underscored the workings of the “Spirit of God” in Animadversions and Eikonoklastes in order to 
undercut liturgy’s legitimacy, repudiating the external forms which he presented as opposing the 
Spirit’s work. Accordingly, Milton accords the Holy Spirit an outsized degree of prominence in 
Paradise Regained as he refashions biblical narrative against liturgy. This emphasis is rather 
ironic: After all, Milton did not himself believe in Holy Spirit’s being coequal with God, at least 
judging by his Christian Doctrine.95 Yet this member of the Trinity, which resides in and speaks 
to all believers in the privacy of their hearts and minds, is arguably the prime mover in Milton’s 
                                                      
94 Wood argues that the interiority of Samson Agonistes constitutes Milton’s rejection of the radical religious 
doctrine he had previously upheld. “Exiled from Light,” 129-139.  
95 In Christian Doctrine, Milton emphatically asserts that the Holy Spirit “is obviously inferior to both the Father 
and the Son, inasmuch as he is represented as being and is said to be subservient and obedient in all things; to have 
been promised, sent and given; to speak nothing of this own accord; and even to have been given as a pledge.” 
Milton concludes, “only the Father is our God and...the Son and the Spirit belong to him.” In J. Milton, Complete 
Prose Works, 6:288, 6:295. For Milton’s discussion of the Holy Spirit, see ibid., 6:280-298. 
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poem, as the mediator between earthly beings—particularly the Son—and the Father in heaven.96 
Thus the Son states in Book 1, “[t]he Spirit descended on me like a dove,” 
And now by some strong motion I am led 
 Into this wilderness, to what intent 
 I learn not yet, perhaps I need now know; 
 For what concerns my knowledge God reveals. (1.282, 290-293)  
This passage links the Son’s “strong motion” with the Holy Spirit’s communication, thereby 
evidencing the degree to which divine force is at work within the Son even without manifest 
supernatural signs.97  
Consistent with Christian Doctrine’s anti-trinitarianism, the Son performs no miracles in 
Paradise Regained, and seems himself ignorant of his earthly mission; yet Milton constantly 
reminds us of the Father’s divine power which flows to the Son through the Holy Spirit.98 The 
Son’s baptism, for instance, in which “The Spirit descended, while the Father’s voice / From 
Heav’n pronounced him his beloved Son” (1.31-2) is related no fewer than six separate times, 
four times in the first book alone.99 Milton himself describes this episode in Christian Doctrine 
as a “communica[tion]” of the Father’s love for the Son through the Holy Spirit, embodied as 
                                                      
96 Such inward workings are opposed to Christ, who as the incarnated deity has a physical presence and 
communicates via the five senses. 
97 This “strong motion” recalls the “divine impulse, light, voice or word sent from above” which Milton defines as 
one meaning of the word “spirit” (see note below). Here, though, this spirit merges with the Spirit, as the “strong 
motion” occurs nearly simultaneously with the descent of the Holy Spirit in dove-like form.  See also the poem’s 
opening lines, which invoke “Thou Spirit who led’st this glorious eremite / Into the desert” (1.8-9)—a 
foreshadowing of the Holy Spirit’s importance as the Son’s constant guide throughout Paradise Regained. 
98 See J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 6:297. Cf. Carey, Milton, 124-30: “Milton’s Christ is emphatically a 
‘perfect man’ (i, 166), just like Adam” (124).  
99 The Son’s baptism is described at 1.29-32, 1.80-85, 1.280-286, 1.327-330, 2.83-5, and 4.510-3. The Spirit’s 
leading the Son is also described at 1.8, 1.189, and 1.283-293. 
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“the very appropriate guise of a dove.”100 Consequently, the purposeful, repetitive relation of the 
Son’s baptism in Paradise Regained—far exceeding the number of recountings in the Gospels—
underscores the degree to which the Holy Spirit communicates from the Father to the Son, 
providing strength and guidance to a character yet to exhibit the power or omniscience 
commonly associated with divinity.  
Milton invites us to see the Son’s successful opposition to Satan, therefore, his “constant 
perseverance,” not as his own particular virtue, but as a manifestation of the Father’s power 
revealed through the Holy Spirit. Incidentally, in so doing, Milton provides a Christian 
explanation for the otherwise inexplicable interior strength associated with stoic constancy: 
Without Christianity’s personal, divine force, classical stoicism attributes internal strength to the 
individual alone. By aligning the Son’s constancy with the presence of the Holy Spirit, however, 
Milton continues Lipsius’ blending of classical and Christian thought, even as he justifies the 
Son’s otherwise baffling interior strength.  
The Holy Spirit’s presence accords not only moral strength; as the Son’s statement above 
implies (“what concerns my knowledge God reveals”), it also grants a knowledge which 
abrogates the need for external forms like liturgy. Consider Paradise Regained’s engagement 
with oracles, a conventional trope in classical epic.101 Throughout the poem, Satan proudly 
boasts of the “presages and signs, / And answers, oracles, portents and dreams” by which he 
claims to guide mankind (1.394-5). However, the Son terms Satan’s oracles a perversion of true 
revelation, using the same sort of theological reasoning evident in Milton’s rejection of liturgy. 
                                                      
100 In J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 6:284. Milton enumerates in great detail different meanings of the term 
“spirit,” which can refer, he states, to “a divine impulse, light, voice or word sent from above” as well as “the virtue 
and power of God the Father.” However, Milton cites Jesus’ baptism as a case where “spirit” refers to “the actual 
person of the Holy Spirit, or its symbol.” Ibid., 6:284; 6:283; 6:285. 
101See, e.g., Virgil, Aeneid of Virgil, 3.96-130, 7.102-134; Lucan, Civil War, 5.65-236.  
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While Satan provides only answers “dark / Ambiguous and with double sense deluding” (1.434-
435), the Son asserts that men need nothing other than the Holy Spirit for guidance. “No more 
shalt thou by oracling abuse / The Gentiles,” the Son declares, 
henceforth oracles are ceased 
And thou no more with pomp and sacrifice 
Shalt be inquired at Delphos or elsewhere, 
At least in vain, for they shall find thee mute. 
God hath now sent his living oracle 
Into the world, to teach his final will, 
And sends his Spirit of Truth henceforth to dwell 
In pious hearts, an inward oracle 
To all truth requisite for men to know. (1.455-464) 
Despite Milton’s espoused belief that neither the Holy Spirit nor the Son are divine in and of 
themselves, or at least equal to the Father, Milton’s depiction of the Trinity in this passage is a 
near direct paraphrase of the Gospel of John. In the latter text, Jesus tells his disciples that “I will 
pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you forever; 
Even the Spirit of truth”; this Holy Spirit, which “shall be in you,” “shall teach you all things, 
and bring all things to your remembrance, whatever I have said unto you.”102 This is the exact 
Trinitarian relationship figured in Milton’s lines above. The Son, a “living oracle” whose 
revelation far exceeds that of the ignorant Satan, has arrived in the world, sent by the Father. Yet 
even after the Son’s departure, God’s “Spirit of Truth”—the Holy Spirit—remains “to dwell / In 
pious hearts, an inward oracle.”103 In lieu of the Son’s physical presence, his followers have 
within them the same Spirit which has been moving in the Son throughout Paradise Regained, 
                                                      
102 John 14:16-7, 26 (KJV). See also John 15:26-7: “But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you 
from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me.: And ye also shall 
bear witness, because ye have been with me from the beginning.” Milton cites these passages as examples of the 
Son’s teaching about “the nature, source, and functions of this Holy Spirit.” Christian Doctrine, in Complete Prose 
Works, 6:286.  
103 Shifflett similarly terms Milton’s Spirit the “doctrinal equivalent” of the Holy Ghost. Stoicism, Politics and 
Literature, 141. 
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providing strength and knowledge of truth. This educative, revelatory force consequently renders 
the contrast between believers and non-believers one of knowledge versus ignorance.104 The 
Holy Spirit provides “all truth requisite for men to know,” thereby precluding any need for 
Satan’s poor imitation of divine revelation. 
In light of such personally revealed truth, oracles, priests, and any accompanying 
ceremony are completely unnecessary, according to Milton: “henceforth oracles are ceased.” The 
cessation of oracles is a classical trope dating back to Plutarch’s De defectu ocularum, which 
Christians subsequently interpreted as evidence of Christ’s supersession of pagan cults.105 Milton 
expands upon that interpretation, deriding oracles as part of the unnecessary “pomp and 
sacrifice” which intercede between God and men. After all, such external ceremony is moot in 
the face of a Holy Spirit which reveals himself directly to the individual believers. “[H]e who 
receives / Light from above, from the fountain of light, / No other doctrine needs, though granted 
true,” the Son states in Book 4, demonstrating a radical emphasis on individual illumination 
(4.288-290).106 Light is on the inside, from the presence of the Holy Spirit descended from 
above, not from the external practices associated with Satan’s oracle. This direct line of access to 
the divine frees Christians from the bondage of liturgy and other extra-biblical ceremonies 
associated with conformist churches. As Shifflett notes, “To possess an ‘inward Oracle’ is...to 
have no need of oracles, prophets, or any other forms of information oral or written. Moreover,” 
                                                      
104 This opposition plays out in the frequent contrast—sometimes bordering on comical—between the Son’s 
knowledge and Satan’s ignorance, e.g., 1.355-6 and 1.91 vs. 1.185-8. 
105See Patrides, “Cessation of the Oracles.” The subject was extensively discussed in the early modern period, e.g. 
Charleton, Darknes of Atheism Dispelled by the Light of Nature, esp. 139, and even Milton’s own “On the Morning 
of Christ’s Nativity.”  
106 Carey links the Son’s assertion to Micah 5 (quoted in Christian Doctrine), which predicts that God will “cut off 
witchcrafts out of thine [Israel’s] hand; and thou shalt have no more soothsayers.” Milton, 127. This emphasis on the 
inner light is reminiscent of Quakerism, which, Steven Marx argues, influenced Milton’s views on war and peace. 
“Prophet Disarmed.”  
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he adds (citing Lucan’s Pharsalia and Milton’s Christian Doctrine), “it is to be free from the 
‘bondage’ and ‘yoak’ of tyranny (Lucan) and ‘THE RULE OF THE LAW AND OF MEN’ 
(Milton).” 107 New Covenant Christians possess God’s own “Spirit of Truth,” thereby rendering 
oracular temples and external forms unnecessary.  
Thus where Fish sees in Paradise Regained an adiaphorous vision which effectively 
cultivates a spirit of inclusivity for various doctrinal points of view, Milton’s vision is in fact an 
exclusionary one.108 The Son’s rejection of all other oracles excludes all doctrines not affirmed 
by Christ’s “inward oracle,” including the “pomp and sacrifice” which would presume to teach 
Christians God’s will. Indeed, the Son’s assertions in Paradise Regained not only mount an 
implicit critique of the use of any sort of formal intermediary between God and the individual 
believer, they do so by echoing the arguments of Milton’s earlier anti-episcopal pamphlets. 
Milton writes in his preface to Animadversions that he is responding to an “enimie to truth and 
his Countries peace” attempting “to justifie a long usurpation and convicted Pseudepiscopy of 
Prelates, with all their ceremonies, Liturgies, and tyrannies which God and man are now ready to 
explode and hisse out of the land.”109 This liturgical tyranny constitutes an affront, as noted 
above, to the Christian’s “inward witnesse”—analogous to the “inward oracle” which obviates 
the need for “other doctrine” in Paradise Regained. The latter’s rejection of “other doctrine,” 
therefore, constitutes a post-Restoration restatement of Milton’s rejection of “tyrannous” liturgy.  
This indirect evidence for polemical commonality between Milton’s 1640s pamphlets and 
Paradise Regained is corroborated, moreover, by direct rhetorical repetition of oracular 
                                                      
107 Shifflett, Stoicism, Politics and Literature, 142. 
108 Fish argues that Milton embraces the extreme Puritan position on things indifferent, which “tends towards the 
inclusion of everything.” “Things and Actions Indifferent,” 80. 
109 Animadversions, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1.662. Wolfe’s note to this passage defines 
“Pseudepiscopy” as “The rule or existence of a spurious or pretended bishop or bishops.”  
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imagery—a connection unremarked by critics. The Son’s anti-oracular retort, which leaves Satan 
“inly stung with anger and disdain” (1.466), is not the first time Milton has written of the 
cessation of oracles; in fact, the Son’s imagery directly recapitulates Milton’s 1642 Apology. 
Closing his attack against the Prelates and their “scandall of Ceremonies,” Milton declares, 
“[T]heir great Oracle, which is only there, will soone be dumbe, and the Divine right of 
Episcopacy forthwith expiring, will put us no more to trouble with tedious antiquities and 
disputes.”110 Both “dumb,” “mute” oracles—that of Apology decrying liturgy’s “doctrine of 
tyranny that offer’d violence and corruption even to the inward persuasion” and Paradise 
Regained’s denouncing the “pomp and sacrifice” which rubs against the work of the “inward 
oracle”—criticize external impositions upon the believer’s direct access to God, inviting us to 
read Milton’s 1671 work alongside his polemical pamphlet. Just as the oracle of episcopacy was 
unnecessary in 1642, the oracle of Satan in Paradise Regained has been surpassed by the light of 
the “inward oracle.” By privileging the inner light of the Holy Spirit, the Son rejects outward 
forms—suggestively associated with Satan—and grants believers the liberty of conscience and 
worship that God intended, thereby allowing the uninhibited exercise of what Eikonoklastes 
termed God’s “own free spirit.”  
That this rejection of outward forms occurs in conjunction with constancy, furthermore, 
strengthens the transtemporal association between Milton’s works. Milton could have foregone 
references to constancy altogether, and given the Son a physical power consistent with the power 
he possessed in Paradise Lost. Yet Milton refuses to do so. By making the Son, instead, an 
exemplar of neostoic constancy, Milton creates a character who directly—if belatedly—opposes 
the Charles who defended liturgy in Chapter 16 of Eikon Basilike. Where Charles proposes 
                                                      
110 Apology, in J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 1:952-953.   
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constancy as a uniformity of matter and manner that effects interior devotion from the outside in, 
Paradise Regained presents an internalized constancy that exemplifies steadfast adherence to 
God’s revealed knowledge. This constancy is founded in the strength-giving presence of the 
Holy Spirit, thereby making constancy a part of the divine revelation available to all believers, 
and casting the Son’s constancy within Milton’s broader promotion of inwardness. The Son 
becomes a worthy imitative object not merely on the basis of his own merit, but as a 
representative of the constant, Spirit-enabled strength offered to all Christians.111  
In Paradise Lost, Milton had declared his project to “pursue / Things unattempted yet in 
Prose or Rhime” (1.15-6). Paradise Regained continues this project, not only by endowing its 
hero with a virtue seemingly impossible to reconcile with conventional epic exploits, but by 
choosing a virtue “Above heroic”—that is, focused on doctrinal pursuits that transcend Homeric 
or Virgilian concepts of heroism.112 The Son—inward in perspective, internal in action—
exemplifies a nonconformist theology that spurns both classical models and external forms of 




                                                      
111  “Clement’s whole book on the Paedogogus shows how Christ as the Logos acted as tutor, and still acts, to tell 
Christians how to behave in the various circumstances of life.” In Complete Prose Works, 1:392n1. Milton also 
urges ministers to “imitate our Saviour” (Considerations Touching the Likeliest Means) and declares that the 
“second aim of the whole mediatorial ministry is TO SHAPE US IN CHRIST’S IMAGE, BOTH CHRIST 
EMPTIED AND CHRIST EXALTED” (Christian Doctrine). Complete Prose Works, 7:303; 6:450. Wood quotes 
these passages as part of his discussion of Christ’s emulatory nature (as distinct from Samson in Samson Agonistes). 
Exiled from Light, 125-6. 
112 One of the most prominent discussions of Milton’s depiction of heroism is Fish, Surprised by Sin, 158-207. See 
also Donnelly, “ ‘Ostentation Vain of Fleshly Arm,’” 202-219. Donnelly summarizes criticism positing either a 
pacificist or militarist Milton, before arguing that the youthful Milton underwent “a fundamental reassessment of the 
place and value of military virtues and the profession of arms...between 1644 and 1648” that influenced his later 
poetry (206). 
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The Interiorized Hero in Milton’s 1671 Poems 
The dual publication of Paradise Regained alongside Samson Agonistes in 1671 has long 
puzzled literary critics: Were the works were written contemporaneously, before or after the 
Restoration, and were they were meant to be read as companion pieces?113 Indeed, there are 
many reasons to consider the works separately. Milton explicitly classifies Samson as an 
unperformed tragic drama, for instance, while Paradise Regained echoes conventions of 
classical epic.114 Nonetheless, these works share a promotion of inwardness over external action 
that invites them to be read concurrently. The constancy manifest by the Son in Paradise 
Regained illuminates Samson’s clear lack of it, the two poems united in rejecting externalized 
religious forms.  
The generic disparity between Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes is matched by a 
characterological one: As numerous critics have commented, the vexed protagonist of Samson 
hardly exhibits the moral rectitude attributed to Paradise Regained’s Son. Joseph Wittreich’s 
influential monograph, Interpreting Samson Agonistes, exposed troubling aspects of the 
supposedly heroic character, and later critics have strengthened the case for the disparity between 
the two heroes; as Derek Wood remarks, “Where Christ is invariably right, Samson is 
consistently wrong.”115 Even those who read a redeemed character at the drama’s end 
                                                      
113 The date of Samson Agonistes’ composition is particularly vexed, with critics like Parker and Shawcross arguing 
for the drama as a pre-Restoration work (see W. Parker, “Date of Samson Agonistes”), while Christopher Hill, 
Knoppers, Blair Worden, and others see it as post-Restoration (see Hill, Milton and the English Revolution, 431-6). 
Those who favor an earlier publication consequently distinguish Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes in their 
criticism, while others like Wittreich argue for the two works’ purposeful simultaneous publication; Wittreich calls 
Samson Agonistes “a symbolic inversion, a counter-commentary, on the myth of Milton’s brief epic” (Interpreting 
Samson Agonistes, 368).  
114 On Samson’s status as a tragedy, see Ide, “Renaissance Heritage of Samson Agonistes,” and Kelley, “Milton’s 
Euripidean Politics of Lament.” On Paradise Regained as an epic, see Lewalski, Milton’s Brief Epic.  
115 Wood, Exiled from Light, 123.  
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acknowledge Samson’s imperfections.116 “O impotence of mind, in body strong!” Samson 
laments in his first monologue (52)—a “weakness of mind,” Christopher Hill notes, “...not 
stressed either in the Bible or in the commentaries.”117 Such despair emphasizes Samson as a 
strong man with a weak mind—the exact inversion of the Son. Indeed, while the Son rejects 
dreams of “victorious deeds” and “heroic acts... / To rescue Israel from the Roman yoke,” 
thereafter “quell[ing] o’er all the earth / Brute violence and proud tyrannic power,” this is 
precisely what Samson does: He uses his “celestial vigor” to quell “th’oppressor, / The brute 
and boist’rous force of violent men / Hardy and industrious to support / Tyrannic power” (1272-
5). The Son might prefer “winning words to conquer willing hearts,” but Samson uses brute 
strength to break the “massy pillars” of the Philistines (1648)—hardly a natural companion for 
the hero of Paradise Regained.  Neither are the works even in the same biblical landscape. 
Whereas Paradise Regained demonstrates the predominance of the Holy Spirit, this aspect of the 
Trinity is not even present in the Old Testament (as Milton notes in Christian Doctrine).118 If, as 
argued above, the Son’s neostoic constancy is premised on the interior presence of the Holy 
Spirit (a thoroughly New Testament notion), Samson’s story has no basis for such immediate, 
interior revelation.  
Despite such contrasts, the literal juxtaposition of Paradise Regained and Samson 
Agonistes in Milton’s 1671 volume invites their association—as does, even more importantly, 
                                                      
116 Hill discusses Samson’s “re-education” as a hopeful figure of the revolutionary cause in Milton and the English 
Revolution, 428-448 (440). His reading of Samson Agonistes as a drama of transformation and regeneration is a 
prominent one, echoed by critics such as Alan Rudrum in “Discerning the Spirit in Samson Agonistes.” 
117 Milton and the English Revolution, 437. 
118 As noted in the passage from John quoted above, the Holy Spirit is sent out as a “comforter” following Jesus’ 
earthly removal; it cannot manifest itself in the Old Testament, before Jesus even appears. Cf. Milton’s comments in 
Christian Doctrine: In the Old Testament, “the Holy Spirit had not yet been given, and was not believed in—not 
even by those who prophesied that it would be poured forth in later times.” In J. Milton, Complete Prose Works, 
6:283. 
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their shared interest in interiority. Despite their obvious differences, both Samson and the Son 
privilege the interior as the site of strength and the catalyst for external action. Samson himself is 
never “constant”; the word’s variants only appear twice, both in passing reference to Dalila.119 
However, Samson does share an intense attention to the nature of revelation and to how that 
inward revelation translates into external action. Just as the Son is led into the wilderness by 
“some strong motion” (1.290), Samson’s epiphany comes via “[s]ome rousing motions in me 
which dispose / To something extraordinary my thoughts” (1381-3). These famously debated 
lines expose Samson Agonistes’ investment in what David Loewenstein terms Samson’s “intense 
inwardness.”120 Samson’s “rousing motions” are the primary justification for his external 
actions—which, intriguingly, are only related secondhand; we never actually see Samson’s 
exploits.121 Consequently, readers experience his character only in its non-physically 
demonstrative form, the man of “impotence of mind,” not “body strong.”  
Rhetorical echoes further strength the case for the works’ thematic concurrence, and for 
reading significance into their bibliographic juxtaposition. Where Milton praises the Son’s great 
                                                      
119 The chorus laments that Dalila exemplifies her sex in having “[o]f constancy no root infixt, / That either they 
love nothing, or not long” (1032-3), while she protests that such “assaults” and “sieges” would cause even the 
“constantest” to “[yield] without blame” (845-8). These are consistent with the neostoic imagery seen in Paradise 
Regained.  
120 Loewenstein, Representing Revolution, 259. Cf. Quint’s comment that Paradise Regained demonstrates an  
“inward turn to individual spirituality” (cited above). These “rousing motions” are notoriously ambiguous; some 
critics have read them as proof of Samson’s divine calling, while others consider them religiously inspired delusions 
leading to mass terror. Knoppers, for example, admits our limited knowledge of Samson’s mind, but argues that “the 
spectacle with which the drama ends tends to confirm that he acts by ‘rousing motions’ that are genuinely inspired.” 
Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, 156. The more skeptical Wood argues, however, “The believer is alone, anxiously 
trying to decipher the obscure inner stirrings, which may be from God, may be a self-interested desire for death or 
revenge, may well be from Satan.” Wood, “Exiled from Light,” 139. Carey even terms these motions one of 
Samson’s main faults, for “[b]ecause Samson does not go off under his own steam, psychologically speaking, the 
play may be said to insist at the turning-point of its action...that it is not a drama of inner regeneration. With this old 
type of hero (unlike the new model hero of Paradise Regained) God still has to pull the strings.” Milton, 145. This 
ambiguity of inspiration is discussed in Rogers, “Secret of Samson Agonistes.” See also Carey’s post 9/11 article, “A 
Work in Praise of Terrorism?”  
121 The moment Samson begins to act on his “rousing motions,” he exits the scene; we only learn of his actions 
vicariously, via the reportage of the messenger, Manoa, and the chorus. 
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“amplitude of mind” (1279), for instance, Samson possesses a “plain heroic magnitude of mind” 
strikingly evocative of the Son’s.122 It is within this vast interior space that “a multitude of 
thoughts at once / Awakn’d in me swarm,” according to the Son (1.196-7), while Samson is 
similarly beset by “restless thoughts, that like a deadly swarm / Of hornets armed, no sooner 
found alone, / But rush upon me thronging” (20-22).123 In Samson’s case, though, he proves all 
to susceptible to the swarm—the very picture of a man “Subject himself to anarchy within, / Or 
lawless passions in him which he serves,” described by the Son in Paradise Regained. Samson 
is, it seems, the unfortunate example of the Son’s opposite, whose marked interior resemblance 
to the hero of Paradise Regained establishes him as the latter’s inconstant foil.  
In light of these thematic resonances, let us return to Milton’s strikingly unusual return to 
liturgical debates from the 1640s in 1671. At a time when debate over the Book of Common 
Prayer no longer existed to any substantial degree, why are both Samson Agonistes and Paradise 
Regained so invested in the elevation of the interior self over external action? Wood provides 
one response. He reads the failure of Samson’s “rousing motions” as a condemnation of the 
radical Protestants whose revolutionary experiment had failed so magnificently; according to 
Wood, Samson’s alleged skepticism of these motions represents Milton’s critique of 
nonconformists’ emphasis on the inward working of the Holy Spirit.124 Yet why would Samson’s 
                                                      
122 Admittedly, Samson is unique in being “[w]ith plain heroic magnitude of mind / And celestial vigor armed” 
(1279-1280, emphasis added); the Son lacks any such physical vigor. Similarly, Samson stands before the oblivious 
Philistines “as one who prayed, / Or some great matter in his mind revolved” (1637-8). By the time Samson sets off 
to meet the Philistines, the Chorus attributes to him a “patience” that “is more oft the exercise / Of saints, the trial of 
their fortitude, / Making them each his own deliverer, / And victor over all / That tyranny or fortune can inflict” 
(1287-1291).  
123 Wood also notes this rhetorical echo in Exiled from Light, 123. 
124 Wood, Exiled from Light, 129-139. Nigel Smith notes that “the impurity of ‘externals’” like the Book of 
Common Prayer was replaced during the later 1640s and 1650s with a “practical libertinism” privileging Spirit-filled 
interiority. Smith, Perfection Proclaimed, 8; 4 (see also 1-19), speaking of groups like the Brownists, Quakers, 
Baptists, and Seekers. Spurr similarly notes a “sense of spiritual and intellectual emancipation.” Spurr, Post-
Reformation, 119. 
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“inwardness” appear so positive, as Loewenstein notes?125 Even more pertinently, if Milton were 
critiquing radicals’ emphasis on the spirit, why would Paradise Regained also pursue such an 
allegedly failed project, and attribute such emphasis to the Son himself? The fact that Paradise 
Regained concurs with Samson’s positive portrayal of inwardness problematizes reading Samson 
as a critique of nonconformist doctrine.  
This inwardness should therefore be taken on its own terms, as part of Milton’s broader 
interest in accommodating his post-Restoration circumstances. Despite Milton’s best efforts, 
neither Eikonoklastes nor his other polemical works were sufficient to prevent the return of 
liturgy, the surplice, and other outward forms. In maintaining his commitment to a defunct cause, 
then, Milton’s 1671 poems demonstrate a profound nostalgia, one that lends some credence to 
Christopher Hill’s famously defeatist reading.126 In many ways, in fact, Milton’s turn towards 
inwardness is not unlike that of Interregnum royalists, whose devotional turn is well noted in 
modern criticism (and in this dissertation).127 Disenfranchised from power, royalists like Hester 
Pulter turned inward, to a place where, in the words of one of her lyrics, God “monarchize[d] and 
rule[d] alone, / None daring to displace thee from thy throne.”128 Likewise, by defining 
constancy as an inward strength which surpasses external action in Paradise Regained, and by 
emphasizing this inwardness as a cause of external action in Samson Agonistes, Milton depicts 
an internal vigor that, in his estimation, exceeds the authority of those in control of England’s 
Church and civil government.  
                                                      
125 Loewenstein, “Radical Religion and Politics,” 160. 
126 See Hill, Experience of Defeat.  
127 See Wilcox, “Exploring the language of devotion.”  
128 “To Astrea,” ll.9-10, in Pulter, Poems, 117. For discussion of Pulter’s inward devotional turn, see Dunn [Zhang], 
“Breaking a Tradition,” and Chapter 1 of this dissertation.  
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Yet Milton’s nostalgic poems also constitute an act of resistance. Several critics, 
especially Knoppers and Quint, interpret the inwardness of Milton’s later poems as opposing 
civil and ecclesiastical authorities; indeed, praising internal sovereignty over outward would 
undermine any authority exercised by the Church or Charles II’s government.129 After all, not 
only had several of Milton’s works been banned, but he himself had hardly escaped prosecution 
for his crimes against the king—and not without a bout of imprisonment; the proclamation 
banning Eikonoklastes notes that Milton has “fled or so obscure[s himself], that no endeavors 
used for [his] apprehension can take effect, whereby [he] might be brought to Legal Tryal, and 
deservedly receive condigne punishment for [his] Treasons and Offences.”130 Such commitment 
to nonconformist ideas suggests the existence of the refractory Milton alongside the melancholic 
one, the rebel as well as the loser. Paradise Regained emerges consequently as a literary 
paradox: a nostalgic act of resistance, a generically innovative epic work that opposes civil and 
ecclesiastical authorities by returning to the terms of past polemic.  
Hidden within this paradox, furthermore, is an insurgent hope that Milton’s version of 
truth, now exiled from Stuart England, will eventually revive. Milton argues in the 1640s that 
outward worship should be dictated by inward devotion; likewise, Paradise Regained and 
Samson Agonistes suggest that inward government should be respected, and the power it entails 
will eventually be realized in the external might its rulers wield. Just as the angels proclaim to 
Satan that eventually Jesus “all unarm’d / Shall chase thee with the terror of his voice / From thy 
Demoniac holds,” the powerful inwardness of Milton’s 1671 poems promises a future in which 
                                                      
129 Knoppers: “In his three Restoration poems, Milton moves from spectacle to discipline, countering strategies of 
state by constituting an inwardness or conscience that can counter both the spectacle and the surveillance of civil 
and ecclesiastical authorities.” Historicizing Milton, 10. 
130 Charles II, Proclamation For calling in, and suppressing of two Books written by John Milton; Knoppers, 
Historicizing Milton, 34-5. 
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the celestial power of the Holy Spirit spills forth from the Son’s breast; this is the very same 
power which combusts as Samson’s toppling of the Philistine temple. Eventually, Milton’s 1671 
poems suggest, internal power might be unleashed: constancy, far from a quiescent virtue, might 
be an engine of revolution. 
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Chapter 4 
An Enemy Within: Rewriting the  
Constancy/Inconstancy Dialectic in the Country House Poem 
 
In The Institutes of the Laws of England (1644), Sir Edward Coke writes that “a man's 
house is his castle, et domus sua cuique est tutissimum refugium [and each man’s home is his 
safest refuge].”1 This legal judgment has since become commonplace cliché, and yet it begs the 
question: Is one’s home the safest place? Can a person truly insulate himself within a world of 
absolute security in his home? After all, not only did this volume of the Institutes appear in the 
midst of a civil war; Coke himself witnessed—twice—the ransacking of his papers on the orders 
of Charles I, the second time while he lay on his deathbed.2 If we accept, then, that Coke’s 
judgment is the expression of an ideal, rather than a truth, we are left with a problematic literary 
question: How does a writer praise a home that is never without the stain of vulnerability? Put 
another way, how does a writer represent an ideal home, a constant home, in a world riven by 
perpetual inconstancy?  
These latter questions lie at the foundation of the country house poem. Ever since the 
beginnings of the genre in England in the early seventeenth century, country house poets have 
wrestled with the opposition between life’s inevitable inconstancy and the desire for a home that 
is the epitome of constancy: steadfast, unchanging, permanent.3 Aemilia Lanyer, in the first 
                                                      
1 Coke, Third Part of the Institutes, 162. Although the first volume of Coke’s Institutes was published in 1628, this 
third volume was not printed until 1644.  
2 The king’s men raided Coke’s mansion at Stoke Poges in April 1632 and August 1634, when he lay dying. His 
rooms at the Inner Temple were also raided. Allen D. Boyer, “Coke, Sir Edward (1552–1634),” Oxford Dictionary 
of National Biography, accessed April 27, 2018, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-5826.  
3 See OED, “constancy,” n. 3, 4, 6. 
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English country house poem, freely embraced the former; using grief at the estate’s inconstancy 
as a mechanism for social cohesion across class barriers, she depicts her own writing as the 
constant antithesis to the acts of “Unconstant Fortune.”4 The most famous country house poem, 
however, Ben Jonson’s “To Penshurst,” emphasizes the mutually reinforcing existence of 
constancy and inconstancy relative to the country house.5 Practicing a sort of poetic husbandry, 
Jonson depicts nature’s complicity in bringing the natural disorder of the wilderness—
particularly the inconstant, “high-swollen” river—under human control at the boundaries of the 
poeticized estate.6 Jonson thus both creates and mitigates external threats to the estate’s 
constancy, setting up a dialectic between the estate’s constant interior and inconstant exterior that 
would prove formative to the country house poem genre.7  
After the outbreak of civil war in the 1640s, however, country house poets no longer 
husbanded in the same way. As Lanyer’s poem demonstrates, land possession was never secure. 
Nonetheless, part of the hermeneutical collusion of country house poetry after Jonson is to make 
it seem so, by acknowledging and subsequently containing threats to the estate’s constancy. 
During the civil wars, though, the country houses celebrated in these poems became flashpoints 
for armed conflict, thereby threatening property in an age when land was integrally connected to 
personal identity.8 Such changing political and material circumstances manifest themselves in 
                                                      
4 “The Description of Cooke-ham,” l. l03, in Woods, Poems of Aemilia Lanyer, 130-138. All references hereafter, 
noted parenthetically, are taken from this edition. 
5 The estate becomes not unlike the neostoic figures of Charles I in Eikon Basilike and Princess Cloria, or the Son in 
Milton’s Paradise Regained, all of whom exhibit constancy in opposition to assailing forces of inconstancy. See 
Chapter 2 and 3.   
6 Jonson, “To Penshurst,” l. 31, in Fowler, Country House Poem, 53-62. All references to Jonson’s poem, hereafter 
noted parenthetically, are to this edition. 
7 I use the term “dialectic” to indicate “[t]he existence or operation of opposing (abstract) forces, tendencies, etc.; the 
tension produced by these.” OED “dialectic,” n.1.2. Constancy and inconstancy represent these opposing forces, 
which poets persistently revert in a back-and-forth, constructive antithesis.  
8 See Halpern, Poetics of Primitive Accumulation, 215-234; Wiseman, Conspiracy and Virtue, 59-96. 
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civil war country house poems. As Heather Dubrow notes, country house poems “are all rooted 
in the same rocky and mined soil, the tensions surrounding the responsibilities of landlords and 
the ownership of land and homes in early modern England.”9 Yet the civil wars presented 
different sorts of tensions compared to earlier decades, and therefore different “roots” for the 
civil war country house poem. For Thomas Carew, Mildmay Fane, Hester Pulter, and Andrew 
Marvell, inconstancy is no longer a natural force to be managed solely at the boundaries of the 
estate. Facing an age repeatedly giving the lie to Coke’s statement above, these poets let 
inconstancy dominate inside the estate, using the representation of water to redefine the terms of 
the dialectic between constancy and inconstancy; rivers, ponds, and floods become an index of 
the methods by which poets manage country houses’ newly internalized depictions of 
inconstancy. 
In so arguing, this chapter fills a lacuna in literary criticism. Most studies fly over the 
1640s altogether, moving from the cavalier poets of the 1630s to Marvell’s mid-1651 “Upon 
Appleton House,” often seen as the last example of the short-lived genre.10 Even Hugh Jenkins’ 
detailed study of country house poems, Feigned Commonwealths, omits nearly two decades from 
its purview.11 This chapter, therefore, attempts to remedy “Upon Appleton House”’s anomalous 
status, by reading Marvell’s masterwork alongside Thomas Carew’s “To My Friend G.N. from 
                                                      
9 “Politics of Aesthetics,” 74. Dubrow here references cultural fears of invasion infiltrating the domestic sphere, 
citing Helgerson, Adulterous Alliances; Woodbridge, Vagrancy, Homelessness. McColley makes a similar point 
relating the country house poem to material and cultural circumstances in noting that the genre coalesces 
“considerations of power, politics, social control and land management.” Poetry and Ecology, 15.  
10 Marvell’s poem, James Holstun notes, is one of the “exceptions that prove the rule of general neglect” in study of 
literature of the 1640s and 1650s. Holstun, Introduction to Pamphlet Wars: Prose in the English Revolution, 2.  
11 This work skips from Herrick’s country house poems and Milton’s Comus to “Upon Appleton House.” McClung 
terms Marvell and Fane’s “initial assumption, that England was Paradise,...more interesting than the loss of faith.” 
Country House in English Renaissance Poetry, 27.  
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Wrest,” Mildmay Fane’s “To Sir John Wentworth,” and Hester Pulter’s “An Invitation to the 
Country”—all poems composed between 1639 and 1647.  
Attending to these poem’s local circumstances, as well as to their engagement with the 
larger national picture, complicates our understanding of the genre’s relationship to the English 
civil wars. Jenkins argues for country house poems’ increasing isolationism leading up to the 
civil wars, describing “inward-looking poems” that fail to “project[] [the country house’s] 
positive values”—such as love and the “good life”—“out into the world.”12 Such an argument is 
consistent with critics’ discussion of country house as a controlled commonwealth, an analogy (if 
not a replacement) for the nation as a whole.13  
The poems examined herein, however, suggest a more complex picture. Though the 
words “constancy” and “inconstancy” do not occur in every poem, all these poems are invested 
in the same set of concerns surrounding the estate’s ability to resist real and persistent threats to 
its security; this set of concerns is expressed by the observable conceptual dialectic between 
constancy and inconstancy, demonstrated in these poems’ form, imagery, and language. Each 
poet imagines and manages this dialectic differently, as seen in their various, even competing 
representations of water. In each case, though, the explicit transgression of the estate’s purported 
constancy becomes an occasion for redefining the country house’s relationship to the external 
world. These civil war poems demonstrate, rather than occlude, the permeability of the border 
between the country house and its outside environs, resisting estates’ exceptionalism as they 
incorporate—and thereby accommodate—inconstancy besetting the nation at large.  
 
                                                      
12 Jenkins, Feigned Commonwealth, 68-103 (68), speaking of the cavalier country house poems of Herrick and 
Carew, including “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest.” See also Fowler, Country House Poem, 18-20.   
13 See Jenkins, Feigned Commonwealths; Fowler, Country House, 18-21.    
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Early Country House Poems: Paradigms 
The dialectic between constancy and inconstancy emerges at the very outset of the country house 
poem, with the near-contemporary publications of Aemilia Lanyer’s “The Description of Cooke-
ham” and Ben Jonson’s “To Penshurst.” Together, these poems present very different paradigms, 
on which later country house poems draw. 
Aemilia Lanyer’s “The Description of Cooke-ham” 
Unlike its more famous generic successor, Jonson’s “To Penshurst,” “The Description of Cooke-
ham” (1610) freely acknowledges the estate’s susceptibility to inconstant forces, and posits in 
reply the constancy of the poet and the verse itself.14 Before it was entailed upon a male relative, 
Cookham had been the Berkshire residence of Margaret Clifford, Countess of Cumberland, and 
her daughter, Anne, Countess of Dorset, when Lanyer spent some purportedly blissful time 
there.15 Yet “The Description of Cooke-ham” is a nostalgic valediction, both to the female 
Cliffords’ occupancy at Cookham, and to Lanyer’s presence among their company.16   
From the poem’s very first lines, Lanyer highlights the estate’s inconstancy, by opposing 
Cookham now and as it once had been. “Farewell (sweet Cooke-ham), where I first obtain’d / 
Grace from that Grace where perfit Grace remain’d,” Lanyer writes. “Never shall my said eies 
                                                      
14 Lanyer’s country house poem appeared in Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum, a collection which has garnered much 
attention for the author’s gendered claims to authority as a professional poet. See, for instance, Beilin, “Feminization 
of Praise”; Lewalski, “Imagining Female Community”; Coch, “An Arbor of One’s Own?”; Ng, “Aemilia Lanyer 
and the Politics of Praise”; Munroe, Gender and the Garden; Schleiner, Tudor and Stuart Women Writers.  
15 Owned by the crown and annexed to Windsor Castle in 1540, Cookham was leased to the Countess’ brother, Lord 
William Russell of Thornbaugh, on whose authority she resided at Cookham while estranged from her husband, 
George Clifford, third Earl of Cumberland. Upon the earl’s death in 1605, Cookham was entailed upon his brother 
Francis, effectively severing Margaret and Anne from their ancestral home. The entail spurred a decades-long legal 
battle between Anne Clifford and her male relatives; she did not regain the estates until the death of her cousin in 
1643. Lewalski, “Imagining Female Community,” 216 and note. Woods recounts that the poem was probably 
written between the marriage of Anne Clifford on February 25, 1609 and the publication of Salve Deus Rex 
Judaeorum in late 1610; this is based on the poem’s identification of Anne as the Countess of Dorset. Woods, 
Poems of Aemilia Lanyer, xxv. For Lanyer’s biography, see Woods, Lanyer: A Renaissance Woman Poet.  
16 Hodgson, referencing Benson, “Stigma of Italy,” 156, terms the poem “an exercise in pastoral nostalgia.” Grief 
and Women Writers, 68. 
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againe behold / Those pleasures which my thoughts did then unfold” (1-2, 9-10). Lanyer—the 
lowly daughter and wife of court musicians—presents the time she spent at Cookham as one of 
unmitigated “pleasures,” overseen by the Countess of Cumberland—the epitome of grace who 
bestows that grace upon others.17 The first half of the poem, therefore, details all the wonders of 
Cookham’s past. Prefiguring later poems’ fascination with water, Lanyer notes that Cookham’s 
“cristall Streames with silver spangles graced, / While by the glorious Sunne they were 
embraced” (27-8), an airy image capturing both the richness of the landscape and the harmonious 
relationships the Cliffords engender. The sun’s embrace of the streams mirrors Lanyer’s embrace 
by the much more financially and socially elevated Margaret Clifford, whom Lanyer favorably 
compares to the sun in the preceding lines: The trees “shade the bright Sunne from your brighter 
eies,” Lanyer gushes (26). Such are the glories of Cookham’s past, when even as elevated a 
woman as the Countess of Cumberland inspires embraces between otherwise disparate figures.18  
Such images of social mixing collapse in the second half of the poem, however.19 When 
Lanyer recalls the Cliffords’ absence from the estate, Cookham’s “cristall Streams”—which 
earlier participated in a pathetic fallacy of natural perfection—suddenly descend into conflict:  
The Windes and Waters seem’d to chide together, 
Because you went away they know not whither: 
And those sweet Brookes that ranne so faire and cleare, 
                                                      
17 See Woods, Lanyer: A Renaissance Woman Poet, and Lewalski, “Imagining Female Community.” 
18 Cf. Woods’ characterization of Lanyer’s “community of good women,” in Woods, Poems of Aemilia Lanyer, 
xxxi. Woods follows Lewalski, who emphasizes Lanyer’s ideal of social equality amongst women of different 
classes: “an ageless, classless society in which three women lived together in happy intimacy.” Lewalski, 
“Imagining Female Community,” 237. Other critics have rightly problematized this reading, showing the means by 
which Lanyer sustains hierarchy within this female community. See Ng, “Aemilia Lanyer and the Politics of 
Praise”; Noble, “Bare and desolate now.”  
19 The change in tone occurs after Lanyer’s celebration of Anne Clifford. Line 127 begins the repetition of previous 
imagery, now elegiac rather than wondrous.  
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With griefe and trouble wrinkled did appeare.” (181-4) 
Instead of the sun embracing the water, air and water “chide” each other, while the streams’ 
“silver spangles” are replaced by “griefe and trouble.”20  Previous social harmony descends into 
conflict, as Cookham transforms from an idyllic, if unreal locus amoenus into a locus 
horribilis.21 
This descent into natural disharmony images the estate’s inconstancy, as the Cliffords’ 
departure incites Cookham’s decay and collapses the poem’s fiction of inter-class sociability. 
Eliding her class indignation with the estate’s grief at the Cliffords’ departure,22 Lanyer writes,  
Unconstant Fortune, thou art most to blame,  
Who casts us downe into so lowe a frame:  
Where our great friends we cannot dayly see,  
So great a diffrence is there in degree. (103-6).  
The Cliffords’ departure has reified the “diffrence...in degree” decreed by “Unconstant Fortune,” 
reinstating a social and geographic separation between Lanyer and the Cliffords that Fortune is 
“careless to relieve” (126). In so attributing the cessation of her pleasures to Fortune, Lanyer 
rehearses Fortune’s famous inconstancy, that is, its fickleness and impulse to change.23 The 
inconstancy in the estate itself, transforming from paradise to ruin, is proof enough for Lanyer 
“that nothing’s free from Fortunes scorne” (176).   
                                                      
20 Hodgson notes that Lanyer “increasingly animat[es] grief through a sympathetic landscape.” Grief and Women 
Writers, 71.  
21 The estate’s change is described thus in Noble, “Bare and Desolate Now,” 99, who overhastily attributes the 
change to real ecological changes in the landscape and ignores the conventional tropes of elegy.  
22 Hodgson notes that “the poem does not really distinguish between the Cookham estate and the speaker herself as 
the one inspired or remembered.” Grief and Women Writers, 70.  
23 See OED “inconstant,” adj. 1, 2a. For Fortune’s inconstancy, see Dunn Zhang, “Crafting Un-Fortune.”  
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Such inconstancy, however, opposes Lanyer and her poetry. After detailing the estate’s 
fall into despair, Lanyer concludes,  
This last farewell to Cooke-ham here I give, 
When I am dead thy name in this may live, 
Wherein I have perform’d her noble hest, 
Whose virtues lodge in my unworthy breast, 
And ever shall, so long as life remaines, 
Tying my heart to her by those rich chaines. (203-210) 
Against the prerogative of “Unconstant Fortune,” Lanyer presents the constancy of her own 
poem, which upholds Cookham’s fame even after the poet’s death.24 In an implicit bid for 
patronage, Lanyer promises that this poem will last even longer than her own life, which in turn 
will be dedicated to perpetuating the virtues imbued in her “unworthy breast” by the countess. 
Lanyer will remember those virtues “so long as life remaines,” her unchanging constancy 
constituting “rich chaines” tying the women together metaphysically for good and ill.25 Jonson 
famously concludes his country house poem noting that Robert Sidney “dwells” at Penshurst 
Place (102). For Lanyer, though, her breast, not the estate, is the unchanging “lodge” for the 
Cliffords’ virtuous legacy; it is constant when Fortune—and the estate, owned by others—is not.  
Ben Jonson’s “To Penshurst” 
Though the Sidney family only acquired Penshurst Place in 1552, Jonson’s “To Penshurst” 
insists upon what critics have termed the estate’s “lastingness,” that the Kentish estate has 
                                                      
24 Constancy used here to denote the “permanency” opposed to the liability to change in “inconstancy,” as well as 
Lanyer’s steadfast fidelity. See OED “constancy,” n. 2, 3, 4, 6. 
25 See Hodgson’s discussion of these notably ambivalent chains in Grief and Women Writers, 50-71. 
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always existed and will always exist.26 This insistence, Don Wayne argues, represents a device 
of “den[ial],” obscuring “the fundamental fact of nonlastingness upon which [estate owners’] 
fortunes, their titles, and their powers are based.”27 The poem insists, in other words, upon 
Penshurst’s unrealistic constancy, a material permanence that is both the product and symbol of 
the Sidney family’s immutable virtue.28 Where the Cliffords are alienated from Cookham, 
literally and rhetorically, Jonson elides the estate and its owners, the Sidneys’ moral attributes 
granting to their estate a physical constancy that enables its walls and environs to withstand the 
shock of man as well as the decay of time. 
As with “The Description of Cooke-ham,” though, this constancy exists in balance with 
the virtue’s antithesis. From its very first lines, Jonson indulges in what critics have termed the 
genre’s “signature trait”: a “procedure of definition by negatives” in which the house is described 
by what it is not, rather than what it is.29 As Dubrow notes, Jonson’s negative language implicitly 
raises the threats Penshurst is built to withstand. Thus when Jonson intones, “And though thy 
walls be of the country stone, / They’re reared with no man’s ruin, no man’s groan; / There’s 
none that dwell about them wish them down,” he implicitly conjures the very specters of 
                                                      
26 Robert Sidney, first Earl of Leicester, owned the estate at the time of the poem’s composition. His grandfather Sir 
William Sidney received Penshurst Place as a gift from Edward VI in 1552. Penshurst Palace and Gardens, 6-7. 
Wayne discusses both the irony of the Sidneys’ relatively recent acquisition and the family’s attempts to legitimate 
their claim in Penshurst: The Semiotics of Place, esp. 100-103.  
27 Wayne, Penshurst: The Semiotics of Place, 96 (emphasis original). See Molesworth, “Property and Virtue,” 142, 
which also notes the poem’s insistence on “lastingness.”   
28 For the connection between the estate’s constancy and its owners’ virtue, see Molesworth, “Property and Virtue.” 
See also Wayne, Penshurst: The Semiotics of Place, esp. 43-67: “The mythical elements in the early parts of the 
poem are designed to support the ethical and social norm of which the Sidney family is made the embodiment in the 
final fourteen lines” (43). Fowler similarly remarks upon estates in country house poems being “emblems” of their 
lords. Country House Poem, 3 
29 Williams, Country and the City, 28; Dubrow, “Politics of Aesthetics,” 77; Fowler, Country House Poem, 58. 
Jenkins similarly refers to Jonson’s “strategy of negative definition.” Feigned Commonwealth, See also McClung, 
Country House, 129. Williams terms this the genre’s “most remarkable” aspect. Country and the City, 28. 
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inconstancy Penshurst purportedly excludes: suffering, envy, class resentment (45-7).30 Much as 
the poem insists upon the estate’s constancy, then, the specters of very real historical tensions 
exist in the language of the poem itself, sustained by Jonson’s denunciation of them.31 In so 
doing, Jonson implicates inconstancy in the definition of constancy itself, thus blurring the clear 
line between two purportedly antithetical virtues.  
Nowhere is this clearer than in Jonson’s husbandry of nature’s inherent inconstancy. 
Addressing Penshurst as “an ancient pile,” Jonson writes, “Thou joyst in better marks of soil, of 
air, / Of wood, of water: therein thou art fair” (5, 7-8). In other words, all the natural elements 
which compose the world—soil, air, wood, water—render Penshurst “better” than other homes, 
which include elements unnaturally wrought by men like “polished pillars” and “a roof of gold” 
(3).32 This natural catalogue (repeated with only a slight variation in Thomas Carew’s “To 
Saxham”) speaks to the poem’s insistence on the husbandry of natural inconstancy.33 In reality, 
of course, inconstancy threatens all homes. As Francis Bacon notes in his essay, “Of Building,” 
all prospective house builders should beware the realities of “ill Aire...; Want of Water; Want of 
Wood, Shade, and Shelter; Want of Fruitfulnesse, and mixture of Grounds of severall 
Natures...”34 Yet according to Jonson, none of these factors constitutes a substantial threat: soil, 
                                                      
30 Jonson draws an explicit contrast between Penshurst and newly built “prodigy houses” designed for ostentation 
and display. The term “prodigy houses” comes from Summerson, Architecture in Britain, 25-9, qtd. in Hibbard, 
“Country House Poem,” 160. 
31 Dubrow describes the negative formula as one of several discordant formal elements in country house poems, 
embodying “the tension between the drive to incorporate would-be enemies within and the impulse to wall them 
out.” “Politics of Aesthetics,” 79.  
32 Jonson proceeds to recount in turn how each of these four natural elements adorns the Sidney estate, from its 
flowers “Fresh as the air” (40) to the “lower land” that “Thy sheep, thy bullocks, kine, and calves do feed” (22-3). 
33 Carew replaces wood with fire in noting that “Water, earth, air, did all conspire / To pay their tributes to thy 
[Little Saxham’s] fire” (29-30). Space does not permit further examination of this poem, which, as the title indicates, 
is clearly indebted to Jonson’s country house poem.  
34 Bacon, Essayes or Counsels, 135 (emphasis original).  
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air, wood, and water beautify Penshurst, not threaten it. These perfectly delimited resources—not 
the press of a mason’s tool—are the true “marks,” or imprints, of the Sidneys’ ownership.35  
Indeed, not even rivers’ natural flooding—what Bacon terms one of the two “great 
Winding-sheets, that burie all Things in Oblivion”—threatens Penshurst.36 In his apocryphal 
book of “Constancie,” Spenser writes that water is in no more “constant case” than man himself: 
“For, th’Ocean moveth stil, from place to place; / And every River still doth ebbe and flowe.”37 
Bacon even admits as much when he notes that house owners, if not faced with the “Want of 
Water,” may face “the discommodity of [rivers’] overflowing.”38 Inconstancy is water’s natural 
state, a proverbial truth that Spenser, Bacon, and Montaigne all observe.39 Yet, Jonson notes in 
“To Penshurst,” “if the high-swollen Medway fail thy dish / Thou hast thy ponds, that pay thee 
tribute fish” (31-2). The inconstancy of the “high-swollen” River Medway poses no serious 
threat to the Sidney estate, Jonson suggests; even if it fails to satisfy the estate’s demands—
which, contemporary documents indicate, was a distinct possibility—Penshurst’s ponds will 
make up the difference.40  
                                                      
35 See OED “mark,” n. 14a. 
36 “Of Vicissitude of Things,” in Bacon, Essayes or Counsels, 172. The other “Winding sheet,” according to Bacon, 
is earthquakes.  
37 Spenser, Faerie Queene, vii.20.2-3. The Mutabilitie Cantos appeared in 1609, the title-page noting that the two 
cantos “both for Forme and Matter, appeare to be parcell of some following Booke of the Faerie Queene, under the 
Legend of Constancie.” Michael Drayton similarly writes in the first song of Poly-Olbion (1612) of “wanton brooks, 
that, waxing, still do wane; / That scarcely can conceive, but brought to bed again.” Ll. 137-8, in Drayton, Complete 
Works, 1:6. 
38 In Bacon, Essayes or Counsels, 135.  
39 Montaigne notes that aside from “sudden floods,” “rivers are subject to changes; sometimes they overflow one 
bank, and sometimes the other; and sometimes they keep to their channels.” Essays, 107. 
40 Fowler cites HMC Lisle 77.v.56, detailing that “[o]n 20 May 1612, two of Sir Robert Wroth’s men are at 
Penshurst trying to take large fish, but ‘have not met with a carp, bream, or pike. They now confess that our river is 
hard to be fished, the great fish keeping the deep still waters, and those so full of old wood as they cannot devise 
how to use...their...nets in those holds.” Country House Poem, 60.  
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Jonson thus uses the distinction between Penshurst’s water sources to underscore the 
estate’s exceptionalism relative to the outside world. Though recognized as part of the estate, the 
River Medway flowed along a seventy-mile long path that extended outside of Penshurst’s 
boundaries; as topographical historian William Camden notes in Britannia (1637), the Medway 
“taketh up the South-part of this region [Kent] farre and wide.”41 Penshurst’s ponds, however, 
are fully enclosed within the estate: a private husbandry of a natural, public wealth. This 
difference in position correlates to the poem’s depiction of the water sources’ vulnerability. The 
Medway’s range (coupled with man-made obstructions) rendered it more vulnerable to natural 
swells and depletions than the smaller ponds Jonson describes.42 It is “high-swollen,” or prone to 
floods, as Jonson marks, and may not be able to provide the “tribute fish” due to the Sidneys, 
figured as rulers of the natural and human worlds. Ponds however, are less variable—a 
difference correlated to the degree of external influence exerted upon the water source. By 
lauding the dependable-because-unchangeable ponds, which are impervious to outside influence, 
Jonson insulates Penshurst from the external world, elevating “native” and bounded, enclosed 
sources over those which come in from outside and are shared across a larger expanse. The poem 
thus husbands Penshurst’s susceptibility to natural inconstancy by drawing a dividing line at the 
                                                      
41 Camden, Britain, or A Chorographicall description, 329. The work was originally published in Latin in 1586, but 
was repeatedly revised and translated throughout the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  
42 Mcrae quotes a British Library manuscript citing a “respondent to an investigation into navigation on the Medway 
in the early seventeenth century”; this respondent lauds weirs as “useful ‘Fences betwixt Neighbour and 
Neighboure,’” implying that they were not an uncommon factor in the Medway’s water levels. Qtd. in “Fluvial 
Nation,” 514.  
For the Sidneys’ connection with the river, see Robert Sidney’s characterization of Mary Wroth as “the lady that 
doth rest near Medwayes sandy bed.” Qtd. in Waller, Sidney Family Romance, 143. Camden writes of the Medway 
“whiles it carrieth but a slender streame it receiveth the Eden by Penshurst the seat anciently (as it seemeth by the 
name) of Sir Stephen de Penherst...; but now the house of the Sidneies who derive their race from William de 
Sidney Chamberlaine to King Henrie the second.” Britain, or A Chorographicall description, 329. 
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estate’s border, evoking the possibility of “fail[ure]” in order to define the estate’s exceptional 
self-sufficiency.  
In using water’s natural inconstancy thus to delineate the estate’s constancy, Jonson 
suggests that the boundary between the estate’s inside and outside is less secure than a 
homeowner might like. Such constructive juxtaposition of the estate’s constant interior and the 
inconstant exterior—in a genre that includes, even as it obscures, potential threats—presents the 
relationship between the estate and the outside world as an interaction, rather than a competition. 
Raymond Williams famously reads “To Penshurst” as a suppression of threatening, external 
social and economic forces.43 Recognizing the reductivism of such arguments, subsequent 
scholars have read the genre more ambivalently, as a competition between different social orders 
and power centers.44 Leah Marcus, Philip Schwyzer, and Martin Elsky, for instance, read the 
elevation of the country house as an alternative to the national interests represented in the king 
and court.45 Indeed, critics of chorographic works like Drayton’s Poly-Olbion (1612) read in the 
depiction of England’s rivers a competition between local, autonomous power and centralized 
national government—a competition which these poems refuse to resolve.46 Yet “To Penshurst” 
                                                      
43 Williams reads “To Penshurst” as lauding the estate’s internal social and economic order which was rapidly 
declining in the face of a rising middle class; Penshurst thus represents an older, feudal system of oppression of the 
lower classes, the demise of which is evident in the genre’s obsolescence. Williams, Country and the City, esp. 27-
32. See also Hibbard, “Country House Poem,” 163; Jenkins, Feigned Commonwealths, passim.  
44 Don Wayne, building upon the work of Raymond Williams and William McClung, reads “To Penshurst” as a 
conflict between a “traditional, hierarchical conception of social order based on hereditary rank” and a newer 
conception of “natural order epitomized in the patriarchal family and the home.” Wayne, Penshurst: The Semiotics 
of Place, 6-7. See also Molesworth, “Property and Virtue,” which reads the country house poem as a celebration of 
private virtue as the basis for public order. 
45 Marcus, Politics of Mirth, 170-208; Schwyzer, “Purity and Danger on the West Bank of the Severn”; Elsky, 
“Microhistory and Cultural Geography.” These works read the country house alongside Milton’s Comus.  
46 See McEachern, Poetics of English Nationhood, 168-170, which argues that Drayton’s text acknowledges regional 
difference while unifying the country (discussed further below). See also Murphy, “Sabrina and the Making of 
English History,” 94-5; Dasgupta, “Drayton’s ‘Silent Spring,’” 152; Turner, Politics of Landscape, 8-44.  
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suggests that competitive tension can also be a constructive mechanism: acknowledging potential 
hazards to the estate is also the means of delineating its greatest virtues.  
Thus emerges what would become the standard for later country house poems: the poet’s 
husbandry of the dialectic between constancy and inconstancy, defined in Jonson’s poem as the 
interaction between the interior and exterior of the estate itself. No longer is this dialectic a 
purely metaphysical one, like Lanyer’s opposition of Fortune’s inconstancy and her own 
constancy. Rather, Jonson’s dialectic is defined as having material qualities and consequences, 
rooted in the stolidity of the house and the husbandry of its waters.47  
 
Civil War Country House Poems: Revisions 
In civil war poems, we begin to this constancy/inconstancy dialectic interrogated in light of 
contemporary instability. Admitting specters of civil war into their poems, poets beginning with 
Carew and Fane openly acknowledge and negotiate inconstancy within the estate’s boundaries, 
using the husbandry of nature to both acknowledge and contain newly transparent external 
threats to the country house’s constancy. As the civil wars progress, however, poets increasingly 
stop trying to contain inconstancy. Dramatizing the search for a solution to contemporary 
inconstancy, Pulter experiments with different generic modes, ultimately forsaking constancy as 
a quality of the country house. Marvell, however, seeks no solution; for him, in inconstancy itself 
lies the hope and potential for a better future.  
 
 
                                                      
47 Not discussed here, but pertinent in this regard, is Herrick’s “A Country Life: To his Brother Mr. Thomas 
Herrick” (c. 1613), which depicts the constant owner weathering watery storms inside his country home.  
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Thomas Carew’s “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest”  
Gentleman of the privy chamber and sewer-in-ordinary to Charles I, Thomas Carew was one of 
the “Tribe of Ben,” a group of poets explicitly dealing with Jonson’s poetic legacy. Fittingly, 
then, Carew pays homage to “To Penshurst” in a poem written ca. 1639, “To My Friend G.N. 
from Wrest”; Carew’s poem praises the still-extant Bedfordshire home of Henry Grey, eighth 
Earl of Kent, a far from prosperous nobleman who had opposed the Crown’s forced loan of 
1626-7.48 Like “To Penshurst,” “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest” uses rivers to forcefully 
delineate Wrest from the surrounding countryside. Unlike Jonson, though, Cares admits into the 
poem a shadow of the inconstancy Jonson had held at the gates of the enclosed country house.  
The poem’s opening lines immediately indicate the historical context of Carew’s poem: 
I breathe (sweet Ghib:)49 the temperate air of Wrest 
Where I no more with raging storms oppressed, 
Wear the cold nights out by the banks of Tweed, 
On the bleak mountains, where fierce tempests breed, 
And everlasting winter dwells;50  
Wrest’s “temperate ayre,” according to these lines, smells all the sweeter by the poet’s memory 
of the “raging stormes” and “fierce tempests” experienced along the banks of the Tweed river in 
Scotland’s border region. Like Jonson’s negative description (echoed here in “no more”), the 
speaker’s memory admits these storms into the poem, contrasting Wrest Park with the “wild 
                                                      
48 Fowler, Country House Poem, 92. The home is located near Silsoe and still welcomes visitors, although only the 
chimneypiece (ca. 1600)—located now in the orangery—survives from the original house, which was demolished in 
the 1830s. See Hann and Garland, Wrest Park, 39-41.  
49 The poem addresses Gilbert North (“Ghib”), another gentleman of the privy chamber. 
50 Ll. 1-5, in Fowler, Country House Poem, 89-95. All references hereafter are noted parenthetically and taken from 
this edition. 
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north” of Scotland (7). Wrest’s “temperate ayre”—i.e., moderate, avoiding extreme degrees, 
constant51—opposes the cold oppressions of Scotland’s “everlasting winter,” establishing Wrest 
as a storm-buffeted, ever-vernal haven amidst an inconstant, wintry world.  
 Yet Carew attributes this constancy-inconstancy dialectic to a specific set of historical 
circumstances. As his allusion to “the banks of Tweed” indicates, the poet had recently returned 
from the First Bishops’ War in Scotland, the beginning of hostility between Charles I and his 
Presbyterian subjects that would eventually result in the English civil wars.52 The distant 
tempests imaged in the poem, therefore, are a fitting metaphor for the conflict. Relative to the 
setting of these wars, Wrest—the owner of which also refrained from fighting—appears more 
idyllic as a place of peaceful constancy.53 Inconstancy thus derives not from a generalized threat 
of a river’s “high-swollen[ness],” but from the echoes of war signaled by the speaker’s 
militarized displacement.  
Carew still manages inconstancy at the estate’s border, though, as demonstrated in his 
echo of Jonson’s fluvial husbandry. Carew describes a double ring of protective water “twice 
surround[ing]” Wrest Park: 
For where the neighbour source 
Pours forth her waters she [Nature] directs their course, 
And entertains the flowing streams in deep 
And spacious channels, where they slowly creep 
In snaky windings, as the shelving ground 
                                                      
51 OED, s.v. “temperate,” adj.  
52 See Fissell, The Bishops’ Wars. 
53 Fowler speculates that Grey “avoided the northern campaign because of poverty rather than politics.” Country 
House Poem, 92.  
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Leads them in circles, till they twice surround 
This island mansion... (73-9) 
Just Penshurst Place’s ponds represent a taming of the fluvial threat posed by the inconstant 
Medway, Carew tames Wrest’s river immediately after it crosses the estate’s boundaries. Water 
“pours forth” from the “neighbour source” outside Wrest, but inside it flows “slowly,” forming 
two protective circles—a natural moat—around the house. A treacherous external force is 
“natur[ally]” and carefully tempered inside the estate, akin to the “temperate air” described in the 
poem’s opening lines. As a result, the poem delivers what Alastair Fowler terms “a complex 
impression of the precious security of an island paradise in a sea of threatened disorder.”54   
 Yet Fowler’s description fails to acknowledge the purposeful husbandry and poetic 
manufacturing in this so-called “island paradise.” Not only does Carew paradoxically portray 
Nature as a sort of landscape architect—“lead[ing]” the water into specially crafted channels via 
sloping (“shelving”) ground—but the estate pictured in the poem has little basis in reality: No 
evidence exists of any sort of encircling water formations from the time of the poem’s 
composition; indeed, a map drawn ca. 1705 (before massive rebuilding in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries) shows no such features in Wrest Park (see fig. 8).55 Wrest’s fluvial security, 
then, is likely Carew’s own creation, poetic husbandry at work in hyperbolic praise of Wrest.  
Carew’s poem, at least initially, thus sets a clear dichotomy between the inconstant world 
outside and the carefully husbanded world inside the estate’s grounds. Water, which helped 
                                                      
54 Fowler, Country House Poem, 93. 
55 Hann and Garland note that extensive formal gardens were laid out in the late seventeenth century, but more 
substantial work was done in the eighteenth century. Thus the canals currently surrounding the area where the 
seventeenth-century house would have sat would not have existed at the time of Carew’s poem. In the 1640s, the 
house may have only faced fish ponds and a small brook. Hann and Garland note that John Duell’s 18th-century 
canals were “fed from an existing brook and a spring in the bath house grounds” (26), while the formal pond known 
as “The Long Water” was created in the late seventeenth-century, “possibly from earlier fishponds” (28). Ibid., 22-
23, 39-41. 
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frame the idyllic world at Wrest Park against Carew’s wartime experience in Scotland, continues 
to distance Wrest from the outside world, creating a constant “island mansion” protected by its 
aqueous barrier. Yet the poem’s subsequent lines suggest that life within the estate is not as 
controlled as its physical situation would suggest. Continuing the passage above, Wrest’s “island 
mansion” 
Is with a double crystal heaven embraced,  
In which our watery constellations float, 
Our Fishes, Swans, our Waterman, and Boat, 
Envied by those above, which wish to slake 
Their star-burnt limbs in our refresh lake, 
But they stick fast nailed to the barren sphere, 
Whilst our increase in fertile waters here 
Disport, and water freely where they please 
Within the circuit of our narrow seas. (78-88) 
Cares presents the mansion at Wrest Park at the center of a “double crystal heaven,” formed by 
the constellations in the sky being reflected in its water. Not only does Wrest surpass what lies 
within its horizontal geography, therefore (that is, what lies outside its terrestrial boundaries); but 
the estate also supersedes its vertical geography (that is, the heavens themselves) via an 
unchecked “fertil[ity].” Whereas the real heavenly constellations compose a “barren sphere,” 
Wrest enjoys “fertile waters” in which its “increase... / [d]isport[s], and water[s]” freely.  
The poem suggests that this “increase” in not merely faunal, referring to the afore-
mentioned “Fishes” and “Swans,” but fluvial. Carew’s waters swell from being “streams” to a 
“lake” and then to “seas” in the course of a few lines—a rhetorical flood, an “increase in fertile 
waters.” Carew thus enacts, poetically, the very flood Wrest’s careful husbandry is supposed to 
prevent; indeed, Carew’s description itself “pours forth” in one, long, enjambed sentence. 
Animals paradoxically wander “freely... / Within the circuit of our narrow seas,” as the rivers 
which initially protected the estate have since become floodplains. Water—which had seemed to 
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present Wrest Park as constant against the backdrop of the Bishops’ Wars—thus emerges in 
subsequent lines as a more ambivalent force. Simultaneously controlling and enacting flooding, 
“To my Friend G.N. from Wrest” portrays the estate as providing its own inconstancy, its 
internal fecundity literally inundating the estate in a manner denied to external forces.  
If the estate of the country house poem is to be understood as a commonwealth, therefore, 
then the nation pictured in Carew’s poem is far from secure.56 Rather than isolating the country 
house from the threat of war,57 Carew’s poem implies that war always lingers at the borders, a 
force of inconstancy on which the estate relies for the definition of its own constancy. Moreover, 
the estate itself contains its own civil war: the dialectical battle between constancy and 
inconstancy has become an opposition not between forces on opposite sides of the estate’s 
boundaries, but within it. As of yet, Wrest’s inconstancy is purely rhetorical, an overflow 
constructed by Carew as a less material threat compared to that of the river’s literal inconstancy. 
Yet “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest” begins to suggest—in a poem where the shadows of civil 
war already linger at the margins—that borders themselves may not be enough to keep 
inconstancy outside. The dialectic has moved inward.  
Mildmay Fane’s “To Sir John Wentworth” 
Mildmay Fane’s “To Sir John Wentworth, upon his Curiosities and Courteous entertainment at 
Summerly in Lovingland” closely follows the tradition of “To Penshurst” in its praise of 
Wentworth’s Suffolk estate, Somerleyton, located in the East Anglian region of Lothingland. Yet 
Fane’s management of fluvial inconstancy in this poem—nearly absent in country house 
criticism—destroys the balanced dialectic between constancy and inconstancy evidenced in 
                                                      
56 See Jenkins, Feigned Commonwealths; Fowler, Country House, 18-21.    
57 See Jenkins, Feigned Commonwealth, 68-103; Fowler, Country House Poem, 18-20.   
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earlier poems.58 Fane’s insistence on the self-sufficiency of Somerleyton creates a 
superabundance within the estate itself, an excess of wonder so extensive that it overwhelms 
even the poetic speaker; in downplaying the threat of external factors and playing up 
Somerleyton’s natural resources, Fane creates an estate even more liable to internal inconstancy 
than Carew’s. “To Sir John Wentworth” thus dramatizes the consequences of creating a mythical 
fantasy, of insulating oneself from civil war by cutting oneself off from the wider world.  
By the time Mildmay Fane, second Earl of Westmoreland, wrote “To Sir John 
Wentworth,” the distant echoes of battle in “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest” had exploded into 
all-out conflict; the whole island of Britain was embroiled in the First Civil War (1642-1646). 
According to the poem’s manuscript source in the Fane family archives, the poet composed “To 
Sir John Wentworth” on April 23, 1644, presumably out of gratitude for Wentworth’s hospitality 
during the poet’s recent visit to Somerleyton.59 The estate was evidently impressive: a 
contemporary praised it in 1648 for having “the greatest varieties that are to be seen, for Ponds, 
Water-works, Groves, Conveniences of Coy-Ducks [hunting decoys], that are to be seen in the 
Kingdom of England.”60 Such praise of Somerleyton’s “water-works”—artificial constructions 
designed for elaborate displays of water or as protection against inundation—resonates with the 
elaborate poetic imaginings in Fane’s poem, which consistently invokes such mechanisms as 
analogies for the poet’s management of naturally inconstant elements.  
                                                      
58 Folwer paradigmatically notes, “Astonishingly, although one of Fane’s country house poems has been in print 
since 1648, and another published in part in 1955, he is scarcely mentioned in discussions of estate poetry.” Country 
House Poem, 21. 
59 Fulbeck Hall 2 preserves “To Sir John Wentworth” along with other unprinted poems composed between 1623 
and 1650.  See the near-diplomatic transcription of the poem in Cain, Poetry of Mildmay Fane, 79. The original hall 
at Somerleyton is barely discernible under subsequent renovations, but the estate remains noteworthy for its hedge 
maze and gardens. 
60 This statement was recorded by the secretary to Sir Thomas Fairfax (Fane’s brother-in-law), after a visit in 1648. 
Rushworth, Historical Collections, IV.2.1263.  
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Initially, Fane seems to follow his forebears in balancing the estate’s wonders with 
specters of natural inconstancy. Like Penshurst, which “joyst in better marks of soil, of air, / Of 
wood, of water,” Somerleyton possesses the “Elements Epitomis’d” (52), including the best of 
fire, air, earth, and water, respectively.61 “The Sun-beams steady Fire, with the Aire / Of the 
inconstant winds Indiall’d are” (53-4), Fane writes, minimizing the threat of “Sun-beams” and 
“inconstant winds” by having them “Indiall’d”—that is, measured, and thus controlled.62 Fane 
thus transforms formerly “inconstant” features into testaments of human husbandry, citing a 
sundial and weather vane as evidence of Wentworth’s scientific management of nature: “So 
whilst the one, the Houre doth infer, / The Other Points a rule for th’Mariner” (55-6). Just as 
these instruments manage Somerleyton’s wind and sun, Fane manages Somerleyton’s poetic 
depiction, positioning himself as the figure who presents and tempers the estate’s natural 
tendency towards inconstancy. 
Fane similarly manages the water referenced in the contemporary description above. 
“Nor is there water wanting in this wood,” he writes, yet  
There’s no appearance from the whole or part, 
That any sullen sluice to malice bent 
Can open to empair that element; 
Nor yet th’ambition of a spring’s o’erflow 
Cause it t’exceed or limits overthrow[.] (61, 64-8) 
                                                      
61 “To Sir John Wentworth,” l. 94, 114; in Fowler, Country House Poems, 227-232. All references hereafter are to 
this edition, with line numbers noted parenthetically within the text. 
62 The OED cites this as its only example of “indial,” meaning, “To record or exhibit on a sundial” (v.). Fane 
conflates the measurement of the sun’s beams, measured on such a sundial, with measurement of the wind’s 
direction, done via a weather vane.  
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No “high-swollen” river threatens the estate, as it does in “To Penshurst,” or “pours forth her 
waters,” as it does in “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest.” At Somerleyton, there is “no 
appearance” of an overflow caused by a malicious sluice (a structure, either natural or artificial, 
which regulates the flow of water in a river, canal, or other body of water); there is not even 
“th’ambition of a spring’s o’erflow.”63 Yet neither does Somerleyton suffer a lack of water: there 
is no “water wanting.” This sluice—like the afore-mentioned sundial and weather vane—is 
analogous to the poetic devices Fane uses to regulate his depiction of Somerleyton’s natural 
inconstancy. The sluice itself suggests the regularity of flooding, as does Fane’s negative 
description; moreover, the poem’s enjambed lines and increasing number of clauses mirrors the 
“spring’s o’erflow” Fane disallows. Nonetheless Fane insists on Somerleyton’s containment of 
such fluvial threats, carefully balancing constant and inconstant elements to present a picture of 
regulated instability.   
 Such fluvial management exemplifies the poem’s larger project of delineating the 
constant estate from the outside world: Nature not only poses no potential threat to Wentworth 
and his dominions, Fane suggests, but actively works to defend the constancy of this alternative 
commonwealth against external threats. Fane writes, 
The usefull Ash, and sturdy Oak are set 
At distance, and obey; the Brambles met 
Embracing twine int’Arbours, to conceal 
And harbour such as stock this Common-weal; 
Untill their Master please they should delight 
His, or his Friends desire and appetite: (37-42) 
                                                      
63 OED “sluice,” n. a. 
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In figuring the estate as a “Common-weal,” an autonomous political community bent on 
promoting the good of all, Fane portrays Somerleyton as an alternative, even superior political 
entity compared to the nation beyond its borders, complete with a “Master” thoroughly in 
command of its resources. Somerleyton’s trees and brambles—more land-management devices 
made “usefull” and “obe[dient]”—come together to “conceal / And harbour” what lies within, 
the estate thereby supplying its own resources as well as protective barriers against those who 
would rob, sequester, or open the estate to free quarter.  
Yet the inconstancy plaguing the nation outside Wentworth’s estate—what would 
become the English Commonwealth in five years’ time—had already disproven Fane’s fictitious 
“Common-weal.”64 Just like “To Penshurst” draws attention to the estate’s instability through its 
hyperbolic denial of real threats (including the Sidneys’ financial woes), so Fane’s invulnerable 
commonweal draws attention to its profound vulnerability.65 In 1643, the year before Fane 
visited the estate, Cromwell’s troops had quartered themselves at Somerleyton Hall.66 Parliament 
feared that royalists would use Lothingland— “an island formed by Oulton Broad and the river 
Waveney”—as a bridgehead, due to its insularity and proximity to England’s eastern coast; 
Cromwell’s troops thus stopped at Wentworth’s estate as part of their advance into Lothingland, 
on their way to capturing the royalist town of Lowestoft, only a few miles away.67 The troops’ 
                                                      
64 The Rump Parliament would declare England a Commonwealth on May 19, 1949.  
65 See Rathmell, “Jonson, Lord Lisle, and Penshurst,” esp.255-260; Warkentin, “Jonson’s Penshurst Reveal’d?” esp. 
2-5, 21-2 
66 The occupation lasted either two (Suckling, History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk, 2:48) or three days 
(Lowestoft Record Office 193/3/5), from March 14-16, 1643.  
67 Fowler, Country House Poem, 230; Loxley, Royalism and Poetry, 226. In a letter to Parliament dated March 17, 
164[3] (shortly before Wentworth’s arrest), John Cory records that “Nofolke and Suffolke had begun to fortifie 
themselves at Laistoffe in the Isle of Loveland bordering upon the edge of Norfolke near Yarmouth.” Cromwell 
“suddainely sett upon them and without the losse of one man had taken the said Isle and divers of the said 
Gentlemen prisoners.” John Cory to the English Parliament, March 17, 164[3], British Library Harley MS 146, f. 
337v. On Lothingland’s strategic importance, see Ufflet, Kingdomes Key (1646), which urges Parliament to send in 
forces to Lothingland in order to prevent royalists from using it as a transit point to and from Europe. This may be 
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occupation was not cheap. As Wentworth recorded in a now-lost manuscript, the cost of 
quartering 100 men and their horses alone amounted to £20 3s 8d, plus “at least five loades of 
good hard-land hay eaten and [de]stroyed, worth £5 at least.”68 This amount—roughly $6000 in 
today’s money—pales before that lost to theft, however: nearly £13 of arms and £160 in gold 
($42,000), “taken, but by whom we know not.”69 Wentworth’s costs were compounded a few 
days later, furthermore, when Cromwell’s troops arrested Wentworth on charges of attempting 
“to change Dollers,” a charge the meaning of which remains opaque. He was released after 
paying a fine of £1000 ($241,000), loaning £2000 more ($481,000) to the parliamentary troops, 
and “surrender[ing] up all his armes.”70 Wentworth’s losses are all the more striking because he 
had not openly aligned with the royalist cause. The same year that Cromwell’s forces quartered 
themselves at Somerleyton, Wentworth was appointed to raise money to battle the Earl of 
Newcastle’s forces, and he served on the county’s sequestration committee in 1643.71 Such 
                                                      
the same Ufflet mentioned in estate documents as having been a tenant of Wentworth’s, but I can find no 
confirmation of the connection.  
68 Qtd. in Suckling, History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk, 2:48. “Hard-land hay” appears to refer to a 
particular, wholesome type of hay distinct from softer crops like clover (see Hake and Compton-Rickett, Life and 
Letters of Theodore Watts-Dunton, 31). Suckling quotes from a “curious book in manuscript, containing transcripts 
of warrants and rates, and other business connected with Somerleyton, commending in January, 1640” (48). This 
Wentworth MS is now lost. However, Suckling’s account bears a great resemblance to LRO 193/3/5, a manuscript 
of the prominent 19th-century lawyer and antiquarian Robert Reeve; this is likely a partial transcription of 
Wentworth’s 17th-century manuscript. Suckling may have seen the latter through his friend, Rev. George Anguish, 
Lord of the Manor of Somerleyton and occupant of Somerleyton Hall. Alternatively, Suckling’s account may derive 
from LRO 193/3/5, with which it is virtually identical. I am forever grateful to Suffolk historian Ivan Bunn for his 
work in explaining this mystery. 
69 Suckling, History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk, 2:48. This and all other conversions hereafter are 
derived from Eric W. Nye, Pounds Sterling to Dollars: Historical Conversion of Currency, accessed Friday, April 
27, 2018, http://www.uwyo.edu/numimage/currency.htm. 
70 BL Harley MS 146, f. 340r; Ingler, Certaine Informations From severall parts of the Kingdome (1643), 78. 
71 A declaration and ordinance of the Lords and Commons assembled in Parliament for the seizing and sequestring 
of the estates, 18. Wentworth’s political sympathies are much debated. Suckling describes him as “a partisan of the 
royal cause” (Suckling, History and Antiquities, 2:48), yet placards at Somerleyton Hall today describe him as a 
“Parliamentarian” who was “freed” from royalist imprisonment in Lowestoft by Cromwell’s troops (I can find no 
record of such imprisonment). In truth, Wentworth did not display resounding loyalty to either side.  
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losses to free-quarter—regardless of Wentworth’s allegiance—indicate the cross-factional 
consequences of war, and of estates’ subjection to forces outside their borders.72  
Far from “conceal[ing] / And harbour[ing]” its owner and his possessions, therefore, as 
“To Sir John Wentworth” posits, Somerleyton partook of the personal and political instability 
threatening the nation at large. The British National Archives contain detailed parliamentary 
accounts of “money, Plate, Horse, Arms, Ammunition, Houshold-stuff, Goods of all sorts, Rents 
and Profits of Lands, Wood, Provisions of all kinde, and free-quarter [that] have been received, 
taken, collected, raised, seized, or sequestred” in every parish.73 A sampling of these accounts 
place Wentworth’s financial losses on the higher end of the scale, his detailed personal 
accounting marking his struggle for meaning within a larger political conflict that threatened to 
minimize personal recollection and experience.74 Fane erases Wentworth’s personalized 
experience of loss, however, instead perpetuating the myth of Wentworth’s secure property.      
Yet Fane also erases his own experiences of war and loss. The very day Fane composed 
his poem, on April 23, 1644, his brother-in-law Sir Thomas Fairfax was laying siege to York, 
while his brother Francis had recently captured the royalist garrison at Lincoln.75 Furthermore, 
beginning in the autumn of 1642, Parliament’s official sequestration policy allowed county 
committees to collect revenue from the estates of “delinquents,” which came to include “papists” 
                                                      
72 O’Riordan notes that Parliament-friendly estates in royalist territory seem to have suffered the same fate as 
royalist estates in Parliament-friendly territory, but royalists’ destruction of sequestration records means that less 
evidence survives. O’Riordan, “Popular Exploitation of Enemy Estates,”, 183. 
73 From a June 27, 1645 ordinance authorizing local committees to query every household as to its losses due to, in 
Hughes’ words, “formal taxation, voluntary contributions, and enforced losses, notably through free-quarter and 
plunder”—not including losses to Charles I’s forces. Hughes, “Accounts of the Kingdom,” 313. See also O’Riordan, 
“Popular Exploitation of Enemy Estates” and discussion of Pulter’s occupation, below.  
74 Hughes notes the role of such accounts in “coping with or domesticating this calamity.” Hughes, “Accounts of the 
Kingdom,” 323. All of the accounts Hughes cites—with the exception of a £650 loss attributed to “prosperous 
Catholic widow Ursula Bethan”—are significantly less than the roughly £200 paid by Wentworth in quartering 
Cromwell’s soldiers. Ibid., 321.  
75 Cain, Poetry of Mildmay Fane, 12. 
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as well as the king’s supporters.76 Around 4000 landowners had their properties thus sequestered, 
including Mildmay Fane, who was imprisoned in the Tower of London in October 1642 for 
pledging his loyalty to the king’s cause.77 The House of Lords commuted his imprisonment in 
the Tower to house arrest in April 1643, and in August allowed Fane free movement anywhere 
within five miles of London.78 The April 1644 visit to Suffolk which occasioned “To Sir John 
Wentworth,” therefore, was only recently even possible.  
Yet Fane’s release was not the end of his troubles. Even if estate owners were allowed to 
“compound,” that is, to pay a fine instead of relinquishing their property, they still faced the cost 
of free quarter, the decimation tax of 1655, and heavy debt payments.79 The civil wars 
unofficially licensed vandalism and crime on property owned by all political stripes, as property 
owners witnessed their timber and deer stolen, enclosures thrown open, rent refused, manors 
plundered, deeds seized; some sequestered estates were even forcibly occupied by the tenants, 
taking advantage of troops’ presence to indulge long-held grudges and demands.80 Thus Fane—
whose own Wiltshire property had been “heavily plundered, and crops destroyed” in previous 
fighting—later complained to the House of Lords that his losses, combined with Parliament’s 
fines, amounted to over £3300 ($794,000, an amount which would only increase in the 
                                                      
76 Once estates were sequestered, county committees could lease them to other individuals in parts or by wholes, 
thereby obtaining revenue for military efforts. See O’Riordan, “Popular Exploitation of Enemy Estates,” 184-6.  
77 Ibid., 185. Charles’ supporters were targeted beginning in April 1643, Papists in August. Ibid., 184-6. For Fane’s 
biography, see Cain, Poetry of Mildmay Fane, 12, and Fane’s Vita Authoris, in Cain, Poetry of Mildmay Fane, 44-5. 
78 Wright, “Fane, Mildmay, second earl of Westmorland (1602–1666).” 
79 Hill, “Agrarian Legislation of the Interregnum,” 230-1.   
80 O’Riordan, “Popular Exploitation of Enemy Estates,” passim.  
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succeeding months).81 Fane was relatively fortunate, though; he at least avoided seeing his 
estates sold out from under him—as did Sir Percy Herbert, author of Princess Cloria.82  
The author of “To Sir John Wentworth” thus experienced firsthand a scale of land 
redistribution not seen since the monastic dissolution.83 Such redistribution, and the difficulty in 
securing one’s land even when one maintained ownership, rendered estates more vulnerable 
during the civil wars than perhaps at any other point in English history. Indeed, the fate of 
Bolsover Castle, the favorite estate of William Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle, gave the lie to a 
country house poem written about it in the preceding decades. George Aglionby’s “On Bolsover 
Castle,” likely written during the 1620s or 1630s, praises the castle as immune to invasion; yet 
following Bolsover’s capture and use as both a parliamentary and royalist garrison during the 
wars, Margaret Cavendish lamented the castle’s ruin in her own poem, her knight declaring, 
“Alas, poor Castle, how great is thy change / From thy first form!”84 
Fane’s poem, however, refuses to admit the estate’s vulnerability to civil war. His 
transformation of “Lothingland” into “Lovingland” in the poem’s title, and “Somerley” into 
“Summerly,” is indicative of the poem’s creation of what Tom Cain terms “a sunny amity” out 
                                                      
81 Cain, Poetry of Mildmay Fane, 4, 12; Stephen Wright, “Fane, Mildmay, second earl of Westmorland (1602–
1666),” in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, updated January 3, 2008, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/9139. On July 26, 1644, Parliament levied another fine of £2000, which the 
Lords reduced by half four days later. His properties were unsequestered that September. Wright, “Fane, 
Mildmay, second earl of Westmorland (1602–1666).”  
82 See Chapter 2. If terms could not be reached for compounding, the estate could be sold. Following the seizure and 
sequestration of his estate (which became a parliamentary garrison), Herbert’s lands were sold in 1652, based on the 
Acts for Sale authorizing the sale of property “forfeited to the Commonwealth for Treason.” The sequestration was 
on account of Herbert’s recusancy, though his espoused support for the king was almost certainly another factor. 
W.J. Smith, Herbert Correspondence, 22. The estate was captured in 1644. Ferris and Healy, “Herbert, Percy (c. 
1597-1667).” See the Acts for Sale of July 1651, August 1652, and November 1652, in Firth and Rait, Acts and 
Ordinances of the Interregnum, 1642-1660, 520-545; 595-598; 623-652.  
83 See Thirst, “The Sales of Royalist Land during the Interregnum”; Hill, “Agrarian Legislation of the Interregnum.”  
84 “A Dialogue between a Bountiful Knight and a Castle Ruined in War,” ll. 1-2, in Fowler, Country House Poem, 
315-7. Compare these lines to ll. 57-64 of Aglionby’s poem, in Fowler, Country House Poem, 167-172.  
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of a less-than-ideal, “loathed” reality.85 In presenting Somerleyton as a “Common-weal,” and in 
marking its distinction from the outside world, Fane perpetuates his vision of a self-generating 
and self-moderating country house, Somerleyton’s resources overseen and protected by the estate 
itself on its owner’s behalf.86 His elaborate management of acknowledged and un-acknowledged 
inconstant elements suggests that even external threats as significant as the civil wars can be 
contained by careful physical and poetic husbandry. 
 Fane does not contain his hyperbolic praise of the estate, though. “To Sir John 
Wentworth” opens by claiming that “Lovingland” is more wonderful than “two timbering 
phoenixes / At the same time” and “two suns...ris[ing] / At once” (4-6).87 Such poetic excesses—
including the simultaneous nesting of two mythical birds meant to only exist singly—pervade the 
poem, which repeatedly emphasizes Somerleyton’s superabundance. Indeed, if Jonson’s favorite 
word in “To Penshurst” is “not,” Fane’s is “more” or “so much,” indicating the poetic over-
reaching he persistently employs in describing Somerleyton: “Here the sweet Park contains / 
More evenness than the Arcadian plains” (31-2); it is folly to stray abroad when “home was near 
/ In more perfection (20-1); if the “ancient poets” were to write of Somerleyton, they would 
“swear the Muses more than nine, were ten,” so artistically inspiring is Wentworth’s “Magick” 
(81-88) (emphasis added). Such excessive comparatives draw attention to themselves, even as 
they invite readers to compare this description to Somerleyton’s actual state: far from 
“perfection,” and much more battle-scarred than pastoral Arcadia.  
                                                      
85 Cain, Poetry of Mildmay Fane, 13.  
86 Cain terms the poem “escapist”: “No doubt the very richness of Fane’s descriptions of the ‘pleasures on pleasures 
hunge’ is itself a response to [the civil wars], but no reader could deduce them from the poem alone...” Poetry of 
Mildmay Fane, 13. Cf. Davidson’s inclusion of “To Sir John Wentworth” within a section titled “Halcyon Dayes: 
Peace and the Good Life” in his poetic anthology. Davidson, Poetry and Revolution, 218-221.  
87 “Timbering” here means both to building a nest and the construction of a house. OED “timber,” v.1. 
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Fane’s use of the language of accounting further increases the sense of excess, to the 
point where it even overwhelms the poem’s speaker: 
Thus like a gold Chain link’d, or Bracelet strung, 
From Carkanet Pleasures on Pleasures hung,  
And such delightful objects did descry 
Pursuing of each other, that the eye, 
  Astonished at such wonder, did crave rest, 
  For fear of forfeiting its interest 
  In so great bliss, for over-dazzled to-grew, 
  And dim of sight made by each object new. (71-6) 
Adverbs like “over” and “so great” enhance the compounding effect of “Pleasures on Pleasures,” 
which stacks words upon themselves within a sentence as seemingly never-ending as the 
circular, ornamental chain (“Carkanet”) metaphorizing Somerleyton’s endless wonders. The 
effect is indeed one of poetic “pursu[it]”; words and images conjoin in potentially endless 
growth, promising the reader ceaseless “interest” on an ever-increasing poetic capital. Such 
abundance—a sort of sponte sua on steroids—renders the eye “over-dazzled,” or “Decoyed by so 
much rapture,” as Fane writes a few lines later (93).88 Fane thus aptly terms Somerleyton “a sum 
to all / That curious is” (11-2), configuring the estate not via an account of losses but a dividend: 
the result of addition—“of more”—rather than loss. Just as Fane rewrites Somerleyton as 
“Summerly,” the estate is no longer an estate of “some,” but of “sum,” of “more, more, more.”  
Such excess constitutes the very opposite of the “stead[iness]” Fane identified with the 
beams of the sun, and the flow of Somerleyton’s river. Wentworth’s is an estate of 
overabundance, of the hyperbolic and impossible excess of two phoenixes—and Fane suggests, 
potentially dangerous. “[T]he eye / Astonished at such wonder, did crave rest,” he writes, 
                                                      
88 See McClung’s discussion of sponte sua in reference to the country house poem’s origins in Virgil’s Georgics; the 
latter, he notes, lauds the “benefits of ‘unbought provisions,’ the products of one's own farm and garden.” McClung, 
Country House in English Renaissance Poetry, 9, quoting Georgics, IV.132-3.  
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figuring a Medusa-like paralysis that complements the blindness (“dim of sight made”) induced 
by Somerleyton’s superabundance. Rather than wholly positive exponential growth, Fane’s 
language of excess—“over-dazzle[ment]”—also connotes the supersession of a safe median, the 
tipping of the scales into the territory of self-harm. This may be a rich way of living, Fane 
implies, but it is not safe.  
Rather than a wholesale endorsement of political and poetic escapism, then, “To Sir John 
Wentworth” should be read as an ambivalent reflection on the isolation of the country house, a 
poem that replaces, rather than eliminates, one threat of inconstancy for another. Fane responds 
to very real threats to Somerleyton and the country house writ large by careful poetic husbandry. 
Yet not only is such a world self-consciously fictive; it also constitutes its own threats, by being 
unable to contain the excess such self-sufficiency denotes. In Fane’s poem, the commonwealth 
of the country house remains just as subject to internal inconstancy as earlier country house 
poems indicate; but that inconstancy manifests itself not as natural forces, or the threat of 
external invasion, but in the unchecked accumulation of wealth and grandeur, a blinding vision 
of excessive perfection amidst a “cavalier summer.”  
Hester Pulter’s “Invitation into the Country” 
Although it has yet to receive any significant critical attention, Hester Pulter’s “The Invitation 
into the country, to my D.[ear] D.[aughters] M.[argaret] P.[ulter], P.[enelope] P.[ulter], 1647, 
When His Sacred Majesty was at Unhappy [Holmby]” exemplifies what Fowler classifies as a 
sub-genre of country-house poems: a petition to a friend or relative to come into the country.89 In 
                                                      
89 Fowler cites as examples Randolph’s poem addressed to Stafford, Fane’s to Robert Harley, “Vaughan’s “To His 
Retired Friend,” and Jonson’s “Inviting a Friend to supper.” Country House Poem, 14-6. One could also add 
Carew’s “To my friend G.N. from Wrest.”  
I have examined Pulter’s MS, Brotherton MS Lt.q. 32, and, where appropriate, make reference to some 
element of it (“Invitation” is the second transcribed poem, ff. 4v-7r). However, for the sake of the reader I cite from 
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refrain-like endings to each stanza, Pulter’s poetic speaker invites her daughters to “come away” 
from London, thus rescuing them from the political and moral pollution Pulter associates with 
the city. Unlike her country house poem predecessors, though, Pulter freely admits the damage 
wreaked upon her estate by political chaos. Under her poetic management, “Invitation” first 
conjures and then explodes the notion of Broadfield Hall’s constancy amidst an external world 
beset by war and political upheaval. 
Pulter’s children, including the Margaret and Penelope referenced in the poem’s title, 
were highly influential to Pulter’s writing, and are referenced frequently throughout her work; 
they may or may not have actually been absent from Broadfield, the family home in 
Hertfordshire (figs. 9-11).90 Regardless, Pulter presents this home, situated “upon a great hill 
among the woods” and purportedly reconstructed on her instigation, as the daughters’ haven 
from political and moral corruption.91 “Dear daughters, come make haste away,” she writes, 
“From that sad place make no delay; / He’s gone that was the city’s grace, / Fierce Hydra now 
usurps his place” (1-4). These lines clearly define the poem’s historical context. Following the 
outbreak of the First Civil War in August 1642, Charles I had removed his court and army from 
London (“that sad place”) to Oxford, which became the base of the pro-monarchical cause. 
                                                      
Eardley’s edition: Poems, Emblems, and The Unfortunate Florinda, 48-56, citing parenthetically by line number. 
For more on Pulter and her manuscript, see Chapter 1, on her Emblems. 
90 We have no evidence of the daughters’ actual position relative to London. For Pulter’s children, see Pulter, 
Poems, 16-7; Eardley, “Pulter’s Book of ‘Emblemes,’” 83-5, 97-102.  
91 Eighteenth-century historian and distant relative, Henry Chauncey, attributes Arthur Pulter’s reconstruction of the 
hall to “the importunity of his wife.” Chauncy, Historical Antiquities, 70 (Sir Henry Chauncy was the father-in-law 
of Pulter’s grandson.). See also, Hine, “Portrait,” which terms Hester an “imperious and ambitious lady” who 
“resolved to be president in her own family council” (3). The renovation work stopped on Hester’s death, but her 
grandson Pulter Forester continued work on the house in 1690, but the house was razed and rebuilt in the late 
nineteenth century. In the 1930s, the house was again destroyed and rebuilt. The stable is the only part of the house 
which dates from the seventeenth-century. Hine, “Portrait,” 6-8, 24. The Victoria county history of the early 
nineteenth century notes that Broadfield’s population “consists of little more than Broadfield Hall, the manor-house” 
(“Parishes: Broadfield,” in Page, History of the County of Hertford, 209-211), and the woods mentioned by Chauncy 
have been replaced by scattered trees and agricultural fields. 
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London, the seat of Parliament (“Fierce Hydra”), thus became the center of anti-monarchical 
opposition.92  In May 1646, Charles surrendered to the Scots, his ancestral countrymen, who 
returned him to Parliament’s custody in January 1647. An appreciative Parliament subsequently 
imprisoned the king at Holmby House in Northamptonshire from February to June 1647—
presumably the period during which Pulter wrote her poem, written, according to the title, in 
“1647, When His Sacred Majesty was at Unhappy [Holmby].”93 
 Instead of erecting a nameless, abstract external foil for her idyllic country house, then, 
Pulter establishes the king’s defeat as the basis for what becomes an explicitly politically 
premised incarnation of the constancy/inconstancy dialectic, contrasting London, seat of the 
many-headed parliament, and Broadfield, Pulter’s Hertfordshire country home. The poem’s first 
thirty-six lines of her poem (Section 1) denounce London, decrying the desecration of the Inns of 
Court (17), Hyde Park (23), and Spring Garden (27).94 “What can you learn there, else but pride, 
/ And what your blushes will not hide?” she declares, as former glories are “usurp[ed]” by vice 
and immorality (11-12). Nature proves more sensible to “England’s loss” than its people (6), 
though, and echoes Lanyer’s pathetic use of nature to cloak the first section of Pulter’s poem in 
the elegiac mode. London’s citizens possess “Hard hearts insensible of woe,” (7), but the 
Thames’ swans “full of grief cry, ‘welladay,’ / And singing, sigh their breath away” (33-4), 
while Hyde Park’s “stately deer” weep while “[a]nticipating their last day” (25-6). These 
animals—both species long associated with monarchy—are all too aware of their impending 
                                                      
92 The many-headed hydra was a metaphor commonly used by opponents of parliamentary rule. See e.g., Charles I’s 
promotion of monarchy over the “many-headed Hydra of Government” in Daems and Nelson, Eikon Basilike, 91 
(emphasis original).  
93 The last word of this poem’s title is difficult to read in the MS. Eardley justifiably prefers “Holmby.”  
94 For further elucidation of Pulter’s castigation of London, see Chapter 1.  
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deaths as they sing their own dirges. Not only does this awareness embody elegiac grief; it also 
manifests an ominous temporal awareness, the perception of death’s imminent approach. 
At Broadfield, by contrast, pastoral perfection reigns, and London’s time-spent animals 
are succeeded by a landscape of unchanging seasonal and temporal perfection.95 Thirty-six lines 
lauding the country house’s perfection (Section 2) succeed the thirty-six-line anti-London 
section, redeeming images that previously functioned as signs of lament and corruption (the 
exact inverse of Lanyer’s reflective mirroring in “The Description of Cooke-ham”). London’s 
shepherds “no flocks do keep, / Like butcher’s mastiffs” (19-20); Broadfield’s, though, are 
Christ-like, and directly echo Isaiah’s picture of the good shepherd: “Here careful shepherds 
view their sheep; / They him, and he their souls doth keep. / ...He in his bosom bears the lambs, / 
and gently leads the heavy dams” (49-50, 52-3).96 Similarly, crying animals in London oppose 
singing ones at Broadfield (27-46), jealous spouses (15-6) become modest (57-8), and 
deflowered virgins (13-4) transform into maidens laden with flowers (65-71). Whereas the 
anaphoric endings of Section 1’s stanzas plead for Pulter’s daughters to come away from 
London—“From that sad place make no delay” (37)—Section 2’s refrain emphasizes the deictic 
opposite: “To this sweet place make no delay” (48, 64, emphasis added). Moreover, Pulter’s 
country house is a place where morning lark sings out of time, “long ere the morn” arrives (41), 
and thrushes, wrens, and robins perpetually “welcome in the gladsome spring” (46). Such images 
portray Broadfield as the epitome of unchanging, pastoral constancy, cementing an unqualified 
                                                      
95 I use “pastoral” to denote a generic mode characterized in the early modern period by the depiction of shepherds 
in the country, posed in opposition to the city; these shepherds articulate, through multiple voices, an often nostalgic 
longing for innocence. Richard Alpers, in his exploration of this profoundly ambiguous term, defines “pastoral” as a 
series of representative anecdotes surrounding herdsman and their lives, lived out in a landscape befitting shepherds 
as representative of all people. See Alpers, What is Pastoral?, esp. 8-43; Patterson, Pastoral and Ideology. For an 
alternative green reading of pastoral, see Hiltner, What else is Pastoral?. 
96 Compare Pulter’s lines with Isaiah 40:11: “He shall feed his flock like a shepherd: he shall gather the lambs with 
his arm, and carry them in his bosom, and shall gently lead those that are with young” (KJV).  
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geographical, moral, and even generic opposition between London and Broadfield.97 The country 
emerges as a pastoral haven, its constancy distinguishing it not only from the external world, and 
London in particular, but from time itself, separate as it is from the anti-monarchical sentiment 
undergirding Charles’ exile.  
Alas, Broadfield’s constancy does not last. After two equal and opposite thirty-six-line 
sections constructing the Broadfield/London, constancy/inconstancy dialectic, Pulter collapses 
her carefully designed antithesis. The clear formal patterning evident in the poem’s first seventy-
two lines disappears, as do the literal spaces signaling Pulter’s delineation of stanzas in her 
manuscript. Section 2’s closing refrain, “To cheer my heart make no delay” (72), flows directly 
into the next couplet, heralding a lack of stanzaic differentiation that continues to the end of the 
poem.98 This formal disjunction signals the poem’s dramatic tonal change, expressed by the 
couplet itself: “But oh, those times now changéd be; / Sad metamorphosis we see” (73-4). This 
“[s]ad metamorphosis,” moreover, has a specific catalyst: “since Amintas went away / Shepherds 
and sheep go all astray” (75-6). “Amintas” is a transparent reference to Charles I, a typical 
royalist use of pastoral nomenclature for the king and queen.99 Broadfield’s transformation—and 
the collapse of the poem’s formal patterning—is thus a direct response to the king’s flight from 
London. Where the poem’s first two sections were premised on the distinction between 
parliamentarian London and royalist Broadfield, Section 3 suggests that the king’s deposition has 
allowed the spread of London’s corrosive influence. The “careful shepherds” of idyllic Section 2 
                                                      
97 Fowler notes the un-seasonality of pastoral in Country House Poem, 16. 
98 I have examined Pulter’s manuscript; Eardley also diplomatically transcribes these differences in stanzaic breaks. 
99 Cf. “The Complaint of Thames, 1647, When the Best of Kings Was Imprisoned by the Worst of Rebels at 
Holmby”: the personified Thames “bewailed the learnéd shepherds’ king: / Amintas, sad Amintas, sits forlorn, / And 
his fair Chloris now’s become the scorn / Of Troynovant’s ingrate, licentias dames” (4-7). “Chloris” refers to 
Henrietta Maria. Pulter, Poems, 58-65. On Charles I’s association with pastoral, and royalist use of the mode, see 
Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation, 165-175. 
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now “go all astray,” as the inconstancy hitherto confined to London spreads throughout the 
country at large (49, 56).  
The flight of Pulter’s shepherds signals her undermining of pastoral imagery used in the 
early sections of “Invitation.” Earlier in the poem Pulter had recalled Broadfield’s carefree May 
activities, evocative of cavalier lyrics like Robert Herrick’s “Corinna’s gone a-maying”; virgins 
at Broadfield “crown[] their heads with new-blown Roses,” Pulter writes, where “In woods and 
dales faire maidens may / Unfrighted, freely gather May” (68-70). “Bringing in the May,” part of 
a flower-gathering celebration around May Day, was deemed licentious and irreverent by more 
conservative nonconformist sects. The holiday’s presence in Section 2 of “Invitation,” therefore, 
presents Broadfield as defiantly and blissfully loyal to Stuart policies promoting rural 
pastimes.100 Yet in the newly fallen world of Section 3, the noise of battle supersedes such 
celebrations: 
Where maypoles showed their feathered head 
There colored ensigns now are spread;  
Instead of music’s pleasant sound 
And lively lasses dancing round,  
Tumultuous drums make deaf our ears, 
And trumpets fill our hearts with fears. 
In shades where nymphs did use to walk 
There sons of Mars in armor stalk. (85-88) 
Pastoral tropes which flourished earlier in the poem now wither; images of rustic cavalier 
freedom become casualties of war. Amintas’ wife Chloris—Pulter’s pseudonym for Henrietta 
Maria—“[i]n love and beauty hath decayed” (82), as she witnesses the usurpation of pastoral 
constancy by battle flags, war drums, trumpets, and armored soldiers, respectively. Such “decay” 
collapses the distinction between London and Broadfield, which also now suffers the ravages of 
                                                      
100 See Marcus, Politics of Mirth, esp. 151-68.  
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time. No longer a place of timeless, peaceful, eternal constancy, Broadfield has joined London in 
armed war and fearful grief, and descended into inconstancy.101  
If the country house poem is rooted in tensions surrounding early modern English land 
ownership, as Dubrow suggests above, Pulter’s poem makes clear how war can affect these 
tensions, and consequently, the country house poem itself. Pulter’s poem utterly explodes the 
genre’s myth of the estate’s constancy, openly admitting civil war itself into her poem and into 
the country house. The poem’s intimation that soldiers march “where nymphs did use to walk” 
even has historical validation: Contemporary accounts of parliamentary compensation indicate 
that the town of Broadfield was compensated for quartering parliamentary soldiers during the 
First Civil War.102 The town thus experienced firsthand what a 1644 petition to the Quarter 
Sessions termed Hertfordshire’s “heavy pressure of free quarter,” despite the county’s 
parliamentary sympathies.103 Royalists “were effectively excluded from any control in the shire 
by the end of September [1642],” and the parliamentarian Earl of Essex’s march through the 
county was reportedly greeted with shouts of “hosanna” from the bystanders who lined the 
streets.104 Even so, the county faced “many extraordinary taxes and payments” elicited to 
maintain its militia—a militia which, the 1644 petition claimed, “was propounded, solicited and 
                                                      
101 Even the turtle dove—a symbol of constancy throughout Pulter’s poetry—finds herself “forsaken,” and 
“Bewayles her owne and Cloris love” (139-40).  
102 “Breviate of the allowances for quarter in the severall townes within the 3 divisions for the Earle of Manchesters 
souldiers” indicates that “Bradfeild” was allowed £1 9s toward the cost of quartering soldiers; this is a small amount 
compared to other towns in the county. Reproduced in Thomson, Impact of the First Civil War, 131. Aside from the 
oblique implication in Pulter’s poem, no evidence suggests that Broadfield Hall itself quartered soldiers.  
103 “Draft petition of the Grand Jury to Quarter Sessions,” reproduced in Thomson, Impact of the First Civil War, 
147; Kingston, Hertfordshire during the Great Civil War, 2. Parliamentary soldiers could freely quarter on enemy 
land, availing themselves of the estates’ resources for their own support, particularly when payments were not 
forthcoming from Army committees. Hill, “Agrarian Legislation of the Interregnum,” 236. Even Fairfax termed his 
own army’s use of free quarter a “great scandall,...well nigh to the utter undoing of the Inhabitants.” Regulations for 
Quartering of Soldiers, Issued by Sir Thomas Fairfax, 22 May 1646 qtd. in Morrill, Revolt of the Provinces, 173.  
104 Thomson, Impact of the First Civil War, xxv; Kingston, Hertfordshire during the Great Civil War, 19-20. The 
Earl of Essex’s troops marched through Hertfordshire on his way to Nottingham.  
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procured without our consent, or knowledge or any publike notice thereof given to the 
country.”105 Moreover, these taxes—which one anti-Parliament 1647 pamphlet characterizes as 
previously “unheard of”—occurred on top of the “dramatic effects” of rent strikes, timber 
cutting, and estate takeovers on Hertfordshire estates and their former owners, mirrored in other 
counties across England.106 “[R]emember,” the anonymous pamphleteer reminds those who 
supported Parliament against the king, “how ready wee offer’d, not onely our Estates, O but our 
Lives!”107 In 1642, Parliament had even seized the estate of the first cousin of Pulter’s husband, 
Arthur Capel, first Baron Capel of Hadham; Pulter’s concern for her “heroic kinsman”—a 
prominent royalist commander whose capture at the Siege of Colchester in 1649 would turn him 
into a popular martyr—is evident in her poetic eulogy.108 The replacement of pastoral nymphs 
with armed soldiers in “Invitation” thus demonstrates a new level of self-consciousness of the 
country house’s vulnerability to the civil wars, the soldiers’ invasion of Broadfield’s constant 
idyll imaging those who perhaps marched past her house or even lodged within it. 
Pulter’s presentation of rivers in her country house poem indexes both the increasing 
recognition of her estate’s vulnerability and her search for a suitable generic response. In Section 
                                                      
105 “Draft petition of the Grand Jury to Quarter Sessions,” reproduced in Thomson, Impact of the First Civil War, 
147. 
106 Anon., Account of the Arbitrary Exactions...out of the Associate Counties, 6; Thomson, Impact of the First Civil 
War, lxxiv. See O’Riordan, “Popular exploitation of enemy estates.” Account of the Arbitrary Exactions calculates 
Hertfordshire’s paid excise tax at £134,616, a large sum given the relatively small number of parishes in the county. 
This figure appears alongside those of Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Sussex, Kent, Surrey, and Middlesex. Account of the 
Arbitrary Exactions, 2-3. An April 1643 parliamentary ordinance authorizes the collection of “450 li. every weeke 
weekly, to be collected and gathered within the severall hundreds of the said county over and above the weekely 
sum already layd upon the said County,” for Hertfordshire’s “fortification and defence...against 
all incursions of enemies, and for the prevention of all rapines, plunderings, and other mischievous actions.” 
Ordinance of the Lords and Commons assembled in Parliament, 2, title-page. 
107 Anon., Account of the Arbitrary Exactions...out of the Associate Counties, 1. 
108 “On the Same [2],” l. 18, in Pulter, Poems, 107-9l. Hadham’s furniture and timber were ravaged, and the estate 
itself give to Essex, while Lady Capel fled to Oxford. Hadham Hallwas one of many Hertfordshire estates seized by 
Parliament in 1642. Thomson, Impact of the First Civil War, lxxiii-lxxiv. Hadham Hall was less than twelve miles 
from Pulter’s home (my calculation).  
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1, the anti-London section, Pulter writes, “The crystal Thames her [Chloris’] loss deplores, / And 
to the sea her grief outroars” (29-30). Grief here represents a pro-monarchical response to 
intimate experience of anti-monarchical action. Yet at this point in the poem such feeling—and, 
therefore, the lack of constancy that drives it—are limited to the Thames estuary: the Thames “to 
the sea her grief outroars,” effectively tracing the Thames’ route from London to the sea. Such 
grief indicates the spread of the consciousness of Charles’ deposition, and thus charts the spread 
of London’s political sins without implying the contamination of regions further inland.  
In Section 3, however, overflowing rivers indicate that inconstancy has spread farther 
into England. “Enameled vales and crystal streams / Prove now, alas, poor Broadfield’s dreams,” 
she writes, the poem’s former idyllic vision “prove[n]” mere fantasy before harsh reality of war 
(91-2). Demonstrating her familiarity with Hertfordshire geography, Pulter writes that the 
“Beane,” “Mimmer,” and “Sturt”—all real rivers located within the county—“run to Lea for 
some relief” (93-8); the four then “all weeping go / To tell the Thames their grievous woe” (100), 
as these rivers literally run together into the Thames. This pattern of rivers flowing together in 
grief continues: The river Ver—“she never grieved so, as she said” (106)—runs to the Colne and 
then to the Thames (101-8), while the river Purvall, “Seeing our halcyon days were done,” runs 
to the river Ouse (109-122). Even the tiny Gray’s Spring “too, sadly makes her moan” (123). The 
spread of the rivers’ lament signals the spread of England’s corruption beyond the confines of 
London. The Thames is no longer alone in recognizing and weeping for Charles’ deposition; 
now, even the rivers of Broadfield’s own county bewail the country’s descent into king-less 
anarchy.   
Rather than aiding in the construction of the estate’s exceptional constancy, therefore, 
rivers in Pulter’s “Invitation” express Broadfield’s participation in the political chaos 
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contaminating all of England. Critics including Leah Marcus, Philip Schwyzer, and Claire 
McEachern have discussed rivers as promoters of local interests in early modern literature.109 Yet 
even as the rivers in “Invitation” initially signal regional specificity, separating London from the 
rest of England, the poem’s rivers end in uniting disparate parts of the country in recognition of 
and lament for Charles I. Rather than expressing an “antipathy to royal centrism,” as Richard 
Helgerson argues, Pulter’s rivers actually support the monarchy by extending his legacy across 
England.110 
In so doing, Pulter’s rivers function similarly to Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion (1612), 
the famously underread chorographic poem which uses British landscape to comment upon the 
relationship between local and national. The poems share some general characteristics: Pulter’s 
depiction of the “Beane,” “Mimmer,” and “Sturt” rivers, for example, maps perfectly onto 
William Hole’s image of Hertfordshire accompanying Drayton’s poem (see fig. 12). More 
generally, though, both poems use anthropomorphized, geographically specified rivers to lament 
a fall from paradise. As McEachern argues in relation to Drayton’s text, Pulter’s careful 
catalogue of flooding rivers both acknowledges regional difference and unifies the country, 
implicitly acknowledging the extent and diversity of Britain’s fluvial network while 
underscoring the totalizing effects of the inconstancy contaminating the country at large.111 
Rather than setting up Broadfield as inimitable among its neighboring estates or Hertfordshire as 
unique among England’s counties, Pulter’s rivers demonstrate and lament the destruction of the 
constant idyll at a local and national level. Moreover, they also signal the poem’s inclusion of 
                                                      
109 McEachern, Poetics of English Nationhood, 138-191; Marcus, Politics of Mirth, 170-208; Schwyzer, “Purity and 
Danger on the West Bank of the Severn.” See also Elsky, “Microhistory and Cultural Geography.”  
110 Helgerson, Forms of Nationhood, 139-146 (141). See also Herendeen, From Landscape to Literature, passim. 
111 McEachern, Poetics of English Nationhood, 168-170. See also Murphy, “Sabrina and the Making of English 
History,”94-5; Dasgupta, “Drayton’s ‘Silent Spring,’” 152; Turner, Politics of Landscape, 8-44. 
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chorography as a generic influence. While Fane’s poem may retreat to the mythical, Pulter’s 
favors the geographical realism of chorography, replacing the pastoral tropes dominant in the 
early part of the poem with specific, localized allusions.  
Pulter’s poem also shares Poly-Olbion’s tendency towards elegy. As noted above, 
Pulter’s early characterization of Broadfield in pastoral terms opposes London’s elegiac qualities 
following Charles’ removal. Yet elegy is even more apparent after the fall of pastoral in Section 
3. As Wyman Herendeen describes, tearful rivers are a common elegiac feature; following Philip 
Sidney’s death in 1586, though, rivers became the “organizing feature and national voice in 
elegiac verse.”112 The post-Sidneian use of the river as a figure of lament, a trope deriving from 
Theocritus, Bion, and Moscus, naturalized this classical tradition for British readers in order to 
express the scope and scale of the nation’s grief. “Any person’s death is a death for the whole 
world,” Herendeen remarks, “and the course of a river reminds us that in the death of the 
individual we see the demise of the world.”113 Drayton uses weeping rivers to lament England’s 
fall from religious piety.114 The outpouring of England’s rivers in “Invitation,” though, laments 
the demise of the English monarchy and of the nation’s constancy, the flow of the rivers’ 
channels analogous to the flow of tears evoked by the king’s deposition (and eventual 
execution). Pulter observes that “crystal rills”—i.e., small streams—join with all of nature in 
“this kingdom’s loss resent[ing]” (178-180); indeed, the poem’s tearful representation of water 
                                                      
112 Herendeen, From Landscape to Literature, 224-5. Cf. Spenser’s “Ruins of Time,” a complaint poem for Sidney’s 
death in which the Thames functions as a setting as well as an actor.  
113 Herendeen, From Landscape to Literature, 217. 
114 The Ver river who runs weeping to the Colne in Pulter’s poem, for instance, bewails in Poly-Olbion the 
destruction of monuments to noble Christian knights. Drayton’s Ver declares to Old Watling Street, “Lives no man, 
that this world her grievous crimes dare tell? / Where be those noble spirits for ancient things that stood?” Ll. 84-5, 
in Drayton, Complete Works of Michael Drayton, 2:198. Old Watling Street is an ancient road connecting southeast 
England with Wales.  
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signals its participation in a generic mode far removed from the joy Penshurst finds in nature’s 
four elements. Instead of supporting a picture of the country house as an “island in a sea of 
political unrest,”115 Pulter’s rivers function as statements of “loss,” cloaking the country house 
poem in elegy’s mourning weeds.  
So elegiac are these rivers, in fact, that weeping is about the only thing they can do; they 
cannot even channel their natural mutability to help the king. Pulter’s river Ouse, a large river in 
Bedfordshire, actually wishes “she would her channel leave, / As when King Richard’s reign had 
date” (120-121). In so wishing, the Ouse alludes to the 1483 flooding of the Severn and Wye, 
which halted the invasion of Henry Strafford, Duke of Buckingham against Richard III; “by 
sudden floods and fall of waters / Buckingham’s army is dispers’d and scatter’d,” Shakespeare 
recounts in Richard III.116 Flooding thus becomes in Pulter’s poem a pro-monarchical statement 
against usurpers like Buckingham—and, in Pulter’s context, Parliament. Indeed, where Jonson, 
Carew, and Fane all manage, respectively, the “high-swollen Medway,” rivers’ “pour[ing] forth,” 
and “a spring’s o’erflow,” Pulter exploits rivers’ flooding potential to extend the effects of 
constancy’s failure. “Seeing our halcyon days were done” (111), and Charles I imprisoned, the 
Ouse actually wants to flood, such inundation signaling the rescue of the king from his 
parliamentary opponents.  
The river’s desire indicates generic and topical similarity with another of Pulter’s lyrics, 
“The Complaint of Thames 1647 when the best of Kings was imprisoned by the worst of Rebels 
at Holmby.” Pulter identifies this poem—separated from “Invitation” by only one poem in 
                                                      
115 Fowler, Country House Poem, 19-20 (20). Fowler identifies this as the second of three identifiable phases of 
country house poetry, the third being the phase where the estate becomes the “indispensable moral correlate” for its 
owner and serves as a political and moral microcosm for Britain as a whole.  Ibid., 21.  
116 Shakespeare, Richard III, 4.4.510-1, in The Riverside Shakespeare. Eardley notes the allusion to “Buckingham’s 
Flood” in Pulter, Poems, 53n49. 
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Pulter’s manuscript—as a “complaint” poem, a genre in which a figure (usually female, often 
dead) apostrophizes on her personal experiences of injustice and misfortune.117 “The Complaint 
of Thames” bears remarkable similarities to “Invitation”—similarities which indicate the latter’s 
unconventional incorporation of complaint. Both poems depict a weeping river responding to 
Charles I’s imprisonment with a wish to flood, and as in “Invitation,” the river Thames—awash 
“[w]ith salt, abortive tears”—prays that London will experience “vengeful flames of fire” so that 
she will be able to withhold relief.118 The Thames declares that she will provide “not a drop of 
my cool crystal wave / To cool thy sulphurous tongue, or life to save” (25-6). Yet after “I have of 
thee seen all my lust / And all thy pride and glory turned to dust,” she vows, she will release her 
flow: “Then I, triumphant with my watery train, / Will make this city quagmires once again” (27-
30). As in “Invitation,” the river’s power lies in its mutability, in its ability to withhold water 
from and then inundate humanity, which is exercised to avenge London’s treatment of Charles I. 
Rather than being a threat to the country house, rivers’ flooding presents in Pulter’s poems a 
natural, yet extra-human response to human-caused political problems, a literal rising up against 
a sin so fundamental and primeval in its target that it requires the intervention of nature itself.  
Yet the futility of the rivers’ wish to flood ultimately underscores the need for a new 
approach to remedying the political situation. Desirous as Thames is to wreak vengeance on 
London and its inhabitants in “Complaint of Thames,” she can only “trickle tears for my afflicted 
king” (116). Likewise, the Ouse in “Invitation” wishes to rise up against Charles’ enemies, “But 
this she was denied by fate” (122). For these rivers, complaint indeed comes from “a position of 
                                                      
117 Originating in legal contexts, the “complaint” migrated into the literary realm, where critics divide it into 
multiple sub-genres. Pulter’s poems exemplify what Kerrigan classifies as “female complaint.” See Kerrigan, 
Motives of Woe, 1-2; Scase, Literature and Complaint in England, 1-2.  
118 Ll. 9, 21 in Pulter, Poems, 58-65.  
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powerlessness,” as Emily Shortslef notes.119 Yet complaint in this case is not enough. Primeval 
as Parliament’s crimes may be, according to Pulter, not even nature can restore the king to his 
throne; the Severn may have halted Buckingham’s Rebellion, but the Ouse can only weep along 
with the rest of the natural world. Nature, rather than cooperating with the poet in the 
construction of the country house’s constancy, joins in lamenting that constancy’s demise, the 
poem’s rivers remaining powerless to lift the elegiac strain from Pulter’s country house.120  
Yet just as Shortslef reads complaint paradoxically as an exercise of power, it is through 
weeping that Pulter finds a solution to England’s fracture—though not the sort of weeping found 
in the complaint genre.121 Pulter writes in the poem’s final lines, 
Then let us still lament and grieve 
Till heaven in mercy doth relieve 
’Tis neither sight nor odor’s scent 
Can my afflicted heart content  
Until I see them both restored 
Whose absence hath been so deplored. 
Just heaven hear our prayers and tears 
And place them in their shining spheres. (181-189)  
Forsaking the “sight[s]” and “odor[s]” that were hitherto the focus of her poem, Pulter directly 
addresses the reader—an extremely unusual move in country house poetry—and urges us to join 
her in “lament[ing] and griev[ing]” the absence of Charles and Henrietta Maria (the “both” of 
line 185). Such lament has spiritual efficacy, she implies, as “prayers” and “tears” become 
syntactically and functionally equivalent in their ability to address God. The tears of Pulter’s 
rivers throughout “Invitation,” therefore, are not simply fruitless, partisan reactions to Charles’ 
                                                      
119 Shortslef, “Weeping, Railing, Sighing, Railing,” 3. Though she discusses it in a dramatic context, complaint, she 
notes was “not only a dramatic convention but an everyday as well as formalized cultural practice.” Ibid., 4.  
120 Kerrigan notes that “plaint which is uttered without hope of recovering loss slips beyond its genre into elegy.” 
Motives of Woe, 8.  
121 “Weeping, Railing, Sighing, Railing,” passim.  
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imprisonment, but prayerful expressions of spiritual feeling which translate into direct, lasting 
action. Pulter even envisions tears’ transformation into celestial stars, “shining spheres” which 
bespeak immortality and heavenly sanction—all in an attempt to convince “heaven in mercy [to] 
relieve” royalists’ grief.  
  These final lines of “Invitation” thus migrate what have been figures of elegy, 
chorography, and complaint into yet another generic sphere: the devotional lyric. The tears 
which overwhelm the poem’s rivers become the transitional vehicle from woe into effective 
piety—a sort of “Christian plummet sounding heav'n and earth,” an “Engine against 
th’Almighty,” à la George Herbert’s “Prayer [I].” Tears represent not futility and powerless, as 
might be assumed in an elegy or complaint, but an appeal uniting heaven and earth, a mighty 
pathos that may finally move the Almighty to act. In effect, Pulter uses rivers’ weeping to 
reorient her poem from the terrestrial to the heavenly, as she calls upon readers to shift their 
focus from the instability of this world to the stability of God and his heavenly mercies. In using 
the first-person plural, Pulter urges readers to join her rivers in their weeping, hoping that “our 
prayers and tears” will effect the change that nature alone was unable to instigate.  
 In so closing her country house poem, Pulter follows a common pattern of her poems, 
which frequently turn from explicitly political topics to devotional lyric in their final lines.122 In 
the context of “Invitation,” such a turn signals a complete reorientation of the country house 
poem’s generic paradigm. No longer does the constancy/inconstancy dialectic characterize the 
country house’s relationship to itself and its immediate environs. Rather, the failure of the 
country house’s constancy in Pulter’s poem, and the spread of antithetical inconstancy, spurs a 
reorientation toward the heavenly. Pulter forsakes earthly solutions to her political situation, 
                                                      
122 See Chapter 1 and Dunn [Zhang], “Breaking a Tradition.”  
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including the myth of the country house’s exceptionalism, turning instead to the heavenly 
constancy symbolized by the turtledove in her emblem poems.123 
 The only effective means of remedying the monarchy’s position, Pulter thus suggests, is 
Christian devotion, embodied in her final reliance upon devotional lyric. By changing the generic 
framework through which readers interpret her rivers—pastoral, chorography, elegy, complaint, 
and devotional lyric, respectively—Pulter submits different strategies for coping with the failure 
of the country house’s constancy, in response to cataclysmic political change. Ultimately, 
though, the weeping rivers of “Invitation” uphold a spiritual solution to England’s political 
problems. The country house poem, Pulter implies, must rise above the country house, just as its 
readers must turn their tears heavenwards toward a divine arbiter of earthly political conflict.  
Andrew Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House”  
At 800 lines, Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House, to my Lord Fairfax” is by far the longest early 
modern English country house poem, and often considered the last.124 Although it was not 
printed until after the Restoration, the poem was probably composed in mid-1651, when Marvell 
served as tutor to the daughter of Sir Thomas Fairfax.125 Fairfax, former head of the 
parliamentary army, had only recently retired to his small, relatively un-ostentatious home at 
Nun Appleton in north Yorkshire, after the rise of more radical factions had exposed divisions 
within Parliament’s supporters.126 Marvell responds to such political dynamism with a poem that 
                                                      
123 See Chapter 1.  
124 The poem’s complexity has spurred copious and diverse scholarly criticism. Yet, as William McClung notes, we 
should not let the poem’s more bizarre incidents and images “obscure our perception of the controlling framework 
of an estate poem.” McClung, Country House, 147.  
125 Dating is discussed extensively in Nigel Smith’s headnote to the poem in Marvell, Poems of Andrew of Marvell. 
References to the poem come from this edition and are hereafter noted parenthetically.   
126 Fairfax retired in 1650. Earlier criticism assumed Nun Appleton was a much more imposing structure, but more 
recent criticism has shown that the house in which Marvell lived, and of which he wrote, was a relatively modest 
one, preceding the one built in the mid-1650s. See Hunt, Andrew Marvell, 81-3.  
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both embraces and profits from inconstancy. Indeed, the speaker’s declaration that “No scene 
that turns with engines strange / Does oft’ner than these meadows change” (385-6) exemplifies 
not only the inconstancy of the meadows, but of the world of “Upon Appleton House” as a 
whole. Historicist critics often focus on the poem’s sense of edenic, paradisal decay, or on its 
references to mowers and levellers.127 Yet examining Marvell’s embrace of inconstancy presents 
a more optimistic message. Acknowledging the estate’s openness to the external world, Marvell 
affirms the ceaseless cycle of change within the estate, even while demonstrating man’s ability to 
harness nature’s constant inconstancy for positive effects.  
Perhaps the most obvious case of inconstancy in “Upon Appleton House” is that of the 
speaker himself; over the course of the poem, the speaker rambles from the house, to the ruins of 
a nunnery, to the gardens, to the meadows, and finally to the forest.128 Marvell’s depiction of the 
garden plays upon our expectations, though, by presenting Nun Appleton as a paragon of 
constancy. Marvell describes the garden as an island isolated from the outside world, writing,   
Oh thou, that dear and happy Isle  
The garden of the world ere while, 
Thou Paradise of foúr seas, 
Which heaven planted us to please, 
But, to exclude the world, did guard 
With wat’ry if not flaming sword; (321-6) 
Given the speaker’s location in Nun Appleton’s garden, these lines invite our reading the 
“garden of the world” as praise of the Fairfax estate itself. By the stanza’s later lines, though, the 
                                                      
127 See e.g., Hunt, Andrew Marvell, 100; Allen, Image and Meaning, 205-212; Wilding, Dragons Teeth, 138-72. 
128 See Turner’s exploration of the poem as “prospective” poetry: “a visual survey of places which reveal the 
argument of past and future.” Politics of Landscape, 84. 
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Fairfax garden has also become a synecdoche for the national garden of England, whose insular 
geography “exclude[s] the [outside] world” with a “wat’ry...sword.”129 Such a weapon recalls the 
“flaming sword” guarding the entrance to the Garden of Eden after the Fall, thereby presenting 
Nun Appleton and England as Edenic paradises accorded heavenly protection from sinful 
contagion.130 As in “To My Friend G.N. from Wrest,” Marvell uses water to insulate the estate 
from the outside world, using divine force to protect an unfallen paradise from exterior assault. 
 Water proves a poor defense, however. After thus alluding to Eden post-Fall, Marvell 
ominously moves backward through biblical allusions; the poem’s subsequent lines move 
backward through Genesis, returning us to the Fall itself, and the fruit whose taste brought Adam 
and Eve’s corruption: “What luckless apple did we tast, / To make us mortal, and thee waste?” 
(327-8). Suddenly, Marvell reveals the absurdity of the previous lines: The “dear and Happy 
Isle” is no longer “The garden of the world,” the contemporary model of Eden; rather, it has 
become “waste,” and its inhabitants “mortal.” Yet the cause of this depressing realization comes 
not from the world outside, Marvell suggests, but from within: “waste” is not produced by 
mighty force besting the “wat’ry...sword,” but by a “luckless apple”—that is, from a fruit bred in 
England/Appleton’s own garden. The threat to paradise, Marvell reveals, was not on the other 
side of the border after all, but within, rendering the garden’s watery defenses utterly futile.  
Consequently, the garden transforms. As in “Invitation,” Marvell replaces the image of a 
constant garden, buffeted yet not overcome by the outside world, with military imagery:  
Unhappy! Shall we never more 
That sweet militia restore, 
When gardens only had their towers, 
And all the garrisons were flowers, 
                                                      
129 Cf. Fowler’s argument for three phases of country house poems, the last of which features the estate as a political 
microcosm of the nation as a whole. Country House Poem, 21-2. 
130 See Genesis 3:24.  
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When roses only arms might bear, 
And men did rosy garlands wear? 
Tulips, in several colours barred, 
Were then the Switzers of our guard.  
 
The gard’ner had the soldier’s place, 
And his more gentle forts did trace. 
The nursery of all things green 
Was then the only magazine. 
The winter quarters were the stoves, 
Where he the tender plants removes.  
But war all this doth overgrow:  
We ordnance plant and powder sow. (330-344) 
Towers, garrisons, arms, and Swiss guards existed previously only as a metaphorical “sweet 
Militia”; forts, magazines, and winter quarters were the purview of the gardener, not the soldier. 
Now, however, these military components are literalized, as war “overgrow[s]” the flora. Instead 
of flowers and plants, the garden now seeds “ordnance” and “powder,” that is, military supplies 
and ammunition. Military language had emerged before this point in the poem—Marvell 
introduces the garden by noting that Fairfax “laid these gardens out in sport / In the just figure of 
a fort” (285-6)—but now such rhetoric is portrayed as the clear consequence of the garden’s fall 
from innocence. The cursed apple bred within the garden’s watery border now breeds in turn the 
language of combat, as Nun Appleton’s garden succumbs along with England itself to the 
corrosion of civil war.131  
 Fairfax, Marvell suggests, could be the solution to this war. The now-retired general 
“Might once have made our gardens spring / Fresh as his own and flourishing,” Marvell writes, 
clarifying that the previously described, fallen garden is not Nun Appleton’s, at least not in a 
literal sense; while Marvell previously exploited an ambiguity between the garden on Fairfax’s 
                                                      
131 I thus read the garden more politically than do critics like Wilding, who reads it as a comment on “private 
morality” rather than “the public political sphere.” Dragons Teeth, 144. Patrides notes, “The Fall is diversely 
delineated in Upon Appleton House.” Figures in a Renaissance Context, 285. The Fall also emerges in the nun 
episode (89-280) and the hewel’s felling of the oak (537-560).  
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estate and England as a whole, now he makes clear that England’s garden, not Fairfax’s, is the 
one infected. Fairfax “preferred to the Cinque Ports / These five imaginary forts” (346-50), 
thereby cultivating the “imaginary forts” of his garden instead of security of the Cinque Ports—
that is, the military and economic confederation of coastal towns in Sussex and Kent (The 
confederation was governed briefly by the Council of State in 1650, of which Fairfax was a 
member.).132 Rather than continuing in his political, military role, Fairfax retired home to his 
garden—which, Marvell suggests, is wholly intact and prosperous.   
But even this place, already tainted by its rhetorical association with England as a whole, 
is not immune to the effects of civil war. Marvell continues to describe Fairfax’s garden with 
bellicose metaphors, noting that  
The sight does from these bastions ply 
The invisible artillery 
And at proud Cawood Castle seems 
To point the battery of its beams;  
As if it quarrelled in the seat 
Th’ambition of its prelate great. 
But o’er the meads below it plays, 
Or innocently seems to graze. (361-8)  
Marvell declares the prospect from Nunappleton across the meadow to Cawood Castle 
“play[ful]” and “innocent,” yet hidden within the poem’s language are militarized puns opposing 
such purity. “Sight,” for instance, refers not simply to vision, but to a gunsight, allowing the 
“artillery” from Nunappleton’s “bastions” to subsequently “graze”—i.e., ricochet off—either the 
castle’s walls or the meadows themselves. Gone is the picture of a prelapsarian paradise; even 
the garden’s peacetime activities are tainted by the language of war. 
                                                      
132 Marvell, Poems of Andrew Marvell, 226n. 
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Thus while one critic argues that Marvell’s poem does not engage with “the troubled 
world before or beyond Nun Appleton,” and “generally distances and diminishes the outer 
world’s affairs,” these lines reinforce Nunappleton’s literal proximity to the war itself.133 After 
all, John Williams, Archbishop of York and a devoted defender of episcopacy, had turned 
Cawood Castle into a royalist garrison after his installation in 1642; after changing hands three 
times, Parliament ordered the castle “slighted”—effectively destroyed—in 1646.134 Yet “Upon 
Appleton House,” which was composed after the castle’s destruction, omits this fact, instead 
presenting it as the “proud” archbishopric seat, still extant and vulnerable to the “sight” from 
Nunappleton’s garden. Even if Fairfax no longer fights the king’s allies, then, his garden does, 
shooting “artillery” across the mere two miles separating Nunappleton from an estate embodying 
the success of Parliament’s army.135 Earlier in the poem, man imitated nature, literalizing the 
military metaphors formerly present in the garden’s flowers; following the garden’s descent into 
war, though, nature imitates man, continuing the rout attributed to Fairfax and his forces. 
 Indeed, Marvell’s poem resurrects a conflict that was all but dead in Nun Appleton’s 
vicinity. Yorkshire had been an epicenter for close conflict between families and neighbors, 
particularly as two of the county’s most influential nobles, Fairfax and Newcastle, were 
figureheads for opposing political factions; as William Meeke, a Parliament-supporting 
Yorkshireman, later wrote to his neighbors, “the first spark of this unquenched fire broke out the 
first of all among us.”136 Troops likely passed near Nunappleton itself on their various marches 
                                                      
133 Hunt, Andrew Marvell, 109. 
134 The Landmark Trust, “Cawood Castle,” accessed January 24, 2018, https://www.landmarktrust.org.uk/search-
and-book/properties/cawood-castle-6033.  
135 Cf. Wilding, Dragons Teeth, 167, which reads the poem “as a comment on the impossibility of retirement[:] 
Fairfax has withdrawn to his rural estates, but the war cannot be excluded.” 
136 “[O]ur men,” William Meeke writes, were “(I think) the first that were called to stand Brother against Brother; 
and we the first that saw the beginning of miseries; in the first planting and using Engines of Warre, to Beleaguer; 
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across the county,137 and in 1644 Fairfax witnessed Bishop Hill, his other, urban home, burning 
above York’s walls after Scottish parliamentarian troops besieged the city.138 However, by the 
time Fairfax resigned, and Marvell composed his poem, such local fighting had ended, and war 
had relocated to Scotland and other parts of England. Yorkshire had been “freed from the misery 
of warre,” Meeke recounted in 1647, and Nun Appleton had become something like the quiet, 
private acreage it is today.139 Yet one would not know this from Marvell’s poem. Having fallen 
away from its original constancy, Nunappleton’s garden revels in the language of military 
conflict, and persistently enacts the memory of war.  
The poem’s depiction of the ever-inconstant meadows, however, suggests that 
inconstancy need not be as traumatic as Pulter’s poem suggests. The movement of Marvell’s 
speaker to the meadows replies to the incongruity of a militarized garden with an affirmation that 
the failure of constancy, and the embrace of inconstancy, can actually facilitate positive 
agricultural and poetic fecundity. According to the speaker, the meadows change from grassy 
fields resembling a “green sea” (390) to a “camp of battle newly fought” (420), an “empty face” 
(442), a cattle-filled “landskip” (458), and finally a “sea,” following the flooding of the meadows 
by the Wharfe River (458). These changes—both literal and imagistic—prove the point quoted 
                                                      
Batter, and Depopulate, our owne Cities and strong Holds.” Faithfull Scout, 1. The pamphlet, written in 1647, 
addresses Meeke’s fellow Yorkshiremen, urging them not to fall into moral depravity and thus sacrifice their “peace 
and tranquility” (6). Newcastle similarly noted in 1643 that while Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Northumberland 
enjoyed peace, “it hath not pleased God, That our Neighbours in Yorkeshire, and the adjacent Counties should enjoy 
the like calme.” Cavendish, Declaration made by the Earle of New-Castle, 4. The “personal popularity [of the 
Fairfaxes] made them a rallying point for all who were devoted to the Puritan cause.” Page, Victoria History of the 
County of York, 3:424. 
137 Nun Appleton is located slightly to the east of a direct line between Leeds and York, and halfway between 
Tadcaster and Selby; all of these towns were occupied or witnessed conflict during the civil war. See Victoria 
History of the County of York, 3:418-426, as well as the map of the Yorkshire campaigns in Wilson, Fairfax, 25. 
138 Hunt, Andrew Marvell, 83. York had been established as the center for Charles’ court in 1642, and its siege lasted 
from April 22 to July 1, 1644.  
139 Meeke, Faithfull Scout, title. Nun Appleton is privately owned, and visitors are not allowed, as a 2015 episode of 
the BBC radio program Ramblings relates. “Nun Appleton House, North Yorkshire.”  
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above, made right after the speaker’s arrival at the meadows: “No scene that turns with engines 
strange / Does oft’ner than these meadows change” (385-6). Like the “engines” which turned the 
contraptions of Inigo Jones’ masques, people’s actions in cutting the grass, binding it together, 
and flooding the meadows leave the meadows in a state of continual flux. Yet such flux is not the 
stuff of catastrophe, but of providentially driven regeneration.  
Initially, the meadows’ changes seem to carry the same adverse aura evident in 
Nunappleton’s fallen garden. Marvell casts the mowers’ work as a “massacre” (394), wherein the 
accidental mowing of the “rail,” a field-dwelling bird, begins a series of bellicose metaphors 
depicting the mowers as an invading army. “The mower now commands the field,” Marvell 
writes, figuring the latter as “A camp of battle newly fought: / Where, as the meads with hay, the 
plain / Lies quilted o’er with bodies slain” (418-422). Such language repeats the fixation on war 
evident in the garden, but even more viscerally, as Marvell describes the avian bodies scattered 
over the plain, the failed “death-trumpets” of the birds’ “orphan parents” (413-6), and the 
“bloody” edge of the mower’s scythe (397). The consequences of the Fall seen a few stanzas 
earlier have now come to fruition, it seems; the garden’s rhetorical descent into war, concomitant 
with the failure of constancy, now manifests itself in nature’s rapidly rising body count.  
Yet removed from this dramatic transformation, from a “green sea” to a battlefield, is the 
sense of trauma evident in Pulter’s “Invitation,” which similarly depicts the change from a 
constant estate to an inconstant one. Indeed, Marvell’s comparison to “engines strange” 
implicitly acknowledges the creative potential in the series of changes inaugurated by the 
meadows’ descent into war. After having lamented the dead birds, Marvell returns to his 
theatrical metaphors, writing of the newly shorn meadows, “This scene again withdrawing brings 
/ A new and empty face of things” (441-2). The imagery of theatrical machinery (“scene”) once 
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again recalls the elaborate stagings of Jones’ court masques, reminding us that even such a 
bloody stage is succeeded by a new act; the “empty face” of the meadows, Marvell suggests, is 
not a hopeless void bereft of life, but an opportunity for subsequent performance.140 Indeed, the 
very next lines compare the meadows to “cloths for Lely stretched to stain” (444), i.e., canvas 
ready to be transformed into a painting by Sir Peter Lely—the artist himself a model for personal 
and political resilience, having served as a court painter to Charles I, Charles II, and Oliver 
Cromwell.141 Marvell’s reliance on the creative arts for such metaphors emphasizes the future 
possibility of the meadows. No longer are they fit “for soldiers’ obsequies” (440), stuck 
memorializing the past. Rather, the meadows are as “[t]he world when first created sure,” 
Marvell writes, “...a table rase and pure” (445-6). Like the world at the moment of its creation, 
the meadows are a “table rase,” a blank writing tablet in which erasure prepares for subsequent 
activity; that is, they look to the past only as a means of emphasizing the future. Moreover, by 
returning us to the foundation of the world, “when first created,” Marvell performs his own 
erasive act: he repairs us with these lines to a time before the Fall, before Genesis 3; before the 
bitter war reenacted in Nunappleton’s garden, and before the consequences of the Fall are 
realized on the “battlefield.” Rather than seeing the drama of the meadows as an effacement of 
life, Marvell presents it as a planned renovation allowing subsequent rebuilding. Individual 
scenes, which by themselves could be traumatic, are reimagined as part of an ever-changing, 
ever-renewing landscape, part of a characteristic inconstancy that encompasses both good and ill.  
                                                      
140 Hunt reads the poem in light of Italianate influences, and thus reads the Wharfe’s floods as part of the poem’s 
masque imagery, “no more than a natural version of the flooding of the courtyard of the Pitti Palace in Florence for 
another, aquatic Medici entertainment.” Andrew Marvell, 106. 
141 Diana Dethloff, “Lely, Sir Peter (1618–1680), portrait painter and art collector,” Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, accessed May 7, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/16419. 
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Not only does this inconstancy, in being realized through metaphors deriving from the 
visual, dramatic, and literary arts, carry the potential for new creation; it also emerges as 
governed by a providentialism that further tempers the shades of war and death hanging over the 
poem. The question of providence, or a supra-human intelligence governing humanity and 
nature, is first raised by the murderous mower, who “Fear[s] the flesh untimely mowed / To him 
a fate as black forbode” (398-400). He fears he acts out of sync with destiny, reaping piles of 
valuable crop at the cost of the birds’ “untimely” deaths, and thereby dooming himself.  
The Wharfe River’s flooding, however, underscores the providence underwriting all that 
happens on the meadows. Marvell’s eager embrace of the flooding river—spurned so distinctly 
in the poems of his generic predecessors—marks his adoption of the river’s inconstancy as a 
figure for creative possibility.142 Marvell writes early in the poem that Nature has laid Nun 
Appleton “sweetly waste; / In fragrant gardens, shady woods, / Deep meadows, and transparent 
floods” (77-80)—a remarkably violent way of describing Nunappleton’s possession of clear, 
clean water sources.143 Such language, though, foreshadows both the violence and the floods 
realized later in the poem. Early in the meadows section, the speaker compares the meadows to 
an “unfathomable” ocean (370), and then to a “green sea” through which the mowers walk, like 
the biblical Israelites fleeing their Egyptian overlords (390). As in the garden section, though, 
where war metaphors give way to allusions to real war, Marvell’s metaphorically watery 
meadows become more watery still: As the speaker watches, workers open the sluice-gates 
(“Cataracts”) of the River Wharfe flowing from Fairfax’s home at Denton: “Denton sets ope its 
Cataracts; / And makes the Meadow truly be / (What it but seemed before) a Sea” (466-8). As 
                                                      
142 Smith notes the “attentiveness to...floods” in “Upon Appleton House,” and links this attentiveness to “To 
Penshurst,” yet he says little else on the subject. Marvell, Poems of Andrew Marvell, 212.  
143 See OED, s.v. “flood,” n. 3: “Water as opposed to land, often contrasted with field and fire.”  
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with Carew’s “To my friend G.N. from Wrest,” which notes that the estate’s rivers “twice 
surround / This island mansion,” Marvell’s fluvial conceit does not withstand strict historical, 
topographical scrutiny.144 Yet this poetic license suggests the purposefulness with which Marvell 
approaches the creation of his flood. Not only does Marvell’s river flood the meadows, but it 
does so of its own accord, “set[ting] ope its [own] Cataracts,” thereby granting to the river an 
agency the Ouse could only wish for in Pulter’s poem. Nature thus cooperates with the human 
workers in fulfilling the destiny foreshadowed by Marvell’s metaphors, namely, for the meadows 
to be flooded by Nunappleton’s river. By turning a “green sea” into “What it but seemed before,” 
and literalizing the seemingly prophetic “flood” metaphor made nearly 400 lines earlier, Marvell 
writes the meadows as a self-fulfilling prophecy, casting all events in between as part of the 
poem’s providentialism. The mower need not fear he works against fate, for the treatment of the 
meadows in “Upon Appleton House” is governed by a larger providence that transcends both 
him and his scythe. 
Such providence mitigates the trauma of scenes that could, when taken individually, be 
interpreted as disastrous infiltrations of pastoral bliss. Given Marvell’s earlier characterization of 
the estate as “composèd here / Like Nature, orderly and near” (25-6), one could imagine the 
flooding of the river as yet one more disaster visited upon Nunappleton. Yet the topsy-turvy 
“paradox” Marvell describes in the river’s flooding more resembles a scene from Alice in 
Wonderland than an instance of divine judgment. Boats sail over bridges and “fishes do the 
stables scale”: “salmons trespassing are found; / And pikes are taken in the pound” (473-480). In 
                                                      
144 Barnard argues that Marvell elides the opening of the sluice gates of the fish pond on the Denton estate (which 
runs into the River Wharfe) with the river’s annual spring flood. Barnard, “Marvell and Denton’s ‘Cataracts.’” Hunt 
similarly notes, “The River Wharfe flows near enough to Denton in the West Riding to allow the conceit, but the 
haziness of the geography to sustain it equally suggests that Marvell was probably relying only upon family hearsay; 
for elsewhere he attends more punticiliously to topography.” Andrew Marvell, 84.  
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other words, fish swim over the walls of the stable, only to become “trespass[ers]” trapped in 
pens made for other animals (“taken in the pound”). Such upsetting of the natural order not only 
lacks the horrific carnality of the mower scene; Marvell even jokes about it, punning on fish’s 
“scale[s]” to describe their mounting of the stables. Such flippancy matches the mitigation of 
trauma effected by the poem’s providentialism. As Rosalie Colie notes, “[D]isasters suggested 
by the [flood] imagery turn out not to be disasters at all, but simply the seasonal observance of 
georgic providential behavior.”145 Even the speaker’s comparison of the woods—his post-flood 
retreat—to a “green, yet growing ark” lacks the aura of punishment one would expect from such 
an allusion to Noah’s worldwide flood. Instead of seeing the Wharfe’s flooding as divine 
judgment visited upon humankind, as in the biblical account, the flood turns out to be proof of a 
poetic providence continually using inconstancy for good. We have moved through Genesis past 
the Fall and its consequences, into the sort of prosperous, creative world promised by Marvell’s 
theatrical and artistic metaphors.  
The figure raised as a dangerous threat in “To Sir John Wentworth” and as a lost 
opportunity in “Invitation” thus becomes in “Upon Appleton House” the capstone of Marvell’s 
embrace of inconstancy in the country house poem. Coming at the end of a series of 
transformations that construct and then efface the consequences of the estate’s fall from 
constancy, the flooding river embodies the paradox, fully demonstrated in “Upon Appleton 
House,” that the only thing constant about life is inconstancy itself. Rather than reacting to a 
world “turned upside down,” in Christopher Hill’s words, with a fortification of the 
constancy/inconstancy dialectic, Marvell redefines the constituents of that dialectic, locating 
                                                      
145 Colie, “My Ecchoing Song,” 202, qtd. in Barnard, “Marvell and Denton’s ‘Cataracts,’” 311.  
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constancy only in inconstancy itself.146 This inconstancy is no longer imaged as a threat to be 
husbanded, but accepted, a fact of existence that is part of a cycle of creative regeneration, and 
which is governed by an overriding providence.  
Marvell’s return to the familiar, paradoxical cliché sounds a hopeful note in a genre 
grappling with a new self-consciousness about the insecurity surrounding country estates in the 
civil wars. For homeowners like Wentworth, Pulter, and Fairfax, the country house in the 1640s 
and 1650s may not be the castle Sir Edward Coke envisioned in his Institutes. Rather than 
responding to this threat to personal and generic identity by retreating from or denying the world, 
however, poets’ resituation of inconstancy within the poetic estate testifies to their 
accommodation of estates’ newly acknowledged vulnerability.  
Rather than portraying the country house poem as incapacitated by civil war, therefore, 
these poems incorporate and adapt to their civil war circumstances, moving a generic paradigm 
out of the past to face an ever-inconstant world. Critics have identified the country house poem, 
like all the other genres explored in this dissertation, as crippled by the historical pressure of civil 
war, condemned to “obsolescence” and “shown ineffectual in the face of the forces the Civil War 
ha[d] unleashed.”147 Yet Carew’s, Fane’s, Pulter’s, and Marvell’s poems, like the texts discussed 
in the previous chapters, testify both to the persistence and reimagination of literary forms set 
down by these writers’ generic forebears. Despite pressure exerted upon them by the 
circumstances of the English civil wars, despite their awareness of the period’s turmoil, these 
writers reconstitute, rather than reject, the conventions of established literary genres. We should 
                                                      
146 Christopher Hill, World Turned Upside Down.  
147 Marvell’s poem marks the genre’s admission of its own obsolescence in the face of the English Civil War—its 
‘aristocratic failure’—as each of the genre’s constitutive tropes is picked up only to be parodied and shown 
ineffectual in the face of the forces the Civil War has unleashed.” Jenkins, Feigned Commonwealths, 13. McClung 
similarly notes, “The Civil War gave Marvell and others, like Mildmay Fane..., cause to regret.” Country House in 
English Renaissance Poetry, 27. 
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not see the civil wars as a death-stroke to literary form, therefore, but as an engine for 












Figure 1. Data Source: Early English Books Online. For titles attributed an uncertain date 
range (e.g., 1602-1650)—typically ballads—the title is listed by the earliest date given. For this 




















































































































































Printed Publications with Form of "Constancy" in Title






























Figure 2. A page from the first illustrated edition of Alciato's Emblematum Liber, sig. D7r. 
Translated, the subscriptio reads, “The winged god has broken the winged thunderbolt, showing 
that there is a fire more powerful than fire - and that is Love.” Image and translation from “Vis 
Amoris,” Alciato at Glasgow, University of Glasgow, accessed April 2, 2018. 
http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/alciato/emblem.php?id=A31a073. 
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Figure 3. Goodere, Mirrour of Majestie, which uses the first-person to create the effect of the 
king's emblem speaking directly to the reader. Image from Early English Books Online. 






























Figure 4. An emblem from Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes (1586), showing the constancy of 
fishermen. Image from Early English Books Online. 
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Figure 5. Frontispiece to Eikon Basilike (1649). Image from the Folger Shakespeare Library, 
Call Number E272. 
 












Figure 6. The title-page to the complete edition of Princess Cloria (1661). Image from Early 
English Books Online. 
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Figure 7. The frontispiece of R.G.'s translation of Justus Lipsius' De Constantia (1654). Image 
from Early English Books Online. 
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Figure 8. Map of Wrest Park ca. 1705. Johannes Kip and Leonard Knyff, Engraving, “Wrest 
House & Park in the County of Bedford the Seat of the Rt. Honble. Henry Earl of Kent,” ca. 1705, 
L33/143, Lucas Archive, Bedfordshire and Luton Archives, Bedford, UK. 




Figure 9. Broadfield Hall, as pictured in Sir Henry Chauncy’s The Historical Antiquities of 
Hertfordshire (1700). This image reflects significant changes to the estate made beginning in 
1690 by Pulter’s grandson James Forester, several years after her death. 
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Figure 10. Map of the County of Hertfordshire, from Chauncy, Historical Antiquities of 
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Figure 11. Inset of Figure Above. 
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Figure 12. Stylized map of Hertfordshire from Drayton's Poly-Olbion (1612). The top of the 
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Figure 9. Stylized map of Hertfordshire from Drayton's Polyolbion. The top of the image is 
approximate west.  Note the orthographical differences with Pulter's poem.   
Drayton, Poly-Olbion, 245. 
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